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There have been two other departures from
the staff in recent months: Allen Edelstein and
Laurence Greenhill. Although both were
valued contributors, the amount they wrote
for us had dropped to the point where we felt
it would be difficult for readers to evaluate
their reviews in aproper context. Laurence
Greenhill continues as acontributor to Audio.
Into every life, however, alittle light must
shine. Continuing as contributors—though to
date without proper introductions—are Ken
Kessler and Martin Colloms (like Christopher
Breunig, who celebrates ayear with Stereophile with this issue, both are former colleagues of International Editor John Atkinson
at HFN/RR). And now added to our masthead
is our first Musician in Residence—Lewis Lipnick. Kessler, who has been featured in Stereophile doing budget cartridges, is one of the
UK's foremost authorities on popular music,
particularly from the '50s and '60s. Martin Colloms has been reviewing components for HiFi Choice, Hi -Fi For Pleasure, and HFN/RR,
over the past 15 years; in addition, he evaluates
products for numerous UK manufacturers, and
even designs products for afew. Lew Lipnick,
the principal contrabassoonist for the National
Symphony in Washington, DC, has done
music seminars for conrad johnson design,
and appeared in some of their ads. He has now
severed his professional relationship with that
company so as to be able to review products
for Stereopbile without bias. Of course, he has
written on live sound, concert halls, and CES
in past issues of Stereophile; one of those articles garnered mention in The New Yorker.
Farewell to those leaving, but a hearty
welcome to our new writers; long may you
prosper in our midst.

Subscriptions
U.S. residents 800-435-0715
800-892-0753 (Illinois)
From outside U.S. call (505) 982-2366.
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J. Gordon Holt

D

uring my recent interview with the
Sheffield Lab people in connection
with their Moscow recording sessions

home, as intact as possible, was what gave impetus to the high-fidelity movement from its

(Vol.10 No.3), both Lincoln Mayorga and Doug

very inception. Although it cannot be denied
that pop and rock music sound better on good

Sax had some unkind things to say about the

audio systems than on indifferent ones, merely

cost of recording an orchestra in the US. Their
complaints are justified. It costs more to record

is all about. We're talking about fidelity, which

"sounding better" is not what high-end audio

in the US than anywhere else in the world, and

means faithfulness, which in turn implies an

these astronomical costs are detrimental both
to symphonic music in the US and to the

original sound to be faithful to. And anyone
who knows anything about pop recording

audiophile's pursuit of sonic perfection.

knows that fidelity is simply not aconsidera-

Orchestral music is the justification for highend audio—its raison détre. The sound of a

tion for the typical 32-track studio.
The concept of fidelity has meaning only in

real, live orchestra letting loose is one of the

connection with musical sounds that can exist

most glorious sounds known to civilized man,

without electronic assistance, which means the
sound of unamplified, unprocessed, acoustical

and the hope of bringing that sound into one's
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Definitive.
conrad-johnson design, inc.
2800R Dorr Ave. •Fairfax. VA 22031
703-698-8581

(mechanical) instruments. But as soon as one

ment among proTessional musicians was in the

starts to apply standards of fidelity to sound

thousands and escalating, when an angry

reproduction, it becomes much more chal-

young man named James Caesar Petrillo
resolved to put astop to it. He proposed levy-

lenging; the goals are much more difficult to
achieve. And the difficulty increases in direct
relation to the number and variety of instruments one tries to reproduce. While it is
possible with today's technology to reproduce
aclassical guitar with passable accuracy, the

ing from the record companies (Columbia,
Decca, and RCA Victor) a royalty on every
record sold, for the support of unemployed
musicians. The record firms were unimpressed,
until Petrillo pulled out every musician in the

real sound of asymphony orchestra can barely

US on atotal recording ban which lasted two

even be approximated. There is too wide a
variety of distinctive timbres to be convinc-

years. One by one, the record companies
agreed to the royalty payments—of between

ingly portrayed by any one loudspeaker system,

54 cent and 5 cents per record—and the

all of which, despite more than acentury of
refinement, remain as colored as the instruments they are trying to reproduce. Nonethe-

American Federation of Musicians earned a
reputation as aunion to be feared. In fact, after

less, even the imperfect reproduction of alarge

tract thereafter, and every revised set of work

orchestra in one's listening room can be almost

rules, was more draconian than the last and,

as exciting as the sound of the real thing. An

as recordings came into ever-widening use,

orchestra is the ultimate challenge for an audio

more inspired by paranoia.

system, as well as for arecording engineer.

that, it was unstoppable. Every recording con-

Here, in essence, is what those rules have to

because—as is well known to anyone who

say about recording in 1987:
• For arecording session, all musicians must

has tried—good places to hang microphones

be paid at least astandard recording rate of $69

are also hard to find. In any given auditorium,

per hour, regardless of their usual pay for

there are usually at least two locations from

performances.
• A recording session must consist of a

Good orchestral recordings are hard to find

which microphones will capture a decent
recording, but the only way to find them is

minimum of three hours of time or amax-

by trial and error. If the orchestra happens to

imum of four. Each half hour of overtime must

be really worth recording—that is, if it is a
professional group whose players are music-

be paid for at arate of $52 per half hour.
• If arecording session involves fewer than

union people—you are prohibited from con-

65 players (but not less than 25), those

ducting any such trials unless you shell out
at least $13,455 for the privilege. That's what

must nonetheless be paid the standard

it costs in America to record a65-piece orches-

minimum hourly recording rate for at least the

members of the orchestra who are not needed

tra, whether for three hours or three minutes,

first two hours of the session. Their presence

and whether or not you have any intention

is not required.

of releasing the recording for public sale. It

• For each half-hour of recording, no more
than 15 minutes of material may be used for

is also the reason why Sheffield Lab, and increasing numbers of other US record com-

final release. This time can be averaged over

panies, do their symphonic recording overseas

two sessions.

while American orchestras struggle to make
ends meet. Why don't they just cut their prices

• Asymphonic work can be recorded during alive concert performance. The orchestra

for recording? They can't. It's against union

shall be notified in advance of which work will
be recorded, and no other work on the pro-

rules.
How did this sorry state of affairs come to
pass? Well, like most such institutionalized
idiocies, it started modestly and reasonably
many years ago. In 1942, live music in the US
seemed in the process of being phased out. All

gram can be recorded. Payment for athreehour session must be guaranteed as of the start
of the first recording take.
There is no limit to the number of perfor-

over the land, radio stations, dance halls, and

mances of that work which can be recorded
at subsequent concerts, but when the record-

restaurants which had once relied on musi-

ing is released, payment above the guaranteed

cians were playing records instead. Unemploy-

amount shall be predicated on the basis of one
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session hour for each 10 minutes of released

This is another reason why arecord company

material.

will usually opt for the major orchestra, assum-

• All of the above shall be in effect if there
is amicrophone present in the hall, whether

ing it can find one that isn't already under contract to another record company.

or not arecording is made, and whether or not

So, regardless of what orchestra is recorded,

any such recording is intended for commer-

the cost will work out to around $6900 per

cial release.

hour of playing for a100-piece ensemble And

• Any exceptions to the above must be

the three-hour session minimum multiplies

negotiated with the orchestra members and
approved by unanimous vote.

that cost by afactor of three. That's astagger-

On the surface, it looks like agood deal for

works out to awhopping $460 aminute. No
wonder Sheffield went to Europe!
Actually, 45 minutes is just about the exact

musicians. But is it really? Let's look at some
of its implications.

ing $21,000 for 45 minutes of music, which

European musicians get paid for recording.

amount of time needed to fill an LP, which
usually runs to 22 minutes per side. But CD is

Perhaps a virtuoso musician is worth it in

another matter entirely.

The hourly pay is about three times what

the US, but the fact is that most professional
orchestra players are not virtuosi; they are
only very competent players. The virtuosos

A CD buyer who finds he has bought
substantially less than 60 minutes of music for
his $13.95 feels gypped—particularly when

tend to gravitate to the major orchestras, which

he looks at the 70-minute releases coming

pay the most and earn their major status by the

routinely from RCA these days. This means

virtuosity of their players!

that aCD producer must get his full 15 minutes

But we're talking here about a uniform

of usable material from every hour of record-

recording payment rate. That means you will

ing. The chances of this happening depend on

pay just as much to record 100 very competent

the competence of the orchestra members and

musicians in Savannah or Memphis or Portland

the producer's standards for perfection in per-

as you will to record 100 virtuoso musicians

formance, and those chances are rather slim.
The alternative is to go into overtime, at time

in Philadelphia or Boston or Minneapolis.
Either way, that's $21,000 for aminimum session, from which you can use 45 minutes of

and ahalf for everybody, or $5000 for half an

material. Where, then, do you think arecord

hour for 100 players. And most AF of M shop

company is going to record? Certainly not in

stewards are meticulous about their timekeeping, often standing in the wings with a

Savannah or Memphis or Portland. The uni-

stop watch, fully prepared to call an end to the

form-scale provision of the American Federa-

session after the 59th second of the final

tion of Musicians, which is intended to reward
all musicians equally for recording, ends up

minute. If just two more minutes for ashort

rewarding only those in afew top orchestras!
The rest just don't get to make records.
In fact, it often costs more per minute of
usable material to record asecond-string orchestra, because virtuoso players are much
more likely to get things right the first time
through, whereas asecond-stringer may re-

retake are all that would be needed to get a
perfect performance, the producer is faced
with an agonizing choice between artistic integrity and Big Bucks. Guess what usually
triumphs?
But let's forget about the musicians for a
moment and think about the music.
Every symphonic musician knows that he

quire three or more takes to get certain
passages down with the degree of perfection

plays best on those special occasions when the

which everyone takes for granted from record-

other—those rare times when the tension be-

orchestra and the audience are hyping each

ings. Rough edges which can be overlooked

tween them is almost electric When this hap-

during an ephemeral live performance cannot

pens, the excitement and inspiration of that
performance can transcend any shortcomings

be tolerated in arecording, where they will be
heard over and over again with each playing.

in the orchestra's execution. It hardly needs
to be said that this almost never happens at a

IThis may sound like agood hourly rate, but in actual fact,
atypical American orchestra does so little commercial recording that it does not represent amajor source of income—LA
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Typically, acommercial recording is made
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"Martin-Logan
makes the
speakers that
Mozart and
Beethoven
would have
... used ... "

Nr

••••

...and Iwouldn't think of listening
to any other loudspeaker." LEONARD SLATKIN*

W

in

hen most audio manufacturers speak of
"technology," it's
usually to discuss the amount
of distortion their product
produces. When MartinLogan uses the term, it's to
expound on the musical experience of listening to a
symphony played through
"Monolith's." Or perhaps a
concerto as rendered by a
pair of "C LS."
It is an experience that transcends cartridges, electronics, and speakerwire. It avoids the anxiety
of slew rate and damping factor. It's an
experience that amazes the world-class
conductor to the extent that he would give
this unqualified endorsement.
The experience is MUSIC. The product
of musicians and Martin-Logan's "technology."
A New Standard of Design
When Martin-Logan employs the term
"technology," it's to amplify aphilosophy
of electrostatic loudspeaker design. A
design far beyond the capabilities of any
other speaker company.
*Mr. Slatkin is the conductor of the St. Louis Symphony.

It's a design that employs
electrostatic diaphrams whose
mass is so light, it equals that
of acubic inch of air. Adesign
so advanced that it is both
acoustically AND physically
transparent. Adesign so revolutionary that its only requirements are better than average
quality amplification and an
unremitting zeal for musical
performance.
A New Standard of
Performance
Mr. Slatkin also stated,
"The Martin-Logans are extraordinary
speakers that decisively establish new
standards of loudspeaker performance."
The creation of which was more than the
handiwork of technocrats.
We invite you to experience their musical
technology personally at your authorized
Martin-Logan dealer.

Martin-Logan, Ltd.
The Electrostatic Loudspeaker
Technology Company
P.O. Box 741, 2001 Delaware
Lawrence, Kansas 66046
(913) 749-0133

up of bits and snatches of different "takes,"
often played in acompletely different order
from the normal one. The result may be "note-

threat to orchestra musicians, but apotential
boon. Unlike popular recordings, classical

perfect," but in no way can it be considered

symphonic recordings are never used as a
substitute for live musicians, because they are

a"performance." So what do we have to show

never played in places or situations where a

for 100 years of sometimes-inspired symphonic performances in America? Practically
nothing, because the only symphonic recor-

such as in arestaurant. And the appeal of symphonic concerts and symphonic recordings

dings available are the result of recording
sessions.
Symphony orchestra performing is the only

live orchestra could ever be employed anyway,

is so different that the latter cannot possibly
be considered as being in competition with
the former.

artistic endeavor for which we have no historic

People do not attend orchestra concerts

record whatsoever! Most of the inspired performances of the greatest conductors of the

because they don't have the music on records.
They attend because they like to go to or-

past century are gone forever, leaving not a

chestra concerts, and the love of symphonic

trace except for written concert reviews,

music is probably the least important of the

which can only give ahint as to what the per-

reasons for that liking. More important is the

formances sounded like. 2 This is criminal!

feeling that it is aspecial occasion, the desire

Due to some AF of M rule relaxations in
recent years, orchestra performances can now

to be seen in asocially acceptable environment
by one's peers, aliking for the sound of alive

be routinely taped for broadcast or private ar-

orchestra (which, as Inoted above, has still to

chiving, without additional reimbursement to

be replicated in the home), and the appeal to

the players, and individual Union Locals are

one's herd instinct that comes from sharing an

free to choose their own recording fees—as

enthusiasm with alarge crowd of like-minded

long as no recordings or broadcasts are
disseminated beyond the geographical boun-

recordings as asubstitute for the real thing; the

people. Few music-lovers use symphonic

daries of that Local. But anything going out-

symphonic record collector who rarely at-

side that area automatically calls up the national
Rules and the national scale for live-perfor-

tends concerts would not attend any more
often if records did not exist, because the

mance recordings. This means acivic orchestra

unique appeal of the concert hall is not changed

could sell live-performance recordings in
its own area, but without national distribution,

in any way by the existence of recordings. 3
The recording can only supplement the live

no recording would be likely to do much

concert; it cannot replace it.

better than pay for itself. Give it national

In other words, it would make good logical

distribution at national recording rates, and it

and economic sense to liberalize the AF of M's

would have to sell thousands more copies

recording rules pertaining exclusively to symphony orchestras. Here are my suggestions for
those new rules:

before it would break even. It's acan't-win
situation.
It's too late now to do anything about those
lost definitive performances, or the lost opportunities of struggling orchestras to supplement
their income from recordings, but it isn't too

• The "standard" recording rate must be
abolished for symphony orchestras and opera
companies. The hourly pay rate for formal
recording sessions should be determined

late to change the situation. That is, if the AF

through negotiations between the record com-

of M has the courage to consider changing
some of its archaic and self-destructive record-

pany or producer and the representatives of
the orchestra and its Local, but should never

ing policies.
Before this can happen, it is necessary that
the musicians' union stop its paranoid thinking
about symphonic recordings. They are not a
2Avery few orchestras which have been regularly broadcast
through the yea's, suds as the Philadelphia and the New York
Philharmonic, were, of course, routinely taped, but where
most of those tapes are now is anybody's guess.
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3Whoa, JGH! This h untrue in my case. If records did not
exist, I'd be going to concerts muds more than Ido Besides.
if records did not exist, neither would symphonic record collectors. Also, the unique appeal of the concert hall bas been
changed by the existence of records: orchestras play much
more loudly than they did at the turn of the century, and most
audiences have come to expect to hear the perfection they're
used to from records. I'm not sine our orchestras' overall levels
of proficiency have increased as much as our appreciation of
hearing live music at all has decreased.
—RL
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Rebirth of the Analog Record
Introducing the Neu', Sonically Incredible

New technologies in cartridge design.

Alpha Genesis 1000'

An all out design by Hisoyoshi Nakatsuka (designer of

Moving Coil Cartridge from MonsterCahle
Analog or Digital? Compact Disc or LP?
After you've heard the remarkable sound of the
new Alpha Genesis 1000, there's no contest. Analog
records win.

the other Alpha Series), the Genesis 10(X) is the
ultimate realizations of his 20 years cartridge design.
1. 'sing a new coil design allows both channels to
maintain absolute accuracy in frequency response and
phase for unprecedented depth and soundstage. A new
"MicroRidge 2" stylus tip is the smallest ever produced
for lowest noise and least distortion. Anew cantilever

Rediscover your favorite recordings.

technology made with adiamond sputtered carbon

In this age of digital, advancements in analog record

deposited over boron adds stiffness, without typical

reproduction don't come easily. That's why we proudly

mechanical resonances. A new natural dampening

invite you to hear our latest creation, the Genesis 1000.
It's sonic capabilities are a significant contribution to

material that's smooth and linear in response, does not

the state-of-the-art in analog record reproduction.
The Genesis 1000's incredible sound brings asense
of immediacy and excitement to the music. Experience
arenewed liveness, naturalness, and 3dimensionality
from all of your records, heretofore unobtainable from
any cartridge. Moving coil or moving magnet.

deteriorate with time. And that's just the beginning.
Experience the Alpha Genesis in your sound
system and rediscover adawn of a new era in analog
record reproduction.

MONSTER CRBLE'
101 Townsend St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 777-1355

be less than what each musician is paid for a
concert performance. This would make second-string groups economically competitive

tinue to make money from it as long as it continues to sell. With the present arrangement,

makes money, everyone involved should con-

with the top-ranking orchestras for recordings.

guaranteeing athree-hour session reimburse-

• There should be no restrictions on how
much session time per hour can be used for

ment at the outset, arecord producer would

afinal release The 15-minute-per-hour restric-

didn't look like asure-fire best-seller.

be foolish to consider releasing anything that

tion would unfairly handicap the best or-

• Finally, the three-hour minimum for afor-

chestras when they are being paid ahigher rate
than their lesser counterparts. If one hour of

mal recording session should be reduced to
two, because without the 15-minute-per-hour

recording produces one hour of releasable
material (very unlikely), all of this should be

restriction, agood orchestra could probably

available for use.

turn out enough clean material for one CD in
that two-hour period. Anything less than a

• The management and musical director of
all orchestras should be free to authorize ar-

those orchestra members who live a"com-

chival recordings of all public performances,

muting" distance from the concert hall, and

and their broadcast by noncommercial radio

would (rightfully) balk at driving an (unreimbursed) hour for an hour's work.

stations, without approval by or additional
payment to the orchestra members, and should
be encouraged to do such routine archiving.
Routine archiving would accomplish several
things. First, it would allow the building, over
time, of alibrary of real performances, for
whatever purposes these might later be put to.
Second, it would give the recording person-

two-hour session would be impractical for

These revised recording rules would make
many more American orchestras available for
recording, and would provide ameans for getting some variety into the rather mundane
musical fare now available on disc. With the
recording rate what it is today, only the major

nel the time to experiment with different

record companies can afford to record
American orchestras, and the majors tend to

purist mike placements, in the hope of even-

opt for warhorse titles or glamorous per-

tually finding one that works in that hall. And
third, it is insurance against performance

formers with proven mass-market appeal.
Bringing our second-string orchestras into the

piracy, which is easier to pull off than most or-

recording pool could encourage, once again,

chestra managements realize. (Comparing a

the recording of lesser-known but no less en-

performance tape with one that is suspected

joyable works in the symphonic repertoire.

of being an illicit recording of that perfor-

(Who remembers Don Gillis, John Alden

mance will conclusively establish the truth.)
• If the decision is made to release arecord-

Carpenter, or Randall Thompson?)
As for supplemental income for starving or-

ing of aperformance for national distribution,

chestras, Iwon't pretend that one modestly

tion, the players should be paid no additional

successful recording of Chadwick's Suite Sym-

money for the recording, because it does not

phonique will save a civic orchestra from

represent additional work on their part. In-

bankruptcy, but the slow, steady sale of ten

stead, asubstantial royalty on each record sold
should be paid by the record producer to the

such titles could make asignificant difference
in its financial health.

orchestra fund, with apreviously contracted

Then there's the dividend for us audiophiles.
The opportunity for serious amateur recordists

proportion of that money to be disbursed
among the orchestra personnel. The royalty

around the country to experiment at leisure

amount should be negotiated and contracted

(and without cost) with minimalist mike
techniques will result in some superb concert

for before record production begins.
Royalties from records sold, rather than payment for the recording itself, would encourage

recordings of the kind high-end audio is all
about. And the opportunity to release these

abacker to invest in the possibility that atitle

recordings for public sale could result in a

of dubious sales potential will sell well enough

bonanza for audiophiles.

to release. If it didn't, the investor is out only

Revised symphonic recording rules would

his production and promotion costs and the
musicians have lost nothing. If the record

benefit all concerned. It's past time they were
considered.
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CD 1987 Museatex

The Meitner turntable and tone arm.
Revolutionary. Precise. Timeless.
A Total System Approach:
Meitner Preamplifiers, Amplifiers,
Power Sources, CD Players;
Museatex Accessories.
Museatex Audio Inc. (514) 333-6661

MUSEATEX

LETTERS
We regret that time does not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

Endless, contradictory quibbling

JA used to be aprofessional musician, and

Editor:

still plays as an amateur; choral singing used

It is time someone told you Emperors about
your new clothes. Or shall Isay that medieval

to be an important part of LA's life until

theologians debating how many angels could

Stereophile grew to the point where it occupied 90% of his time (the other 10% being

fit on the head of apin didn't have anything

spent comparing Cbardonnays and playing

on you guys? Irefer to the endless, repetitive,

volleyball); RL used to play bassoon and at

and often contradictory quibbling about
which piece of equipment meets which specification.

present is studying classical singing AG used
to play guitar more seriously than be does

Iam aprofessional musician, and records

now; JGH, BS, and GG have spent more evenings than most recording live orchestral per-

and tapes are cutting my throat. Did it every

formances; DO experiences live music vicari-

occur to you or your listeners to spend money

ously through bis wife's semiprofessional sing-

attending live musical events? Did it ever occur

ing; but you do have apoint, Mr Snyder: it

to you that the average hall where you hear live
music is bigger than aliving room, and that no

is easy for hi-fi writers to lose touch with what

amount of money is going to enlarge the air-

it's all about, and recorded music still doesn't
approach the real thing. Idon't think, how-

space therein? By definition, music is an art,

ever that thats' agood reason for giving up!

and science and engineering are opposite in

Regarding your comments on the high

spirit. You and The Absolute Sound are just on

recording fees charged by American orches-

ego trips to see who can spend the most
money. Have you ever spent time trying to play

starting on p.5 of this issue. But Itake excep-

an instrument, or to sing?

tras, JGH goes into this subject in some detail
tion with your comments about all European

Let me end by saying that agood reason

orchestras being supported by taxes. The Lon-

European orchestras can charge so much less

don orchestras (LPO, RPO, LSO, Philharmo-

than US orchestras is that in Europe they're

nia) are probably recorded more often than

tax-supported, and here they aren't. Believe
me, check around and tell me how much orchestra personnel are getting here—it isn't

any others, yet only asmall part of their in-

much. Certainly it isn't enough to spend

In defence of the Marantz 10B

comes is derived from the taxpayer

—JA

thousands on an ersatz means of copying

Editor:

music. The fact that you failed to note why

There is asaying that "the pen is mightier

American orchestras are "astronomically
high" ,in rates proves your ignorance about the

Scott's review-25 years late—of the Marantz

workings of music in your native land. You are

than the sword." However, in the case of Don

like the art critic who wrote areview about a

10B tuner in Vol.10 No.4, Ithink that the pen
is the sword. It is asad fact that some (not all)

piece of sculpture and ended up by giving its

of the writers for the various "underground"

physical dimensions, color, weight, etc., but

magazines have been lacking in technical ex-

didn't even grasp its artistic intent or merit.
Hope you have fun with those angels. I've

pertise; as aresult of this incompetence they

got to go play some live music—and it'll sound

less technically competent) on innumerable
occasions. Don Scott's review is acase in point.

better than any record ever made.
John R. Snyder
Knoxville, TN
IVon() No.3, p.64
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have grossly misled the public (who are even

The original concept behind the (multiplex)
design of the Marantz 10B (1962, not 1964) was
the incorporation of afilter scheme contrived
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At last, high-performance audio
comes down to earth.
High-performance audio by Rotel has arrived With remarkable sonic quality you've previously associated only with
esoteric equipment selling at other-worldly prices. Now,
however, at prices you'll find very down-to-earth.
At Rotel, our engineers avoid gimmicks and flashing
lights. Instead, they concentrate on audible performance.
All critical parts are carefully hand selected on the basis
of how they sound when producing music. Direct signal
paths -from inputs to outputs -assure highest accuracy
and resolution. And our renowned amplifiers, for example,
use massive power supplies, along with discrete output
transistors rated many times their actual load. As aresult,
they can produce high-current output continuously -not
just for afew milliseconds. Our 50-watt amplifier actually
plays louder and sounds better than many with 100-watt
specs -and 100-watt prices.
This pursuit of affordable sonic perfection may explain
why Rotel outsells most other specialty hi-fi brands in
Great Britain. And why hard-to-please British audio critics
consistently give Rotel components rave reviews.
For reprints of these reviews, and a brochure on our receivers, Compact Disc players, tuners, integrated amplifiers,
power amplifiers, preamps, cassette decks and turntables,
just send your name and address to Rotel Audio of America
Inc., Department ST, PO. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240
Or call us at (416) 297-0599.

1=;11Z1"7-El.
High performance. Down to earth.

'

by Sidney S. Smith, the Director of Engineer-

on individual points. On an overall basis,

ing for Marantz. He called it a"Quasi-Vestigial
Sideband Filter," and it was also incorporated
into the Sequerra tuner and, in amodified

however, there can be no doubt as to the total
musicality of this legend. Iand many others
have listened to countless tuners down through

form, my "Charlie" tuner. Iam not going to do

the years (including my own), and we all unani-

some free engineering here for the uninformed,

mously keep returning to the 10B. In an overall

but one of the primary requirements of this

sense, this legend has yet to be equalled.
James Bongiorno

filtering technique was the use of a67kHz
notch filter to eliminate the Storecast (SCA)
signal. It is axiomatic that virtually every engi-

Santa Barbara, CA

neer of any merit knows the importance of

Aproperly aligned 10B has good IF bandpass

having an SCA filter. To imply that the 10B did

and allows the undesired 67kHz SCA compo-

not is sheer blasphemy (in the true sense of the

nent to pass with little attenuation. Unusually

word) and agross accusation of incompetence
on the part of Sid Smith and Dick Sequerra.

stiff 67kHz filtering is needed, therefore, to
avoid audible birdies (at least 45dB) and to

The fact of the matter is that the 10B has

prevent it from contributing to HF IM (80dB).

four groups of filters: a19kHz notch, a67kHz

The single LCfilter in the 10B doesn't cut it

notch, a24kHz notch, and a38kHz notch. The

in this respect. Footnote 4to my review should

first two are part of the "vestigial" filter and

read, ': ..Tbe 10B bas four filter sections to

the second two are the output filters. (DS is
incorrect in identifying these last two as 19kHz

remove 19, 24, 38, and 67kHz components.
An additional section (the 24kHz) can be

and 38kHz filters.) These two filters also serve
as part of the coefficients of the de-emphasis

retuned by changing capacitor values and
adjusting to double-notch the 67kHz com-

network. It is absolute stupidity to advise any

ponent. Iapologize for the lack of clarity and

10B owner to go in and modify the filters, as

Ithank Mr Bongiorno for keeping me on my

everything would then be totally misaligned.

toes.

Wiser heads should prevail in this matter.
Quite obviously, something was amiss regard-

—DAS

Solid-core cable

ing the so-called units under scrutiny for this

Editor:

"review." May Isuggest the following possi-

Alvin Gold's article in Vol.10 No.4 regarding

bilities: a) the units were out of alignment;

solid vs stranded speaker wire was very, very

b) the units were somehow defective (burnedout or shorted-out parts, etc); c) the units had

refreshing. However, in his point discussing
low-level spuriae ("garbage") using the exam-

been tampered with. In addition, it would

ple of a1000-strand cable with 3kHz signal,

have been wiser to investigate the problem

he multiplies the units "strands" with "Hertz"

before accusing the designer of incompetence

and ends up with aresultant with the units of
"Hertz" again. Shouldn't the end result really

The schematic—which clearly shows all the
filter functions—could have been obtained.
Either Maranta, or preferably Sid Smith, could
have been contacted to ascertain the situa-

be in units of "stranded-Hertz"? With so many
of these little spuriae, it sure the hell would
even "hert" aMonster's ears!
NVR

tion. Obviously, none of these things were

Balboa, CA

attempted—shame on you, SWreophile! Lastly,

You can find the Monster's response in Vol. 10

archives of the test reports from 20-25 years

No.5.

ago could have been located (with maybe alittle bit of effort) showing the performance of

More solid-core

this legend. Indeed, when properly aligned—

Editor:

and we have three of these legends among our
coterie of tube lovers here in Santa Barbara,

Regarding Alvin Gold's article about solid-core
cable: Iused to use Monster Cable, but for the

including my own—there will be no SCA

last 6months have been using low-impedance,

interference from a10B tuner.
Now Iam not going to claim that the 10B is

I6-gauge, solid-core Fire Alarm Cable, with
roughly a12-foot run per speaker. (An electri-

absolutely the finest tuner ever made; indeed,

cian friend gave me a200-foot roll which I

agreat many other tuners outperform the 10B

have distributed to all my fellow hi-fi freaks-1
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DIVA
The Next Step

APOGEE ACOUSTICS
35 York Ave.
Randolph, MA 02368

Audition this acclaimed
loudspeaker at your
nearest high end dealer.

(617) 963-0124
Telex 928121
APOGEE RAND.

rIPOGEC r1COLISTICS, INC.

still have over 100 feet left, if you want some.)

Solid-core cable revisited

Ihave been told that solid-core cable can store

Editor:

current, sending vicious spikes to the loudspeakers and possibly damaging both them

After reading Alvin Gold's article about solidcore wiring, Idecided to give it atry. Some

and the amplifier or receiver.

cheap ($0.04/ft.), 18-gauge, hardware-store

Ihaven't damaged anything yet, neither my
Nalcamichi SR3A or my KEFs. Ihaven't figured

wire, laid at least 6' apart on my floor, gave
amazing results compared with my Straight
Wire Music Ribbon 32s. My only hesitation

out how to use solid-core between my Rega
or my Shure CD player and the Nalcamichi, but
with it used as aspeaker cable, my KEF R104/2s

was the body of the sound and the bass, which
seemed atouch thin in my system (138cK 140

sound as if acurtain which was veiling the

amplifier and Celestion SL6S speakers). Since

sound has been raised. There is less bass than

18 gauge is larger than the size specified by
Gold (0.8mm?), Iexperimented with some

Monster Cable, but the sound is clearer, with
more information.
Kenneth McAulty
Framingham, MA

good-quality Belden magnet wire Ifirst tried
the Belden 18 gauge—the sound became
smoother and fuller, sounding about the same

Solid-core again

as the Music Ribbon fullness. Then Itried the
recommended 20 gauge. Lo and behold, the

Editor:
AG's article on small-gauge, solid-core loud-

sound was cleaner, more open, and the bass

speaker cables in Vol.10 No.4 was fascinating,

just as good as the 18 gauge. Compared with

and, in my own case, fortuitously timely.

the Music Ribbon, the sound is much more

The reason for its timeliness is the fact that

transparent and open, transients are sharper,

Ihave just purchased anew sound system in
accordance with the word from Stereopbile,

the imaging and soundstaging is greater—
there is no feeling at all of the speakers pres-

namely, an Adcom preamplifier and amplifier,

ence. The music is now really alive in feel.

apair of Magnepan MGIlc loudspeakers, and

Ido not know how this wire will work with

a Dual CS5000 turntable and a Sony CD-

asystem that can go way down into the bass,

P520ES CD player. Ihave the loudspeakers

but you definitely should follow up this idea

located across the room from the rest of the
equipment, connected to the amplifier via 30

of solid-core wire in aproper review. Iplan to
sandwich the Belden wires between duct tape

feet of doubled wire (to accommodate the two

and have my own ribbon cable at less than one

leads) to each speaker. For the present Iam us-

hundredth the cost of my new (damn it) Music

ing 16-gauge, stranded zip-cord instead of the

Ribbon 32s. It's not too pretty, but think of all

usual 20- or smaller-gauge wire usually sup-

those records one could buy with the dif-

plied for speakers.

ference in price Next, I'll try the interconnects,
but may not be able to overcome the insula-

My dealer is pressing me to buy very expensive, exotic loudspeaker cables. Ihave been

tion problem since those wires have to run a

holding off, however, because Iam torn be-

lot closer.

tween Stereopbile's recommendations and

Paul Isaacs

my reluctance to spend the kind of money

Brooklyn, NY

those exotic cables require, especially for such
along run.
Enter Alvin Gold's arresting article on solidcore cable. Iwant to start experimenting—

Solid-core from Radio Shack
Editor.
Apropos Alvin Gold's article on thin solid-core

now. While Ishall communicate with DNM in

cable, and with apologies to the Audio Cheap-

England, what I'd like to do now is undertake

skate, Ihighly recommend Radio Shack indoor

some preliminary experiments with solid-core

(white) 300-ohm twin lead both for intercon-

wire. Can you tell me what the American
gauge equivalent of the 0.5mm 2 wire you sug-

nects and speaker cable. It costs $1.59 for 40
feet! (The thicker, brown, outdoor stuff sounds

gested is? And what gauge equivalent would

edgier.)

be needed for a30-foot run for each lead?

Along the way from tolerating my stereo

John C. Guenther

toward relaxing with it, Ispent several hun-

Stuart, Florida

dred dollars on variously concocted intercon-
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The affordable
new hybrid
from Audio Research

It's no secret that the Audio
Research SP11 hybrid preamplifier
has secured its reputation in esoteric
music systems around the world.
Now, Audio Research introduces
some of the SP11's acclaimed hybrid
technology in asimpler, less costly
format.
The new SP9 hybrid preamplifier
combines the essential controls and
pure musicality listeners want most,
with the robust construction Audio
Research is noted for. Using just two
6DJ8 vacuum tubes and proprietary
FET-based circuitry, the SP9 provides
more than enough gain (66 dB) for
popular moderate-to-high output
moving coil phono cartridges (loading
may be set internally). High-level
circuits have been optimized for
overload-proof reproduction from
compact discs. Two tape inputs /
outputs, plus automatic /manual
muting, add convenience and
protection.
HIGH DEFINITION* MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

With phono noise (IHF weighted)
measuring 72 dB below a 1mV input,
the SP9 allows music to bloom
dynamically from anear-silent
background. Staging is broad and
deep, with focus of individual voices
both palpable and rock-steady. In the
end, the new SP9 is true to its
heritage: it sets surprising new
standards of musical accuracy at its
price — and invites comparison with
the most expensive competitors.
Audition the SP9 soon at your
nearest Audio Research dealer.
Abbreviated Specifications
GAIN: Phono, 66 dB (RIM ± .25dB).
NOISE: Phono, IHF weighted 72 dB below
1mV input.
DISTORTION: < .01% at 2V RMS output
10 Hz to 30 kHz.
DIMENSIONS: 19"W x5.25"H x10.25"D.
26 lbs. shipping weight.

audio research
corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway
sapolis. Minnesota 55430
•612/566-7570
rel

nects and cables. The worst were the twisted
multi-gauge multiconductor type—lots of

300-ohm cables, Ifeel the edgier sound of the
outdoor stuff is due to the PVC sleeving sur-

initially beguiling fake spaciousness and etched

rounding the foam dielectric The indoor has
plain polyethylene insulation, considered to

ersatz detail. The best was aspeaker cable by
Naim that looked like industrial-strength twin
lead, with many strands. However, compared
to thin TV twin lead, it was quite muddled in
awoolly, rich-warm manner.

be one of the better-sounding dielectric materials. Regarding Mr McAulty's letter there is
no way for solid-core cable to ":store current,
sending vicious spikes to the loudspeakers. "

We're talking major improvement here, like

—JA

getting more musical electronics: layers of
glare removed, and simple clarity that lets you
sink into the music and its interpretation, sans

Solid-core & science

cringe factor.

A good equipment review will inform the
reader of the nature of the problem that a

I've got no axe to grind, but Ihave long felt
remiss for not sharing this inexpensive serendipity with the cosmos. If you disagree, you're
out only four cents afoot for the privilege. It
may be relevant that my electronics are all
tube: Dynatuner, Audible Illusions preamp,
Quicksilver amps, 30 feet of twin lead to KEF
104ab speakers.
By the way, here's acheap and easy solidcore experiment: connect preamp and amp
chassis together, and use 10-gauge, aluminum

Editor:

designer had identified and solved. As adesign
tutorial, any review is useful to us all, regardless of our interest in the unit under test. Mr.
Gold's article on solid-core cables was interesting, but he has made several inaccuracies which
detract from the case for solid-core cable.
Mr. Gold presents two examples of electricity without pointing out that one is wrong.
He writes, "one model of current flow has
electrons weaving through the conductors,

TV ground-wire between phono receptacles.
(It fits snugly without connectors.) Too much

setting up electric and magnetic fields around
them." This would require that electrons,

buzz for long-term listening, but avery coher-

which are matter, travel at the speed of light.

ent, non-strident musical image results. The
last time Itried this, Iliked 10-gauge aluminum

The nature of current flow is, as he presents
it in his second model, the electromagnetic

better than 14-gauge copper. Really.

effect, which does travel at the speed of light,

Now, having clearly certified myself as an
audio visionary, permit me another minor
iconoclasm. You can subtly improve on brass

and causes charged particles to move in response to the force exerted by the electric

or aluminum cones under electronics by re-

electrical field, not the cause of it.

placing them with hardwood knobs (three for

In fact, the progress of an electron down a
wire is extremely slow. Newton's Second Law

adollar at the hardware store). The best sound
I've found are the 11
4 -inch diameter made by
/
Brainerd Mfg. in East Rochester, NY 14445.
They look like little mushrooms and sound

field. Electron movement is the result of an

says the electron's acceleration is proportional
to the force applied to it. In avacuum, the speed
of an electron is afunction of the strength of

best upright. Their rounded tops approximate

the electrical field. In aconductor, things are

asingle-point contact with electronics placed

somewhat more complicated; judging from his

on top of them.
Finally, let me corroborate fully Mr. Duray-

concern with "random current flow," Mr. Gold

Bito's letter about VPI Bricks (Von() No.4). I

may not be aware of this. The electrons lose
some of their kinetic energy by bumping into

have four of them and they make nice doorstops.

the atoms of the conductor, causing the conductor's atoms to move faster (heat up). After

Thank you for ahighly informative publica-

all this banging about and rebounding in all

tion, and aspecial nostalgic thanks to JGH,
whom I've read off and on for 20-plus years.

directions and with the energy lost as heat, the

Robert B. Laird
Rochester, NY

electron's progress is slow. Consider that in a
wire with an area of Imm 2 carrying 20 amps(!),
the net velocity of an electron is less than lm
in 10 minutes. This is avelocity of furlongs per

Having experimented with both Radio Shack
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Threshold
presents a new
audio art work

the Threshold FET ten
modular preamplifier system
mc mm phonograph cartridge preamplifier section
high level control preamplifier section
individual external power supplies for each section

Threshold Corporation
1945 industrial drive
auburn california 95603

"startling conclusions" that we should avoid

trol of the woofer. Servocontrol is awonderful

a too large conductor because "the excess
metal creates conditions suitable for random

solution if properly implemented, but it is an

current circulation."
Mr. Gold writes: "The key idea underlying

odd solution for someone who mistrusts active stages. Mr. Gold, referring to loudspeaker
drive units, suggests that "the real concern

solid-core cable is to constrain the behavior

should be to DRIVE it, amuch more funda-

of the electrical current as far as possible."

mental requirement." A noble sentiment, but
everything that is driven spits back current

Actually, the voltage is constrained in the sense
that the cable presents anontrivial ohmic load,
but the real purpose of the cable is to constrain

when the "drive" is over and the unit is coast-

the electromagnetic effect to an area where it

ing on inertia. Servocontrol will obviate many
of the same problems which low-resistance

is governed by the "skin effects." When AC

cables minimize, but it is almost always better

travels on awire, it does so largely at the con-

to avoid an undesirable effect than to correct

ductor-insulator boundary. The wire acts as
a"wave guide" for the electromagnetic effect.
The higher the frequency of the signal, the less

for it later. It is possible to incorporate series
resistance into alow-frequency alignment;

energy is present in the center of the wire. This

however, this only accounts for behavior near
resonance. Above resonance, the amp will

tendency is called the skin effect. The degree

always provide better control of the woofer

to which the energy is only near the surface

when the series resistance is low.

is reflected in afigure called the skin depth,
which refers to how deeply energy has pene-

when he says, "There was nothing in conven-

trated the conductor at agiven frequency.

Ithink Mr. Gold slightly overstates the case

Dr. Malcolm Hawksford gives the following

tional theory that would explain why" small
solid-cores work so well. These effects are

information for skin depth vs frequency: at

routinely accounted for in microwave and

50Hz the depth is 9.35mm, at 1000Hz the

radio design. In radio telescopes, not only are

depth is 2.09mm, and at 20kHz the depth is

"wires" hollow, thereby avoiding the effects

0.47mm. Dr. Hawksford says that when the
electric field's wavefront passes in toward the

of the center core, but they are also cooled to

center of the conductor, its propagation direc-

diminish the background thermal noise floor.
Perhaps in the late 1980s, the earnest audio

tion becomes not quite straight down the wire.

geek will have cryogenic cables, only to be

These non-straight paths arrive later, causing

superseded by superconducting cables in the

the wavefront to be time-dispersed. Since the

1990s. Then we may view contemporary cable

skin effect varies with frequency, we have a
frequency-dependent, time-dispersive smear.

prices with nostalgia.
Daniel Patrick Coyle
Grants, NM

The solution is to configure aconductor so
small in diameter that for all frequencies of
interest the skin effect will predominate. Ergo,

Review errors #1

conductors of 0.5mm diameter.

Editor:

The effect of the resistance due to the smaller size wire will be linear if the wire is ohmic,

Ithink JGH has let himself be misled by the
documentary failures of the Recut and Chesky

je, its resistance doesn't change regardless

records he reviewed in Von() No.4.

of the applied current. From the list of skin

First, Kleiber's Beethoven Fifth was recorded
(on tape) in the Concengebouw in September

depths, it may be seen that at bass frequencies
one can have thick, single-core wire and still

1953, initially in nine parts for potential issue

have awire diameter much less than the skineffect depth. In this regard, Mr. Gold's point
#3 needs some modification. It is not impor-

on 78s, but published only as LPs in England

tant that all wires be thin, but that they be thin
compared with the skin depth of the frequen-

(LXT 3022) and the US (as London LL-912).
This performance has, of course, been reissued
since, most recently here on Richmond 23232.
Very likely the Kleiber was balanced by Ken-

cies that they carry.

neth Wilkinson, who was often on the road for

Iquestion Mr. Gold's discussion of lowfrequency damping. Any cable resistance will

Decca in the late 1940s and early 1950s. And

always worsen (decouple) the amplifier's con-

he also balanced the Bartok and Ravel concer-
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...audible results
with the finest
in connecting
components.

SOUND • CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
14932 N. Florida

Tampa, F133612

(813)961-3319

In Canada: Korbon Trading LTD., 1020 Meyerside Dr.,
Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. L5TIK7, Phone (416) 676-1260
Department A

tos with Katchen, which were recorded in
Kingsway Hall between the 9th and 13th of

suckers. Third, rewire the woofers for dual

November 1965.
Iam sure that he balanced Barbirolli's Sibe-

to 4ohms. And last, find an amplifier which
will drive the rather difficult load the M-Ls pre-

lius Second from sessions on the 1st and 9th

sent (made much easier with the new power

voice-coil use, which changes the impedance

of October, 1962. And though Wilkie would

supplies), and use a6dB/octave slope at 100Hz.

be pleased with JGH's general comments

(The Ashly SC-22 does quite well combined

about the sound, he would not be pleased to

with aMcIntosh 2100.) Experiment with slopes

know that JGH feels there isn't enough middle in the stereo, since here, as in all his rec-

and impedances for best results (16 ohms on
the electrostats with 4ohms on the woofers
can sound excellent). If you have an old Mac

ords, Wilkie was certainly using his trademark
Neumann M-50s on aDecca "Tree" over Bar-

lying around, try it. It can sound very smooth

birolli's head, as well as his '50 outriggers and

and powerful with the Monolith.

afew in-orchestra spots. Certainly the Tree-

The chief key is to remind Martin -bagan own-

to-Outrigger-to-Spot balance changed from
session to session; one thing is certain—the

ers to have that "old" power supply changed.
They won't believe the difference.

Tree was there to fill the middle of the mix —
Mike Gray

Thanks for agreat magazine. Keep them
coming.
Carl E. Miller

Alexandria, VA

Columbus, OH

always.

It is, isn't it?

Review errors #2
Editor:

Editor:

Ihope JGH pays more attention to detail in his

All musical instruments have sounds that

equipment evaluations than he does in his

bloom and decay. The LP record is vastly

record reviews (Vol.10 No.4). The orchestra led

superior to CD in this regard
Charles J. Gaton
Bayport, NY

by Lorin Maazel in his spectacular recording
of the Tchaikovsky Second/Rimsky-Korsakov
"Antar" symphonies (Telarc 80131) is the Pittsburgh Symphony, not the Cleveland. Mr. Maa-

Yes, it is!

zel has recently cemented apromising relation-

Editor:

ship with the PSO which hopefully will pro-

Ithoroughly enjoyed reading Martin Colloms's
introductory remarks in his overall conclusion

duce many more recordings of this caliber.
P. Holcomb
Pittsburgh, PA

to his two-part review of CD players (Vol.10
No.4). He so clearly described what Ido not
hear when Ilisten to aCD front end that Iwas

The greening of the Monolith

happy to find out that it is ashared experience.

Editor:

Up to this point, Ihad been baffled by why I
had not mad a"something missing" comment

Stereophile's evaluations of the Martin-Logan
Monoliths were very much on target. However, an important change has made the Monoliths into much more pleasant and musical

on the sound produced by aCD player. Consequently, Ihad assumed that the problem was
caused by the equipment Iwas listening to and

speakers, passing my goosebump test with

not inherent either to CD players or to the CD

ease. As you may know, the power supplies

medium itself. Mr. Colloms seems to favor the
opinion that the problem is with the players,

have been "upgraded" and, lest you think this
is minor, have transformed this speaker into
one which has few, if any, of the problems
you accurately pointed out.
For example, if you have an older pair of

not the discs.
Ido not notice anything missing from the
music when Ilisten to apopular song that only
plays for two or three minutes. But if Ilisten

Logans, remove the old power supply and

to aconcerto or symphony, then it becomes

replace it with the newest power supply. (M-L
supplies this change at modest cost, and it is

apparent as the piece progresses that some-

worth it!) Second, forget the Martin-Logan

thing is intrinsically missing from the music.
Mr. Colloms's statement, "Conscious thought

recommendations not to biamp. Biamp these

often returns anull result: you can't hear any-
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THE No 23 DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

The N9 23 announces anew generation of technical refinement in dual
monaural amplifiers. The NP 23 amplifier has apower output of two hundred
watts per channel at eight ohms,
allowing you to realize the full potential
of your system at all times.
Experience alevel of craftsmanship
that sets the standard for technical
artistry and stands the test of time.
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thing specifically wrong," is so right on the

involved. The analog is the mid -fi audio of the

mark that Ionly wish he had written it sooner.

average American consumer. Usually aperson

It would have saved me from some moments
of aggravation in which Iattempted to deduce
what caused my feelings of uneasiness and

accept its sound as the norm. He will enjoy the

irritation while listening to aCD front end for
more than afew minutes at atime.
Until this problem with CD front ends is
resolved, Iwill continue to use my turntable
and heed William Shakespeare's advice (Tbe
Merchant of Venice, V, i):
"Here will we sit and let the sounds of music
creep in our ears. Soft stillness and the night
become the touches of sweet harmony."
Raymond Stanton
San Francisco, CA

is comfortable with his stereo system, and will
music, and only occasionally will the quality
of the sound intrude. This is the prime market
for CD. After all, frozen vegetables taste better than canned vegetables.
Next is the gourmet meal. The gourmet
savors the food, and enjoys the meal as acomplete experience. He may not dwell on aparticular taste, but may notice things such as a
delicate sauce or an interesting combination
of herbs and spices. The analog here is the
audiophile. The most important trait of the
audiophile is that he listens to the music. Music

Editor:

is enjoyed as aholistic, gestalt experience. As
with the gourmet, he may notice something
in the sound such as arecording that is too

Thank you for the "A Matter of Taste" series.
Ifound it one of the most enjoyable reads in

smooth and mellow. Minor imperfections in

over three years of reading your magazine, and

the sound will be overlooked, but major aber-

it raises acomment and aquestion.
The comment: Tellig may not know good
sound, but he sure knows good Scotch!

rations will detract from the musical performance. Many of my musician friends form an

The question: About ayear ago there were

care at all about the sound of their systems—
only the music.

Why no Infinity RS1Bs?

numerous raves about the Infinity RS1Bs, yet
none of the writers uses them in their systems.
Why not?

Bob Snider
Austin, TX

bright, or that aparticular performance is very

interesting faction of this group: they don't

As opposed to the gourmet, the taste tester
scrutinizes the taste of asingle dish, dissecting
the flavor into its components, which are
evaluated individually. The experienced taster

Both AHC andJGH had the R,S1Bs as reference
systems for some time, but, by the time 'A
Matter of Taste" came out, both had moved
on to other, preferable, systems.

may be able to go further than just evaluating
adish; he may be able to suggest corrective
action: Does this dish require less sugar, or a
dash of lemon juice? Parenthetically, Iwonder
if there are tasters who claim to be able to tell

Listening is hard

if adish was prepared in an aluminum pan or

Editor:

aglass pan? Or detect adifference introduced

The recent letters and articles on blind A/B
testing have caused me to think about the different ways that people listen to music. An

by an electric oven vs agas oven? Is there the
equivalent of analog and digital cuisine?

analogy comes to mind with the different ways

The analog of the taste tester is the component reviewer. The reviewer, like the audio-

that people eat.

phile, will listen to the music to get ageneral

First is fast-food, where the food is suste-

impression, and will note areas of interest to

nance only, eaten without enjoyment. This is

be examined closely. After aperiod of intro-

analogous to when the music is heard, but not
really listened to. An example of this is back-

duction to anew component, aformal review
will be conducted. The important difference
is that during the formal component review,

ground music, where only something extraordinary may catch your attention.
Second is what Iwill call the "meat and

the reviewer will listen to the sound rather
than the music. The program source (no longer

potatoes" meal. A person becomes accustomed

called music—and in fact may include material

to the fare served in his home; while he may
enjoy ameal, he doesn't dwell on the flavors

other than music) is carefully chosen to display
aparticular sonic characteristic The reviewer
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For over thirty years Teac has been
famous for building precision tape
recording equipment. But, we're not
willing to rest on our reels. So now Teac
offers its most comprehensive line ever.
From audio and hi-fi video recording
equipment, to compact disc players, to
graphic equalizers, speakers, and acomplete line of audio and video accessories.
One thing, however, will never change
at Teac—our obsession with creating
the most advanced, feature-filled,
superbly executed audio and video
equipment we can make.

TEAC

will scrutinize the single characteristic of inter-

the listener must be experienced. He must first

est by playing the same source material over

learn to listen to the sound rather than the

and over. Sometimes the source will last afew
seconds, at most afew minutes. The standard

music. In some ways this is similar to the skill
developed for aconventional review. There is,

to which the sound is compared is live sound;

however, an important difference In aconven-

however, the reviewer will periodically replace

tional component evaluation, the reviewer can
concentrate on aparticular aspect of the sound.

the component under test with his reference
to make sure that he is hearing what he thinks
he is hearing. Imight note that some reviewers
keep many components on hand to use as
tools in areview. A particular component may
be prized for its analytical nature and ability

This is not the case with the blind test. In the
first phase of ablind test the reviewer must
take amental snapshot of the whole sound,
analyze that sound, and place aholistic image

not be included in the reviewer's system for

in his short-term memory. This must be repeated for each component in the test. During the phase of the test requiring that acom-

recreational listening.

ponent be identified, the listener must again

to show flaws in other components, but may

As with any other skill, reviewing must be
learned and improved with practice. The first
step is being able to detect and identify something in the sound, such as excess brightness

make a holistic image, retrieve each of the
reference images from short-term memory,
and compare each reference in turn with the
current sample It goes without saying that the

or poor imaging. The second step is being able

difficulty increases dramatically with the num-

to attribute what you hear to aphysical pro-

ber of components in the test. Isuspect that

perty such as aresonance, or nonlinear fre-

it may be impossible to reliably compare more

quency response. An experienced reviewer
may be able to suggest aremedy, such as "the

you could not expect the average person off

muddy bass is caused by polyester capacitors,

the street, or even the average audiophile, to

which should be replaced by polypropylene

participate in such an activity with any sense
of confidence in the results.

units."
A variation of the individual component
review is the component comparison, where
two (but only two) components are compared

than two components at one time. Certainly

Discerning the difference between two very
similar components should be very difficult.
If the reviewer is intimately familiar with one

against each other. The same procedures are

of the components being compared, it eases

used in evaluating the components, but rather

things abit because presumably he would

than describing their sound referenced to live
sound, their sounds are compared with each

have already established aholistic image in
memory.

other. This is quite different from ablind A/B
test. Imust admit that Ihave never participated

be chosen with great care. Imagine for amo-

in ablind test, but Ishould think that it would

ment that you listened to asymphony orches-

be rather like being blindfolded, offered asam-

tra through component A, then arock group

ple of shrimp scampi from one dish, offered

through component B. Then you were presented with arecording of afolk singer and

another sample of shrimp scampi from asec-

Source material to be used in the test must

ond dish, and then being asked to identify the
source of athird sample. I'm sure that Iwould

asked to identify which component was used.

fail dismally: Hey, the shrimp scampi are all the
same—just like all amplifiers. The reason I

point. Source material chosen for the test must

would fail the test is not that the shrimp scampi
samples were the same, but rather, Iam not
experienced in this sort of test. I'm sure that
it's something that could be learned.

Iadmit that this is absurd, but it does make the
have two characteristics: first, it must be homogeneous. That is to say, it must not change between the time the reference image is made
and the comparison image is made. Second,
the source material must clearly reveal apar-

An audio blind A/B test with listeners not

ticular characteristic. Let's say that two com-

experienced in this kind of test, listening to

ponents were identical except for their bass

unfamiliar music, and switching between
many unfamiliar components, is doomed to

characteristics, and only 10% of the source
material contained adequate bass information.

failure Let me take each problem in turn: first,

One could only hope to choose correctly on
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Nikko audio/video.

-—
As audio and video technologies merge, exciting new possibilities
in home entertainment present themselves to the discriminating
listener. Turning these possibilities into reality demands more than
adding token amplification to avideo tuner, or VCR inputs to an
audio receiver.
Nikko's creative engineering delivers more. Our AV R-65 is atrpe
audio/video receiver that adds full stereo reception and remote "
control to any TV or monitor. It incorporates a139-channel video
tuner with built-in MTS/SAR an AM/FM stereo tuner, plus carefully
engineered audio preamp and amplifier circuitry. Our NA-1050 is a
comprehensive audio/video control center with extensive mixing
and switching functions. And both components exemplify Nikko
technology, bringing out the best in audio and video.
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Asti Nikko Technology Corporation of America
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the 10% of the trials with the bass present.
Even if the listener performed perfectly-10%
correct choices—the 90% random choices
would prove that there was no difference between the components.
Further, this implies that there must be a

pacitor test in HFN/RR. Again, the results in
each test JA ran are almost exactly those one
would expect from chance. Even his conclusion stated that the tests didn't provide ironclad support for the notion that capacitors

series of tests, one for each characteristic. This

sound different. Likewise, a review of the
otherwise well-designed Colloms amplifier

means you would be A/B comparing two components for only asingle characteristic—for

tests shows about 25% of his sample was
ignored during analysis. That is, when listeners

instance, bass extension. Assuming that choices
were only allowed when the characteristic in

refused to make identifications, the only conclusion aresearcher could make is that they

question was present in the source, then all

couldn't hear any difference and so should
have been scored a"same." When scored in
this fashion, the Colloms results are less than

that could be inferred from random results is
that there was no discernible difference between the two components for this single
characteristic.
Ibelieve that there could be aplace for blind
A/B testing in the audio arena, but that alot
of work needs to be done before we can rely
on the results.
David W. Davenport
Raleigh, NC

evidence.
In the April issue, Harvey Rosenberg refers
to a"recent series of articles in theJAES" that
contradict the Masters/Clark methods. Ihave
been asubscriber to theJAES for several years
and could recall no such series. Ieven reviewed
the last four years' issues, and the Leventhal

But bias is bias

article was the only place where the topic was

Editor:
Ihave been reading the items about

50% scored correctly. While both tests are of
interest, they do not seem to provide contrary

even discussed that could have been considThe

ered critical in any fashion. So Icalled Harvey,

Great Debate" which have been appearing
regularly in Stereophile. Perhaps I'm misin-

who was unable to even remember exactly
when the series was published (about two

formed, but Icannot seem to locate the "significant literature" (Vol.10 No.4, p.25) which

or even what the conclusions were. Sounds to

has been systematically ignored by Stereo
Review. Your references, most usually con-

me that afootnote would have been appropriate here, don't you think?

tained in afootnote, appear to refer to the
January and May 1986 issues of HEN/RR and

Ihave been an enthusiastic reader of both
Stereophile and Stereo Review for anumber

to the Leventhal paper in the JAES and the
follow-up in Stereophile. Ihave reviewed all

of years. Ithink they are both excellent, although each tends to work opposite sides of

years ago, he thought), who the author(s) was,

of these carefully and cannot imagine how you

the street. However, fair and fair. If Stereo

can conclude they have been ignored or even
that they offer conflicting evidence.

Review is ignoring significant other work as

Dr. Leventhal suggests that "small-to-moderate" differences may not be uncovered in a
16-trial test with "small-to-moderate" defined
as being present 60% to 80% of the time, and

you suggest, it would seem that Stereophile is
at least equally guilty of referring to abody of
evidence that doesn't exist. Bias is bias, no matter who is biased. Maybe evidence does exist.
If so, where is it? What have Imissed?

urges caution in interpreting the results of

Tom Nousalne

small-N tests. He nowhere takes any issue with

Chicago, IL

the test procedure or even really makes any
statement that refutes the results. The Stereo
Review tests were published after Mr. Leven-

It was the Leventhal work on the problems of
testing with an inadequate number of test

thal's work was published, and to the best of

subjects which was referred to in VoLIO No.4,

my knowledge he has never commented on
them publicly. The SR tests seem to meet any

and, in my opinion, the Stereo Review tests

sample-size criteria handily in any case.
Ialso reviewed John Atkinson's Phase/Ca-
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did fall foul of the problems raised by Mr
Leventhal.
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Ultimate Power.

With aworldwide reputation for sonic excellence, the new
l
Amman Receivers also deliver more power than ever before.
For over 60 years, Luxman
audio components have been
internationally recognized
for their superb sonic quality.
lowever, the recent
introduction of compact discs
with wide dynamics and highaccuracy loudspeakers with low

impedance ratings has created a
need for receivers with 'real"
output power.
With the tremendous dynamic
power of the new Luxman
receivers, our reputation for
"('llimate Fidelity - is likely to
change to "/ »imam Power. -

LUX MAN
A )ivision of Alpine Electronics of Amcrica. Inc. (2131 326-81KN)

of his single-blind AES-meeting amplifier tests

of equipment may not serve the rest of us out

in the August 1986 issue of HFN/RR. When

here in consumerland. This is especially true

analysed on amore rigorous basis, the results
still appear to support the conclusion that the

if we are interested in listening to classical
music, rather than joining the endless quest for

amplifiers could be distinguished by ear
Regarding my absolute phase/capacitor

the ideal reproduction system.

tests, the key word used by Mr Nousaine is

One of the things that seems clear, even

almost" when qualifying the phrase "those

from acursory inspection of the scientific
literature, is that there are many puzzles in

one would expect from chance" In the case of

making sense of experiments that try to use

testing for the audibility of absolute phase

human judgments of hearing. Ihave been

and the insertion of aseries electrolytic capacitor in the signal path, the identification was

tion may not be on the far end of the human

small, but statistically it was significant (for
all types of music with absolute phase, but

wondering whether the golden-eared populadistribution—three standard deviations out—
in the acuity of their hearing, and that the dif-

mainly for music with astrong bass content

ferences in judgments may not reflect unusually

with the electrolytic capacitor). The correct

anomalous hearing characteristics. Here we are

conclusion to be drawn from these tests was
that people could detect the change in signal

aproportion that, disregarding young chil-

polarity and the insertion of the capacitor (the

talking about three people out of athousand,

latter with the qualification above), but under

dren, leaves room for about 5,000,000 "highend" enthusiasts in the United States. Assum-

blind conditions, the magnitude of the audi-

ing about half these might be sufficiently in-

ble difference was small. The result of my

terested in listening to music, that still leaves

experiment which did give arandom result—
¡e, the results were the same as would be ex-

quite amarketplace for those with such anomalous hearing. The rest of the population may

of a high-quality polypropylene-dielectric

indeed be unable to profit by high-end judgments; indeed, there may be no real significant

capacitor in the signal path. Taken as awhole,

differences in how reproduced music sounds

pected from chance—involved the insertion

it appeared that the listeners could not dis-

to them played through different amplifiers,

tinguish the capacitor from astraight wire.
The one regret Ihave about those tests was

CD players, or LP cartridges mounted in dif-

that with one piece of music; sacred vocal

Everett Wallace

pieces by Hildegard of Bingen, there was ap-

L
OS Angeles, CA

ferent arms and on different tables.

parently strong identification of both capacitors, presumably due to the 10% phenomenon

No Smoking

mentioned above by Mr Davenport; but the
number of tests failed the Leventhal criteria.

An error in Vol.9 No.2 (p.13) could cause dam-

The reason at the time for abandoning this

Editor:

very analytical music for test purposes was

age to an unwary listener's hi-fi. The picture
of apassive "preamplifier" (which would be

that it was not loud enough to compete with

used by an untrained constructor) has the

the noise next door—unfortunately typical

volume control wiper wired to the balance pot

of bi-fi show circumstances. Such are the
problems of blind tests! Iam thinking of re-

rather than to the outputs.

peating the whole series of tests at Stereo-

balance fully towards one channel, this would
place adirect short across the output of the

phile's Manhattan Hi -Fi Show in October

If the volume were fully down coupled with

Please let me imow ifyou would be interested

source (and Iassume that asmoking CD player

in taking part.

would not pass anyone's criteria for trans-

—JA

Anomalous hearing?
Editor:
In arecent letter, Isuggested that single listen-

parency!).
If it is any consolation, Ihad adiscussion
with John Roberts of Phoenix Systems afew
years ago in which he spoke of asimilar error

ers trying to judge the comparative merits of

which had been published by The Audio

equipment while listening in different acoustic

Amateur

environments and using unique configurations
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Advertisement

An open letter from Bruce Brisson

MT

Dear Audiophile:
A decade ago, audio enthusiasts were connecting highperformance equipment with cheap patch cords and zip
wire. Today audio cable has come of age as atrue audio
component, highly technical in nature and as critical to the
enjoyment of music as any other component in aquality
home audio system.
Appreciation and acceptance of superior audio cable did
not happen by accident. The underground audio press,
high-end dealers and audiophiles all realized they were
hearing awhole new ballgame—a major step closer to the
real thing! And since the early-1980s, MIT has been the
acknowledged leader in developing high-performance audio
cable, for the same reasons any product line emerges as
#1—superior quality and performance, and customer
enthusiasm and satisfaction.
This audible superiority of MIT cable derives from neither
luck or magic. Rather it is based upon leading-edge computer design capability, rigorous testing and aunique
understanding of the physics of cable performance. Scientific test procedures document the reasons why MIT cable
products bring you closer to the live music experience. I
would like to share these reasons with you, starting with
the pivotal subject of "phase noise
Phase noise is adegrading by-product of alarger cable
problem known as "delay distortion:' Instead of passing
energy uniformly, non-neutral cable actually stores energy,
subsequently releasing this energy—at the wrong time, and
out-of-phase. Such cables have alarge "settling time' which
means that as asignal passes through these cables, substantial information is left behind.
This residue then piggy-backs onto the next signal, producing audible and out-of-phase sonic additions. This gremlin
is phase noise, inevitable in any cable not correctly designed
to fully pass all frequencies at exactly the same speed. Unlike
other audio cable, MIT cable is designed to be truly phase
coherent. Highs and lows travel through MIT cable at the
same velocity, eliminating delay distortions and phase noise.
Thus MIT cable is neutral—it does not alter the sound as do
other cables.

Advertisement

A straight wire bypass is the generally accepted control
when testing how other components change the sound (via
substitution or insertion). And use of straight wire in audio
cable is actually recommended in some quarters. So we
decided to test MIT MI-330 head-to-head against straight
wire, using 1meter lengths (a complex tone consisting of a
step pulse created by using a +.090v 40hz pulse delayed by
100ns, riding over a +.090v 40khz pulse*):
A=10 mV

dA=62 mV

T=0 ps

dT=34.132 ns

I

A=-8 mV

dA=18 mV

TO ps

dT=46.746 ns

¡Signal Triggered

I
Signal Triggered

Straight wire:
measuring instantaneous phase noise

MI-330:
phase coherent and noise free

The test graphs demonstrate the phase noise superiority
of MI-330. Using true 13ghz sampling and a200ns time base
for superior resolution, aphase noise residue of +.072v remains
in straight wire during what should be aquiet period (at dc).
For MI-330, this residual is only +.010v, yielding truer quiet
passages. MI-330's defined waveform and quiet passages
mean the music starts and stops only when it is supposed
to, yielding amore holographic sound stage, intertransient
silence and minimal distortion.
Cables with delay distortions may at first seem quicker,
with more highs and ambience. Why? As discussed, these
frequency dependent delays move energy from one location
in acomplex waveform to another. This changes the waveform or musical tone. Worse yet, moving energy around
within the tone also results in noise, defocusing and removal
of low-level detail.
Minimal phase noise is but one significant advantage of MIT
cables. We will take up other key factors in future issues.
Good listening,

Bruce A. Brisson
President
*For amore technical discussion of delay distortion and phase
noise, please write for data to Transparent Audio Marketing,
P.O. Box 117, Route 202, Hollis, ME 04042

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
Sam Tellig

Been to your favorite record store lately?
Every time Ivisit albwer store in New York,
Isee more bins of silver discs, fewer bins of
black. The other day, in Boston, at the downtown Harvard Co-op, Isaw just afew bins of
LPs. No classical LPs at all. The record depart-

detail. Then Iplayed aPhilips recording of
Beethoven's "Emperor" Piano Concerto with
Claudio Arrau on an NEC CD 650E player, a
cheapo unit that's been closed out recently at
$299.95. Such detail! You could almost swear
you were listening to a good moving-coil

ment was 80% CD. According to Billboard

through aKlyne preamp. (Too bad the NEC

magazine at the beginning of July, CD sales are
now worth more in dollars than LP sales (both

machine is awee bit strident. It's abargain

The classical LP catalog is shrinking fast.

nonetheless.)
Iwas ready to state flat-out that CD was incapable of the same kind of dramatic sound-

Many items are no longer available. A number

staging Ihave heard with cartridges like the

are below cassette sales).

of reissues are coming out on CD and/or

Shinon Red or Koetsu Red Signature. Then

cassette only. Classical cutouts are becoming

along comes Mike Goldfield's Euphonic
Technology mod of the Magnavox CDB 650
to prove me wrong. Soundstaging in spades,

hard to find, and rumor is that Tower Records
will close their Classical Annex cutout store in
New York and replace it with avideo store.
Jazz cutouts, too, are becoming scarce. Ithink
vinyl is fading faster than anyone would have

and dynamics, too.
Iwas telling LA that Ifound all CD players

believed ayear ago.

alittle raunchy in the upper midrange. Then
the Sonographe SD-1 proves that CD can

What I'm saying, dear friends, is that you
can't fight this even if you want to. Before long,
your selection of all-analog LPs will be ex-

sound very silky and smooth, if not particularly airy or detailed (more to come on that).
What Ithink is likely to happen in the next

tremely limited. Iwish people like David

year or two is that machines will start to get it

Chesky well. But Chesky Records and the like
won't be issuing more than ahandful of re-

all together—exceptional performance in

leases. If you want recordings, you'll have to
buy them on CD (assuming DAT will be adud).
How does the best CD compare with the
best analog?

every respect. Ihope so, because commercially it is all over for analog. And all over too,
Isuspect, for pricey turntables, arms, cartridges, and preamps, although that may take
awhile. Would you shell out $5000 for an

Istill think analog is superior—in ways I'll

Audio Research SP-11 if most of the discs

attempt to describe in a moment. But CD
sound quality is coming along rather nicely,

you're buying are CD? (ARC is rumored to be

thank you. Whether CD will entirely lose its

working on aCD player.)
Meantime, what's an audiophile to do? Or,

characteristic coldness, sterility, stridency, lack

given the constituency of this column, what's

of air, lack of inner detail, etc, is still an open
question. Ithink it will, at least with the best

aCheapskate to do?
Well, one thing Iwould not do is spend big

recordings played on the best machines.
As LA or JA would tell you, I've been through

bucks on aplayer. I'd look to buy adecent-

sort of an emotional roller coaster with CD. Up

sounding player as cheaply as possible, as an
interim step. If the player still works after afew

on the medium one day—so convenient, no

years, I'd give it to the kids and buy something

noise. Down on the medium the next—so

better—something that might stay state-of-

lifeless, so sterile. But every time Ithink that

the-art for more than aweek, features atransport mechanism that isn't made of plastic and

CD will never do this or that, in comes adisc
or amachine that proves me wrong.
For instance, Ithought that CD was incapable of resolving very delicate low-level
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adrawer that doesn't squeak. Mind you, Idon't
object to a plastic transport when it's in a
good-sounding player Ican buy for $200. But
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Ido object to all this plastic in a $1000 or

seemed alittle lacking in resolution. Sound-

$2000 machine.
If you buy an expensive player today, you
can be absolutely certain that there will shortly

staging was nice, though—wide and deep. And
bass was much improved over the earlier
14-bit Magnavox models—deeper, tighter,

be something better that you'll wish you had

more powerful. Not at all bad, considering the

waited for. And ever try to sell one of yester-

price. And for the price, Icould forgive the

day's state-of-the-art CD players? The market
is about as lively as that for secondhand Audi

flimsy plastic transport and drawer.

5000s.
Here's what's worse about modified players.
You can be almost assured that the mod will

Later on, though, Igot hold of amore recent
Magnavox CDB 560 and found the resolution
improved; these machines may have improved
since they were first introduced. (Or perhaps

be continually improved; guys who modify

it's normal sample-to-sample variation, and I

players are tinkerers. So you'll probably want

got aparticularly good-sounding 560.) The

to keep getting your player "upgraded." Maybe
you're best off not starting with the mods at all.

stock machine is an astonishingly good deal

The Magnavox CDB 650/560

ter yet, and there is aslightly gritty quality to

bottom line is this: the Magnavox CDB 560
for the money. The resolution could be bet-

The Magnavox CDB 650 doesn't get dis-

the treble. The improvement (over the initial

counted all that much. Maybe it's all those rave

650 sample) came mainly in asense of air—a

reviews. "State of the art," says the cover of

very easy, open quality that Ihave not heard
from CD before.

Audio magazine. That's just great for sales.
Everyone wants aMagnavox CDB 650, so all
you usually get is $40 to $50 off. A CDB 650

Len Feldman concluded his Audio magazine
review of the CDB 650 by wondering whether

is typically discounted to around $399. Mean-

small firms will start modifying the 16-bit

while, the CDB 560, with remote control, but

Magnavox players. "Frankly," says Len, "I think

without Favorite 'hack Selection, typically sells
for around $200. (The 560 also lacks ahead-

if they do they may be wasting their time. I
honestly can't see how they can improve on

phone jack and headphone volume control.)

what the people in The Netherlands have
come up with."

Favorite Track Selection strikes me as a

.11110

Magnavox CDB 650
useless feature. But then Ilisten mainly to

Well, they have started kludging, of course,

classical discs straight through. Ido not want

and have improved on the basic stock machine.

to omit the third movement of Brahms's
Fourth Symphony forever, thank you. But FTS

The question is how much, and at what cost.
Imanaged to borrow aEuphonic Techno-

is useful with discs that have only one or two
tracks: you can program your own favorite

Analog Design Group 460 and both aMike

musical excerpts within or spanning tracks,

Moffat 560 and 650. Of course, it's hard to say

using start and stop times.

anything and be sure it will hold up, since

My first exposure to a16-bit Magnavox came
several months ago, with the arrival of aCDB

these mods keep improving (as do, apparently,
the stock Magnavox machines). The Euphonic

logy 650 over aweekend, and auditioned an

650. Ihad expected to be blown away, but I

Player improves on astock machine principally

was not. Perhaps it was the near-simultaneous

in the areas of dynamics and soundstaging.

arrival of the NEC 650E, but the Magnavox

The Analog Design Group player improves
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is capable of reproducing as well. f'
"All the sounds, even those different one from
another, remain separated and distinctive. There
results a sensation of coritrast, precision, and uncommon crarity.
... A close analysis of different frequencies
reveals an extremely deep bass, very rich in
spatial detail ... The upper bass region is very
linear testifying to an extraordinary richness of
information. The very structured mid•range contributes enormously to listening pleasure.
The feeling of power is never refuted and instead
of stunning the listener, the 7270 recreates an
audio environment of a majesty that no other
transistor amplifier is capable of reproducing as
well." Need we say more?
—REVUE DU SON

Fo

foremost French stereo magazine.

formation on the McIntosh MC 7270

Ampli
McINTOSH

and other McIntosh products write:
BORATORY INC.

P.O. Box 96
T SIDE STATION, DEP
BINGHAMTOIN, N
3904-0096

most notably in the area of timbre—the player

What has C-J done to make this player sound

sounds so...tubelike. And the Moffat, so
beloved of DO? Well, it has great dynamics and
souncistaging, plus very good detail. The Mof-

so good? Word is they have taken some of the
FET technology used on their (excellent) Motif
solid-state electronics and applied it to the

fat also has the best bass, by far, that I've heard

analog output stage of this humble CD player.

from aCD player—due, no doubt, to its mas-

The real secret, Isuspect, is that Messrs. Con-

sive outboard power supply. (Moffat is said to

rad and Johnson know what real music sounds

be working on aless expensive mod, within
the Magnavox chassis.)

like and have managed to kludge together
something that produces areasonable facsimile

Like all the other machines, the big Moffat

In the end, though, Ithink Iwould go with

still misses when compared to analog at its

astock 16-bit Magnavox—specifically with the

best. Idon't get the same sense of acoustical

remote-equipped CDB 560. The CDB 560 is

environment that Iget with the best analog—a

an improvement over the Sonographe SD-1 in

feeling of the musicians', especially vocalists',

several areas. Resolution may not be one of
them, but soundstaging is, along with bass

palpable presence, and the separation of a
vocalist from his/her acoustical environment.

response and asense of air. The CDB 560 is

But CD has come along way, and you can enjoy

also more extended in the highs; the Sono-

most of the improvements in astock machine.

graphe SD-1 sounds alittle rolled-off, dark. A

Perhaps if Magnavox was to import the

few months ago, Imight have given the latter

robustly constructed (made in Japan) CD960,

arave review. The price is still reasonable, but
the machine isn't asteal, like the CDB 560.

the expensive custom mods would make more
sense. But who knows—maybe the CD960 is

The CDB 560 is cheap and has remote con-

so good, out of the box, that the mods would

trol. It doesn't have Favorite Track Selection,

not be necessary.

the very existence of which Ifind annoying.

The Sonographe SD-1
Sonographe (Conrad-Johnson) takes alowly

over the basic Magnavox. By contrast to the
Moffat, for instance, astock machine has a

Mile, the modified machines Iheard all improve

14-bit Magnavox 2041, and turns this frog into

smaller, more compressed soundstage, less

something of aprince. Granted, its humble

sense of air, less dramatic dynamics, less bass

origins still show: the plastic chassis and the

and sense of power, and finally asomewhat

Sonographe SD -1
plastic transport mechanism, whose drawer

harder-sounding midrange and treble (If you

(on my sample) opens and closes with the
most annoying squeak. The basic Sonographe

want asmooth midrange and treble, go with

player lists for $695, plus $80 for avery awk-

atube player.) But we're talking about paying
anywhere from three to ten times the price of

ward remote control (you have to use apyra-

astock machine. That, as much as the perfor-

mid-shaped box atop the player).
The Japanese would giggle at this thing, but
Istopped laughing the moment Istarted listening. This is one of the smoothest-sounding CD

mance of astock machine, is why the Cheapskate can't recommend mods at the moment.
And now, as they say in the British hi-fi ads,
"STOP PRESS!"

players Ihave heard to date—bettered only by
tubed players from California Audio Labs and

Sony CD -P505ESD

others, which sell for much more money.

Just 48 hours before deadline Ireceived the
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ProAc •VMPS •Scan-Speak •Dynaudio •Morel
The Dahlia/Debra •Nelson-Reed •Jordan
Focal •SEAS •Euphonic Audio •Falcon
Featuring: The Bill Reed 6-02 A Kit

A&S SPEAKERS

Mail order source for high fidelity loudspeakers, speaker kits and drivers.

Free literature:
Box 7462 P, Denver, CO 80207, (303) 399-8609

...remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype. When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well .
that's even more remarkable.
Mot."

WM\

alliii\JIM

II
music ...above all.
In the U.S AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd 5.Weston, ON M9L 298

Sony CD-P505 ESD
new $600 Sony CD-P505ESD, which uses the
latest Philips 16-bit dual D/A converter, in con-

Yes! This, for me, is the machine that finally
does it—gets it all together. Smooth sound—

junction with aSony-designed 4x oversampling

no digital edge. Ambience. Soundstaging.

digital filter and multi-function VLSI chip.

Dynamics. Fine resolution—something that

A little background: Lots of people I've

still seems to elude Philips, based on the

chatted with have been looking for amachine

players Ihave heard. And all this straight off

that works like aSony but sounds like aPhilips:
Sony construction, convenience, ergonomics,

the shelf—no costly kludging.
The Sony has all the smoothness of the $695

and Philips sound—ideal combination.

Sonographe. It has the soundstaging and ambience of the 16-bit Philips machine, along

Iasked a modifier of Philips machines
why he didn't do Frankensteinian brain trans-

with what seems to be slightly better resolu-

plants—Philips brain (DAC) into Sony body.

tion of low-level detail. Istill think the NEC

Well, it's not so simple. The brain's wired into the rest of the nervous system. Those who

though. In more ways than one, unfortunately.

mod Philips machines have been forced to take

CD-650, now discontinued, has aslight edge,

Philips's second-generation digital filter, which

The CD-P505ESD is not perfect, but it is
more or less right. It still misses that elusive

is supposedly good,' along with the Philips
transpon, which is not so good. Thus we have

goes along way toward recreating it. And, to

the spectacle of $2000-or-more CD players
featuring the same flimsy transport found in

"palpable presence," but the CD-P505ESD
be fair, the Sony player is far better than any
$600 cartridge/tonearm/tumtable/phono-

$149.95 discount-house machines.
If you're Sony, though, you have resources.

stage combination Ican name. Ican beat it,

It's asnap to design your own digital filter and

RB300/AR ES-1/Superphon Revelation Basic

though, with aShure V15 Type V MR/Rega

multi-function controller chip to operate with

Dual Mono combo (some mouthful), which

the Philips TDA1541 dual DAC IC. (Incidentally,

would probably cost around $750 at actual

the other new Sony ES machines—the CD-

street selling prices—superior soundstaging,

P605ESD and 705ESD, full review next month—
use a16-bit DAC said to be similar to the Phi-

ambience, resolution. ..
that old "palpable
presence" Ikeep raving about.

lips chip used in the 505ESD, but not identi-

But the major labels, at least, ain't makin'

cal. All three new ES machines have 4x over-

new all-analog classical recordings any more.

sampling.)

And jazz, too, is going digital.

Enough suspense! How does the Sony CD-

So back to the Sony CD-P505ESD. Treble is

P505ESD sound? Is it what many of us have
been hoping for—a Sony that sounds like a

unfatiguing. ..
Hallelujah! Bass is extended
and tight—almost as good as with some of the

Philips?

custom-modified Magnavoci. Sony seems to
have done its homework with the power

IIt has been said that there is awrong coefficient in the filter
program, resulting in aloss of resolution at the -90dB level.
Certainly, all the Philips 16-bit, 4: oversampling machines
show about a-6dB level error at -90dB (see MC's review of
the Mission PCM7000 in Vol.10 No.3), le, the 16-bit digital
words equivalent to asinewave at -90dB are translated as a
tone at -96dB.
—JA
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supply.
Lousy recordings (and there are many of
those) still sound lousy, but at least they are
sometimes listenable with the Sony, as they are
not with many other machines. Good record-
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AUDIO TODAY
Southern California's Most Refreshing
Home Entertainment Center
Presents

•
riPOGE
Designers and Manufacturers
of the World's Only Full Range
Ribbon Speaker Systems.

"DUETTA SERIES II"
58"x 26"x 2"

Acoustat
Apogee

Energy
ET Tonearm

Magnat
Monster Cable

PS. Audio
Shinon
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Fosgate

Magnasphere
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Conrad Johnson

Grado

Mission

Sony ES

Dahlquist

Hafler

M +K

SME

DBX

Kimber

Perreaux

VPI

Denon

Luxman

Pioneer Video

Yamaha

714 891 7575
14306 Beach Blvd. Westminster, CA 92683
Showroom hours: M-F 12 to 7:30 Sat 11 to 6:30
Established since 1978

ings (of which there are more and more) can
sound great. But there's still room for improvement: even better resolution, and stronger
dynamics. Most people, though, will think this
is the best sound they've ever heard, and
they'll be right.. .
because they've never heard
aSuperphon preamp, Rega tonearm, etc., etc.
Operationally, there are no problems to
report. No hitches or glitches, except that the
drawer mechanism isn't as smooth as on some
early Sonys. It's flimsier, but not as flimsy as
the infamous Philips transport. (We have the
weak dollar to thank for this—costs had to be
cut somewhere) The machine weighs in at just
under 12 pounds. Iuse aVPI magic brick and
aMission Isoplat for support (perfect size).
Look, there's no point holding out any
longer. Within afew months, there won't be
many LPs left. Even the cutout bins are emptying out. If you haven't already done so, it's
time to buy aCD player, and if you have $600
(I certainly wouldn't spend more, given the
rapidly advancing technology), the Sony CDP505ESD is it. If you don't have $600, I'd opt
for one of the cheaper Magnavoci, or possibly
aclose-out NEC CD-650.
As for the kludges, nyet. Not any more. Just
take the Sony off the shelf. Of the other Japa-

You are visiting a store that cares
about your music.
Audioquest
offers 8speaker cables
and 3 interconnect
cables to handle any
application.

nese players, the Denon is probably the brand
most worthy of audition—I found that the
DCD1500 and DCD1700 came very close to
the new Sony machine in every respect; these
too, are 16-bit, 4x oversampling models. A
good deal on aDenon might shift the balance
that way. For me, though, at present (today,
not necessarily tomorrow), it's the Sony CDP505ESD.

A close-out surprise
Yesterday Ireceived, by surprise, the finest
phono preamp Ihave ever encountered. Better, yes, than the Klyne SK-5. Wouldn't you
know—just when Ifelt Iwas content with the
Quad 34. Damn! It's the $399 Superphon
Revelation Basic Dual Mono Plus. The manufacturer refuses to make any more because: I)
his profit margin is too thin, and 2) dealers
can't stand selling something so cheap.
This preamp blows away every other solidstate preamp Ihave heard. Breathtaking soundstage. Uncannily precise imaging. Astonishing
detail. Smooth frequency response!
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THE
INSIDE STORY
Introducing Vintage, Sansui's collection of components created for the
discriminating listener. The performance story starts inside the AU-X901
integrated amplifier which is designed to bring you sound previously
associated only with separates.
Sansui's exclusive "Alpha" X-Balanced technology works together
with balanced inputs to address the problems of today's noisy RF home
environment. It also reduces potentially negative ground influences from
both the power supply and the counterelectromotive current from
speakers, thereby producing cleaner, purer sound.
With 130 watts per channel; the AU-X901 delivers 390 watts of dynamic
power at 4ohms. Key features include: anti-resonant Excelite PC boards;
amassive transformer; abalanced power supply; high-grade capacitors;
and discrete componentry.
•130 watts per channel. min. RMS. both channels driven into 8ohms from 20-20kHz with no more
than 0.005% THD.

THE
OUTSIDE STORY
The Vintage performance story continues on the outside. Sansui's
AU-X901 features adouble chassis to reduce resonance and provide
heavy shielding, plus astrategically placed fifth foot to further reduce
resonance. Coupled with gold-plated terminals and balanced inputs, the
result is sound clarity.
The front panel has been ergonomically designed for ease of operation,
and the handsome piano finish is additional proof of the quality within.
Both inside and out, the Vintage AU-X901 delivers the kind of sound you
want to hear.
For further information, call or
write: Sansui Electronics Corporation, PO Box 624, Lyndhurst, NJ
07071 (201) 460-9710.
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Bernard Hollandl feels that serious music
is losing its measure

T

time in motion and bring it to ahalt. In alife

he electric clocks in my house keep
better time than the ones Iwind, yet

of temporal endlessness, the musician who

Iscarcely look at them. It is the tick-

makes time start and stop plays at being God.

ing, Ithink, that comforts me. Ilike to lean my

This is music's comfort and its triumph: that

ear against these various pendulums and, back

somewhere there exists an antidote for decay.

and forth, gently rock my life away.

Music scarcely exists any more, having
multiplied itself into silence. This probably

These ticks and tocks give me ameter to the
passage of the day; they are ametaphor for

makes no sense at all to you, but let me try to

silence. Silence, after all, is not an absence of

explain. To call music an interruption is also

noise but asubtle acknowledgment of this

to say it is an event, something that can seize

metronomic beat, the force that both brings

our attention only if it is preceded by unevent-

new life and inscribes tomorrow's obituaries.
There is luxury and terror in this act of resigna-

fulness, and then succeeded by it. When Ifirst
heard Bach's B-minor Mass some 35 years ago,

tion, this silent attention to the ticking of our

that's how Iexperienced it—like amonolith

lives.
Silence's most eloquent contradiction is

rising out of an empty plain, a magisterial
presence defined by the emptiness around it.

music—not because music breaks silence

Ifear Ishall never have that sensation again.

with its sounds but because it interrupts its
moti
All the arts do this: books freeze

The plain is no longer empty. Developers have
taken it over. On my FM radio the B-minor

even

tween two covers, pictures pin them

Mass is now but acommercial break away

agai
It But music goes viscerally to the
source of our mortality. It stops time in its

from the Goldberg Variations and the St. Mat-

tracks and reinvents it. What asupernatural act

such great events.

it is to comml atempo and arhythm, to set

The technologies of the ear (the radio, the
record player, the compact disc) both give and

IBern
Copyri
Reprin

usic critic for the New York Times.
's Magazine. All rights reserved.
sue by special permission.

thew Passion. My days have become chains of

take away. How marvelous that Mozart's 27
piano concertos, Beethoven's nine sym-
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phonies, and Bartok's six quartets are only

The imagination is our great healer. It is also

fingertips away. And how horrible. It is acruel

the world's leading interpreter of the Brahms

trick that the wondrous accessibility of these
great works has rendered them invisible.

other critics have at their fingertips seem puny

We have, of course, only ourselves to blame

beside it. And my imagination does other

Fourth Symphony. The 19 performances that

Science and the arts once met in aworld of

things—it calms the wow in my turntable,

mutual congratulation. Stars moved to the

smooths the distortion of my woofer.

music of the spheres; ancient musicians sang
to the Pythagorean scales, serenely conscious

The walls of records in my colleagues'
homes, arranged, catalogued, cross-catalogued;

of their geometric purity. But science is no
longer as sure of its answers. Solutions retreat

the giant loudspeakers the size of refrigerators
looming in their living rooms—all help ex-

as we approach them. Thus we calculate our
progress in degrees.

plain to me why musical masterpieces no

This calculation has made of us asociety of

logical prowess of these new instruments of
music is amazing. But they cost dearly: they

longer move me as they once did. The techno-

measures—how tensile the steel, how quick
the 100-meter dash, how slow the drip from

usurp our capacity to dream. As ayoung man,

the ketchup bottle How well has given way to
how much, how many.

the End of Time, the Symphony of Psalms

Icherished the B-minor Mass, the Quartet for

So it should not surprise us that music has

principally as voices speaking within me. On

become quantitative too. One record on my

my shelf today, they are measured like real
estate, by the frontage foot.

shelf fills me with wisdom; three more records
multiply it. One of my colleagues claims more
than 50,000 items in his collection, and Iknow

The ear plots its escape, but fails. Even the
streets are not safe, and subway platforms ring

hardly any in my business with fewer than

with Bach's solo violin sonatas or the Spanish

10,000. Such aprivilege—to have in one's

guitar. New England villages worthy of two gas

home the capacity to hear Brahms's Fourth

pumps now add summer festivals to their in-

Symphony played 19 different ways!
In the South of my youth, where concerts

ventories. One approaches their outskirts apprehensive, car windows rolled shut. In

were as rare as eclipses of the moon and Ernest

restaurants, Mozart serves as aural garnish for

'llibb ruled the airwaves, each new long-

the fish of the day.

playing record was adiscovery; the ecstasy

We are strangled by the very volume of our
resources, dwarfed by them too. Ithink back
to my friend with his claim to 50,000 records.

was in that first moment, never to be relived.
Listening machines and their paraphernalia
advertise to us what they cannot fulfill—a
reenactment of epiphanies. Each new Brahms
Fourth promises such a rediscovery. Will

How small he seems beside them, like acomputer scientist facing an immensely potent
machine that he does not quite know how to

Toscanini via RCA, or Bruno Walter according

address. Modem science instructs us—shames

to CBS, bring us close enough to touch that

us with the fact—that the universe has
become very big and we very small. Beethoven,

first thrill again? Some avenues bring us nearer
than others, but none near enough. We measure these nearnesses one against the other,

you will remember, promised us to take fate
by the throat; one wonders if its size today

and ask: who shall be first among Brahms

might not exceed his grasp.

Fourths?
Fishing in my pitiful collection of records
the other day (my filing system is of the IChing
persuasion), Idid find arecording of Brahms's
Fourth. Iput it back on the shelf, I'm not quite
sure where. Iam not worried. Iknow how it
goes—the key of E minor, two beats to the
measure, upbeat swoops down, upbeat swoops

Music, indeed, seems to have become that
popular science-fiction nightmare—the manmade creature that grows beyond expectations, seizes autonomy, and smothers its
masters. The quartets, the masses, the songs
and sonatas that once rose as isolated protests
against the vastness of time have become

up, very beautiful in its austere way. This is

something very different. They have swollen,
then merged and melted into time's fabric.

how Irelive (and therefore live) this music—in

They

my imagination.

themselves.
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—Bruce Brisson. Designer

Music Interface Technologies
Portland Symphony Orchestra, Bruce Hangen Conducting, Portland, Maine.

Correct Phase is Everything to Music
Phase Correct Audio Cable Comes from ,m

111

MIT is the only audio cable company to have access to the full
benefits of Bruce Brisson's technologies—Van-Lay Construction
and Time Matrix Termination. These technologies guarantee phase
correctness in the most critical applications. Phase correctness is
the most essential ingredient for neutral tonal balance, a threedimensional soundstage, and focus.
MIT MH-750.MITMH-650•MITMI-330•Spectral/MITMI-500
MIT MH-750, MH-650, MI-330, and Spectral/MIT MI-500 have set
the musical standards by which all audio cables are judged. Time
Matrix Termination corrects phase nonlinearities at three points
across the audio band. Because they have low TIM distortion, MIT
cables are able to transfer the music with unequaled clarity and low
level information.
MIT MH-750 Shotgun • MIT MI-330 Shotgun
Spectral/MIT MI-500 Shotgun
MIT's new series of cables incorporates the same technologies as
MIT MH-750, MI-330, and Spectral/MIT MI-500, but the more
elaborate Time Matrix Termination of the Shotgun Series corrects
phase nonlinearities at six points across the audio band resulting in
a more life-like soundstage and greater dynamic range. In the
Shotguns, TIM distortion has been reduced to even lower levels.
For More Information and aLocal Dealer:
Transparent Audio Marketing • Rt 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553
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TMusic Interface Technologies

PC
SQUARED
PC-2 INTERCONNECT CABLE

PC-18 SPEAKER CABLE

CORRECT PHASE IS EVERYTHING TO MUSIC...
...PHASE CORRECT CABLE COMES FROM 41-T
Bruce Brisson of Music Interface Technologies realized
ten years ago that it takes more than a straight wire to
transfer an actual musical signal accurately.

PC-SQUARED is anew phase correct, moderately priced cable
from MIT PC-SQUARED employs equal amounts of polypropylene and copper in apatent pending configuration that insures
phase correctness. This new construction technique is called
Unifield Construction. Because eddy effects are greatly reduced
in PC-SQUARED, all frequencies arrive at the output of the cable
at the same time. The result is clean highs in anatural balance
with other frequencies and outstanding imaging and focus.

For More Information and a Local Dealer

Transparent Audio Marketing
Rt. 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-455a

Bill
Firebaugh
talks with J. Gordon Holt

B

ill Firebaugh's first product, the out-

well at all. It didn't have that nice, sweet,

rageous-looking Well-Tempered (tone)
Arm, established him as one of audio's

going on here anyway?" After aperiod of con-

musical sound, and Iwondered, "What's

most innovative designers. At the 1985 Winter

sternation, Istarted experimenting with these

CES, he showed aprototype companion pro-

sleeve-spindle, ball-type bearings, and Imade

duct—the We-Tempered llirntable—and was
producing production units by January 1987.

different materials and different finishes and

He discusses here the WTT's unusual design

maybe three dozen different varieties, trying

have not yet tested the new turntable, this in-

geometries.
JGH: Why did you assume right off that it was
the spindle bearing that was at fault?

terview is not to be interpreted as an endorse-

BF: Because if Iturned the bearing by hand

ment of the product.)

and listened to it, Icould hear it go "scrape,

JGH: Bill, what prompted you to get into the

smooth. Icould feel the roughness when I

features. (Readers should note that, since we

scrape, scrape" as Irotated it. It didn't sound
turntable business?

turned it. So Imade lots of different versions

BF: 'el, after Ihad made my arm, and achieved

of that conventional bearing arrangement, in-

what Ifelt to be the correct degree of stability

cluding ones with standpipes of lubrication.

in it, Ithought it would be arather simple matnothing to aturntable. It's aplatter, abearing,

came to understand that one of the really important issues is lubrication. If you have aspindle fitting into asleeve and there's only afrac-

abelt, amotor, and so forth." lb me, it seemed
to be the simplest thing in the world to make

them, there's hardly any room for lubricant to

ter to make aturntable. Ithought, "There's

tion of athousandth of clearance between

them all work together. So Istarted out using

get in there. And any small speck of stuff that

an aluminum platter, and Imade avery nice

gets in there really causes trouble.
So 1made quite afew prototypes that had

spindle sleeve and ball-type bearing.
JGH: In other words, the usual thing.
BF: The usual thing. It took hardly any time
at all to make aprototype, but it didn't work
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reservoirs of oil; Iwould drill ahole through
the side of the sleeve and connect it with a
reservoir of oil so it could get to the spindle
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INNOVATOR
through the hole. And then Iadded more holes

dle, of course, leans up against the other two

to get the oil to the spindle because it still

edges of the square hole. The spindle can't

sounded kind of dry.
Then it occurred to me that, if you have
enough clearance around anormal spindle
that it doesn't bind, and then you have abelt
pulling it to one side, it's going to tend to walk

wobble, yet it isn't confined to alimiting space
at

either its top or bottom. So Imade up

2

square spindle-well out of nylon and it worked:
there was no play at all in the spindle. Ithought

around the top of the spindle hole until the

Ihad discovered this radical way of using, for
the first time, the old round-peg-in-a-square-

belt tension pulls it back, then it's going to go

hole idea.

"Clunk!" and do the same thing again. And

But then, one Saturday night—actually it

you know that's not going to help the sound.
Ibelieve that's what makes belt tensions and

was a Sunday morning, I'm a night-owl

all those things so critical on anormal type of

same thing. If the well is only contacting the
spindle at four points, why not just do away

bearing. But Iwas stuck. Icouldn't seem to

type—I thought of asimpler way of doing the

find away around the problem.

with everything except those four points? I

JGH: How did you solve it?

thought about using abig spindle sleeve, with

BF: Ijust waited. And while Iwaited, Ikept
kind of fiddle-diddling, and eventually new

an eighth of an inch clearance between the

ideas came.
Istarted thinking about what it would take

supports that come through the wall of the
sleeve, so they only contact the spindle at a

to provide stable contact between the bearing

couple of small points.

and its housing without confining the spindle

spindle and the sleeve, and then putting in four

Ihad some nylon setscrews on hand, so I

so it would jam up, and Ithought of around
peg in a square hole. You pull the platter

threaded those and put them in from outside

toward one corner of that square hole, the way

so the top of the spindle was seated between
two screws at the top and two at the bottom.

belt tension will pull it, and the spindle rests

the spindle well at right angles to each other,

firmly against the edges of the hole at two

It worked, so Iknew Iwas headed in the right

points 90 °apart. And the bottom of the spin-

direction. But there still seemed to be too
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The Well-Tempered Turntable: note half-twist in belt
much friction. There was lubricant in there,

silicone fluid—in the spindle well. With

but the bearing still wasn't as smooth and easy-

silicone fluid, this nitrile rubber against metal

turning as it should have been.
So Itried Teflon and polyethylene "screws"

afair degree of damping in the bearing, simply

instead of nylon, but they still seemed to be

by virtue of the fact that you have five of these

is extremely slippery. And furthermore, there's

binding too much. In addition, they were

pads riding against the spindle. And it's not

greatly accentuating the surface quality of the

only damping the rotation, it's damping any

spindle. Iwanted something nice and soft and

vibrations that might be excited within the

smooth that the spindle could ride against, so

shaft itself.

Itried using asort of asetscrew with arubber

JGH: You use one of them at the bottom, to

point on it. Itook ametal setscrew and drilled

support the platter?

ahole in the end, and Icut off apiece of an

BF: Yes. And the bottom one is off-center! If

0-ring of the same size and stuffed it into the
hole And that was it! Boy, that was so silky and

Icentered it, it just squeezed all its lubricant
out and ran dry. Putting it off-center means the

smooth! It made an immediate difference that

part of the spindle surface that isn't on top of

you could hear.
Ieventually wound up using metal setscrews

the rubber disc at any given moment picks up
afresh coating of oil. The lubricant is constantly

with the end ground off flat and a3/16 "flat

being drawn into the surface between the

disc of nitrile rubber bonded to it. Nitrile rub-

disc and the flattened end of the spindle.
JGH: Inoticed your turntable uses the drive

ber is the stuff oil seals for car engines are
made of. Working against polished steel, those
seals will last for ahundred thousand miles.

belt flipped, so that it runs upside-down
around the motor pulley. What's that suppose

JGH: But wouldn't rubber have higher friction

to accomplish?

than Teflon against the spindle?

BF: It seems to have asignificant effect on flut-

BF: By itself, yes. But there's maybe ashotglass

ter. Ispent alot of time studying flutter, both
on a'scope and on strip-chart recordings. I

full of silicone lube—Dow-Corning 200
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was trying different belts, and Isuddenly
noticed one of them was giving lower flutter

vibration at any single frequency is much
reduced.

than it had previously. And then Ifound it was

Idon't know if Icould assign amagnitude

because Ihad put it on with that half twist in
it. It was alucky accident.

to the improvement, but you can sure see it
when you're making flutter tests. And you can

I'm not sure why it reduces flutter, but I
think the reason is, as the belt comes off the

very massive turntable like aMicro Seiki, uses

platter, instead of losing contact the same

hear it. A friend of mine who has ahome-built,

distance from the motor pulley, the top of the

avery stiff belt with it, made out of rubber.
impregnated Kevlar. He tried flipping it over

belt separates before the bottom of it.

and he told me he very definitely notices adif-

JGH: You're attributing the flutter to vibration
of the belt?

ference. He always uses it twisted now.
It was while Iwas experimenting with belts

BF: That's probably it. See, the frequency at

that Idiscovered something amazing. The belt

which the belt will vibrate is related to the
length of it that's in free air—not contacting

goes slower than the pulley. And it's not

either the platter or the pulley. Both of those
will prevent it from vibrating. With the usual
belt threading, the top and bottom of the belt
leave those surfaces at the same time, so the

because the belt is slipping, it's more like it's
crawling. Here's what happens, Ibelieve. On
one side of the pulley the belt is tight, because
it's having to overcome platter pivot friction,
while on the other side it's loose, because it's

lengths of free belt are the same at the top and

just taking up the slack. And in between,

bottom of the belt. The whole free length of
belt will vibrate at the same frequency, giving

around the pulley, those tension differences
have to be adjusting to one another. So there's

afairly high-Q resonance. But if we put ahalf
twist in the belt, its top and bottom edges leave
the platter and pulley at slightly different
places, so the belt resonance is more

asort of awave of suddenly-changing tension
crawling backward all the time through the
pulley-contact area.
JGH: Wouldn't there have to be some slippage

distributed in frequency. It has alower Q, so

through this area?
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BF: Sure, but see, the slippage is in one direc-

materials

tion at one end of the belt wraparound, and

thicknesses and compliances and so forth. You

it's in the opposite direction at the other. You'd
expect them to cancel, except that the area

wouldn't believe the variety of stuff they make!
JGH: What about acoustical isolation?

where the belt is crawling is continually

BF: Idon't attempt to isolate the platter from

with

different

densities

and

feeding part of the pulley-contact surface

the base, but the whole turntable is suspended

backward toward the tensioned part of the belt.
It's hard to visualize. And it took me along

on four fairly stiff feet, whose compliance is

time to figure it out. But what it does is, if you

such that the mass of the table provides isola-

try and calculate the platter speed from the

tion from the underlying surface from about
15Hz upwards.

pulley speed and the two circumferences, it

JGH: Are the feet spring-loaded?

doesn't work out right. The platter doesn't run

BF: No. Itried using springs, but Inever could

at the predicted speed; it will always be slow.

get the result that Iwanted. It was always too

I'll tell you, this drove me nuts until Ifound
out what was going on. Iwasn't the first per-

jiggly and unstable, and intuitively, Iknow that

son to discover this by any means. Iwas ex-

if you touch something, and it jiggles up and
down for several seconds, that's going to give

plaining my speed problems to my belt

you instability problems when you're playing

manufacturer, and he knew all about it. He

arecord.

confirmed that this is aknown phenomenon

JGH: Did you try damped springs?

in belt-drive systems, especially ones with

BF: Yes, but the damping provisions were

relatively compliant belts. The pulley goes

either ineffectual or prohibitively costly. My

faster than the belt. But Ihad to learn it the
hard way. Iended up having to correct the size

whole experience with springs soured me
completely on them. By solving problem A

of the pulley empirically to get the right speed.

they just introduced problems B, C, D, E, and

JGH: Why does your turntable weigh 50

F. So Igave up on springs.

pounds?

JGH: Your 'table's suspension feels very stiff.

BF: It weighs about 42 pounds. The base

Is that the way it's supposed to be?

material is Medite, which is avery dense, high-

BF: Yes. And that's the kind of compliance you

quality fibrous board. It's resin based, like

need to isolate amass of 42 lbs at frequencies

chipboard, but denser. And perhaps you know

above 15Hz. While 15Hz may seem kind of
high, the type of stability it gives you makes

that Iwas using sand for awhile to damp it further. In the first prototypes.
JGH: So Iunderstood. But you aren't any

the player very immune to such things as footballs and so forth. In my home, Ihave the

more?

record player sitting on adining-room buffet

BF: Oh no, it was amenace! Sand is marvel-

in which there are many drawers and doors

ously inert; it's really great stuff for damping

which Iuse to store audio junk in—old cartridges, arms, record-cleaning brushes, align-

turntable bases. And tonearm tubes—I pack
the tube of the WTA with it—but it was no
good in the turntable. It made the base very

ment protractors, all sorts of the things you ac-

inert, but when Ibrought my prototype WTT

close those drawers and doors without in any

cumulate through the years. Ican open and

to Las Vegas in January 1985, it was so dry

way disturbing the playing of arecord.

there that my demo records built up afierce
electrostatic charge, and some of those grains

JGH: You said you started out with "the usual"
aluminum platter. Is that what you ended up

of sand got stuck to them and ruined them.
They all ended up with scratches. So that was

BF: Oh, na Like everything else Istarted out

the end of the sand.

with?
with, it went through alot of experimentation.

Iwound up with aMedite sandwich—three

The aluminum platter rang like abell. It was

plates of Medite fastened together with soundabsorbent stuff. It looks like double-backed

very poorly damped. No, the final version uses
an acrylic platter—Plexiglas. It's highly inter-

adhesive tape, but it's very sound-deadening.

nally damped. It weighs about 3 lbs, and

It's made by 3M. They've got ahuge catalog

there's athin rubber mat on it.

of double-backed stuff with all sorts of dif-

JGH: That's pretty light. Maybe that's why belt

ferent properties, made out of lots of different

vibrations were affecting the sound.
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spec. You buy a300-rpm motor, they guar-

BF: Maybe, but twisting the belt helped that
very heavy platter my friend had on his home-

antee it goes around 300 times per minute and

brew 'table.
JGH: What about the motor suspension? That

that's all. But its speed during each revolution?
That's completely uncontrolled. The manufac-

looked pretty unusual too.
BF: Iwent around the world on motors, and
tried lots of different schemes for mounting
the motor on the same assembly as the plat-

turers assume inertia will take care of that, but
it doesn't completely.
JGH: Because the motor normally would have
atendency to cog. It is ahysteresis synchro-

ter and then isolating it with springs. You

nous type, isn't it?

know, that's the usual technique. And Ijust

BF: Yes, it is. So 1asked myself, "What would

couldn't get it to work. Icouldn't get the
motor vibrations down to alevel that Iwanted,

happen if Ijust put acertain kind of grease in

so Igot kind of torqued off one night because

wheelbearing grease, which is quite heavy and

there?" Ihappened to have some saltwater

Iwas at the end of my rope, and Itook some

doesn't get runny when it gets hot. And I

lead—scuba divers' weights—and ...

squirted that in there, and gosh, that worked

JGH: Which, Isuppose, you just happened to

great. Imean, it made adifference you could

have lying around!

really hear.

JGH: Doesn't it creep up the sides when it's
have aColeman stove and abig pot, and I spinning?
melted some lead and poured up abrick of it.
BF: Well, Ihad to experiment alot with the
BF: No, Ido scuba diving. But Idid happen to

Iclamped the motor to that lead brick and

viscosity of that grease, but, no, it doesn't. It's

said, "Okay, motor, if you want to vibrate, fine,

too thick.

you do that, but you're gonna have to vibrate

JGH: Then it wouldn't leak out if someone

this lead brick along with you." And it just

shipped the turntable back for repair.
BF: No. The motor grease isn't thin enough to

completely eliminated all the motor vibrations.
JGH: Just by adding mass!
BF: Just by adding alot of mass.

flow. The platter lubricant does, but in that
case, the bearing just comes right out and you

JGH: How big is this "brick"?

could just pour that out. It's acompletely non-

BF: It's four and a half inches square. I've

toxic silicone fluid.

forgotten how thick it is; an inch and aquarter,

JGH: And now that we've found out how to
clean it off things, spillage is no problem. Isup-

maybe.
JGH: How is it attached to the motor?
BF: It's clamped against the bottom of it.

pose you know that lighter fluid will do it, too.
BF: Yeah. Gasoline is one of the better solvents

There's ametal plate at the top, with the spin-

for silicone fluid. The Dow-Coming brochure

dle sticking through it, and then there are four

for their silicone grease lists all the solvents for

long screws that pass through the plate and

it. Rubbing alcohol is one of them. It isn't the
most effective solvent, but it's very safe, and

through the lead brick at the bottom. The
motor's captured between those two.

that's what Ialways recommend. Lighter fluid

JGH: How is the motor fastened to the turn-

of course is gasoline, and that can be dangerous.

table unit?

JGH: Yeah, but if you use it very sparingly, like

BF: It isn't. It's acompletely separate assembly.

on the end of aQ-tip, it would hardly be hazar-

But it doesn't stick out like an outrigger; it sets

dous. With lighter fluid, you just squeeze it out

into acompartment at the left-hand side of the
base. The motor stands up on four stiff rubber

can do is set the Q-tip alight, and it would be

of the dispenser onto the Q-tip. The worst you

feet attached to the underside of the brick. You

hard to do that unintentionally.

can't have the feet too compliant, because the

BF: 'ffichloroethane works really well too, and

whole motor will tend to rotate.
JGH: Was that your finished turntable?

is commonly available. It's used in the elec-

BF: Not quite. The object of all this was to try

tronic industry for cleaning circuit boards. And
it's the same kind of stuff Kodak sells as film

to get the flutter and wow down to low levels,

cleaner for slides and home movies. Camera

and Ieventually wound up fluid-damping the

stores sell it.

motor. See, no motor manufacturer Icontacted

Actually, the turntable is much easier to

would guarantee me any rotational stability

prepare for shipping than the tonearm, because
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all you have to do is pour the fluid out of the
platter spindle into aZiploc bag, which you
hang on to. Then ship the 'table back.

Iread that paper, and Ihad the feeling I
thoroughly understood what the fundamental
issue in atonearm and aturntable is—stability.

JGH: What about shipping your tonearm? A
number of people have asked me how they

the arm Iwas using then.

could prevent that sticky goo from getting all
over everything when they ship aviscousdamped arm.
BF: Well, of course you don't ship the viscous

It started me wondering about the stability of
JGH: Which was?
BF: Ihad one of the original AR 'tables, which
Ihad bought back in the dark ages. So Ihooked
up a high-gain wideband amplifier to my

damping goo. lb ship my arm, first you cut the

'scope, and tried to figure out away of measur-

strings, then you remove the damping paddle

ing how stable the arm was.

then ...

B&K had used impulse testing, but Ihad to
figure out what to use to induce impulses to

JGH: Whoa, now! You cut the pivot strings?
BF: Yeah, just cut 'ern. They're very easy to
restring. At least by anybody with some

the arm. The technique Ieventually came up
with is to straighten out apaper clip and use

manual dexterity. Then you pry the damping
cup off ...

JGH: That's atechnique I've been using for

it to tap on the arm at various places.

JGH: Pry the cup off?

years, except that Ilisten to what happens in-

BF: Yeah. It's held on with double-backed
upe. The secret to separating something held
on with that tape is aslow, steady pressure. You

stead of watching it on a'scope! Put the stylus
in astationary groove and tap on the arm. A
poor one will go CLICK; agood one will go

put aprying instrument under it and apply

CLUNK.

slow, steady pressure, and it separates. But if

BF: Iused it because it's very easy to generate

you try to do it fast, boy, that stuff sticks like
crazy!
JGH: So you dump the goo into aZiploc bag

apulse that way, and it's very easy to analyze

BF: Yes. Scrape off as much as you can from

pretty good results, but the sound. ..Well, that

the paddle and well, let them stand overnight

needed work.

the output and to understand what you've got.
Iwas tapping on those things and looking at
waveforms and getting what Ithought were

over the bag to drain off the rest, then wrap

It was very clear to me that the AR arm had

them in grease paper and pack them with the
rest of the arm for shipping. Keep the goo until

alot of friction in its pivots. You could see it

the arm comes back.

in the erratic tracking-force measurements you
got, and the way the stylus deflected from side

JGH: Bill, going back in time a little bit,

to side when tracking an off-center disc. So I

whatever gave you the idea originally that you

thought, "What kind of pivot might give the
least amount of friction possible?" Then I

could design a tonearm that would be accepted by the high-end audiophile community?

remembered what Ihad read about Henry

BF: Ididn't plan to sell it. Originally, Ijust

Cavendish, the 18th-century English physicist,
and his experiments into the nature of gravity.

thought I'd try making an arm for myself. Sort
of as an intellectual exercise. At the time, Ihad
not the slightest idea of what was going on in

Physicists have known for hundreds of years
that the lowest-friction "pivot" you could get

a tonearm. But in 1977 a guy named Poul

is asingle long cord fastened to the ceiling.

Ladegaard from the Bruel & Kjaer Company

Cavendish used this arrangement to test for

in Denmark wrote what Ithink is alandmark
Mechanical Resonances in lbrntables." B&K

gravitational attraction between asuspended
bar and stationary objects of known mass, and
his results enabled him to determine, for the

had this fabulous instrumentation system using

first time, the mass of the Earth. And Gauss

article entitled "The Audible Effects of

Fast Fourier Transform analysis and parallel

used this type of device when he was inves-

processing and all that kind of stuff. Actually,
Ithink the main reason they published the

tigating very weak magnetic phenomena. Ijust

paper was to show off the capability of their

used the same idea to make africtionless pivot
for my AR tonearm.

test instruments, but they were obviously also

JGH: You used asingle thread?

interested in doing basic research about audio.

BF: Istarted out that way, using the AR arm,
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but it was acomplete disaster, of course. It
flopped all over the place. It wasn't too bad in
the vertical plane because the stylus is resting
on the record, so it can't go very far up or
down. But torsional movement is completely
uncontrolled. It was obvious that Iwould
have to use two cords to prevent the arm from
twisting. So Idrilled ahole in the arm and
fastened arod across it, and attached the cords
to the ends of the rod. That was an improvement, but that thing was still tremendously
unstable. That was when Istarted thinking

integrator and gave the arm atap, and man, that
thing jumped all over creation. It was tremendously unstable. And, of course, that causes
scrubbing.
JGH: From the vertical tracking angle of the
stylus.
BF: laterally, too. It just happens at adifferent
place.' And scrubbing is the fundamental evil
when an arm is unstable, because it doesn't
generate orderly harmonics. It generates nasty
little sidebands which aren't harmonically
related to the signal at all. The unstable mo-

about viscous damping.

tions of the arm may be subsonic in frequency

Maybe I've told you that when Iwas working on this tonearm, Imade 81 different very

so you can't hear them directly, but they
powerfully affect the rest of the sound.

distinct prototypes of it. And one of the early

The problem with using an oscilloscope was

ones had alittle tab sticking down in abowl

that, while it showed me that Ihad problems

of STP, the oil additive. Iused that because it

with resonances, it didn't tell me much about
where those resonances were. So Ibought a

had fairly high viscosity and Icould buy acan
of it locally for 50 cents. That did make a
noticeable improvement in the sound, but it
still had along way to go. By using these impulse techniques, Itried different amounts of
damping. Icouldn't change the STP's viscosity,
but Icould change the damping coefficient by
using different-sized paddles.
The more Igot into it, the more problems
Ifound. According to my pulse tests, Ishould

computer with aFast Fourier 'ffansform program, and all of asudden Icould see all those
sidebands.
JGH: What you see is essentially all the release
of the stored energy.
BF: Yes. An impulse contains all frequencies,
and its duration is so short in comparison with
the time it takes for the system to release the
energy from the pulse that it stores, that all you

have been getting pretty good sound, but I read is the system's response. That's how the
wasn't. Even designs that looked as if they
FFT works. It allows you to suppress the
were behaving themselves sounded bad. Ihad
input pulse so all you read is what happens
to start questioning my instrumentation.
after the pulse. It's almost like having an outThen Imade arather important discovery.
Ihad been overlooking an important charac-

put signal with no input.

teristic of magnetic cartridges: They're rate

with that modicum of damping, Iknew that

Once Isaw how unstable the arm was, even

sensors. That is, you get so many mV of out-

there wasn't enough of it. Iknew Iwould have

put per cm per second of stylus motion.
JGH: Yeah, they're velocity-responsive.
BF: They're not amplitude-sensitive. So you

to use afluid with better viscosity character-

can fool yourself into thinking you have a
stable system by observing the output from a
cartridge, because all the worst instabilities are
at low frequencies, where stylus velocities are
low. What you have to do is to transform that

istics. The thing about toneann damping is that
you want alot of friction when the arm is
moving fast and very little when it is moving
slowly. And when it is hardly moving at all,
you want as little friction as possible That's the
trouble with mechanical damping—pure fric-

velocity signal into an amplitude signal. And

tion. You get the same amount of friction at all
motional speeds. The proper damping fluid

that's done electronically by what's called an
integrator.

cleared up most of the arm's misbehavior.
JGH: You haven't mentioned the sand.

JGH: Which is essentially adevice that in
troduces a6dB/octave treble rolloff across the
whole audio band. An equalizer.
BF: Yeah. You need something that will double the voltage output each time the frequency
is halved. So Ifed the cartridge through an
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1Scrubbing occurs when LF motions of the hradshell move
the armature pivot away from its normal point relative to the
average groove path, effectively changing the length of the
armature and than varying the speed with which its tip scans
groove modulations For agiven amplitude of headshell vibranon. vertical scrubbing produces much more flutter than does
horizontal scrubbing, because the armature's at-rest position
is at a15-degree angle to the groove path.
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`Isik didn't design our speaker with only
one bass response, because we didn't
design your listening room!
STVIRPFVF: OPVF ,t. ,Pel:FFR
ONE STEP IN THE MAKING OF A KEF

'All loudspeaker designers make
assumptions about amplifier power.
room location, and desired bass extension Unfortunately, these assumptions
can never hold true in all cases And
whenever the assumptions are wrong.
so is the sound
'That's why we supply our
Reference Series speakers with this

device the KEF User-adjustable Bass
Equaliser or "KUBE" For the first time,
you can tailor bass rolloff frequency
and contour to match your listening
conditions perfectly
'VVith our KUBE-equipped
speakers, you can do more than
simply hope for the best You can be
assured of it:

KEF Electron.. Ud ionl Mae., Kent ME 15 6C/P Egad
KEF Ebectncees
,,,,,enca Inc
1.1120, SuKyteKI C.c.e Chant* VA 2202 , 701,
631 8810
Snm ,, Sound Eouvnent Ltd 595 R. Ou Pam .dustne. lononena. Onebec Canada 5.679-5490
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BF: Even after Igot the damping coefficient

wire-wrap pins on acircuit board. Itried some

correct, as evidenced by these impulses, piano

of these, and they were perfect. This particular
clip fits snugly on awide range of pin sizes

and female voices still sounded colored. My
pulse tests indicated that it was the arm tube
itself that was taking off and resonating. It, too,
needed to be damped.
Iuse athin-walled stainless-steel tube for

without any adjustment.
Those things cost 20 cents each, though! I
ordered 1000 of them, and when Iwent to
pick them up, those guys at the store were

the arm. Itried filling the arm with various

laughing. Two hundred bucks these cost me,

things, including Dacron yarn. Itried expandding foams and liquids. Liquid made it much

and Iget a little plastic bag with maybe a

worse One morning while Iwas having break-

JGH: Bill, what's your background in all this?

fast, Inoticed the salt shaker and thought,

Were you schooled as amechanical engineer?
BF: Well, I'm an engineer for Ford Aerospace,

"Hey, salt! How about salt?" And man, Izoomed
out to the garage and took one of the arms
apart and filled that thing with salt, and when

tablespoon of them in there!

and have been for about 25 years. Ihave a
degree in physics, and Iwork as an engineer

Ilistened to it, Iknew Iwas on to something.

in optics and electronics. I'm alaboratory-type

Ialso knew Icouldn't use salt, because it's
highly corrosive and in ahumid climate it

engineer; I'm not the type that wants to be in

would absorb water and turn to liquid. That
was when Ithought of sand.
Ibought some of the "play" variety that's

administration. Ilike interesting engineering
work.
JGH: And you do all of this audio designing
in your spare time?

processed for use in kiddie sand boxes. It's

BF: Yes. I'm hanging on, but barely. My life will

very clean, sterile, beautiful stuff, dust-free and
all that. It really deadened the arm, and that's

soon be undergoing atremendous upheaval

what Inow use to fill the arm. And when we

though, because Ihave to turn out 1000 turntables PDQ. And that's going to eat up alot of

applied for the patent on the arm, we threw

my time.

that in too, and sure enough, Igot the patent
on sand-filled tonearms.

JGH: Somewhere along the line you're going
to have to make amomentous decision: to cur-

JGH: Is the sand loose in there or is it held by
some kind of binder?
BF: No, it's in there loose, but it's packed pretty

Ford Aerospace.
BF: Iam. When Iturn 55 in just afew years,

tail your audio activities or quit your job with

tight. It's kept in with acotton plug.

I'll probably retire from Ford Aerospace. But

JGH: You haven't mentioned those incredible

right now, I'm going to have to hire some

cartridge-connector clips that you use. Idon't
believe any other tonearm manufacturer has
ever thought to look around for aconnecting

helpers, and believe me I'm not exactly looking forward to that, because production is

clip that would adapt to different-sized car-

nothing but aheadache. However, there may
be arather nice financial payoff, which can

tridge pins.

tend to diminish one's reluctance.

BF: Ihad aheck of atime with that. All the

But the thing is, right now the quality of my

available cartridge clips seemed to be too darned

life has taken astep backward. Idon't have

stiff, and they had to be adjusted to fit different
cartridges. Ithought they would be uniform,

much chance to go scuba diving or to listen to

but they varied all over the place. And adjusting those conventional clips to fit is aterri-

music any more, and Ienjoy both.
When I'm 55, Iwill have 15 years before I'm

ble job!

70. Ifigure that's the amount of time left during which I'll have some degree of steam. And

JGH: So tell me about it! I've been complaining about this in Stereopbile for years.
BF: Istarted looking through all the surplus

to do. Basically Iwant to enjoy myself.
Yes, you're right; I've got some fundamental

stores within awide radius of my house, in
their Pins and Connectors departments. Icarne

during that time there are alot of things Iwant

decisions to make. How am Igoing to spend

across some things made by Amp. They're nifty

those 15 years? You know, the object of being
down here is to enjoy yourself. If you're not

little gold-plated things, designed to accept

enjoying yourself there's definitely something

pins from integrated circuits, or to attach to

wrong.
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THE SECOND
CONSUMER HI-FI SHOW
IN LESS THAN A YEAR!

I

Is happening all over
again—on the East Coast, this time, aHi -Fi show for
consumers ,This show, co-sponsored by Stereophile
magazine and Nelson & Associates, will feature the
highest of the high-end manufacturers. Hear esoteric equipment set up by the designers themselves.
Just think, you get awhole weekend—three days of
the best reproduced sound you've ever heard—for
lust $15 And you can make it even cheaper by buying your ticket from us ahead of time—pay lust
$12.50. They'll soon be available at your favorite
dealer (who sells Stereophtlel, or send in the coupon
at right.

THE HIGHEST
OF HIGH-END SOUND!

N
Mid-town
Manhattan's
Omni Park
Central Hotel
is near
everything.
Carnegie Hall is
Just ablock
away.

OMNI PARK CENTRAL
HOTEL
Seventh Avenue and 56th Street

FRIDAY•SATURDAYeSUNDAY

OCTOBER 16-17-18

Participants at the
High End Hi -Fi Show

•
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Arcics
Audio Research
Audioquest
B&W
Belles
Beveridge
British Fidelity
California Audio
Technology
Carnegie
Celestion
Cello
conrad Johnson
Counterpoint
Electronics
DBX
Dahlquist
Denon
Discrete Technology
Dual
Duntech
Eminent Technology
Euphonic Technology
Fosgate
Fustes
Fuselier
Garrott

T

Kindel
Klimo
Krell
Kyocera
Linn
Luise
M &K
MIT
McLaren
Magnepan
Magnavox
Magnum Dynalabs
Mark Levinson
Audio Systems
Meitner
Melos
Merlin
Merrill
Mod Squad
Mondial

Nitty <
Onkyo
Oracle
Ortofon
PS Audio
Pioneer
Princeton Acoustics
Proton
RH Labs
Revox
Rotel
Roksan
SOTA
Sansui Vintage
Snell
Spectral
Stan
Sumo
Surniko
Synthesis
Tandberg
Teac
Thiel
Threshold
True Image
VP'
Vandersteen
Jillage Voice
WBCN
Well Tempered Lab
Wilson Audio
Yamaha

Y

Order now
and save!
Send in this
coupon and
pay just
812.50
Please allow four
to SD( weeks for
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Send me

tickets to the Stereophile high end Hi-F1 Show

Name
Address
City. State, Zip
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Check enclosed

Card No.

Charge my

EVisa EMastercard
Exp. date

delivery.

STEREOPHILE, RO. BOX 5529, SANTA FE, NM 87502

Revox B226:
Digital at the Vanishing Point
Connect anew Revox B226 CD player to avery high
quality home audio system Load it with a superbly
recorded disc. Sit back. press "play" on the IR remote
control
and something peculiar happens.
The B226 virtually disappears.
What you hear is pure music. Nothing added, nothing taken away. No harshness, no grittiness, no coloration. no shrinking, no softening, no etching. Nothing
except all the depth. dynamics, and subtle nuances of
alive musical performance.
This "vanishing act" does not come easily. For example. the B226 transport chassis is made from solid
die-cast aluminum alloy to provide long-term stability.
The entire mechanism is suspended on damped isolation mounts to minimize potential problems from
vibration or resonance.
Also. the B226 incorporates the newest generation of Europeandeveloped LSI chips
for D-A conversion.
interpolation, error
correction, and digital filtering Resolution is full I6-bit, with
quadruple oversampiing and dual D-A
converters for precise
phase linearity New adaptive error correction selects

66

the best error correction strategy (from 60 poss
ties) to greatly improve performance on dirty or damaged discs
In the crucial analog output stages. Revox uses strictly
professional grade components. B226 circuit boards
meet the same performance and reliability standards
as boards made for our Studer professional mastering
recorders. Little wonder, since both come from the
same plant in the Black Forest of West Germany.
Essentially. then, the B226 delivers a purity and
transparency of sound that challenges -custom conversion" units. But without sacrihcing conven ience and
flexibility.
With Revox you still get full programmability of virtually every imaginable function, plus digital outputs
for audio and CD-I/CD-ROM. fixed and adjustable
audio outputs with ample voltage for directly driving
power amps, and the convenience of infrared remote
control with multi-room capability.
For aconvincing demonstration, visit your nearest
authorized Revox dealer. Slip your favorite CD into
aB226. sit back. and listen to digital audio at the vanishing point.

R EVOX
1425 Elm Hill Plke, Nashviiie TN 37210
515-254-5651
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designs." He went on to say: ".

.
the fact that

acable is thin will outweight whether it has
PTFE insulation, uses linear-crystal conductors, or ones made from oxygen-free lark's
vomit." In other words, "thin" is the key
parameter in successful cable design. AccordMchael

ing to Alvin and the rest of the solid-core enthusiasts, "thin" is in while "fat" is out. Isuppose that such astand would appeal to the

IllustratIor

diet-conscious audiophile, but as far as Ican
ascertain, there is no experimental evidence
to support such claims (in cables, anyway). As
Isee it, many of Alvin's assertions are misleading. For example, use of thin speaker
cables will, in many applications, alter the
tonal balance of aloudspeaker and adversely
affect its time-domain behavior.
In Akira Kurosawa's cinematic masterpiece
Rashomon, the four protagonists relate differ-

THIN
SOLIDCORE
CABLE:
BOON
OR
BUST?

ing versions of what occurred; the truth, it
turns out, has been filtered through their emotional biases and needs. Similarly, while the
basic factors underlying cable design (materials, mechanical integrity, and geometry) have
all been promoted individually, recent research
and experimentation point the finger toward
asynthesis of all factors as being essential in
evolving the state of the art in cable design.

Why thin cables sound good at all
To be fair, it should be emphasized that DNM's
thin cables, distributed in the US by Music
Hall, are sonically very good, although clearly
removed from the top echelon of commercial
alternatives. Both DNM's interconnect and
speaker cable fared well in MC's recent comparative cable review in the June 1987 issue of
HFN/RR, being rated as excellent value.
Besides the attraction of low cost, what else
do single-strand, small-diameter cables have
going for them? The answer to this and other
critical questions in cable design lies in aprop
er understanding of the skin effect.
A simplistic view is to regard the skin effect
as AC resistance to current flow that becomes
significant at very high frequencies. This is a

Dick Olsher

fair macroscopic view of the situation, but it
glosses over some important physical details.

I

On amicroscopic scale, the electromagnetic

nhis "Pure Gold" column in Vol.10 No.4,
Alvin Gold fervently promoted the cause

of thin solid-core cables as the ideal cable
design to sonically stick it in the ear to "stranded
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wave nature of the transmitted signal plays an
important role. With increasing frequency, a
current wave moves into aconductor less and

67

Planar/Magnetic
Meets
Ribbon

In 1972, Magnepan received a patent on a full-range, planar/magnetic
type of loudspeaker which became the most successful esoteric speaker
in the history of high-end audio. Other companies have introduced
speakers with similar drivers (sometimes called "ribbons"), but Magneplanars' ,with over 100,000 sold, remains the choice of audiophiles.
Then, in 1982, Magnepan received a patent on a true, line-source
ribbon speaker. The combination of these two technologies, as shown
above in the Magneplanar MG-111a, reconfirms Magnepan's position as
innovators of audio products.
Send apostcard to Magnepan for an assortment of reviews.

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

less, the depth of penetration being only about
0.5mm at 20kHz. (Incidentally, this offers an

Bruce can now produce test data to back up

explanation of why ametal is opaque to light
waves: light consists of electromagnetic waves

scopes with true 1.3GHz sampling rates and

of extremely high frequency, thus there will
be virtually zero penetration.) As the current

his theoretical arguments. Using very fast
time-domain resolutions on the order of ins,
waveform distortions and intertransient "noise"
of cables can be readily measured. Needless

penetrates the conductor, the relative phase

to say, his cables measure very well on his test

of the current changes. With the current den-

set-up. Unfortunately, Bruce does not use the

sity at amaximum at the surface and decreas-

best materials available. ..
and so it goes.

ing inward, the phase is continuously retarded.
It is possible that at acertain depth the relative
phase of the current is reversed, so that the

What's Bad About Thin Cables

current in this region moves in the opposite

before acable can qualify as ahill-fledged thin

Because asmall-diameter strand is required

direction to that on the surface. Such circu-

cable, one serious handicap of such interlinks

lating currents can cause additional ohmic

is ahigh series resistance. The DNM cables

heating of the conductor, decrease the net cur-

with a0.4mm strand size have about a0.9 ohm

rent flowing in the cable, and modify low-level
microvolt signal information.

loop resistance per meter length. This is quite
high in the realm of interconnects, but really

This argues that small-diameter strands are
important in minimizing eddy-type currents

inconsequential because of the low currents
carried. However, as aspeaker cable this has

in aconductor, but in no way does it follow

serious ramifications for two areas of loud-

that multiple strands are excluded. In fact, hav-

speaker performance: bass alignment and

ing anumber of individually insulated strands

crossover performance.
First, bass alignment: The amplifier's output

for each leg in aproper twist is critical for
optimal transmission of audio signals. Mechanically, of course, there's less to screw up with

impedance, the cable's series resistance, and

asingle strand, and it is possible to make Litz-

with the woofer voice coil, all affect the elec-

the DC resistance of crossover coils in series

type cable sound pretty bad, but ultimately,

trical damping of the woofer and hence the

multiple strands are necessary for the best
sound. Again, it follows from the skin effect

electrical Q of the woofer. All of these parasitic
resistances serve to increase the woofer's total

that since the current density is nonuniform
across the conductor, the inductance of the

overall Q, and aspeaker can be designed taking

Q. However, what is important is the speaker's

wire decreases slowly with increasing fre-

into account the effects of all of these resis-

quency—the speed of propagation of the

tances—as long as they are reasonably well

highs is faster than that of the lows.

known. Generally a designer will assume

This is akey point. When modeling signal
transfer in audio cables, it is not only necessary
to take into account the variable AC resistance
of the cable, but its variable inductance as well.
The shunt capacitance of the cable (but not the
capacitive reactance) is fixed by the geometry
of the cable and the dielecuic properties of the
insulation used. Therefore, an electrical model
of a single leg of cable would look like a
variable resistor in series with avariable inductor with ashunt capacitor. Bruce Brisson of
MIT (the cable company, not the school) has
done this sort of modeling on acomputer, his
cable designs being based on the results. He
has found that alarge number of differentdiameter wires are necessary to control the
impedance of the cable while minimizing phase
delays due to differential propagation speeds.
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A gaggle of Monsters

less than 0.1 ohms output impedance for the

to-source impedance ratio is large and designs

amp (a good figure for modem amps). The DC

the crossover with those kind of terminations.

resistance of crossover coils can be measured

With ahigh-resistance cable, however, one

and taken into account. Because speaker cable

major assumption underpinning the crossover

is somewhat of amystery, however, being a

design is rendered invalid. The crossover

variable introduced by the consumer, speaker

points shift slightly, resulting in improper
blending of the drivers around the crossover

designers assume areasonable 0.2 ohms or so.

8Ohm Nominal
Impedance Speaker
Effect of Adding
1Ohm Resistors in
Each Leg

••(2 Ohms)

•
'oat

A
(No Resistance)

.0

5.

Fig. 1

:00

Tic

Oek

zok

Frequency in Hz

frequency. This effect is evident in figs.1A and
B, where the range from 1to 3kHz is elevated
I-2dB by the additional 2ohm loop resistance

HP Filter:
Effect of

Si

And this is with an 8ohm speaker—the effects
will be magnified with a4ohm load! Even a

Adding
1Ohm
Resistors
in Each Leg

Fig. 2

simple 6dB/octave high-pass filter is not immune Figs.2A and Bshow the before and after
effect with a4ohm Audax dome tweeter. The
Ik

5K

0K

2 00

Fequency in Hz

Along comes the thin cable, with at least 2
ohms of loop resistance in the circuit, and with
some speakers, the impact on bass quality and
quantity should be very audible (Although not
so much, Ithink, on MC's preferred Celestion
SL600 system.) But take alook at figs.1A and

added resistance gives a2dB noticeable shift
in level around the knee in the filter.
Finally, it is well-known that, with the exception of the very rare loudspeaker which is
purely resistive in nature, placing a series
resistance between the amplifier will modify
the speaker's frequency response. Due to
Ohm's Law, the speaker's modulus of impedance will be reflected in its amplitude
response.

B. These show the effects of an additional 2
ohm loop resistance on bass response. Levels
were carefully eqiiali7Pd to compensate for the

competition, the solid-core cable aficionados

added resistance. The loudspeaker being

could rest their case. As things stand now,

measured is an 8-ohm nominal-impedance

however, cables such as the Siltechs, the van

bass-reflex design, and the measurements are
in-room sweeps using a Ya -octave signal

clearly surpass the DNM—but for ahell of a

source. The 2dB increase in the 60Hz bass
peak with the additional resistance is evident.
The other area affected by thin speaker
cables is crossover performance. A crossover
is designed for particular source and load im-

The proof is in the listening, and if the
DNMs, for example, did sound better than the

den Hul Silver/Gold, and the MIT-330 all
lot more money. While not demonstrating a
blueprint for the ultimate cable, therefore,
perhaps the thin cable does show the way to
design the most cable for the money.

S

pedances. The load (ie, driver) is well known
to the designer, but the source impedance is
less certain. One usually assumes that the load-

70
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FIND THE PLATINUM SERIES REFERENCE AUDIO TUBE BY GOLD AERO AT AERO ELECTRONICS, 2129 VENICE BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CA 90006.
TELEPHONE (213) 737-7070. (800) 556-6700 WITHIN CA. (800) 421-4219 OUTSIDE CA. TELEX 673565, CABLE AERO LSA, FAX 2137372401.
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Authorized New
ADS, Alphason Turntables and Arms, Athena, Audible Illusions, Audio Quest, BEL, B&K, Berning,
Boston Acoustics, Celestion, Chicago Stands, Conrad Johnson, Counterpoint, Dahlquist, DBX, Dual,
Dynavector, Eminent Technology Speakers and Arms, Fostex, Grado, Hafler, Janis, Kinergetics,
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George M. Graves finds that
another digital myth bites the dust

A

sfar as I'm concerned, digital sound
falls far short of the promised "per-

digital domain, they have no effect on the

fect sound forever." The first CD

remember, who told us we could not hear the

perceived sound. (These are the same people,

players were just this side of unlistenable, and

effects of the brick-wall low-pass filters used

though more recent incarnations are much im-

in the early players!) CD engineers tells us that
two CD decks played through the same DIA

proved, they still have along way to go. The
myth about CDs being perfect turned out to
be just that—a myth. The problem is, engi-

converter and analog filtering section will
sound identical. I'm here to tell you, gentle

neers design the things, and audiophiles listen

readers, that it jest ain't so!

to them. We audiophiles long ago learned the

Iwas recently sent, by the nice people at

basic truth about hi-fi: the engineers can't

Luxman of America, the new Luxman LV-109

measure what we hear (and thus tend to discount what we say), and what they can measure often seems to mean little in terms of audio
quality.

integrated amplifier. This huge, 150Wpc amp
sports, among other things, abuilt-in DIA section which can be switched between two
direct serial digital sources, and which will

Do engineers even really know what they're

automatically choose the proper sampling rate

talking about? Ihave read many articles ex-

(depending on whether aCD player or aDigi-

plaining the CD from atechnical standpoint,

tal Audio Tape machine is connected) from

all of which purport to understand intrinsically
the mechanisms at work in both the record

either 32, 44.1, or 48kHz. Along with this

and playback phases of digital audio. The

which has adirect digital output in addition

amplifier came the new Luxman CD player,

engineers tell us about compromises made in

to the normal stereo audio outputs. Since Ialso

the name of practicality, and then tell us that,
because these compromises occur in the

had on hand the Mission PCM7000 (which

Stereophile, September 1987

also has adirect digital output), the Luxman

75

"It is so clearly superior
to past amplifiers in the low- to
mid-priced range—not to mention
most amplifiers two to three times
its price- that Ican unhesitatingly
recommend it for even the most
demanding high end system!'
Anthony Cordesman
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amplifier enabled me to compare the two

cables connecting the decks to the direct

players to see if, indeed, they would sound the

digital inputs on the Luxman amp ...

same.
When Iconnected the two players to the

Wait aminute—cables may have an audible
effect on an analog signal, which is directly

amp, Ihad to use different cables for each—an

altered by changes in capacitance, inductance,

obvious no-no with analog signals, but it
shouldn't matter at all with digital data transfer.
Ihad wanted to use apair of Esoteric Audio

and resistance, but abit-stream, at this data
(the squarewaves that comprise the bit-stream

cables that Ihad obtained at the Winter CES
in Las Vegas, one for each machine (in the

will be altered in shape to adiffering degree)
by the two different cables. And the circuitry

rate, is only going to be integrated differently

direct digital mode, only one cable is necessary

that looks at this incoming bit-stream is only

because the bit-streams representing right and

looking for transitions from alogical "1" to a

left audio are sent in multiplexed form down
the same cable). Unfortunately, Ifound that the

the squarewaves are shaped like. It doesn't

shallow RCA jack on the back of the Mission
machine would not hold the massive RCA plug

have to: it is fundamental to digital processing
that the actual shape of the bit-stream

on the Esoteric Audio cable Ihad to substitute,

waveform doesn't matter!

logical "0", or vice versa. It doesn't care what

therefore, ahandmade video cable with cheap,

In spite of my self-assurance on this point,

tin-plated RCAs to connect the PCM7000. In

Ichanged the homemade video cable on the

order to keep things from getting too complicated, Iused only the D/A section in the

Mission player to Esoteric Audio cable. (The
EA cable didn't want to stay put on the back

Luxman amp for this experiment, patching the

of the Mission, but Ifinally got it to stick with

Luxman's "tape record output" jacks into the

aScotch-tape tether.) Now both cables were

CD inputs of my reference preamp. This arrangement eliminated the unknown qualities
of the Luxman's high-level preamp stage and

still significant differences between the two

of its power amp sections.
ltvo identical CDs were placed into the two
players and started together; comparisons were
made by switching from one digital input to

the same They sounded closer, but there were
units. Lest you think that Iwas imagining
things—the same thought crossed my mind—
Irepeated the procedure for several of my
audiophile friends. Without my telling them
what they were listening to, or for, all agreed

the other on the Luxman. Level matching was
not necessary due to the fact that only the bit-

that the Mission (identified only as CD player

stream from each CD player was used; since

(CD player #1) when auditioned via the Luxman amplifier's D/A section.

both were played through the same analog
section, the audio output levels would be
identical.
My knowledge of digital audio, plus what I
had read on the subject, led me to expect that
all of the differences noted between players

#2) definitely sounded better than the Luxman

What conclusions can be drawn from this
experiment? One could make acase that differences in error-correction performance
would explain the audible differences, but

were due to the differences in the design of the

how can the cable difference be explained? By
any science that Iknow of, cables cannot af-

analog sections of those players. Therefore, I

fect adigital bit-stream as long as they have suf-

would expect the two players in my experi-

ficient bandwidth to pass the signal so that the

ment to sound identical when played through
the same D/A and analog circuitry.
Iwas wrong.

tween "ones" and "zeroes." Both the EA and

The Luxman and the Mission players sounded as different from each other when played
through the Luxman digital decoder as when
played through their own analog circuits! My
initial thought was, "No, this can't be. I've
made amistake in my lash-up somewhere."

D/A circuitry can identify the transitions bethe homebrew cables are more than adequate
to that task (in fact, both pass avery good
LaserVision picture, thank you). You tell me.
It would appear that there is a vast difference between fact and theory when it
comes to digitizing sound. And if this basic

But aquick check showed that everything was

assumption about how digitized audio behaves
is wrong, then what other portions of digital

working properly, except for the two dissimilar

theory are wrong as well?
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The Energy 22 Pro Monitor has
been hailed by critics as one of the
major loudspeaker design
breakthroughs of the last decade.
In fact, the Energy 22 may well
rank as astandard against which
other speakers should be judged.
-\udition either the Energy 22 Pro
Monitors or the Reference
Connoisseurs and we think you'll
agree that they are not only the
most exciting speakers you've ever
heard, but "a stunning
achievement" indeed!

"A STUNNING ACHIEVEMENT

Top Retail Experts Personal
Views About The Energy 22

Sassafras, Philadelphia, PA., Charles Hardesty
- Bob Morgan. -As Philadelphia's premier high
end dealer we had the good fortune to introduce
the Energy 22 to our market. Since then the
reaction has been incredible from audiophiles
and music lovers alike. We believe the Energy
22 represents the pinnacle of loudspeaker
design - anywhere near its price range."
Designatron, Long Island, N.Y. - Charles
Caccuito. "Never before have we experienced a
speaker system which exhibits the level of
realism that the Energy 22 provides. The
excitement generated by Energy speakers is only
exceeded by the pleasure of owning them. The
Energy 22 sets a reference standard by which all
other speakers must be judged."
Audio Associates, Washington, D.C. - Mike
Zazanis. "The Energy 22 is a very musical
speaker at a very inexpensive price that easily
could cost a lot more money."
Pro Musica, Chicago, IL. - Ken Christianson,
John Schwarz. "The Energy 22 Reference
Connoisseur & Pro Monitors simply outperform
the competition. Musically satisfying to the most
demanding listeners.

Classic Stereo, Ft. Wayne, IN. - Paul Pohnert.
"The Energy 22 Reference Connoisseur and
Energy 22 Pro Monitor are the most musically
correct speakers we have sold. They deliver
excellent stereo imaging; are very intimate
when music is intimate, yet powerfully dynamic
when music is dynamic."
Audio by Caruso, Miami, FL. - Don Caruso.
"The Reference Connoisseurs are among the
most neutral, uncolored speakers we have
found!!! They provide very relaxing listening."
Shelly's Stereo, Los Angeles, CA., - Robert
Coyle "The Energy 22 and ESM speaker line
offers the consumers styling and value at a
price no other speaker line can match. The
performance rivals the world's finest speakers.
Sound Company, San Diego, CA. - Bob
Kokley. "Over the years we have heard many
promises of new breakthroughs in speakers with
disappointing results. The Energy 22 is one of
the only products which performed beyond
those promises. A job well done."
Christopher Hansen Ltd., Los Angeles, CA. Chris Hansen. -The Energy 22 is very
musically involving - 'Absolutely Brilliant'."
The Sounding Board, Berkley, CA. - Jim
Serena. "The Energy 22 is an outstanding
speaker. What's incredible is the value,
compact size and its performance level

Energy Loudspeakers, 135 Torbay Road. Markham. Ontario
L3R 107 •(416) 475-0050 •FAX 1-416-475-8643 •TLX 06-986689
Copyright A.PI 1987, Energy toudazeakers
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DAHLIA

Martin Colloms offers adifferent tuning
of Dick Olsher's DIY loudspeaker
In Vol.9 No.1, Dick Olsher offered aneat twoway loudspeaker design which exploited the
virtues of the Son Audax 8" bass/mid unit, a
TPX-coned unit which Ialso favor. As Dick
could not avail himself of measurement facilities to determine the flatness and balance, his
crossover was more or less to "book." Having
tried his network, Ifound the resultant sound
rather forward and lightweight compared with
neutral, commercial, BBC-balanced references, while the bass, in my opinion, was not
fully integrated.
Ihave an alternative crossover (see figs.! and
2) for those who may wish to try it with the
same drivers. This results in aneutral tonal
balance, corrects for some mild "sizzle" in the
upper range of the tweeter—the tried-andtested 1" soft-dome Audax HD12X9D25—and
also provides more bass extension (achieved
at the expense of overall sensitivity-90dB for

diameter by 4.5" deep, can be closely approx

Dick's version and 87dB for mine).

afull-length port liner of soft polyurethane

The new balance finds the original bass
alignment underdamped, since it is maximally

foam to reduce the internal bore to approximately 2.3". A 1"-deep plug of open-cell

imated to advantage: using the original, install

flat with a vent resonance close to 46Hz.

polyester foam (like Declon foam grille

Retuning to 35Hz extends the bass and maintains the correct dryness—a good feature of

material) may be used in the port, if astill-drier

the original. The new port, estimated at 2"
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Electrostatic. Ribbon. Planar magnetic.

These well known transducer designs have accounted for some of
the greatest loudspeakers. But while each has undeniable strengths,
each also has its own unique faults.

The Linear Field Transducer
by Eminent Technology,

introduced in the model LFT-3,
represents a new approach to the planar loudspeaker—
one that builds on the strengths of its antecedents
while eliminating many of their failings.

The Linear Field Transducer
incorporates an impressive list
of technical innovations: a computerdesigned, chemically etched voice
element for uniformity and low mass;
push-pull configuration (with magnets on both sides of the diaphragm)
for linear performance, without distortion or dynamic compression: a
precision-welded structure for extreme
rigidity without compromising dispersion
performance; carefully controlled damping
to reduce unwanted interaction between the
different driver segments, for freedom from
"veiling" or colorations.
More important than technology, though, is the
matter of musical performance: Does the LFT-3
represent a step forward in making reproduced
sound more realistic? We sincerely
believe that it does—and at a price
($2700/pair) that should commend it
to the attention of many serious hi-fi
enthusiasts.
We encourage you to bring your
favorite recordings to an Eminent
Technology dealer for a revelatory
demonstration. Please write or call for
the name of your local dealer, and
ask for a copy of our 25-page owner's
manual.
EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED
508 Cactus Street
Tallahassee, FL 32304
TEL 904 575-5655

felt or foam absorption should be removed
from around the tweeter.
In Vol.10 No.4, Dick updated the Dahlia to
the Dahlia Debra! Iconcur with his suggestion
of using the larger-magnet TSN bass-unit,
which will improve the sensitivity and avoid
the need for the open-cell plug in the port.
Furthermore, the MB Electronics titaniumdome tweeter is afine upgrade for which Ican
suggest afurther improvement: With astrong
blade, carefully pry off the front grille/protec-

The original Dahlia,
with Audax tweeter

tive plate. This improves the 15-20kHz range
considerably.
My alternative HF filter works fine with the
deletion of the final three-element network

keep the bass and treble crossovers separated,
and use four rear terminals to biwire the

and the damping resistor, which are unnec-

speaker back to the power amplifier terminals.

essary with the Ti dome (fig.3). (Do not press

The corrected tonal balance will allow for
an axial listening position with some benefits
in stereo focus. In this alternative version, the

sPEAKER TECHNOLOGY

on the dome—it will crease or dimple.) S
1Back issues of Stetropbile are available for $5.00 including
postage.

Six sided MDF cabinets with solidly attached oak cheek grills for low resonance
(Exc. ES-6). 3rd order crossovers for clean tight bass Excellent transiant
response and pin point imagery Audiophile performance at great prices'

Elegant
Accurate
Dynamic
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FRIAS ENTERPRISES
4224 Diamond Circle
Oceanside, Calif 92056
619-940-8582

From ear to there

and everything in between.
The true audio connoisseur is
possessed of extraordinary sensibilities
regarding his or her music reproduction
system. From speaker to cartridge,
anything that delivers less than absolute accuracy is disappointing. Naturally, these sensibilities extend to the
purchase source as well.
For 30 years, Lawrence Stereo has
catered to the discriminating southeastern audiophile. Extensive product
knowledge and experience allow us to
stock only premier component lines
and to offer custom system design and
installation services. Extending to our
maintenance division, we affiliate only
with technicians who are dedicated
perfectionists.
© Lawrence Stereo 1987

At Lawrence we speak the language of the true audiophile, and that's
music to your ears.
Offering: Acoustic Research Connoisseur Series/conradjohnson group:
conradjohnson, Sonographe, enthesis/Denon/Forte Audio/Kimber
Kahle/Koetsu/Kyocera/Ortofon/RAM
71tbeworks/SOVI/Sound Connections/
Souther/Sumiko: Grace, Premie,;
Rdisman/Supaphon/Threshold/
itndersteen Audio and more.

MAKIIENCE
SIIRE-0
1927 11th Ave. S./Birmingham, AL 35205
(205) 933-0330

PURE GOLD

I

Alvin Gold
fthe words on this page seem to meander
slowly from side to side, put it down to

to low-grade chips and/or low-grade installations. To add insult to injury, Dolby has been

the author's exhaustion, having just completed a project which involved reviewing

responsible historically, through no fault of
its own, for almost total stagnation in the de-

more than 50 cassette decks while the kitchen

velopment of cassette-deck technology over

was being knocked down and rebuilt, and
with ahighly pregnant wife, four zillion brats

the past decade or more. On the one hand, all

and an overdraft (you're not areal journalist

the old, and now largely discredited, measurement guys were feeding the makers with the

without one). At the end of the week after

"fact" that hi-fi meant 60dB signal/noise; on

next, according to my computerized diary

the other there is Dolby offering 10dB on a

(which has started intermittently jamming the

chip (20dB with Dolby-C, which predictably

computer since Ichanged from aPC clone to
an AT clone—it's Sidekick V!.54, any ideas?),

sounds worse), and as most machines are al-

Iam due to have acomplete day off. "Whether
Ineed it or not," it says. Zzzz. ..

ready good for 50dB, they didn't need to try
any more.
Instead they could concentrate on the really

Good morning there. Ah yes, the review

important matters, like adding extras like track-

project ...
Idon't intend to go into all the gory

search facilities and electronic counters. It's

details here. In any case Imustn't pre-empt

not that Ihave anything against such features,

the book (and, hopefully, the film of the book,

it's just that there's no such thing as afree
lunch. It reminds me of athrowaway line by

the serialization and syndication rights—No
Reasonable Offer Refused), but Icannot resist
telling you that one of the best-sounding of

one Norman Willis, who heads the British
Trades Union Congress. He was being inter-

the lot outside the predictable top Nalcamichis

viewed on breakfast television on the day he

is alittle delectation from Sony called the WM-

was expecting arather hard time from union

D6C —also known as the Walkman Professional. Ihad actually tried this deck once

extremists. Conversationally, the interviewer200 miles away in awarm London studio—

before, but hadn't really come to grips with it.
Now, Idiscover, this slightly outsize and almost

he could see on the video feed. Norman, a

remarked on the cloudiness of the weather

geriatric battery-powered recording Dolby - sad-eyed Friar 'Rick lookalike of great concealed depth and even greater, unconcealed
BIC portable is on apar, measurement-wise,
with almost any mains-driven machinery, in-

girth, looked out the window behind him and

cluding some at very much higher prices, and

intoned, almost to himself, "Yes, it does look

that sonically it just about betters them all. It
sounds sweet, lucid, clear, and altogether easy

rather ironic up here."
Now I'm left with the rather difficult task of

on the ear, works as to the manner born with

switching to asubject that has no conceivable

1)7pe IV metal tapes, and doesn't even cost all

relation to the last, beyond the rather tenuous

that much. It urinates (in the best possible

one that it'll rattle afew vested interests. But
you'll have to be patient; I'm going to tell this

taste, of course) all over any of the current CD
Discpeople on all counts up to and including
practicality on the move, and excluding background hiss—though Discpeople often sound
noisy too.
The other rather shocking realization at the
end of the project was to discover how poor
most of the decks sounded when Dolby was

my way.
It started innocuously enough with ascheduled meeting of Hi- Fi Answers main contributors held just aday or so after Icleared the
last of the cassette-deck copy from my desk.
We met at the home of Jimmy Hughes (re-

used, especially Dolby-C. Some decks man-

garded by some as the UK's Enid Lumley) because his place is fairly central, and Jimmy

aged to incorporate Dolby processing with-

regaled us with tales of his experiments with

out the sound becoming grossly flattened

...
no, this must wait, though Imust tell you

and synthetic, but most didn't, which points

that even he couldn't keep an entirely straight
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Class

Class A... Class 1A... Class 1... for the last 3 years, each new
Counterpoint product has won aprestigious award. From ICES. IAR.
Stereophile Most recently, our SA-20 Power Amplifier won Japan's 1986
Component of the Year award... not bad for an American-designed,
engineered and manufactured product.

SA-4

POWER
AMPLIFIER

Stereophile,
1986 Class A Rating

Absolute sonic purity. Direct-Coupled
tube output Impeccable stereo imaging.
The listener's amplifer.
CALL FOR DETAILS:
from CA

800-247-6468
(619) 453-9090

*COUNTERPOINT
Dept. C., P.O. Box 12294, La Jolla, CA 92037

face while telling the story. About three hours

would have been treated using wave traps and

and anot conspicuously alcoholic meal later,
with most of the day's business out of the
way, JMH demonstrated to us some of what

acoustic screens, perhaps with some carpet or
other sound-absorbing material on the walls

he had been telling us about. Isay "us" advisedly so that you know Ihave witnesses, in-

to suppress the flutter echo. Not JMH. In the
five years or so he has lived in that house, the
acoustic problems have been convincingly

cluding the extremely levelheaded Editor and
Assistant Editor of Hi-Fi Answers, Keith Howard and John Bamford. They are not suggesti-

tackled by successive improvements in the

ble types, which is agood thing in the cir-

stripped away, the contributions of the room
have receded to the point where they are now,

cumstances. Neither am I.
First, though, I'd better tell you alittle about
the system. At the present time, the hardware
consists of achoice between apair of active
PMS Linn Isobariks and Magnepan MG-Ills

performance of the system. And sure enough,
as each layer of glare and artificiality has been

for all intents and purposes, inaudible. Yet the
loudspeakers, designed for free-air use, were
placed hard into the corners of the room, and
incidentally wired in reverse absolute phase.

(heavily modified), three Krell KSA-50s, two

Never mind why.

Linns—one with aBreuer and one, the active

Lest this all seem like apeculiar species of
affectation, Imust tell you that the system truly
works. If it didn't Iwouldn't be writing about

one, fitted with a Mission Mechanic—and
Kiseki Agate Ruby or Goldbug Ms. Brier cartridges. For compact disc, he also has aCam-

it. Ihave more expensive equipment at home,

bridge Audio CD-1 player. Almost none of

and Ifigure Ihave areasonable amount of ex-

this was in use. When we were there, most of
it was on alanding outside the listening room,

pertise in setting up systems so that they play
tunes. Iam certain that Ican set up asystem

and what he was actually using was asolid-

with amore sophisticated sound, that goes

core wired system with aDNM pre- and 30Wpc

farther up and down the frequency band, that

power amp (I have one of these too, and will
be reporting on it soon), with, as input, amid-

maybe sounds sweeter. But Imust concede
with some regret that, at the time of writing,

dle-market Denon CD player. On the other

Icannot get my system to work as well as his.

end, apair of f200 ($350) 8"two-ways, the

We listened to both CDs and records, in the
main with software of recent vintage—often

A&R Arcam Twos, extensively modified.
To give you aflavor of the modifications, a
3.3-ohm resistor had been removed from the
tweeter circuit and replaced with along loop

just the kind of stuff at which audiophile
magazines like this turn up their noses. For all
practical purposes, both formats worked so

of thin wire to restore some of the resistance
"naturally" without all the problems caused

well as to transcend their stereotypes.

by the physical construction of resistors, plus

as though the soul of the music was stripped

The system had an almost elemental quality,

some mechanical (foam) filtering added around

bare. It had all the qualities we struggle to

the tweeter. The Linn/Mechanic combination

achieve with expensive gear, but fail because

was also in use, but with acheap Grado mov-

it is too complicated for its own good. There

ing-magnet, modified in ways Icannot begin
to describe, but stem from the ideas of one

was no question of artificiality. There was
soundstaging—we were sitting in it—but most

Peter Belt (see later): "I'm not sure about this

of all we were immersed in interpretation and

cartridge," JMH confided. "That is, I'm not

performance in away that parallels live music-

sure if it's better than the best $800 moving-

making. The system doesn't sound as good as
the real thing; that is impossible with the pre-

coils or not."
More interesting than the equipment was
the way it was used, which in large measure
defies rational explanation. The room concerned has anumber of problems, one of the
most important being that it "booms" quite

sent state of the art, and on reflection it's not
really necessary and arguably not even desirable. It simply had the communicativeness of
real music-making, allowing the same kind of
communication because it offered truly high

badly when excited. There are also some quite

levels of resolution and aquite remarkable

severe flutter echoes. In the US, and to some

lack both of "glare" and of the superficial
qualities that have always characterized high

extent in this country, this kind of problem
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THE

BEDINI

PHILOSOPHY

For years, audio component manufacturers have been
trying to achieve a perfect power amplifier. Most of them
fell short of their goals due to compromise. In today's
world of audio Bedini is totally committed to provide the
audiophile with the ultimate power amplifier. All Bedini
products are handcrafted with painstaking care and are
subject to rigorous quality control. The people at Bedini
have only one goal: To bring you the finest products that
only skill, care and time can produce.

ENRICHED OUTPUT TRANSISTORS'
BEDINI Model 150/150 MK II

I.

Mar

The TO3 transistor cases have been ground open by hand
and filled with a proprietary crystaline solution which stops
ultrasonic ringing and improves switching speed. The transistors are then critically matched to provide the smoothest
sound possible in Class AB amplifier design.
For Further Information Please Contact:
MIKE FISHMAN

do ROYAL SALES, INC.
600 W Broadway, Suite 100 • Glendale, CA 91204
818/502-4166
TERRITORIES AVAILABLE •DEALER AND REP INQUIRIES INVITED

fidelity. You've probably had the same exper-

definite deleterious effect on the sound of a

ience yourself on occasion from apocket tran-

system in the same room. When the bulb is

sistor radio, most likely in your youth when
you hadn't educated yourself out of being

treated, by adevice that looks like acrocodile
clip (the treatment is said to be effectively

able to listen. Iguarantee you have never heard

permanent), the system sounds better.

anything so musically valid from aroomful of
Audio Research and Infinity IRS.

Here's something even stranger. Well, Imean,
what would you make of acompact disc in its

But I've left out certain details: a whole

jewel box being removed from ashelf and

series of bolt-on goodies that come from aguy
named Peter Belt. The goodies are foil-like

replaced upside down—it's about 12 "from
any of the gear, by the way—whereupon the

objects to stick on loudspeaker stands, loud-

sound of the system noticeably deteriorates?

speaker diaphragms (!), and CDs, crocodile

Had anyone suggested such athing last week,

clips and washers that attach to wires, peculiar
little plastic edifices, special resistors that go

coincidentally is exactly the nature of the

in the mains line or amplifier PSU, and much,
much more.' The best way to approach the

I'd have told him where to get off, which not
reaction that Peter Belt has had so far from
trade, public, and press alike.

goodies is via asubject that has been discussed

Iremain skeptical about the nature of some

at some length in this column before, namely

of the solutions myself. I've yet to hear even

the electromagnetic field effects that underpin the thin, solid-core cable idea. The cen-

aconvincing articulation of the problem. The
trouble is, I've heard it with my own ears. I

tral theme here is sort of related; rather than

cannot ignore the way the qualities of the

electromagnetics, the ideas here come from
an even more neglected area—electrostatics.

system Idescribed earlier were replaced by
muddle and confusion when some of the

From here on, however, Iget lost.
Imagine. There we are, sitting quite com-

topic, which, Isuggest, will run and run.

fortably listening to JJ Cale's Grassbopper—

First, Ihave abit of research to do....

"treatments" were undone. I'll be back to this
$

or was it the new VPO/Mauel Mahler 3?—
when JMH picks up adevice consisting of a
battery holder fitted with two 1.5V batteries
with aplastic arm at each end and acouple of
color-coded electrets near the battery terminals, and "treats" adisc by using it rather
like arecord-cleaning brush. The direction of
application is critical, we're told. He plays the
disc, takes it off, reverses the direction of treat-

POWER
BRIDGE
PERFORMANCE ENHANCED PC* LEVINSON. KRILL
ROLAND RESEARCH. MERIDIAN. ACOLISTAI QUAD. STAX,
MARTIN LOGAN
CELLO
CONVERGENCE AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY ETC

ment, plays the disc again, and the sound just
falls to pieces. Imean to pieces. Were not talking subtleties here and Idon't believe in magic
any more than Ibelieve in TV evangelists.

41,

The disc jewel boxes are treated with stuckon electrets, though only afew of JMH's 2000
CDs (and none of his 8-10,000 LPs) have been
so treated. There are further electrets and
other peculiar plastic constructions on the
other equipment, on the floor, and even on
the room light. The room light? JMH readily
demonstratzs that lightbulbs have asmall but
I Peter Belt was for many years the manufacturer of an
excellent-sounding British electrostatic headphone, and his
accessories are based, in the main, on the work he did with
permanently charged electrostatic materials (electrets). We
have collected a set of Peter's palliative measures in the
Stereopbtle office, and will report further on their audible
effects when Ican find awriter willing to suspend his disbelief.

LOOK FOR OUR NEW

PLATINUM

INTERCONNECT CABLES
DI

AND SPEAKER CABLES

ITCCHNOLOOY L

IRS, INC.

325.4 FIFTH ST CCEANSCE. NY 11572 (516) 76A-1121
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AUDIO CABLES
ELECTRONICS AND SOUNDSORBER PANELS
DEALER INQUIRES INVITED

—JA
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
KLYNE SK-5A PREAMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt

Klyne SK-5A preamplifier
Solid-state stereo preamplifier. Inputs: Phono, Line, Aux, Tape. Controls: Source, Mode (Tape
Monitor, Tape Source, Mono), Balance, Volume, Phase (Invert, Mute, Normal). Gain: Phono
22-34dB; Line 14-20dB. Bandwidth: MC phono 1Hz-150kHz; MM phono and Line in
0.5Hz-250kHz. Output impedance: 300 ohms. Dimensions: 19" W by 21/
2"H by 12 1
/
2"D.
Weight: 12 lbs. Price: $3250. Approximate number of dealers: undisclosed. Manufacturer: Klyne
Audio Arts, 828 7th Ave. NE, Olympia, WA 98501. Tel: (206) 943-5420.
Klyne Audio Arts has an almost Zen-like ap-

tures," which allow them to do many inter-

proach to the design of its products. Like the
best Japanese designs, Klyne's preamps are

esting things like tape cross-copying, ultrasonic filtering, stereo channel reversing, and

aesthetically pleasing in appearance, do exactly

feeding amono source coming into one chan-

what they're supposed to, and their controls
are not only where you would expect them to

nel to both outputs. Some feature-laden preamps also have lots of multicolored indicator
lamps which eliminate the need for looking
to see what switches are set where, if you

be, but have an almost sensually smooth action. Internal construction, too, is awork of
art—the kind of design which, transferred to

can remember what the different colors mean.

atapestry, would grace the wall of any listening

The Klyne SK-5A, on the other hand, has

room. You have to see the insides of aKlyne

few features and only one light—which tells
you when it's turned on. The preamp can

preamp to appreciate how attractive-looking
an audio component can be. But physical

select between two high-level sources and

beauty is only one aspect of Stan Klyne's designs; of all the electronics manufacturers I

phono. It has amonitor facility for one tape

know of, Klyne Audio Arts also makes products more adjustable than any others.

unusual, and welcome, accommodation for
those of us who still listen occasionally to

Most preamps have what are called "fea-

primitive recordings because some are superbly
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recorder. It has amono/stereo switch—an
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performed. And it has aganged volume con-

and provide for high-frequency rolloff with

trol and aseparate balance control (bless you,

-3dB points from 50kHz (!!) to 16kHz to tame

Stan), and a polarity switch with an intermediate -20dB mute position. Instead of ad-

the fiery high end of those MC cartridges
which, while popular with perfectionists, have
(as far as I'm concerned) absolutely nothing

ditional features, the SK-5A has numerous adjustments primarily for tailoring the sound of
the phono preamp, allowing you to do afew
things with greater precision than I, for one,
care to exercise.
Stan Klyne's preamplifiers have always been
characterized by the inclusion of more ad-

going for them but extreme quickness. The
only rolloff that had an audible effect in my
system was the lowest one (16kHz), but it was
disadvantageous, yielding aslightly closed-in
effect at the top end.
Overall preamp gain is also adjustable, as

justments than you could shake the proverbial
stick at. Not every adjustment in the SK-5A is

with my ARC SP-11, but here it's done with

guaranteed to have adramatic effect on the

board. (The SP-11 accomplishes this with a

sound, but for those who can hear their ef-

significantly more convenient front-panel

fects, the adjustments are all there As far as I'm

control.)
It's not that Idisapprove of the ritualization

concerned, this offers the dubious attraction

resistors inserted into sockets on the circuit

of an open-ended series of listening experiments to warm the heart of any neurotic-

of record playing; it's just that Idon't sym-

compulsive. Ido concede that Klyne, in their

play prep consists of aslow wipe with adamp

owner's manual, offers guidance for settings

velvet pad and the attachment of the SOTA Star

to match some of the popular cartridges—but
Ifear that many perfectionists will use the flex-

Sapphire's vacuum-seal cap.) But every field
of endeavor has its personalities that love to

ibility of these adjustments to endlessly diddle
the sound of their phono system.

a lot of audiophiles who relish any ritual

pathize with it. (The entirety of my own pre-

tweak to their heart's content, and there are

It reminds me of the SA-2 head amp from

which, like foreplay, heightens the tension and

Counterpoint, which had afront-panel adjust-

excitement of actually listening to recorded

ment to be set for "the best sound." This

music by postponing the consummation as

allowed the user to make the device sound like

long as possible. Of course, my own enthu-

asolid-state head amp or atube head amp or
an anything-you-want-in-between head amp.

siasm for all these adjustments is muted by

And what did the control do? It adjusted the

phono gain provision. My Ortofon MC-2000

amount of harmonic distortion the thing added

was chosen specifically because it has aflat

to the signal, but that was never mentioned in
either the instructions or the descriptive lit-

high-frequency response (since none of the
other preamplifiers I've used offer the facilities

erature.
The SK-5A has adjustments for resistive and

of the Klyne), and must be operated with its
own step-up transformer, which eliminates the

the fact that Ineeded to use only the adjustable

capacitive loading for cartridges; the desired

relevance of cartridge loading. So, Ishall con-

loads are selected by small DIP switches inside

centrate on describing the sound of the SK-5A,
and let you decide whether you could live

the unit. You can choose the usual 47k-ohm
MM-cartridge load, or any one of eleven sen-

with the uncertainty of having to set all those

sibly incremented MC values ranging from 15
to 1000 ohms. For capacitors, the choice is five

adjustments by ear. ,

values, from 650 to 110pE If you feel you need
avalue not represented by those switches,
there are special receptacles on the circuit
board that allow you to plug in resistors and/or
capacitors of your own choice, without the
need for soldering. (This accords you the
bonus privilege of agonizing over which kind
of capacitor sounds best.)
Other switches allow you to adjust the gain
of the phono preamp stage from 22 to 34db,
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IIf you truly seek afinal solution, there is away. First, use
only records of known and impeccable ancestry for listening. That means Sheffields, Reference Recordings, Telarcs,
Wilson Audios, and the like.
Second, feel The Force ltust your instincts. If you feel that
one switch setting, or combination thereof, sounds better on
astatistical majority (more than 51%) of those recordings, use
that setting and be done with it.
Third, if you can't decide between two settings, be honest
with yourself and admit that the moment you stop thinking
about it, the difference won't matter anyway Toss acoin, accept its decision, and get on with the business of listening to
music, which is alot more fun and much less harrowing.
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The SK-5A also has two sets of outputs in

quency rolloff (if any) you choose. What slight

antiphase. What does this buy you? Well, just
by reversing the polarity of one pair of speaker

colorations the SK-5A has appear to orig-

wires, you can operate any stereo power

The only reason for testing the SK-5A with
an actual cartridge source was to determine
how the unit handles the spurious material
unique to disc reproduction: the ultrasonic

amplifier with out-of-phase signals, to mirrorimage the demands on its power supply. (This
arrangement, christened 00Ps in 1976 by
Trevor

Lees—Opposite

channel

Out

of

PhaSe—simulates the behavior of atwo-phase

inate in the high-level stages.

pulses stemming from slight (or less than
slight) groove mistracking. In this area, the

AC line circuit, and has been shown to improve both soundstage breadth and overall

SK-5A acquitted itself superbly, adding no

detail of an amplifier.) You can also drive any

pulses. The preamp's front end is, by the way,

amp capable of bridged operation, directly
from the preamp, without having to switch in

extraordinarily quiet. With my Ortofon cartridge, however, with an output (0.05 mV) by

perceptible roughening or exaggeration of the

an additional input-inverter stage. And if you

far the lowest of any MC, hum was barely audi-

get the impression you have everything hooked

ble at normal, moderately high listening levels,
but the hiss level was, quite simply, intolerably
high. Though no more obtrusive than 7.5ips

up in reverse polarity, the front-panel Reverse
switch inverts all signal sources.
For testing the SK-5A, Iused what has been
my reference system for the past six months
or so: an Ortofon MC-2000 cartridge (with and
without its own step-up transformer), the
Well-Tempered Arm, the SOTA Star Sapphire
turntable, Sony's 650 and 703 CD player/converter combo, an Audio Research SP-11
preamp, apair of the mono Threshold SA-1
power amplifiers, and apair of Sound Lab Afull-range electrostatic speakers.
Sonically, the SK-5A was an unusual combination of incredible detail and slightly laid-

tape hiss, there was just too much, being clearly audible through every moderate- to lowlevel musical passage. This was not aproblem
of inadequate gain, for, with every gain adjustment set to maximum, there was plenty of gain
to drive the power amps to full output. This
simply confirms my past experience: there
isn't apreamp around that can successfully
amplify the tiny output of the Ortofon. I
sincerely doubt that background hiss would
ever be aproblem with aconventional MC cartridge having more than 0.1mV of output. (I

back perspective Bypass tests revealed that the

have always maintained that the Ortofon

high-level section was contributing most of

MC-2000 must be used with its own T-2000

the preamp's "flavor," characterized by avery

step-up transformer, and have yet to find a

slight crispening of the extreme high end and

preamp or head amp that would prompt me

an upper midrange that sounded (but did not

to qualify that admonition.)

measure) as though it was broadly dished
downward by perhaps 1dB. The high-end
crispness, far from what could be described

outstanding, although alittle on the lean side

as edgy, may well have been nothing more
than the subjective reaction to the very slightly
withdrawn upper midrange. Low-frequency

Low-frequency performance from discs was
Only once before have Iheard such deep,
detailed bass from my Ortofon/Well-Tempered
Arm combination, and that from apreamp
with, in my system, such intractable hum

performance through the high-level section

problems—even with average-output MM

was essentially flawless, replicating exactly the
range and heft of the input signal.
Bypassing an actual phono source using my

cartridges—as to be unusable.
Soundstaging too was excellent, with quite

inverse RIAA network, as Ido on every phono

remarkable depth, but not the best rendition
of perspective that Ihave heard. Imaging was

preamp, showed that the RIAA equalization

stable and very specific, but the real surprise

was right on the nose; Icould hear no difference between input and output signals. In

was the SK-5A's soundstage breadth, which,
considering the power supply common to

actual use with phono cartridges, the sound
of the preamp (or the sound of your cartridge

right to be! Klyne claims to provide lots of

if you prefer to put it that way) will vary de-

power-supply isolation between channels—

pending on the resistive loading and high-fre-

but so do alot of other manufacturers whose
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both channels, was greater than Ifelt it had any
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products demonstrate definite lateral compres-

"more musical" to me is acop-out, but I'll

sion of soundstage. From the SK-5A, record-

say it anyway. 1just found the SP-11 to be more

ings which normally image slightly beyond
the outer placement limits of the loudspeakers

seductive and emotionally involving than the

were definitely and solidly located farther

Klyne The SP-11's high-level section does better on bypass tests than the Klyne's, but its

beyond those limits than Ihad ever before

phono section is abit weak at the extreme low

heard them. Yet there was no false broaden-

end, and doesn't quite have the Klyne's defini-

ing of the images between the speakers, as

tion. In all other areas, though, the SP-11 is, for

would be the case were the widened sound-

all intents and purposes, astraight wire with

stage merely the side-effect of an intra-channel
phasing anomaly. Iwould be interested to

gain: Icannot attribute my preference for it to
amere taste for "euphonic coloration." The

know the techniques that Klyne uses to obtain

ARC is sweeter and—here we go again!—

this kind of performance which Iwould have

more musical at the extreme top, more "alive"

expected only from completely separate mono

and immediate-sounding than the Klyne, and

preamps.

somehow makes instruments sound abit more

Inner detailing was amazing! This preamp
separates and delineates the voices in complex

like they do in the flesh. Having said that, I

material as well as, if not better than, any

shall now waffle.
My present power-amp/loudspeaker system

preamp Ihave auditioned. Complex orchestral

has been carefully chosen to produce what is,

tutti were so well resolved that it was often

in my opinion at least, 2 the most musically

possible to follow the lines of the individual

natural sound it is possible to get from what

instruments in each choir, and the envelope
of each sound seemed etched against its
background. This preamp almost redefines the

Ibelieve to be the most sonically neutral signal
sources, 3 taking into account my preference
for arather warm sound over acooler but

concept of clarity, but does so without giving

more etched sound. My system is rather less

the impression of clinical coldness which Ihad

than forward in perspective to begin with, so

felt to be the only major shortcoming of the

it is understandable that it might not be very

previous-model Klyne preamp, the SK-5.
1felt compelled to compare the SK-5A with

flattering to any electronics component (like

Audio Research's SP-11, my current reference

apreamp) which is itself alittle recessed. Consider also that my speakers do not have the

preamp, and one of the two best available

slightest tendency to soften or round off ex-

preamps by expert consensus, in spite of the

treme highs, and you will see why Iam not

$1750 price difference between them. The

prepared to give an unequivocal figure of merit

SK-5A and SP-11 are not similar. The SP-11's
colorations—a slight thinness in the deep bass

to the SK-5A or the SP-11. My point is that the

and warmth in the midbass region on

Klyne SK-5A will almost certainly produce
more musical naturalness from other systems

phono —were not shared at all by the Klyne.

(brighter in the upper mida and softer at the

By comparison, the Klyne sounded almost

extreme top) than it did from mine, without

thin in the midbass, but seemed to have no ef-

any loss of the preamp's remarkable definition

fective low-end limit. It had far more LF impact than the ARC, and noticeably better detail

and soundstaging performance (On the other

and pitch delineation. (Interestingly, there was

hand, it meshed so poorly with my system
when I substituted the Mirror Image 1.1

less audible difference between their LF per-

amplifier for the Thresholds that Ididn't care

formance on bypass tests using an inverse-

to listen to that combination for more than a

RIAA equalizer into their respective preamp

few minutes. The sound was thin, dead, and

stages. Ican't explain this.)
By comparison with the Klyne's extraor-

uninvolving.)
There is no doubt in my mind that the SK-

dinary detailing, the SP-11 almost sounded
muddy. That's an exaggeration, but the difference was not very subtle. In other areas, I
felt the ARC had the competitive edge,
although in ways that are alittle difficult to
describe To say, simply, that the SP-11 sounded
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2JA: Feel free to footnote adisagreement if you see fit
3Iwouldn't presume to, .IGH. My only disagreement with
your choice of components is that it is less than forgiving of
the recording faults typical of modem rock recording But,
with nearly all present-day artists, who would care anyway?
—JA
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SA is, in many respects, aworld-class pre-

pend entirely on the peculiarities of that

amplifier, whose attractiveness is little dimin-

system and on what you are looking for in

ished by the fact that it costs about $1750

reproduced sound.

less than the acknowledged world leader, the

Regardless, then, of any personal reserva-

SP-11. The degree to which the Klyne ap-

tions on my part, the Klyne SK-5A deserves

proaches perfection in your system will de-

astrong recommendation. And gets it.

$

THRESHOLD FET 10 PRE-TROL (CONTROL
PREAMPLIFIER /RIAA AMPLIFIER)
J. Gordon Holt

•
•
•••••

•
•

Threshold FET 10 preamp

•
•

Dedicated line-level and phono preamplifier units. FET 10/H: Line-level control center. Gain:
20dB max. Frequency response: 1.5Hz-150kHz +0, -3dB. Max output: 20V. THD: 0.01% at 1V
out. Output impedance: 100 ohms. Inputs: Analog Disc (Phono to you, fella!), Auxiliary, FM/AM
Tuner, CD Player, Video Audio, 2Tape Monitors. Outputs: 2Tape Record, Main to power amp.
Controls: Source, Mode (Stereo, Reverse, Invert, Mono), Signal Distribution (Monitor Tape 1or
2, Copy1 to 2, Copy 2to 1), Volume, Balance. FET 10/P: Phono preamplifier/RIAA equalizer.
Gain: 40 or 60dB at 1kHz. RIAA accuracy: 0.025%. Frequency response: 1.5Hz-150kHz +0,
-3dB. Max output: 20V THD: 0.01% at 1V out. Output impedance 420 ohms. No controls. Dimensions (each unit): 19" W by 2" H by 10" D, overall. Approximate number of dealers: 45. Prices:
$1800 (FET 10/H), $1100 (FET 10/P), $2900 if bought together. Manufacturer: Threshold Corporation, 1945 Industrial Dr., Auburn, CA 95603. Tel: (916) 888-0600.
What, you may well ask, is a"pre-trol?" Well,
Threshold Corp. calls its FET-10 apreamplifier,

the old, familiar language of audio is starting
to lose its relevance.

but it isn't, really. In fact, it isn't an It at all; it's

Once upon atime, in the dark ages before

aThem. Only half of Them is apreamp, and

magnetic pickup cartridges, that part of an

you can buy each half separately. If that sounds

audio system that controlled everything—

alittle confusing, maybe it's because some of

input switching, volume, bass and treble—was
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called the control section. When the control
section became physically separated from the

these days is "audio." Stereopbde readers
automatically think of audio as music repro-

power amp, so you could put one on ashelf
and the other out of the way, the control sec-

have accompanying sound (or audio), and a

tion became acontrol unit. Then came the

lot of that sound is more or less musical. So,

revolutionary General Electric variable-reluctance magnetic pickup, along with the need

duced from records. But video sources also

how does one make averbal distinction be-

for pre-amplification and anew concept in

tween audio audio and video audio?
In acombined music and video system, a

home hi-fi: playback equalization. Ever since

plug or receptacle marked "audio" could be

then, every control unit has included apreamp

for aCD, aphono, or avideo source Threshold

section, and has been known as apreamplifier

makes the necessary distinction by marking

or preamp unit. Until now.
The enthusiastic public acceptance of CD,

one input to their FET-10/H "Video Audio."

and the waning of LP's popularity, is making

This is awkwardly polysyllabic, and takes up
too much label space besides. What we need

a preamp stage superfluous for increasing

is asingle short, snappy word to describe this.

numbers of audiophiles, who balk at the idea

Like "vaudior Okay, so it's ugly sounding, but

of paying $3000 or more for afull-featured

certainly no more so than eigentone, giga-

preamplifier in which perhaps half of the cost
may be tied up in ano-holds-barred phono

sounds like exotic profanity. The word "vau-

preamp stage they will never use. They have

Hertz, or litzendrabt—any one of which

continued to pay the price, grudgingly, because

dio" says exactly what we want it to say—succinctly, trisyllabically, and in only six letters.

they had no choice. Now they are getting that

(It's also ahigh scorer in Scrabble.) All it takes

choice.

is getting used to.
Which brings us back to the Threshold

Idon't know who did it first, but Audio's
1986 Equipment Directory lists five "preamp-

FET-10. It consists of two matching units: a

lifiers" which aren't—from Cello, dB Systems,

controller which handles only high-level

Motif, Threshold, and Strelioff—but are instead

signals, and adedicated, control-less preamp-

dedicated high-level control units, including

lifier for phono cartridges. They are identical

aline-level output buffer amp but lacking a

in shape and size, designed to stack neatly one
atop the other, and use identical outboard 15V

phono preamp section. The Mod Squad's Line
Drive unit (reviewed by AHC in Vol.10 No.3)

power-supply boxes with enough wire in be-

even omits the output buffer amp. Undoubt-

tween (five feet) to allow the supplies to be

edly, more such will follow, increasingly under-

placed where they won't radiate hum into the

scoring the need for areturn to the old way of

preamp unit (assuming you use it). If you don't

talking about things that control audio signals.

own an old-fashioned electro -mechanical LP
player, the controller is all you will ever need

Since some of those things no longer contain
preamps, but all are signal controllers, the term

in order to listen happily to CDs, cassettes,

"control unit" is going to have to come back

open-reel tapes, FM broadcasts, video sound

into use The alternative is to call them PWPs—

(vaudio), or an auxiliary. If you insist on cling-

preamps without preamps, which is just silly

ing to the past, just add the preamp unit to the

enough that it will probably catch on (sorry

controller. If you don't, you pay only for what
you need.
As you can see from the controller's input

Isuggested it!). Then, with one unit unambiguously called the "controller," its companion piece, for the reactionary LP fringe,

lineup above, it provides just about every con-

would, naturally, be called a"preamp." Nice

trol and all the input connections aserious

and tidy! Except ...What do we then call a

audiophile could want. The only things miss-

preamp plus acontroller plus apreamp, such

ing are Mute, Phase Invert, and Bypass settings,
whose utility for routine use is arguable. The

as Threshold's FET-10? Logically, a"control
preamp," which is clumsy at best. Hence my
coining of the term "pre-trol," which is only

preamp unit, on the other hand, looks like
your basic Black Box (in brushed aluminum),

alittle less clumsy. If anyone has abetter sug-

with one pair of inputs, one pair of outputs,

gestion, I'd be happy to hear it.

and nothing on the front panel but Threshold's

Another term suffering increasing ambiguity
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logo medallion. The preamp, however, is
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much more sophisticated than it looks.
Having just rhapsodized over (and questioned) the plethora of cartridge-tailoring
adjustments in the Klyne SK-5A preamplifier

upon the signal the standard playback-equalization characteristic defined by the Record
Industry Association of America, and partly
because real-world phono cartridges emit cer-

as though they were something unique, Inow

tain spuriae peculiar to mechanical groove-

find that the FET-10 is almost as versatile as the
resistive and capacitive loading for the car-

trackers (and not easily replicated by another
signal source). The first problem is easily circumvented by the use of an inverse-RIAA net-

tridge, as well as adjustable preamp gain.
Available by slide switches are resistive loads

work, which gives the input response acharacteristic complementary to the playback EQ.

Klyne. The Threshold also has switchable

of 22, 47, 100, and 1000 ohms (all for MC car-

The second requirement—the addition of small

tridges), and 47k ohms for MMs. Available
capacitive loads are 50, 100, 150, 250, and

mistracking pulses to acartridge's sound—

1000pF (mF). Gain is selectable at 40 or 60dB

so far evaded such replication. For that reason,

by moving small plug-in jumpers. All that's

all my preamp tests include some listening

missing, relative to the Klyne, is the ability to

with areal cartridge. The extent to which the

plug in resistors or capacitors that aren't pro-

preamp stages exaggerate or add roughness to
the cartridge's slight mistracking pulses con-

vided via switch selection.

while electronically simulatable in theory, has

Since the !Clyne report is slated to appear in

tinues to be an important difference between

the same issue as this review, Irefer you to that
for adiscussion of how Ifeel about cartridge

competing preamp designs. (High-level stages

matching. But is been awhile since Iexplained
my feelings about bypass testing of preamps.
It is much easier to assess the accuracy of a
preamplifier than it is to evaluate apower amp.

have asimilar effect on the garbage content in
CD sound, but the basis of this problem has
been diminishing steadily as players continue
to improve.)

As Imention in my report on the Mirror Image

For bypassing, Iderive my test signals from
CDs and from original and 1:1-copied 15ips

1.15 power amp (also in this issue), the pro-

open-reel tapes. A special switch box enables

blem with apower amplifier is that you can't

me to adjust the bypassed signal to acomfort-

listen to it without using aloudspeaker. And
since you can't listen to aloudspeaker without

able listening level, while the preamp's volume

an amplifier, it is almost impassible to tell what
either sounds like. You can make an educated

control is then used to match its level to that.
Other components used for my FET-10 tests
included the Ortofon MC-2000 cartridge

guess, based on what alot of loudspeakers

with its own transformer, the Well-Tempered

sound like on alot of amplifiers, but you can
never be absolutely sure. Not so with apre-

Arm, SOTA Star Sapphire turntable, Threshold
SA-1 power amplifiers, the Sony ES CD combo,

amp. Being avoltage amplifier, apreamplifier

and Sound Lab A-3 loudspeakers, with acous-

is supposed to be matched into aload high

tical treatment of the room by ASC lUbe Maps!

enough to have no effect at all on its sound.

First, the high-level (10/H) controller. The

That is, typically, aload at least 10 times its out-

most easily assessible of the two, this came

put or source impedance. And since—except

through with flying colors. Set for unity gain,

for volume and balance adjustments—a high-

adevice like this should sound like astraight

level controller like the FET-10 is intended to
put out an exact replica of what goes into it,
its success is easily gauged by comparing, by

wire without gain. It did. Even under unpressured conditions of leisurely listening, I
was unable to tell whether the FET-10/H was

ear, the input with the output signals. That, the

in or out of the circuit. Iknow some of you are

basis of the bypass tests which Ihave used for
the last several years, is the reason Iam able

going to say, "Well, AHC would have heard a

to report that apreamp's high-level section is
either absolutely accurate, or deviates in this
or that way from absolute perfection.
Bypass testing aphono preamp stage is alittle more difficult though, partly because it is
supposed to change the sound by impressing
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difference!", or some such, but while Iam as
IIconsider these standing-wave absorbers to be absolutely
essential for decent I.F reproduction in any room smaller than
an auditorium. They are the only means for solving I.F problems in aroom not initially constructed with standing-wave
traps in the walls. Any audio perfectionist who isn't using them
is wasting a large percentage of his component-purchase
outlays.
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aware as anyone of my responsibility to be a

and has much better heft and impact.

nit-picker, Iwill not deceive you or myself by

However, where the Klyne's bass is tightly con-

fabricating nonexistent differences just so Ican
demonstrate how fantastically well Iheat (I do
not accuse AHC of having done that; I'm just

trolled almost to the point of being dried up,

saying that Iwon't.) Idefy anyone, on afair
test, to reliably distinguish the FET-10's highlevel unit from astraight-wire bypass.

the Threshold's bass is somewhat rounder, giving bass instruments (basses, cellos, organ
pedals) more the kind of bloom Ihear at live
concerts. (The SP-11's deep-bass deficiency,
interestingly, is more noticeable from acar-

Next, Iturned my attention to the FET-10/P

tridge than it is from the inverse-RIAA bypass

Upon removal of the cover, this simple-looking sealed can becomes, like the Klyne SK-5A,

source Iuse for evaluating apreamp's phono
stage. Icannot explain why.)

allow you to optimize the matching of just

Extreme highs from the Klyne and Threshold
are virtually identical: crisp without being

about any phono cartridge in existence Unlike

edgy, open without being tizzy. By comparison,

aworm farm. The adjustments thus revealed

Klyne, though, Threshold does not challenge

the SP-11's extreme highs are very slightly soft,

you to do this by ear, but suggests that you
follow the cartridge manufacturer's loading

with an airy delicacy which may be less accurate than what Ihear from the other two

recommendations. Iwas happy to do so, but

preamps but is, at least with electrostatic

there's no reason you have to.

speakers, alittle closer to the sound of live

every other preamp Ihave tried), the Thresh-

musical highs.
In terms of detail, the Threshold is perhaps

old is not directly usable with the Ortofon
MC-2000 cartridge As usual, the problem isn't

equal of the Klyne. Since Ido not value detail

Also like the Klyne SK-5A (and, in fact, like

ashade better than the SP-11 but not quite the

lack of gain, but excessive hiss. Ihave yet to

above all else, Idid not find the differences be-

find asubstitute for Ortofon's own T-2000

tween the three to be worth much weight, but

step-up transformer for use with this cartridge

others are welcome to differ with that. Soundstaging and depth from the Threshold were

Bypass tests on the FET-10/P preamp unit
were no more rewarding than those on the
control unit. The input and output were so

identical to that of the Klyne; both were ex-

alike that Icould never be certain which Iwas

quite in the class of the SP-11. Ishould men-

listening to, without checking the setting on

tion, however, that there are those who feel

the bypass switch. Nothing seemed to change
from one setting to the other, not spectral

that the SP-11 exaggerates depth. So be it —
alittle exaggeration does no harm at all, and

balance, texture, detail, or spatial characteristics. With areal phono cartridge instead of

sounds nice.
So, what did Ithink about the FET-10's

cellent, although neither's depth rendition was

the bypass signal, there was not atrace of added

sound? Iloved it. It is exceedingly, persuasively

texturing at the high end, where differences

musical, in the best sense of that word, and a

between preamplifiers most often show up.
That is not to say, however, that the FET-10/P

delight to listen to. The fact that Ifind the SP-11
(with my associated equipment) just ashade

sounds exactly like the front end of either the
Klyne SK-5A or the Audio Research SP-11. It

perfections, does not in the slightest diminish

doesn't, even though those other preamps also

my regard for the Threshold. Having, at the

more seductive, despite its very slight im-

did outstandingly well on bypass tests. But how

time of writing, listened to the FET-10 for

can two preamps which sound perfect on a

about 30 hours, Istill hear nothing about it
that would bar it from atop Class-A recom-

bypass test sound different from one another?
Because individually subliminal imperfections
may become "liminal" when the errors are in

mendation. The Threshold FET-10 pre-trol is

opposite directions and compared with one

certainly the best buy in apre-trol that you will

another. That, apparently, is what happens here
By comparison with the SP-11, the phono

find.

possibly the best such in the world; it is almost

stages of both the Klyne and the Threshold

But is such adevice cost-effective in the first
place? A reasonable question: When any CD

have noticeably better low end. Deep bass from

player with a volume control can be con-

discs is deeper, obviously more extended,

nected directly to apower amp, is it possible
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to justify $1800 for another volume control

some active circuitry, with its potential for

and source selector? It isn't, if CDs are all you

fouling the sound. If $1800 is what it costs to

will ever listen to. But if you want to listen to
other signal sources, or do any serious tape

avoid the fouling, that's the way it is.

recording, you will need abalance control and

self awinner!

Congratulations, Threshold. You've got your-

away of juggling program sources. That means

NYAL "MINUET-IN-A' HYBRIDTUBE /MOSFET STEREO PREAMPLIFIER
George M. Graves
"Moscode" stereo preamplifier with two tape loops, variable-gain phono input. Phono input
impedance: 47 kohms, variable capacitance. Price: $945. Approximate number of dealers: 45.
New York Audio Labs, c/o Hybrit Ltd., PO Box 2146, Peekskill, NY 10566. Tel: (914) 739-6267.
Harvey Rosenberg is well known for tube-

howl of protest from microphonic tubes.

MOSFET hybrids, his NYAL (New York Audio

As implied above, the "A" features switch-

Labs) Moscode-600 power amplifier having

able phono gain. On the back of the unit, there
is ablock of four DIP-switches, and, depend-

earned good words both in this august journal as well as in others. The "Minuet-in-A" is
arevision of NYAL's medium-priced preamplifier; while its predecessor was also atube-

ing upon how these are set, the user can select
for either 60, 72, or 80dB of gain. Imight add
that 80dB is more than enough for almost any

MOSFET hybrid, the model A has little else in

low-output MC cartridge (except, perhaps, the

common with it.

Ortofon MC-2000). The phono input also

The first time Isaw the original "Minuet,"

features adjustable loading: under the top

Ithought it looked very cheap. In fact, it

cover, one finds apair of pin sockets for each

reminded me of a12W Knight-kit amplifier

channel. These sockets will take, without
soldering, the leads from %W, 1%, metal-film

that Ibought from the old Allied Radio in
Chicago when Iwas akid. All of the controls

resistors and/or polystyrene capacitor leads.

were located on the front of alow chassis (you

This allows the user to trim the preamp for

know, like the way old public-address amps

proper cartridge loading, awelcome addition

were built); ascreen cage, through which you

to any preamp; in my opinion, this system is

could see the tubes glowing, occupied the area
above the chassis beltline. In short, it looked

superior to other designs where afew loading
options are supplied as abuilt-in, switchable

cheap, old-fashioned, and pretty much like a

feature.
The NYAL Minuet-in-A is, of course, a

DIY project. The sound of this device wasn't
too bad, but the phono stage was microphonic

"budget" preamp selling for under agrand,

and hissy: using it with low-output moving-

but for that money you get first-class sound,

coils was out of the question. Nice try, Harvey,
but no cigar!

with many of the sonic attributes of costlier

good, with its full-height black front panel and

units. Even though this preamp is atube/solidstate hybrid, its sound is definitely tube-like.
What you do not get for the money is the level

white lettering; it also looks very fashionable.

of fit and finish one expects from the likes of

The "Minuet-in-A" is different. It looks

It has oodles of switching capability, facilitating

aconrad-johnson or an Audio Research SP-11.

the use of two tape decks. The phono stage is
very quiet, and when used in its full 80dB of

For example, the selector switches are inex-

gain mode, full-volume hiss is only barely audi-

pensive pushbuttons and Ihave had some
trouble with channels dropping in and out

ble! NYAL also seems to have licked the micro-

(nothing alittle Cramolin won't fix, though).

phonics problem, as rapping on the chassis

Likewise, the potentiometers are not of the

while the unit is switched to phono elicits no

best quality, but they do seem to track well and
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are at least quiet. The RCA connectors on the

is the ability to give the consumer the best of

back are the garden-variety tinned type, not
gold. Inside, however, one sees premium components where they are needed, and more

both worlds in terms of sonic quality. The
Minuet-In-A is acase in point. Like most tube

prosaic parts quality elsewhere. In short, this

sound. The highs are liquid-smooth, with lots

is an intelligent design, executed for maximum

of space around the instruments. Barber's
Capricorn Concerto (Mercury SRI 75049) is
scored for flute, oboe, and strings, and has one

sonic quality at minimum price.
It is important that audiophiles are aware of

preamps, the NYAL seems to romanticize

the pricing of the top-quality components
which they seem to demand in their audio

of the best string sections on record. With

equipment. "t5000 for apreamp?," you ask

duces this difficult instrumental ensemble in

when confronted by an Audio Research SP-11.
Well, believe me, ARC is not "price fixing;" it

an exceedingly lifelike manner. The high over-

both MC and MM cartridges, the NYAL repro-

really does cost that much to market adevice

tones, far from being truncated as in many
tube designs, seem to go on and on, but with-

of the SP-U's quality. You may not believe this,

out the powder-dry texturing that ultra-wide

but a 10uF polypropylene capacitor costs
about six bucks wholesale in the quantities

always exhibit to one degree or another in this

that small, speciality manufacturers like ARC

frequency range.

purchase.
Have you ever thought about how much it

bandwidth solid-state preamplifiers almost

The midrange and upper midrange are

would cost to manufacture the old Dynaco

somewhat forward in my sample, leading to
aslight suckout in the brightness (5-7kHz)

PAS-3 preamp using premium parts? Take the

range. This is especially noticeable on piano

PAS-3 exactly as it was, and change nothing

recordings. On the both the CD and LP ver-

but the component quality. You know, use

sions of Telarc's Chopin recording with Mal-

Allen Bradley, ALPs, or Noble premium potentiometers, silver-contact switches, gold jacks,

colm Frager on the Bosendorfer (CD-80040,

metal-film precision resistors, exotic capa-

DIDZ-10030), this slight suckout manifests
itself by making the piano notes in the middle

citors, that kind of stuff. Ihave thought this

and upper ranges sound alittle too rounded

through to the point of actually costing it out.

and pretty. One must remember that piano

A Dynaco PAS-3, with the same component

strings are made of metal and anything which

quality as an SP-11, would cost almost $600
just to manufacture! This is without doing all
of the other things aPAS-3 needs before it

robs the piano of this metallic quality is not
doing the instrument justice. This isn't aserious
problem, though, and indeed may be sample

could be considered a modern design—

dependent. It was much more pronounced

upgrading the power supply and redesigning
the R1AA phono stage, for example. Since the

when the unit was new than it is now, and is

rule of thumb for electronics manufacturing
in the USA is that the selling cost of an item
will be six times the manufacturing cost, a
premium-quality PAS-3 would sell for close to
$4000! Remember, this is apreamp that sold

slightly worse when the preamp is cold.
The lower midrange on the NYAL is just
delicious. Again, strings tell it first. Pierre Fournier's cello in Strauss's Ein Heldenleben (my
own recording) sounds just right. The resinous

for only about $200 when it was current, and

quality comes through in perfect proportion,
and the weight of the cello seems to exactly

the kit version was substantially less. It seems

complement the overtones. Ihave seldom

miraculous, therefore, that amodern design
selling for less than $1000 can have the perfor-

heard this done correctly in tube preamps;
most have a"squishy" sound in this range, the

mance that it does have. Ihope you can see

sparseness of which makes the cello sound flat

why areviewer will sometimes forgive aproduct for less-than-perfect switches, pots, and

and somewhat emasculated.
Bass is first-rate. Good CDs are reproduced

connectors—especially if the cost and overall
level of performance warrant it.

we all expect from them and seldom get. This

with the kind of heft on the bottom end that
is another area where the solid-state virtues of

The sound
One of the big advantages of hybrid designs
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the hybrid design shine through. The bass is
tight, well-defined, and goes really deep. Prop-
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erly loaded—something possible with this

all "inexpensive" preamps have this same

preamp—a good moving-coil will give ex-

foreshortening of the soundstage at the edges.)

cellent bass performance without compromis-

As far as imaging specificity is concerned,

ing its other attributes.

the Minuet-in-A is only fair. Ifind it easier to

The soundstage

DH-110 (modified).

locate instruments in space with my Hafler
The Minuet-in-A produces avery wide and a
fairly deep soundstage, very noticeable on

To summarize

very large orchestral works which have been

The NYAL "Minuet-in-A" is an excellent

properly miked (such as the Bruno Walter

preamp at an affordable price. It sounds just
delicious, it's quiet, its tubes are supposed to

recording of Mahler's Symphony 2). The
chorus on this recording is spread out in a

last at least three years, and it's flexible. Iknow

large arc which stretches way beyond the

of no other preamp at anywhere near this

boundaries of my speakers. At least, it sounds

unit's price that comes within a mile of it

like an arc because the NYAL's soundstage

sonically. If it has a few flaws, Isay, "What

becomes quite shallow at the edges and is very

doesn't?" Perfection is for the rich. Ican listen

deep in the center. This effect makes the edges

to an awful lot of great music through this

of the chorus seem close to the apron of the

preamp while others are saving their pennies

stage, and the middle of the chorus way back

(in silence) for that SP-11.

behind the brasses. (In my experience, almost

LINN TROIKA CARTRIDGE
John Atkinson

Linn Troika cartridge

Low-output moving-coil cartridge with unique three-point fixing arrangement. Recommended
tracking force: 1.5-1.7gm. Stylus type: Nude Vital superelliptical. Price: $1250. Approximate
number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: Linn Products Ltd., 257 Drakemire Drive, Castlemilk,
Glasgow G45 9SZ, Scotland. Distributor: Audiophile Systems, 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel: (317) 849-7103.
Some six or so years ago, the Linn Asak car-

Quad ESL-63s—I had never experienced

tridge set new standards for imaging and

such depth of soundstage and solidity of im-

soundstage reproduction. Ican remember

aging from any system, and that with Quad

the first time Iheard an Asak in asystem using

amplification! The Asak was relatively quick-
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ly overshadowed in this area, however, and in
any case, soundstaging precision by itself

(triamped with regulated-power-supply Ex-

didn't seem to be ahigh priority for the Linn

posure amps) produced both a musically
satisfying and incredibly detailed sound. The

design team, who were apparently more concerned with dynamics and amusical integra-

coherence of the musical presentation was
not compromised by the detailed presenta-

tion of the sound across the frequency range.

tion of the soundstage. (Yes, with Isobariks,

These two aspects of cartridge performance,
precision/accuracy and musicality, often seem
mutually incompatible. According to Anthony
Cordesman's survey in Vol.10 No.5, such car-

no less!) Ichecked out his front end: there,
sitting in the end of his Wok, in place of the
Karma Ihad expected, was a weird, rose-

Ventas, and Talisman Virtuoso DTi seem to

colored, metal-flake-finished cartridge, fastened to the headshell with :bree bolts. Ihad
had my first experience of the Troika.

maximize information retrieval and transparency, but lose out to the musical presentation

arm system has always been amajor concern

of the Koetsu Signature Red, Monster Alpha

of the Linn design team. The Ittok tonearm,

Genesis, and the Linn Karma. However, like

for example, was, apart from the rare Swiss

tridges as the Monster Alpha 2, Clear Audio

Mechanical integrity of the cartridge/tone-

many audiophiles, Iwant analysis and syn-

Breuer, the first high-integrity tonearm, rivaled

thesis. Iwant—no, Ineed both the maximum

today only by the Alphason HRIOOS, the Rega
R13300, the SME V/IV, and the obsolete

retrieval of information and the integration of
that information in atransparent, musically
believable—and stimulating — whole.

Sumiko "The Arm." The detachable headshell and azimuth adjustment were sacrificed

My choice of cartridges over the last ten

in the effort to maximize mechanical integrity.

years has reflected either one side or the
other of this apparent dichotomy, as the

Similarly, the Asak's fiat body top and the
replacement of its plastic body by metal in the

minutiae of my system brought one or the
other aspect into relief. On the detail/ac-

ing the tightest, least reflective/reactive inter-

curacy front, aShure V15 IV was succeeded

face between cartridge and headshell.

Karma and Asaka were steps toward produc-

by first aDynavector Ruby Karat, then aMis-

With the Troika, Linn has pushed this idea

sion high-output MC, a Technics EPC 205
MM, another Ruby Karat, a Goldbug Miss

even further, but at the expense of universal
tonearm compatibility. A webbed extension

Brier, and aDynavector Diamond Karat. Interspersed among those engines of analysis, I

and athird bolt holds this plate against the

enjoyed aDynavector 20B, aDenon DLIO3D,

headshell. (Not entirely coincidentally, the

of the body casting extends behind the body,

two Koetsu Blacks, aLinn Asak, and finally

look headshell has apilot hole at exactly the

two Koetsu Reds, the last three occupying the

right place; it just needs reaming out with a
twist drill—easier than it sounds, if you're

sharp end of my system for the last four years.
When Linn introduced their metal-bodied
Karma in 1985, it seemed to me to be an at-

careful.) In addition, both the standard 1
12 "

tempt to increase transparency and dynamic

distinguished by having asmall, raised, cir-

performance without losing the Asak's con-

cular land around them, machined flat.

sistent musical quality. Inever used one in my
own system, but in the two systems in which

Though it seems unlikely, Linn claims the
total mating area of the three raised "washers"

Iheard the Karma regularly, Iwas bothered
by its rather upfront presentation when com-

aconventional flat body top.

pared with the Asak. Certainly the Karma is a

centered

holes and the

third hole are

to be greater than the effective contact area of
Apart from the need to enlarge the hole in

top-rank design; it was just that its view of

the Wok headshell, mounting the Troika

the music was alittle out of sympathy with
my own. Isuppose you could say that Iwant

presents no real problems. Care must be
taken, however, that the cartridge is correctly

alittle more romance and soul; Patti Labelle
rather than Patti Smith.

as the lands indent the undersurface of the

In March of this year, however, Ivisited a

positioned when the bolts are fully tightened,
headshell, making it difficult to reposition the

friend in England, John Farlowe of Exposure

cartridge if it turns out that the offset angle is

Electronics.

incorrect.

His

PMS

Isobarik
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The motor is identical to that of the Karma,
and ashort aluminum cantilever—Linn has
consistently shied away from exotic can-

was presented compensated for the Latin percussion's lack of kick drum.
This transparency extended up the fre-

tilever materials—holds ahigh-quality nude

quency range. Susan Larochelle had brought

Vital stylus. A major difference, however, is

with her arecord of Britten's two solo cello

that flying leads are used rather than the usual
pin/lead business, removing one set of elec-

suites, Opp.72 and 80 (Decca/London SXL

trical contacts from the signal path.

little unstable with frequency; Isuspect spaced
miking) hangs convincingly between the

6393). Recorded in 1970, the cello image (a

speakers. This is not just asterile piece of car-

The sound

tridge soundstaging wizardry, however. Coup-

Auditioning took place with the Troika set up

led with the precise presentation of the cello's

in an Ittok tonearm mounted on a1987-spec

tonality—the lloilca allows you to hear without

Sondek turntable (with the new laminated
armboard), the player resting on a Sound

ambiguity when Rostropovich plays with the
bow closer to bridge than fingerboard—you

Organization table with spiked feet penetra-

are drawn inexorably into the music. When

ting the carpet. The player was set up by

Iused to play the violin, Iwas very much

Audiophile Systems' Sales Manager, Susan

aware that the essential sweetness of string

LarocheIle, to ensure that all was hunky-dory.
The rest of the system was my usual combination of Audio Research SP-10 II and Krell
KSA-50

amplification,

driving Celestion

SL600 loudspeakers sitting on spiked Celestion/Foundation stands. Cartridge loading

tone was set against the underlying bitter
astringency of the sound of horsehair scraping
against gut. This tonal contradiction, akin to
the fight between tartness and sugar in areally
well-made sherbet or sorbet (LA's girlfriend,
[aura Chancellor, is avirtuoso sorbet/sherbet

was 100 ohms.
Iput on the first record; the stylus hit the
groove with aclean "pop." Now Iam abig

throat but is something Ivery rarely hear

believer in what that first impulsive pop—

ing too far to one or the other extreme. With

God's own step signal—reveals. Without
even listening to music, you can get an impression of the excitability of the LF tonearmmass/cartridge-compliance resonance —fe,

preparer), would bring atight feeling to my
from recorded solo strings, the balance shiftthe Troika and this Britten recording, my
throat tightened appropriately, particularly
when Rostropovich played harmonics.

how much bass overhang results—and to

That the Troika is capable of virtuoso
soundstage delineation was demonstrated

what degree the cartridge's HF response will

with James Boyk's recording of Beethoven's

exaggerate surface noise. The Troika seemed

"Pathetique"

pretty well matched to the Ittok, with no bass

Recordings PR-5). One of my favorite test

piano sonata (Performance

sogginess to the sound of the stylus hitting

records, it was recorded with crossed 4038

the groove, and the resultant groove noise
was very quiet, suggesting agood finish to

ribbon mikes and, with the best equipment,
is capable of creating asoundstage between

the stone. Once the music started, the first

and behind the loudspeakers possessing, as

impression was of amuch lighter, less "roman-

the Cheapskate would put it, a "palpable

tic" balance than the Koetsu Red that had

presence!" And presence there was, the piano

most recently occupied the sharp end of my
system. Low frequencies had less weight, but

image cleanly delineated between the
speakers, not occupying the full stage width,

there was no feeling of insufficient bass;

but allowing the recording venue to be dis-

rather, the low frequencies were "fast," with

cerned around it, though with alittle less ap-

clearly delineated leading edges to transients

parent depth than Ihave heard before. As
with the Rostropovich recording, the tonal

from such bass-rich instruments as tympani
and double bass. Even with atypically modern, dry, bass guitar sound—where are you

integrity of the Itoilca across the band allowed

Jack Casady, now that music needs you?—on

the complex interplay of harmonics in the
Steinway tone to be easily resolved, without

Reuben Blades's Y Seis del Solar (Elektra 9

any unnecessary exaggeration of detail.

604321-1), the clarity with which the bass
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Another favorite test disc is Light Blues, a
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1982 digital recording by Tony Faulkner

no noise problems. With the downforce set at

(Hyperion A66059). The spatial locations of

1.7gm, the Troika just failed the 70um lateral

individual voices in this collection of unaccompanied French part songs were exquisitely defined. A slight presence-band "edge" to

modulation cut on the Ortofon Test Record at
78 °F (it was ahot day); with the downforce

the sound resulted in less stage depth than I
am used to, but this may be partly due with
this LP to amore transparent presentation of

increased to 1.8gm, it managed to clear the
70um cut, but 2.1gm was needed for the maximum 80um cut. It cleared the 50um vertical
cut at 1.7gm downforce. While not quite as

the artifacts of the digital recording. That it
was more than that, though was revealed
with the next disc to hit the turntable, Amaz-

surefooted as the Shure V15 V MR (others
report that the Troika is less secure at lower

ing Grace (Atlantic SD 2-906). One of the

amoving-coil design.

most

uneven

live

recordings

ever,

a

marvelous sense of "being there" is offset by
aconsistently over-recorded Aretha Franklin.
God knows what microphones were used,

temperatures), this is pretty good tracking for
Channel balance at lkHz was spot on at
around 0.05dB difference, while crosstalk was
both superbly low and symmetrical, measuring -34dB at lkHz, left-on-right, and -35dB,

the applause sounding more like the con-

right-on-left. Obviously, the motor geometry

gregation was banging shingles together. But

is very well-aligned, both with the stylus
orientation and the groove (as should be ex-

no matter: forget "Who's Zooming Who?" —
this is the First Lady of Soul showing why she

pected at this price level). The cartridge

endures while others end up in Lake Tahoe.
Although Iexpected the rather upfront HF

designers' ability to optimize the compliance

presentation of the Troika to make Aretha's

the positioning of LF tonearm resonance:
ideally placed laterally around 10Hz in the

closeness to the mike more uncomfortable
than

with

the

Koetsu's more laid-back

for adedicated tonearm design was shown by

Ittok, and vertically alittle lower, around 9Hz,
both with only amoderate Q and amoderate

presentation, this was not so. Yes, tonally the
sound was somewhat forward, but her voice

amplitude rise. The measured frequency

had, Idon't know how else Ican explain it,
"clean edges." Iassume this is due to the im-

response, using the third-octave noise bands
on Denon XL-7007, showed the ubiquitous

proved mechanical integrity of the threepoint fixing, and was even more noticeable
on an LP transfer of a collection of Fred
Astaire film soundtracks from the '30s (Columbia PSG 32472).
Probably the ultimate test for a Scottish
cartridge is being asked to play some quintessentially English music, Ronald Binge's The
Watermill, on HMV Greensleeve ESD 7063.
(You may be more familiar with Binge's '50s
smash hit, Elizabethan Serenade.) The stereo

upper-midrange depression to be 2-3dB or so
deep, with a2dB rise at 20kHz.

Conclusion
Less bass-rich than the Koetsu Red, less
romantically balanced, with amore forward
upper-midrange presentation, and not quite
as capable of throwing as deep asoundstage,
the Troika strikes an excellent balance between the analytical retrieval of fine detail

image is alittle pulled to the sides in this 1970

and the preservation of the musical structure
supported by that detail. Considerably less

recording, but the Troika, like the Koetsu

shrill than the traditional "high-detail" car-

Red, doesn't exaggerate the size of the central

tridges, in UK parlance it "plays tunes" across

oboe soloist when compared with the swirl-

the frequency band. If its presentation of

ing cello/bass arpeggios. It remains realistically
small, benefiting from the Troika's precise im-

tonality is still alittle upfront—within that
unusual body, it is still basically aKarma—the

aging capabilities, and string tone was nothing

integration of its performance from bass to

less than delicious, despite aslight brightness

high treble enables it to compete effectively

to the sound.

Measurements
Output is about normal for alow-output 'coil
(around 0.2mV at 5cm/s), and the SP-10 had
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with the Koetsu for pole position in my system. Ultimately, the Japanese cartridge edges
ahead—I said I'm asucker for romance—but
certainly with the Troika, Linn has again
managed to produce a world-beating car-
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tridge, even if "world-beating" must be

plete 1987 Linn player—Troika, Wok, Sondek

qualified by the fact that it can only be con-

LP12 —must be ranked as among the world's

fidently recomrrfended for those using Wok

best.

tonearms. The Ittok, Ifeel, is still distinguished

How does the Troika rank against the $800

by a liveliness in the upper midrange that

Monster Alpha Genesis, which did so well in

tends to add asheen of "excitement," par-

Cordesman's survey last month? For the

ticularly to voices. Nevertheless, it is an ex-

answer to that question, you will have to wait

cellent platform for the Troika, and the com-

until the next issue of Stereophile!

VACUUM TUBE LOGIC 30/30 REVISED
POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

M VACUUM TUBE LOGIC

STEREO 30/30

POWER AMPLettli

VTL 30/30 amplifier
Stereo tube power amplifier. Nominal power output: 30W/channel. Sensitivity: 1V. Price: $990.
Manufacturer: Vacuum Tube Logic, 8-14 Norwood Road, Southall, Middlesex UB2 4DL,
England. US Distribution: Vacuum Tube Logic Of America, Inc., 369 Broad Street, Providence,
RI 02907. Tel: (401) 331-6824.
Having swallowed abitter pill in the form of

higher transconductance, driving another

my original review of their 30/30 power

12AT7 phase splitter. The output stage has

amplifier (Vol.10 No.2), the folks at VTL

been modified to use 7868 power tetrodes in

(David and Luke Manley) took to heart the

ceramic/silver base sockets. The power-

key issue of competitiveness and decided to

supply reservoir capacity has been increased

offer more for less. First, the US retail price

by another 400uF, and milspec metal-film

has been lowered to $990 (without grille).

resistors are now used throughout the signal

That in itself is an important step in the right

path. According to David Manley, this is pret-

direction, but more significantly, the sonics

ty much the version of the 30/30 that had

have been dramatically improved. The driver-

been built in the UK and marketed in Germany; in order to simplify the construction

stage topology has been changed to that of
the much more expensive VTL monoblocks,
namely atwo-triode configuration with one

and cut costs for the US market, however, the

12AT7 dual-triode, operated in parallel for

is being built in Massachusetts and the tubes
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design was watered down. Presently, the amp
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are sourced in the US, all of which has enabled

"Lesley" test: accurately reproducing the tim-

VTL to perform the minor miracle of improving the product but reducing the price.

bre of my spouse's voice via PCM-Fl master

Sonic Impressions

tapes. Ifind this to be avery sensitive test.
Having heard my spouse "live" for countless
years has ingrained in me avery good feeling

The initial impression was one of acceptance.

for her sound, and being familiar with the

Well before one had achance to analyze its at-

recording process gives me ahandle on what
the reproducing chain should output. The

tributes, there was an intuitive sense of
rightness about this amplifier. This was due in
great part to its ability to project anicely in-

VTL joins that select group. There was just a
slight roughness in the upper mids and a

tegrated sonic picture with liquid mids, nice

modicum of opacity in the treble. But on the

HF detail, and aquickness atypical of tubed

whole, the performance is competitive with

amps. There was good midbass control and

much more expensive amps.

detail, although the deep bass lacked punch.
For example, the double bass on the "Tiden

inish on CD material. The spacious church

Bara Gar" cut on the Opus 3Test Record 1

perspective on Hildegard of Bingen's "A Fea-

The excellence of the 30/30 did not dim-

was tightly reproduced, with very good

ther On The Breath Of God" (Hyperion 66039)

detail. The 30/30 does well what tube amps

was nicely reproduced. The sopranos soared

generally do quite well: reproduce asound-

magnificently, there was plenty of hall sound,
and ambience retrieval was perhaps 80% of

stage with great conviction.
The VTL proved very capable of revealing

what Ithink possible from this recording.

spatial information. With the right program

Kifi Te Kanawa on "Blue Skies" (London

material (eg, Opus 3recordings), it reproduced

414666-2) was in fine focus, and lots of low-

awide and deep soundstage, with accurate

level detail was in evidence—including Kin's

placement of instruments within that stage.

breathing. Dynamic range was quite impressive for such alittle baby amp. On the Jarvi

The depth on the large panpipes cut (cut 6,
Test Record 1again) was incredible, with the
bongos and gourd clearly placed forward in

Sibelius Second (BIS CD-252), the 30/30
went from soft to loud without any apparent

the soundstage. Focus of instruments within

strain or stridency before running out of

the soundstage was, in fact, amazingly good

steam (le, it clips gracefully).

at this price point; the 30/30 rivals much
more expensive amps in this regard. The "Insbrook" cut featured excellent specificity of

The Verdict

individual voices in the chorus. The timbre of

If you have not figured out by now that Ireally

the nylon-stringed guitar on cut BI was cap-

like this amplifier, do not pass Go—go straight

tured very nicely. Vocals generally possessed
aspacious, open quality, with just aslight loss

to jail. Yes, I'm going to recommend it, but it
occurs to me that Ishould first elucidate poten-

of transparency—mainly through the upper
mids—and a slight darkish haze/glaze

tial applications. A small (by which Imean
low-powered) tube amp is not auniversal amp,

through the upper registers (though these
colorations are attenuated after the amp has

and occupies arather small niche in the market

been cooking for about an hour). Moving on
to Cleo Laine's Live at Carnegie Hall (RCA

ample, asmall amp would be less than useless.
However, for my voltage-limited or appetite.

LPL1-5015), retrieval of audience feedback
was very good. There was excellent focus of

to be avery good match. Also, in small rooms

Cleo center-stage, and really clean highs—a

place. In JGH's listening setup/room, for ex-

limited Quad ESLs, the 30/30 would appear

high compliment for atubed amp. Bass lines

and with speakers of at least moderate sensitivity, the VTL should work quite well. They

were very easy to follow. But the amp misses

worked very well with the Dahlia-Debras.

out just abit in terms of midband transparency. All right, so it's not 20/20 in terms of sonic
acuity through the mid band; but 30/30 isn't
bad, is it?
Very few amps are capable of passing the
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In my opinion, the VTL 30/30 offers a
rather large slice of the best there is ampwise, and does so at avery reasonable cost.
I'll go even further—at the asking price, the
amp is nothing short of the proverbial steal.
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1f Iwere looking to spend akilobuck on a

do any serious listening, then sit back, relax,

small tube amp, the VTL would be it. Let it
warm up for at least 30 minutes before you

and enjoy.

RADFORD STA 25 "RENAISSANCE"
POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Radford Renaissance power amplifier
Stereo tube power amplifier. Rated power: 25 vacuum-tube watts nominal into 8ohms. Price:
$2495 (FOB Spring Valley, NY). Approximate number of dealers: 2. Manufacturer: Woodside
Electronics, Kimberly Road, Clevedon, Avon BS21 60J, UK. North American Importer: Tercel
Audio Marketing, PO Box 147, 7723 Younge St., Olde Thornhill Village, Ontario, Canada L3T
3N1. Tel: (416) 731-9708. In the US, 92 South Pascack Road, Spring Valley, NY 10977. Tel: (914)
623-4855.
Arthur Radford is not ahousehold name on

and ultimately prompted a limited-edition

this side of the Atlantic, but his role and

Series IV production run just a couple of

stature in UK audio are very much akin to that

years ago. It just so happens that Iown aRad-

of David Hafier in this country. Both men

ford STA 25 Series Ill amp. It's old and

designed excellent-sounding tube amps in

decrepit, with many of the solder joints badly

the '60s that went on to become classics;
Hafler's designs were marketed, of course,

oxidized, and has spent so much time being

under the Dynaco label. The Radford STA 25
Series III, in particular, gained quite afollow-

been unable to listen to it very much. But I've
been able to glean areasonable impression of

ing over the years with British audiophiles,

its capabilities.
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fixed or upgraded with better caps that I've
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The Radford sound is classic tube sound:

detail, and transient delineation and speed.

vivid, three-dimensional soundstaging, sweet

After discussing the matter with Barry Falcon

and liquid mids, and alot of euphonic colora-

of Tercel Audio (the North American im-

tions. It isn't exactly areference tool, but is
very enjoyable, nonetheless. In its day, the

porter), Iwas informed that the production
version of the amp was slightly improved

old Radford was quite asophisticated design,

physically in the areas of power-supply and
negative-bias circuitry, but that the sonic im-

and is still the most esoteric little tube amp
around. An EF86 pentode driver stage fed

provement was reportedly quite substantial.

Radford's patented triode-pentode phase

Iagreed to wait for asecond sample.

splitter, with apush-pull EL34 output stage.
One reason for the sonic success of the old

was much better sonically, except for aslight

STA 25 lay in the handcrafted output transformer, which probably represented the state
of the art in its day. I'm told that the same
tooling is used to produce the output transformers for the Renaisssance, and that the

Indeed, the production sample (SN 019)
AC mains hum. However, I'm afraid it still
does not cut it at this price point; there are
too many colorations and weaknesses. Here's
asampling taken from my listening notes: kick
drum was anemic, lacking both weight and

same lady who used to wind theln in the old

power; brass was slightly tizzy; there was a

days is still doing the job. That's nice!
The Renaissance is, as the name implies,

slight loss of focus and resolution of low-level

not an exact duplicate of the old Radford, but

detail through the mids; Cleo laine's voice on
the track "Send In the Clowns" (RCA

instead attempts to instill several circuit refine-

LPL1-5015) was slightly phasey, being stretched

ments into the framework of the original

across the soundstage to unnatural propor-

design. The input stage has been changed
from the EF86 pentode to acascode-coupled

brushed cymbals were slightly steely. On the

double-triode configuration using the 6DJ8

tions; the extreme treble was closed-in; and

tube. The output stage has been changed to
6550 tubes with arail voltage of 450 volts;

"Lesley" test (my spouse's voice on tape), timbre alteration was noticeable, with athickening
and darkening of textures. Loss of clarity and

this ensures areally easy time for them, and

purity in Lesley's upper registers was also

consequently avery long tube life. (All of the
tubes in this amp are claimed to last as long as

noted. This is just asampling. These problems

of ultralinear design and runs in the class-AB

were consistently present on avariety of program materials, both analog and digital. There
were afew "bright spots." String tone was con-

mode, with negative bias kept to aminimum

sistently sweet, maybe overly sweet, but kind

the paint on the chassis!) The output stage is

consistent with stability and linearity. The

of nice anyhow. The lower mids are sugar-

transformer output tap of the Renaissance is

coated, textures being thick and sweet. Again,

fixed at 6ohms. The power rating of the amp

very pleasant.
Soundstaging was very, very good, with

is quite misleading. While rated nominally at
25W, it is actually capable of significantly

lots of width and depth, but localization

higher power outputs.

within the soundstage was not entirely ac-

Construction quality is high, with goodquality parts much in evidence. All signal
paths are hardwired, and star-earthing is

curate or well focused. There was a slight
bunching up of left and right center material

employed. The Renaissance is manufactured

toward the extremes of the soundstage. For
example, Harry James's trumpet (Sheffield

by John Widgery and Woodside Electronics
with Arthur Radford's blessing Uohn being an

the left speaker.

Lab 3) was displaced to extreme left, almost at

old friend and former Radford employee). A

Iam at aloss to reconcile my listening im-

pre-production sample was shipped directly
to me for audition, which turned out to be a
disappointing experience. It simply failed to

pressions with what Iknow to be an honest
and well-built product. The bottom line is
that the Renaissance is entirely too colored to

live up to the expectations Ihad for a$2495

compete at anywhere near its asking price.

amplifier. It did not irritate, to be sure, but it

It's a fun amplifier to be sure, sort of like

failed to score well in the very critical cate-

listening in Technicolor, but Icertainly can-

gories of transparency, resolution of low-level

not recommend it.
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MIRROR IMAGE 1.1S POWER AMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt

Mirror Image power amplifier
Solid-state stereo amplifier. Rated power: 200W/ch. into 8ohms; 400W/ch. into 4ohms. Power
bandwidth: 1Hz-1MHz. Distortion: Less than 0.025%. Quiescent power consumption: 350 watts.
Dimensions: 19" W by 71/
2"H by 18" D overall (includes 2" D for front handles). Weight: 47 lbs.
Price: $2995. Approximate number of dealers: undisclosed. Manufacturer: Mirror Image Audio,
Ltd., 700 Springvale Rd., Great Falls, VA 22066. Tel: (703) 759-4774.
1never cease to be amazed at the courage—

formers, a heavy solid-copper buss in the

or is it foolhardiness?—of those who launch
new companies in a field already so over-

high-current circuits (such as between the
power supply and the speaker terminals), and

crowded with superb products that there would
seem to be no demand for another one. Yet it

power transformer, all other parts are on two

lots of regulation and isolation. Except for the

happens all the time. Just afew years ago, the

identical left and right circuit boards, and the

high-end power amplifier leaders were Krell,

amp's internal construction is very impressive

Threshold, Audio Research, and Mark Levinson. Yet since then, we have seen first products from lean-and-hungry new companies

looking—nicely laid out and ruggedly put
together.
Reading the manufacturer's description of

called Rowland Research, Jadis, Boulder, Wingate, and now, Mirror Image. None of these

vu. It reads almost exactly like Rowland Re-

my sample 1.1S gave me aspooky case of deja

firms has yet to threaten the ascendance of the

search's description of their Model 7, even to

established names (although Dave Wilson, of

the DC-coupled circuitry that won't pass DC

Wilson Audio, chose the Rowland 7as his standard amplifier for the WAMM system), but that

for more than asecond because of abuilt-in
output offset-correction circuit. The ampli-

doesn't stop them trying. The latest aspirant,

fiers even sound remarkably alike.
The design of the 1.1S is basically straight-

Mirror Image, comes as close as any to date.
Mirror Image makes four models of power

forward but functionally complex. Each chan-

amp: the 1.1S, 1.1S +,1.9S, and 1.9S +.The 1.1S

nel consists of an FET input voltage amp, a

and 1.9S units differ only in rated power output: 200 watts/channel for the 1.1S and 325
watts for the 1.9S, into 8ohms. (Into 2ohms,
they are rated at 750W.) The "+" designation
refers to separate power transformers—dualmono designs, as distinguished from the "basic"

bipolar voltage amp, and abank of MOSFET
output devices. The complexity lies in the

models which sham asingle power transformer.
All models use hefty toroidal power trans-
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support circuitry, which sets all the operating
parameters and holds then in place despite
changes in line voltage, operating temperature, and so on. As mentioned above, the entire signal path is direct-coupled; there are no
capacitors in the signal path. Direct-coupling
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has the immediate advantage of eliminating

arc's 1812 Overture at an intemperate volume.

capacitor "sounds" from the signal, but it

Idid warn him.)

puts the loudspeakers at high risk—particu-

The 1.1S's instruction manual left something

larly from apowerful high-current amplifier
like this—by converting any small DC offset
at the amplifier inputs into a destructively

to be desired, "preliminary" or not. It runs to
23 pages and is generally well written and

powerful DC offset at its outputs. With 30dB

contents. Worse is the fact that the manufacturer includes neither his address nor phone

of available gain, amere tenth of avolt of DC

useful, but has neither an index nor atable of

at the amplifier's input becomes 3volts of DC

number. The address is on the warranty card,

offset at the output. This can translate into a

but once you mail that in, the only way you
can contact Mirror Image is by looking up
their listing in Audio magazine's Annual Equip-

current of 3 amperes through the woofer
voice-coil (whose DC resistance is a small
fraction of its rated impedance), and very few

ment Directory. (Or by referring back to this

voice-coils can take that for more than ashort

report.)
The instructions also mention that, because

time without burning up.
Mirror Image's twofold solution to this po-

of the amplifier's extremely wide bandwidth,

tential problem is essentially the same as Row-

it may oscillate when used with certain high-

land's: Use aservo circuit to eliminate small

capacitance speaker cables. And just in case
this should be aproblem, special output fil-

DC offsets at the output by applying acountervoltage at the input, and an offset timer and

ters are supplied with each amplifier. Each

amuting circuit to shut down the amplifier if

filter consists simply of a5ohm resistor and

an uncorrectable offset lasts longer than asec-

a0.1uF capacitor in series across the output,

ond. Since the timer/muter is in asidechain

and plugs between the amplifiers's dual 5-way

paralleling the signal path, it has no effect on

binding posts and the speaker plugs. Iwas

the sound when not actually muting, and
thus provides all the sonic benefits of DC

unable to induce the amplifier to oscillate, so

coupling without any of its hazards.

filters work as claimed.

Despite this safety feature, Mirror Image's
instructions warn the user several times about

I'll have to take Mirror Image's word that the
The MI 1.1S has a very effective signalmuting circuit that operates instantly when

the destructive potential of their amplifier. In

you turn the amp on or off. On turnon, it

fact, they make such apoint of it that Ifelt
fortunate in having used the 1.1S for three
weeks without having anything blow up in

prevents charge-up thumps (the amp produced only afaint thud); on turnoff, the signal is
muted again, instantly, allowing one to change

my face. (Under "Trouble Shooting" in their
manual, the symptom "Speakers blown" is

input connections or otherwise mess around
with the system without having to stand and

followed simply by the helpful comment "We

twiddle your thumbs while the storage capac-

warned you!") It's true that the Sound Lab

itors discharge (One amplifier Irecently tested

A-3s I'm using are particularly rugged speakers

took almost four minutes to go dead, and it

(having no tweeters, in the conventional sense),
and Ididn't do anything stupid like setting

didn't fade out; it retained its full sensitivity
for that period, then died suddenly. This was
atribute to its supply storage capability, but
apain in the butt when Ineeded to discon-

the stylus down on the outer edge of adisc,
but nevertheless, the repeated warnings in
the instructions made me rather uptight about
using the amp. It's always better to be cau-

nect its inputs.)

tious than careless, but my personal experience with high-powered amplifiers has been

against shorting the loudspeaker terminals

MI's instructions also include astern caveat

that they are less likely than lower-powered

when the amplifier is turned on. You shouldn't,
even when no signal is being fed to it, because

ones to destroy loudspeakers. , (A friend of

serious damage can result. You may wonder

mine recently burned out four woofers in a
pair of speakers rated at 200W/channel with

swer relates to the amp's DC coupling and off-

what harm it could possibly do, but the an-

an amplifier rated at 70W per, by playing Tel-

set correction. If there is any DC offset at all

ISee "Consultation" elsewhere in this issue.

at the amplifier's inputs—and many preamps
will present it with at least some offset—the
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amplifier will try to produce an equivalent

uate aloudspeaker is to listen to it with an

offset at the shorted output. Since the short

amplifier. As for amplifiers, Iaccept certain

prevents any voltage from developing across

things on rather shaky faith, and one of them

the output terminals, the amp will dump its

is that The Ultimate Truth in the area of spectral balance probably lies somewhere between

entire current capability into trying anyway.
Obviously, something's gotta give! At the very

the best tube sound and the best solid-state

least, it will blow the amp's internal power-

sound. Knowing the limitations of power

supply rail fuses. (Output shorting does no

transformers, Iwould guess that the "correct"

harm to a tube amp or a non-DC-coupled
solid-state one, as long as it is not being driven

LF quality combines the heft and extension of

with signal.)
The 1.1S has several indicator lights on the

the best solid-state amps with the best bass
detail and impact any of them have achieved to
date. Ialso guess that the "correct" mid- and

front panel, which show 1) muting due to an

upper-range contribution lies about midway

uncorrectable DC offset at the inputs, 2) shut-

between that of the least forward tube amps

down due to overheating, 3) positive-going

and the least laid-back solid-state amps. And I

or negative-going overload clipping, and 4)
the presence and location of ablown power-

have long considered the extreme high end of
the very best tube amps to be the paragon of

supply rail fuse. An overheat shutdown, which

absolute perfection, if not the next best thing.

according to the manufacturer should never

There are indications that most serious
loudspeaker designers have been thinking

occur unless the amplifier is starved for ventilation, leaves the cooling fan running, and
operation will resume automatically as soon
as the fan has brought the affected heatsink
back down to its normal temperature. Nonetheless, an overheat shutdown should be investigated to make sure nothing is blocking
the ventilation path.
Before getting into anit-picky discussion
of the MI 1.1S's sound, Ishould explain where

along similar lines, because the less compromised the loudspeaker system, the better it
tends to sound on those amplifiers which meet
the abovementioned criteria. Ihave adopted
the Threshold dual-monoblock SA-1s as my
"reference" amps because they meet these
criteria as well as any Ihave found, as well as
doing everything else superbly. Iuse the Sound
Lab A-3 loudspeakers because they produce

I'm coming from on power amplifiers. Through

from the SA-1s what sounds to me like apretty

many years, Ihave observed the sounds of

good semblance of live music. But the comments which follow, about the sound of the

tube amps and solid-state amps becoming increasingly similar. Just afew years ago, it was
easy to characterize any tube amp as being
warm, rich, sweet at the top and forward in
the upper middles, while being deficient in
deep-bass energy and reproduction of inner

Mirror Image LIS, should be read with the
understanding that they relate to what Ihear
from the SA-ls, and the average of other top
amplifiers, rather than as absolute statements

details in complex material. Asolid-state amp,

of fact. 2
First off, the MI 1.1S has as magnificent a

on the other hand, could be generalized as
having adeep, solid low end, arather cool

bines remarkable detail, crispness, and focus

sound, and somewhat over-etched detail with
an excessively crisp and rather edgy high end.
Today, the same characterizations still apply,
but the differences, in some cases, have be-

high end as any amplifier Ihave heard! It comwith the kind of sweetness, openness, and
delicacy Ihave always admired from the best
tube amps. Only one other solid-state amplifier that Ihave heard, the Rowland 7, has

come so slight that drawing distinctions is
more of an exercise in hairsplitting than areal

equalled it in that area—for $4500 more!

help for potential equipment buyers.

be somewhat colored. Its upper-middle and
lower-high ranges are fairly recessed, although

Ihave mentioned in these pages before
(and offended some insecure audiophiles by
so doing) that it is impossible to know with
certainty what apower amp sounds like, because the only way you can listen to it is through
aloudspeaker, and the only way you can eval-
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Otherwise, Ifound the Mirror Image LIS to

not enough to make the amplifier sound laid-

2Any equipment reviewer who tells you he knows the absolute truth about the sound of an amplifier or loudspeaker
is lying or kidding. He doesn't.
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back. Instead, it gains a little richness and

raises the noise floor in avery quiet room,

warmth, which benefits large-scale classical

but only very slightly. As long as you don't sit

works but doesn't help pop or rock material
at all. And, compared with my SA-ls, the 1.1S's
bass is distinctly lean. This is largely offset by

within afew feet of the amp, the muted rushing noise is easily swamped by the background
noise of any analog signal source. (It is not

astrong impression that it goes substantially
deeper and has better detail and pitch deline-

swamped by CD noise.) 3

ation. In other words, while the 1.1S's bass
differs from that of my reference amps, there

some very stiff competition, much of which
we have not as yet tested (and may never). Of
the ones we have, the most worthy contenders

is no way Icould describe it as inferior. It's

At almost $3000, the Mirror Image 1.1S has

just different, and will need afatter-sounding

would probably be the BEL 2002 (lean low

loudspeaker in order to sound satisfyingly

end, neutral mids, very good highs, slightly

full at the low end.

vague imaging) and the Krell KSA-100 (one of
the most tubelike of solid-state amps—warm,

Soundstage breadth and depth from the
1.IS are both slightly compressed, in com-

alittle rich, somewhat recessed, with great

parison with the best I've heard (which in-

depth and spaciousness, softly silky highs,

clude the SA-1s). Some recordings threw def-

and superb LF extension with very good control). Clearly, none of the three is an unqualified

inite and stable images 'way beyond the physical limits of the loudspeakers, but for reasons
Icannot explain, the same thing did not seem
to happen to hall ambience. A wider sound-

winner, but they are sufficiently different in
sound to afford awide variety of choice in

stage is almost certainly something you would

loudspeakers for use with them. (My reference
amps, at $7500 apair, are hardly comparable.

get with the dual mono "+" versions of the

Neither is the similarly priced Rowland 7, yet

Mirror Image amplifiers (because of improved

the Mirror Image comes surprisingly close in

power-supply isolation), but Idon't know

some areas to equalling the Rowland's per-

whether they would render depth any better

formance.)

than the 1.1S did.

The Mirror Image 1.1S does not "redefine"

Inner detailing is excellent, on apar with

any standards of sound quality. What it does

that from the SA-1s and Rowland Research 7s,

redefine is our concept of value for money: it
offers very high power capability and closeto-state-of-the-art sound at less than half of

both of which cost arespectable $7500 apair.
Through the entire listening session with the
Mirror Image, though, the prevailing impression Igot was of tremendous smoothness and

the price one would expect. Would Irecommend the Mirror Image 1.1S to my best friend?

ease. The amplifier is adelight to listen to, and
even though it has only about twice the power

Without a doubt, but subject to the usual
caveats about not mating it with loudspeakers

of the SA-ls (good for about 3dB of extra out-

that have the same kinds of colorations. $

put before clipping), it gave an impression of
having virtually limitless output capabilities.
(Never did Isee the front-panel clipping light
come on, even at the loudest levels Iever
listen at—around 103dB. And that is with
very inefficient loudspeakers.)
The cooling fan, while quite unobtrusive,

3Mirror Image has already announced the availability (free
on request for present owners) of afan-muting pad which
reduces the noise "appreciably."
Incidentally, in case anyone is interested, the ambient noise
level in my listening room, with all electrical devices turned
off, measures 42dB. This is slightly less than the 44dB level
of avery quiet intake of breath afoot from the General Radio
1565•A SPL meter.

A TALE OF TWO CD PLAYERS
John Atkinson spends time with the Accuphase DP-80/DC-81 and Stax
CDP Quattro CD players
Accuphase DP-80/DC-81: Two-box CD player with infra-red remote control. Specifications: Frequency response: 4Hz-20kHz +3dB. THD: 0.002% (1kHz), 0.008% (20Hz-20kHz). S/N ratio:
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106dB. Channel separation: 100dB. Output voltage (DC-81): 2.5V balanced/unbalanced (fixed),
0-2.5V, variable. Output impedance (DC-81): 50 ohms balanced (XLR sockets), 50 ohms unbalanced (RCA sockets), 1250 ohms variable (RCA sockets). Interface between the two boxes
is to the serial digital-audio data standard; connection is via optical fiber or coaxial cable (75
ohms, 500mV p-p). Dimensions (each box): 18 23/32" (475mm) W by 55/16" (135mm) H by
14 11/16" (373mm) D. Weight: 33.1 lbs (DP-80), 34.2 lbs (DC-81). Price: $8000. Approximate
number of dealers: 30. Distributor: Madrigal Ltd., PO Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203)
346-0896.
Stax CDP Quattro: Single-box CD player with infra-red remote control. Specifications: Frequency
response: 0.7Hz-20kHz +0.5dB (Direct output); 0.4Hz-18kHz (filtered output). THD: less than
0.002% (OdB, 1kHz); less than 1.6% (-60dB, 1kHz); less than 12% (-80dB, 1kHz). S/N ratio: over
104dB. Channel separation: more than 100dB (5Hz-20kHz). De-emphasis deviation: less than
+0.5dB. L/R channel phase difference: 0degrees, 5Hz-20kHz. Output impedance: 1k ohm.
Output voltage: 2.1V. Dimensions: 443mm W by 165mm H by 290mm D. Weight: 8kg. Price:
$2495. Approximate number of dealers: 20. Distributor: Stax Kogyo Inc.. 940 E. Dominguez
Street, Carson, CA 90746. Tel: (213) 538-5878.
It is now five years since the initial launch of

defences are down; he or she is wide-open to

Compact Disc in Japan, and, as mentioned by

the music.

the Audio Cheapskate elsewhere in this issue,
we are well down the road to the day when

silver disc revealing more clearly the inade-

the CD replaces the LP. Yet, even having lived with CD for nearly all those five years and
built up acollection of nearly 300 discs, Istill
have doubts about the medium's ability to
communicate the musical message. It seems
that when you know either the music or the
performance well, as with nearly all classical

Whether the threshold effect is due to the
quacies of professional recording equipment,
to the problems of consumer-priced digital
electronics, or to fundamental errors in the
implementation of digital audio, Iwouldn't
like to say. There is no doubt in my mind,
however, that this effect exists. It explains, for
example, why classical music enthusiasts are

works, then everything is fine: it is possible to
enjoy the sound from CD. Yet with unknown

more forgiving of CD replay. But one way to

music, such as anew rock or jazz recording,

to decode the digital signal as accurately as
possible; if the effect persists, then the problem must lie with the source material. Ithere-

the music is less accessible, almost as if the
listener has to do more work to appreciate
what is going on. There seems to be athresh-

check it out is to audition CD players intended

fore obtained samples of two players said to

old effect, as in chemical kinetics, where even

be (by those whose ears Irespect) among the

an exothermic (energy-emitting) reaction

best-sounding models: the two-box Accu-

needs some energy to be supplied before
anything literally catches fire. With CD replay,
the listener is committed to agreater mental

both products from smaller, enthusiast-run
Japanese companies.

workload before the music can have the
desired emotional effect.
This threshold effect seems not only to be
different for different kinds of music, but also
for different people: LA, for example, has
almost never been drawn into the music from

phase DP-80/DC-81, and the Stu( CDP Quanta

Up to that point, Ihad been using two
players, the Meridian Pro-MCD and the Mk.I1
version of the California Audio Labs Temeiest.
The English player was almost always enjoyable (in CD terms), but at the expense of
detail. The tube player, the first version of

silver discs, whereas Ithink it fair to say that

which Ienthusiastically reviewed for Stereo-

JGH gets aconsiderable amount of musical

pbile exactly ayear ago, was true to the spirit

enjoyment from CD. Yet with LP, even with a

of the music and excelled in the presentation

modest player, there is no such effect. All

of soundstage, but, despite my initial willingness to accept its mechanical idiosyncra-

audiophiles must be familiar with the chain
of events in which putting on even atotally
unknown LP leads inevitably to another oc-

sies, that plastic Philips drawer mechanism
really started to irritate after awhile.

cupying the turntable platter, then another,

Istarted off the audition feeding the two

and another. With black disc, the listener's

CD players into the line-level inputs of the
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my Audio Research SP-10, the preamp being
connected to the power amplifier by about 15
feet of Monster Interlink Reference A. There
was no sense of anything untoward, but
when Iplugged either player directly into the
power amplifier, there was a disturbingly
noticeable increase of transparency. All the
auditioning for this review was therefore done
with both players connected directly to the
Krell KSA-50 power amplifier, either via an
experimental spaced LC-OFC cable loaned
by Stax representative Michael Detmer, or via
one meter of Siltech. (The steel locking sleeves
were removed from the WBT phono plugs;

is achieved by using digital dither on the
signal cut on the CD so that, at the penalty of
a slightly increased noise floor, the severe
distortion which would otherwise be mandatory for such low-level signals is turned into
broadband noise, leaving the signal pure.,
Checking the low-level monotonicity of the
players' DACs requires adigital storage 'scope;
unfortunately, Stereophile's had yet to arrive
at the time of writing. The disc was useful,
nonetheless: listening to the fade track gives
agood subjective idea of aplayer's low-level
linearity, any distortion heard being due to the
player, not to the digital process. Ifeel this disc

their presence was noticeable, particularly
with the Stax player.) The Accuphase was

will become increasingly important in the
testing of CD players, at least as far as Stereo-

auditioned via its variable output; the Stax

phile is concerned.

via an audio-quality 10k ALPS potentiometer.
Speakers were Celestion SL600s, connected

Stax CDP Quattro

to the amplifier with Monster MI speaker

The Quattro starts life as alatest-generation

cable. Each player sat upon an improvised

Yamaha chassis. Stax adds their own front,
top, and side panels in discreet black, and a

table, consisting of a Sound Organization
turntable stand (spiked to the floor through
the carpet), upon which rested a sheet of
thick glass, called the Focal Point and supplied by Michael Detmer. Michael also
helped me determine the polarity of my mains
sockets by connecting one lead of ahigh impedance crystal earpiece to the player

bottom tray, the latter constructed from a
nonferrous material (aluminum and wood) to
minimize magnetic hysteresis distortion. Four
legs at the corner of the unit provide the
necessary ground clearance, each with a
height-adjustable foot. The sprung Yamaha
transport, with its three-beam pickup and

chassis, holding the other in one hand, and
listening to the hash produced. The player

track-selection/programming logic, are left

plugs were oriented so as to minimize the

Yamaha board is still present, it is only used
to control the transport, extract the digital
data, and perform the eight-to-fourteen

noise in the earpiece. Both players were
powered up for 48 hours prior to any critical
listening. The Stax, in particular, improved
significantly after being left on overnight,
almost completely losing aslight hardness to
the sound.
The new CBS CD1 test disc was used to
check out the objective performance of the
players. As well as the usual test signals to examine frequency response, de-emphasis error,
channel separation and S/N ratios, this has
unique test signals to check both the lowlevel linearity and the monotonicity of the
players' DACs. In particular, it features afade
on a500Hz tone from -60dB to well below

intact, but that's about it. Although the

demodulation, 4x oversampling, and digital
filtration. Although the original Burr-Brown
DAC used by Yamaha in time-shared mode to
decode both channels has been left on the
Yamaha board, the 176kHz stream of digital
data is taken to anew Stax DAC/analog board
in the tray. This is completely independently
powered: not only is there aseparate power
transformer, but a second mains cable is
taken to the wall outlets; Stax recommends
that the plugs for the digital and analog sections be placed as far apart as possible. Stax
uses two Burr-Brown 16-bit DACS, one per

the noise floor, the tone still being detectable
at -120dB. Not only is this 24dB below what
was felt to be the theoretical cutoff point for
a 16-bit digital system, it is actually apure
sinewave, despite apparently having insufficient coding levels to be described at all! This
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IFor full details of the rationale and theory underlying these
new test signals, see "On the use of computer-generated
dithered test signals:* ABS Preprint 02396, by Robert Finger.
The disc is available from Old Colony Sound Lab, PO Box
243. Peterborough, NH 03458, and from CBS Special Products, CBS Inc.. Ath Floor, 51 West 52nd St., New York, NY
10019. priced at $45 plus $3 handling.

Ill

Stax Quattro CD player
channel, followed by ahigh-quality sampleand-hold chip and the two analog output
stages.
Two outputs? Yes, the user chooses between aconventional low-pass filtered output—using awell-behaved third-order Bessel type filter—and one which is basically the
raw pulse output from the DACs, stretched into a staircase by the sample-and-hold circuitry. Stax makes agood case that, with the

Sound quality: As might be expected from
acompany that, in my opinion, makes the
most transparent headphones in the world—
the Lambda Pro—the sound of the Quattro,
auditioned via the Direct sockets, is immediately identifiable by the wealth of detail
apparent. This is ahighly transparent sound.
On the HFN/RR test CD, for example, there is
arecording of my ex-Deputy Editor at HFN/

transverse digital filter removing most of the

RR, flautist Ivor Humphreys, playing Gluck's
Dance of the Blessed Spirits, accompanied by

ultrasonic spuriae and the natural sin(x)/x HF

aSteinway piano. The recording, engineered

rolloff given by the aperture effect of the
sample-and-hold circuit (see "Zen & the Art

by Martin Colloms and Mike Skeet, was made
in asmall London concert hall during ator-

of D/A Conversion," Vol.9 No.6), further lowpass filtering to reconstruct the analog

rential rain storm. While the sound of the rain

waveform is unnecessary. There is also a
switch on the rear panel which inverts the

striking the glass-dome roof of the hall,
though soft, was nevertheless quite audible
on the PCM-Fl master tape, Irarely hear it on

digital data stream, resulting in absolute phase

CD. For whatever reason, with most players

inversion. As with the Meridian Pro, carrying
out the polarity change in the digital domain

it is just not audible. With the Quattro, however, you not only hear it; you also know that

ensures that anything heard will be due to the

it is not electrical noise, but has atexture all
its own. You can also hear that it is less audi-

inversion and not to some aspect of the analog circuitry.

ble with the Calrec Soundfield mike than

Construction is excellent: Ero polypropylene-dielectric caps; leadless, surface-mount-

with the pair of 4038 ribbon mikes!

ing resistors; high-quality, gold-contact relays

when aclarinettist blows, there is always a
small amount of air that escapes his embouchure, and the Stax lets you hear it as air and

for muting and de-emphasis; and all-discrete
output circuitry—no op-amps here! Selecting

This detail may be true to the music—

atrack number and pressing Play on the infra-

not as additional noise. On the other hand, it

red remote control closes the drawer and starts

may not be true—I think Iwas made more

play; pressing Stop once puts the player into
pause; pressing it twice stops the action. Apart
from that idiosyncrasy, all functions and
facilities that one could want are supplied and
self-evident in their operation.
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aware of multimiking anomalies and poor
edits during the time Iused the Quattro than
with any other player, including the Accuphase. But with multimiked recordings
respectful of the notes, the Stax allows the
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music to communicate. The Ashkenazy Sibel-

decoded—the Marni Nixon Gershwin song

ius Symphony 2(London 410 206-2), for ex-

collection, for example (Reference Recor-

ample, though one of my favorite performances, is a very early digital recording,
dating from 1979. With the Stu, you can hear

dings RR-19CD)—there is adelicacy of image
presentation and apparent depth rivaled only

that the digital artifacts are artifacts and can

by the tubed itmpest player.
Lest you think the Quattro faultless, it is not

therefore be ignored, allowing you to get into

kind to recordings that are already fizzed up

the rest of the sound. It is almost as though

in the treble. Iadmit it, Iam abig Dolly Par-

the things wrong with the sound are presented

ton fan, and when she joined forces with

on adifferent plane.
And what a sound! This player's high

Emmylou Harris and Linda Ronstadt for Trio

degree of transparency, coupled with low fre-

(Warner Bros. 9 25491-2), Icouldn't help
myself; Irushed out to buy it. And, losing

quencies that are deep, powerful, and well-

control, Ibought, not the good old reliable

defined, enables such stirring moments as the

LP, but the CD! Yes, Iknow, Ishould have

divisi pizzicato double-bass passage at the

known better, but it is an analog original and

end of the Sibelius's third movement —
poppa pumpum Pum, pa pum, pa pa pa

it did say "Analog and digital mastering by

pum, pa pum, PA PA PA PUM, PA PUM!—or

Doug Sax" on the sleeve; Ithought that his involvement would have added some kind of

the declamation by the brass choir two-thirds

class. Well, to judge from the quality of the

of the way through its first movement, to be

highs, it's time for engineer and producer

effortlessly presented. This player produces

George Massenburg, whose name is embla-

true Kinp,sway Hall sound—brilliant, bassrich, and exciting! Regarding the brass

zoned everywhere on the disc, to send out

passage, inexpensive CD players render this

for new hearing-aid batteries. You want lower
treble boost on the voices? You got it! You

as the sound of agiant harmonica: as the in-

want Bill Payne's piano on your lap? Here,

struments play louder, their tone colors start
to run into one another. Not so here; trum-

take it. (0oRs.)
Imay be exaggerating alittle, but Ifind this

pet, trombone, tuba, and horn are all distinguishable within the choir, each with its tone

disc to be virtually unlistenable much of the
time;"a tragedy. Contrary to all the reviews

color intact.

I've read, there is some fine material here, in-

Tonally, that transparency lets you hear

cluding Kate McGarrigle's "I've had enough"

through the hi-fi aspects of the recording. At

and Linda Thompson's "Telling me lies" —

CES, Peter McGrath kindly gave me an early

true tear-jerker country singing. Putting the

copy of the first CD on his Audiofon label:
Ivan Davis playing Grieg piano music. You
will probably be aware from my writings in

Accuphase to one side for amoment, the Stax
gets closest of any CD player Ihave heard to
allowing me to get off on this recording—

Stereopbile that I have philosophical dif-

you just don't hear English women singing

ficulties with Peter's preferred spaced-omni

with such asob in the throat. But it is still un-

mike technique. But who cares, when the

forgiving of the recording's bright character,

result is as musical as this Audiofon CD
played on the Quattro—a weight and clarity

and if it wasn't for Dolly, Einanylou, and Linda,
Iwould put on another record.

to the piano sound which Ihave rarely heard.

Measurements: The maximum output level

(This disc is worth getting for the Holberg

from the Direct sockets was dead on spec at

Suite alone.)

2.1V, but very slightly higher from the Fil-

The Quattro's soundstaging is deep and

tered outputs at 2.13V. Frequency response

wide, though apart from those rare records
with sufficient information in the grooves, it
To expect asystem to do this automatically, as

was essentially fiat from 31Hz to 8kHz, being
0.9dB down at 4Hz, 0.8dB down at 20kHz,
via the Direct outputs, and -1.8dB at 20kHz
via the Filtered outputs; nothing that would

is sometimes implied in other magazines, is to

indicate any exaggeration of recorded bright-

misunderstand the nature of stereo recording.

ness. De-emphasis error was alittle greater

But with recordings possessing information
that enables the soundstage to be realistically

than Iwould have liked, at +0.4dB at 4kHz and

doesn't extend beyond the speaker positions.
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-0.4dB at 16kHz via the Direct outputs; this
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would be noticeable in adirect comparison.

Accuphase DP -80/DC -81

Track access was reasonably quick, taking

This is the two-box $8000 player that caused

5s to reach Track 15 on the CBS disc, while

LA to gibber in Vol.9 No.8: "For the first time,

error correction was effective, not being fazed

this dip,iphobe wanted to hear CD after CD.

by the artificial fingerprint or "black-dot"

For the first time, Imarveled at low-level

tests on the Philips 5A disc, and muting only
very occasionally on the 800 and 900um

detail in abundance. For the first time, Iwas
tempted to remark that CD reproduc-

interrupted-data test tracks.
Trying to check level error at very low

tion ...
reminded me most of master tapes."

levels proved problematic via the Direct out-

processor-controlled machinery? Can any

puts, as relatively high levels of very-highfrequency noise led to misleading readings.

CD player be worth the price of 40 old

Checking with an analog scope proved

What is this miracle-worker among micro-

Magnavoci, 12 new Sonys, or even three Stax
Quattros?

fascinating, as the Direct-output waveform

The front end of the player is the DP-80

had a"join-the-dots" appearance compared

CD transport. Big by CD-player standards,
the DP-80 is solidly constructed and

with that from the Filtered outputs, owing to
the lack of analog low-pass filtering. Via the
Filtered outputs, level accuracy appeared
good, with around 5dB of compression apparent at -90dB. This is avery hard measurement to make with noise present, however—
we are talking about fractions of amillivolt—
and it proved impossible to check the shape
of the -90dB waveform, buried as it was within
the ultrasonic noise. However, Ifeel that the
Stax player's low-level performance is excellent, as listening to the 500Hz fade revealed
no apparent harmonics or heterodyning-type

beautifully finished, with afull-width hinged
panel at the bottom of the front panel concealing the programming controls. A red-LED
display shows track and timing information,
and an infra-red remote control duplicates
the front-panel controls. (This is of the more
logically ordered type, where Stop means
stop and aseparate Pause button is provided.
Selecting atrack number closes the drawer if
open, and puts the machine into play without
Play having also to be pushed.) As one might
expect, all the programming facilities one

whistles; the signal sounded very pure and just
faded into the noise. Although the noise level

could wish for are provided.

is higher than Iwould like, being fairly audible

in front of alarge toroidal power transformer.
To the right is asingle large single-sided pcb
which retrieves the data, applying a little

behind the -60dB starting point of the tone, it
is innocuous, and has obviously been traded
off against the excellent low-level distortion
performance.
Conclusion: Compared with the similarly
priced CAL Tempest II, Stax's Quattro offers

Inside, the unsprung transport is to the left,

massage along the way. The data off-disc are
error-corrected and eight-to-fourteen demodulated (when the original 8-bit data

amore transparent, more detailed presenta-

words are recorded on the master disc, they
are translated to 14-bit words so that, among

tion of the music, while not quite matching

other things, the low-frequency content of

the tubed player's musical presentation of the

the RF signal is reduced), using LSI chips

soundstage. Its slightly upfront character and
total transparency to whatever is wrong with

from Accuphase and Sony. Ialso suspect a
Sony origin for the fast-access, metal-chassis

the recording will make demands on the rest

transport. The DP-80 is not in itself acomplete player, as the only outputs are digital.

of the system in which it is used—if you
only have acart to be pulled, you needn't buy
this thoroughbred—and the quality of the

The resultant stream of data, with left- and

software seems more critical than with the

available via both aconventional RCA phono

Accuphase. With recordings that have true
high-end sound engraved within the

socket on the rear panel, or an optical-fiber
output.

right-channel information interleaved, is

bumps/pits, however, the Stax Quattro will

The DC-81 D/A processor is the same size

reveal more music than you thought could

as the DP-80, and styled visually to match,

possibly survive the rocky path from microphone to silver disc.

anodized aluminum front panel. A full-width
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with rosewood endcheeks and agold-colored
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Accuphase DC-80/81 CD player
hinged panel identical to that of the DP-80
conceals both the variable output control and
the switch to choose between the three digital
data inputs provided on the rear panel, two
optical and one coaxial. Inside, despite the
large box, there is no wasted space. Separate
toroidal transformers for the digital and
analog sections are on the left, with two sets

ors is not atrivial task, if you consider that
in acurrent-multiplying DAC, the LSB switches
in a current one 32,728th the size of that
switched by the MSB, ie, a tolerance of
0.0016%! The DAC output is taken to a
sample-and-hold chip, followed by a9-pole,
GIC-type (General Impedance Converter) But-

vertical motherboard via high-quality edge

terworth low-pass filter, said not to have an
amplifier in series with the signal. The final
analog amplifiers are discrete, and both con-

connectors. Electrically, apart from the trans-

ventional unbalanced outputs, via nickel-silver

of circuit boards on the right, plugging into a

formen and digital filter/oversampling circuits,

phono sockets, and balanced outputs, via XLR

the construction is totally dual mono, with

sockets, are provided. The unbalanced outputs

separate regulated power supplies for the

are paralleled by variable outputs. Construc-

digital circuitry, left and right DACs, and the

tion is to asuperb standard, and high-quality
parts, such as copper-foil, polystyrene-

left and right analog circuits. That care has
been taken to minimize what most other
manufacturers have yet to recognize as problems is shown by the fact that the lower board
is contained within an electrostatic shield to
reduce stray RF radiation. This board handles
the reception of the digital data, followed first
by 2x oversampling, then low-pass filtration

dielectric capacitors for the low-pass analog
filters, are used throughout.
Sound quality: As explained earlier, the Accuphase player was auditioned via its variable
outputs, the sound straight into the power
amplifier then being better than when the
direct outputs were taken to the preamplifier.

with a121-coefficient digital filter. The output
from this board consists of two sets of parallel,

The best sound was obtained with the direct
outputs fed straight to the power amplifier;

88.1kHz-sampling-rate, 16-bit digital data, fed
to the DACs via optoisolators to prevent noisy

unfortunately, the high output then drove the
Krell into clipping rather too often. (The sound

digital ground spuriae from affecting the

was then also very loud!) The two units were

analog signal.
Above the digital board lie the two analog

connected via optical fiber.
Well. What can Isay? This player can play
music. Its presentation of CD sound is the

boards. As far as Iknow, these are unique for
aconsumer product in having discrete DIA

most accessible Ihave ever experienced. I

sections, one for each channel. Rather than the
ubiquitous integrated-circuit DACs, Accuphase

started with two torture discs: Prefab Sprout's
71vo Wheels Good (Epic EK 40100) and 731o,

chose to construct adiscrete current-multiplying converter from very-high-precision

from those good of gals Dolly, Linda, and

resistors and precision current switches. "Very

heavy hands on the mixing desk's high-

high" precision? The selection of these resist-

frequency equalization controls, yet, without
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Emmylou. Both albums are distinguished by
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any apparent HF rolloff—if anything, the fun-

of the soundstage, on a par with the CAL

damental Accuphase sound is itself a little
bright—the discs were rendered listenable.

side of neutral, with aless well-defined bass

This didn't always happen:

the London

Tempest, and atonal balance on the bright

Scheberazade, from Dutoit and the Montreal

than Iwould expect, particularly when compared with the Stax Quattro. The clear, un-

SO (410 253-2), one of the few modem recordings of this work to approach the subtlety of

artificially thrust forward, is integrated within

forced delineation of detail, instead of being

soundstaging captured on the old HMV Bee-

the musical whole, producing goosebumps.

cham, remained hard in balance. Similarly,

In the Britten Missa Brevis, for example, the

the Sibelius Second, which sounded so overwhelming on the Stax, was revealed on the

chiff of the wind on the flute stops is unambiguously part of the organ sound, not

Accuphase as avery early digital recording, with
acloud of what sounded like quantization

separate from it. Bass-guitar fret noise, as the
player lifts off with wirewound strings, again

distortion floating above the string players'

is part of the overall sound and doesn't float

heads.
But those London recordings aside—as

in front of the body of the tone. If Isay that

noted by Harry Pearson in his TAS review

this aspect of the Accuphase reminds me of
the musical qualities of the Koetsu Signature

(Issue 43), London/Deccas did not sound at

Red or Linn Troika cartridges, then you will

their best with this machine—the Accuphase
had that magic ability to make you want to

sense that Iliked this aspect of the player's
performance alot, even if, at the end of the

just keep putting discs on, one musical ex-

day, Ihave to own up that analog goes even

perience leading naturally to another, atrain
considerations. To give an example, one even-

farther in this direction.
Measurements: Output voltage was very
slightly below spec at 2.46V, but is still avery

ing's listening went as follows: the Previn
Britten Four Sea Interludes (EMI CDC
7476672); my friend Mike Skeet's Soundfield

should be compensated for when making
direct comparisons with other CD players.

of association unbroken by intrusive hi-fi

mike recording of Britten's Missa Brevis for
boys' voices and organ (Pripudsound CD11402);
Part the First of the live Harnoncourt Messiab
(Teldec 8.35617ZB); the Barbirolli Vaughan
Williams's Fantasia on a Theme of Thomas
Tallis (EMI CDC 7475372); Charles Ives's
Unanswered

Question

on

Sheffield

Lab

(CD-27); finishing up with the 1966 Elisabeth

audible 1.8dB higher than the standard 2V, so

The response was flat through the bass,
midrange, and lower treble, being 0.25dB
down at 8Hz and 10kHz, and an innocuous
-0.5dB at 20kHz. De-emphasis was spot-on,
being generally ±0.05dB but reaching amaximum error of -0.25dB at 16kHz. Track access
was astonishingly fast, up with the top Sonys
at just 2s to reach track 15 on the CBS disc. Ef-

Schwarzkopf recording of Richard Strauss's

fectively, it was instantaneous; no sooner had

Four Last Songs (EMI CDC 7472762). This latter Ihad felt to be adisappointing transfer to

you punched up adesired track on the remote
control than the music started. Error correc-

silver disc when compared with the black, with
Schwarzkopf unnaturally forward. Played on
the Accuphase, however, from the first breath

tion was not quite up to the standard set by

of Frublung to the transcendental calmness of

able muting with the 800um and 900um
interrupted-data and 800um "black-spot"

Im Abendrot—"0 spacious, tranquil peace, so
profound in the gloaming" —your emotions
are ripped one way, then the other, at the end
leaving you limp in your chair: "How tired we
are of traveling—is this, perchance, Death?"

the Stax, however: though the fake fingerprint caused no problems, there was notice-

tracks on the Philips test disc.
The low-level sound was noise-free compared with the Stax, so Ihad more confidence in the +10dB level error measured at

With the Accuphase, no way was it possible to

-90dB. The undithered -90dB waveshape was

follow that piece with anything but silence—

square, as it should be, being encoded with

which is how Strauss planned it.

just three levels, though it had a slightly

Common threads running through the albums listed, as heard on the Accuphase, in-

asymmetric duty cycle. The 500Hz fade test

cluded awonderfully spacious presentation
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proved interesting: While free from heterodyning whistles, there was anoticeable haze
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of high-order harmonics audible, even at the
-60dB level. As the tone faded, the third harmonic became predominant, before the
signal slid under the noise. While not up to
the standard for low-level linearity set by the
Stax. this was still very good compared with
some of the other CD players with which I
have tried this test.

are superb hi-fi components in CD-player
terms, then the Accuphase is superb in true
high-fidelity terms. The threshold that Imentioned at the beginning of this review, if not
quite nonexistent with the Accuphase DP-80/
DC-81, was low enough to provide no impediment to the meaning of the music. But at what
price! It being impossible to put avalue on a
single component costing more than 80% of

Conclusion: The Accuphase DP-80/DC-81
may not quite offer the extraordinary resolution of detail that Ifound so impressive with

Stereopbile readers' systems, Ishall hid behind
the words of 19th-century English writer John
Ruskin: "All works must bear aprice in propor-

the Stax, and has less well-defined low fre-

tion to the skill, time, expense and risk atten-

quencies, but it has the most "accessible"

ding their invention or manufacture. Those

sound of any CD player Ihave ever listened to.

things called dear are, when justly estimated,

If the California Audio Labs and Stax players

the cheapest."

NAD MODEL 6300 CASSETTE
RECORDER
George Graves II

NAD cassette deck
Specifications: three-motor, three-head cassette recorder, incorporating Dolby HX-Pro headroom
expansion and Dyneq. Price: $898. Approximate number of dealers: 300. Manufacturer: NAD
(USA), PO Box 98, Norwood, MA 02062. Tel: (617) 762-0202.
The Compact Cassette has come along way

The appearance of this unit belies its tech-

since Philips introduced it as aportable dic-

nical sophistication. First of all, one is struck

tation medium in 1963. It seems that hardly a

by the utter simplicity of the front panel. It

month goes by without some audio manufac-

sports alarge black knob (the record level/

turer introducing anew, up-market recorder

balance control) on the upper right-hand sec-

which promises to "redefine the state of the
art." NAD, long known for their "purist" ap-

tion of the fascia, and acassette-well door on
the left side. Sprinkled across the rest of the

proach to audio component design, is no ex-

front panel are afew controls and switches

ception. With the introduction of the Model
6300 cassette deck, NAD has joined the high-

looking much like those sported by any other
modern cassette deck. A casual inspection, in

end cassette market, and, as with most NAD

fact, will reveal nothing which would grab the

products, has done so in afairly unconven-

observer's attention, or in any way distinguish
this unit from any of adozen or more similar-

tional manner.
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looking machines from competing Japanese

6300 provides amuch higher level of perfor-

suppliers—nothing, that is, except the price!

mance than just about any other seemingly

This plain-Jane-looking unit costs almost

similar machine.

$900!
Why the high price for what appears to be

ine does not sport the now common micro-

afairly ordinary cassette deck? The 6300 is

processor-controlled automatic biasing and

However, as mentioned earlier, this mach-

anything but ordinary. First off, it has a

EQ circuitry. Instead, a front-panel switch

sophisticated, servo-controlled, three-motor,
three-head transport with dual capstans and

allows the user to select between three settings: Normal (low bias, 120us equalization),

vanishingly low wow and flutter. Secondly, it

Cr02 (high bias, 75us equalization), and

features both Dolby HX-Pro headroom exten-

Metal (Metal tape bias, 75us equalization), corresponding to the international Type I, Type

sion and the Tandberg "Dyneq" circuitry, the
former adjusting the bias, the latter the

II, and Type IV formulations. (Type III is the

equalization, according to the HF content of

long-obsolete dual-layer ferrichrome tape.)
Alongside this selector is afine bias adjustment which allows for some deviation from

the record signal, both circuits squeezing the
signal's high frequencies within the cassette
tape's limited HF MOL. The NAD deck also
sports abuilt-in compressor for making restricted dynamic range recordings for use in
automobiles, where high ambient noise levels
make wide-range recordings impractical.

the factory settings. Ifind this omission of
auto-biasing circuitry to be this deck's greatest shortcoming.
Basically it's aquestion of cassettes needing

The deck does have adual-range counter
which will count tape or time as you wish,

all the help they can get. Tape formulations
have come along way since the dark ages of
the early '70s, but the fact remains that

but this latter feature is not that useful, in my
opinion, because it counts up from zero

cond (ips), recording four tracks of informa-

rather than down, which would indicate remaining time. An unusual feature (and a
welcome one) with this deck is the inclusion
of asix-function infra-red remote control.
This strangely shaped remote controls all
transport functions (Stop, Play, Pause, Fast
Forward, Fast Reverse) and Record. And that's
it! There are no more "features." Although
there are "Bias Trim" (which affords some ad-

cassette tape creeps along at l inches per setion on amagnetic band only 1
h"wide. This
puts real physical limits on the amount and
quality of information that can be placed on
the tape itself, in stark contrast to professional
recorders, which often put only two tracks
on a1
2 -inch-wide tape traveling at 15 or even
/
30 ips!
Anyone who has ever done any serious
recording knows the importance of biasing

justment over the factory-set tape selections)
and "Play Trim" (about which, more later)

and EQ, even for the more forgiving open-reel

controls,

other can make abig difference between having atape which sounds just like the micro-

there

are

no

"music-search"

features; there isn't even apair of microphone
inputs—just line level.

tape formats. Just afew dB one way or the

phone feed, and having one which sounds dif-

What one gets for $900 is a very-good-

ferent, therefore wrong. The problem is that

performing, no-frills cassette deck of excellent

even with professional recorders, it takes

design and construction which should give its
owner many years of sterling, trouble-free

knowledge and test equipment to set up a

service.

machine for aparticular tape. The same is true
for cassette decks, except that having the

How does it work?

machine properly set up is even more critical
than with reel-to-reel because the cassette

The NAD 6300 costs more than twice the
price of decks with similar features that prom-

consumer, even the most knowledgeable, does

medium is so much less forgiving. The average

ise the same level of performance. If one

not have access to the type of equipment re-

ranked this machine on looks and features

quired to set up acassette deck. It is also true

alone, it would end up being on apar with

that most would probably not be inclined to
do so even if they bad the equipment because

the Aiwa F660 (three heads, fixed bias/EQ
with trim, HX-Pro, etc.). In fact, however, the
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it is alengthy and time-consuming procedure
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Yet, it needs to be done if the user is to wring

forded by the above two circuits tend to self-

the last measure of performance from the

erase frequencies above 10-12k1z at fairly low

humble cassette. The buyer of an $800 re-

recording levels (usually -20dB on the VU

corder capable of fantastic performance is not
going to get that performance unless the deck

meter or lower). This means that as your music
gets louder it contains less and less high-

is biased for the tape he or she is using. Of

frequency information, accompanied by in-

course, one could stick with the tape brands
and types that the machine was factory-set

creasing midrange distortion. (For a more

for—if one knew what they were.
NAD sent me three Maxell cassettes to use
in the evaluation of the 6300, but the instruction book gives the average buyer no clue as

detailed description of the phenomenon of
high-frequency saturation in cassette decks
and how Dolby HX-Pro helps overcome it, see
my review of the Aiwa F-770 in Vol.9 No.7).

Since it is afact that the major tape manufac-

Irecorded a 16kHz signal on tape at increasing levels until the level of the signal
coming off the tape started to drop in relation

turers change their formulations almost as
often as Audio Research used to revise their

to the signal going on tape (they were matched
at -30dB using aHewlett-Packard 400 audio

preamps, the particular type of tape that your

voltmeter). Starting with the Type II tape, I
found that the 16kHz signal started to saturate

to what tapes his machine was set up to use.

machine was biased for may be unavailable in
a year or so. The only viable and practical
answer to this problem is amachine that in

at -5dB as measured on the H-P 400 (all tests
are relative to 180 nanoWebers/meter of flux-

some way allows the user to bias his own
machine without the need for extra test gear

cassettes). Then Idecreased the frequency of

ivity, the standard "0 VU" reference level for

and without acomplicated methodology re-

the test signal until the input and output

quiring that the user pry the chassis open

signals were again equal in level at 0VU. With

every time he wishes to change tape para-

Maxell XL II-S, the frequency at which full
output was restored was about 14.2kHz on

meters. Such asystem can be manual (as with
some of the Nakamichis) or automatic.
The curious "Play 'ffim" control is described

the left channel, 14.5kHz on the right.

in the NAD's somewhat skimpy manual as a
control for restoring the highs often lost

metal tape showed that saturation at 16kHz

when playing atape made on amachine with
aslightly different tape-head azimuth. This is
areal concern with tape decks. The Play Trim

Repeating this procedure with the Maxell
did not occur until almost exactly 0 VU on
the right channel, and at +0.5 VU on the
right. These are astounding figures, and all
the more remarkable when you realize that

control does brighten atape when rotated

professional reel-to-reel machines of acou-

clockwise from its indented position, but I

ple of decades ago could accomplish this feat

prefer Nalcamichi's system of allowing the

only at 15ips or faster!

user to actually trim the playback head align-

How does it sound?

ment to the NAD system of using a highfrequency peaking control (with all of the

From the above frequency-response and

phase problems and extra tape noise' that such

high-frequency

acircuit brings with it).

would expect this deck to make marvelous

headroom

figures,

one

Iran some "round-trip" frequency-response

recordings. Well, one would not be disap-

tests (recording asignal on tape, then measur-

pointed! Copying both symphonic master
tapes and direct-to-disc recordings was ajoy

ing the signal at playback to see how the
record/playback process has altered it), using

with the 6300. Using Dolby-C noise reduc-

two of the three Maxell tapes supplied me by

tion, it became damn difficult to tell the

NAD (Maxell XLII -S high-bias tape and Maxell
Metal) to check the effectiveness of the "Dolby

source from the copy. When there was adif-

HX-Pro" and Tandberg "Dyneq" circuits for
increasing high-frequency headroom. Decks

detail, asmoothing or glossing-over of the
sound. At no time was the slightly bright and

without the headroom-extension features af-

hard sound which characterizes my Aiwa ADF770 evident with this machine. When com-

IAlthough, as the NAD's HF control comes before the Dolby
decoding, noise boost should bc minimul.
—JA
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ference, it manifested itself as aslight loss of

pared with my master tapes, the NAD did lose
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something in soundstage presentation—it

with all tapes (of the same type) on my refer-

shrank somewhat in all dimensions. Imight

ence Aiwa AD-F770, which does have auto
biasing. 2

add that even though this shrinkage is very
evident on direct comparison with the source,
it is nonetheless much less severe than the

Conclusion

soündstage shrinkage Iheard when these
same masters were transferred to disc in some

1found the NAD 6300 cassette deck to be
easy to use, well built, and capable of flawless

test pressings Ihad made. Good material still
images very well on the NAD.

performance. It has among the most stable
transport of any that Ihave ever heard, and

To check the importance of the aforemen-

with one exception, the lack of features usually sported by decks in this range is aminor

tioned lack of auto-biasing facilities on this
deck, Imade some tests on other brands of
tape, such as TDK 'Type Il cassettes and some

annoyance. However, Ifeel that the lack of a
real user-accessible tape optimization feature

Sony metal cassettes. Using my ears (as presumably the average user would be required
to do), Itried to trim the bias control for best

and performance potential. If NAD were to

results on these other tapes. Ithen measured

high-frequency trim control with a good,

the results and they were unimpressive. I

microprocessor-controlled tape-optimization
circuit, they would have afirst-class winner.

could get nowhere near the headroom
figures that Iobtained with the NAD -supplied
tapes. The copies of master tapes that Imade
with these "hand-tuned" Sony and TDK
tapes were either brighter (Sony Metal) or
duller (TDK Type II) than the source. The
sound with these tapes was not as clean as the
MazeIls, either. Lest you think that perhaps
the MazeII tapes were just better tapes than
the others tried, Iwas able to get equal results

is aserious omission in adeck of this price
replace the "Car" compressor feature and the

Recommended, therefore, but with reservations: the buyer must rely on the manufacturer and/or dealer to properly line up the
deck for suitable tapes.
2 One way to adjust the bias with athree-head deck is to
record pink noise or intastation FM tuner noise at -20dB and
monitor the signal off-tape while adjusting the trim control.
The bias will be about right when the off-tape sound lus the
same amount of HF as the original, determined by switching
between sourer and tape However this is an approximate
method at best
— JA

MARANTZ ST551 TUNER
Don Scott
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Marantz ST551 FM tuner
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FM stereo/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.9uV/10.8dBf mono.
5.5uV/20dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 35uV/36dBf. Capture ratio: 0.9dB. Selectivity: 60dB alternate channel, 4dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 82dB mono. 80dB
stereo. Stereo THD: 0.1%. Separation: 53dB. SCA rejection: 40dB. AM suppression ratio: 60dB.
19 and 38kHz products: -40dB. Power consumption: 12W. Dimensions: 16.5" W by 10.25" D by
2.375" H. Weight: 5 lbs. Price: $299.95. Approximate number of dealers: 500-700. Serial
Number: 66U010199. Manufacturer: Marantz Co., Inc., 20525 Nordhoff Street, Chatsworth, CA
91311. Tel: (818) 998-9333. Toll-free: (800) 423-5101.
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The Marantz ST-74 tuner, reviewed in Vol.8

as Ihave ever measured. Subcarrier and SCA

No.7, was described as having "butter-and-

rejection were barely adequate at 40-45dB.

marmalade appearance and AM performance,

However, little high-frequency gnindge or SCA
birdies were heard. Sensitivity and selectivity

but dry-toast FM." The latest offering from
Marantz, the ST551,' has not quite as sweet AM
or appearance, but its more palatable FM
makes it one of the best-sounding tuners en-

ratings are typical, and were not exceeded.

FM Audio Quality

countered. It doesn't lack features either—

The ST551 was compared with an unusual

remote control of manual tuning, scan, band

number of tuners (those in italics were

selection, and presets—all at afully low price.

courtesy of the Connecticut Audio Society):

A functional layout is used on the front

Onkyo T-9090, Kenwood KT-8300, Sansui

panel. From left to right are the power switch,

TU -9900, Magnum Dynalab FT-101, Pioneer

band selectors, combined mute-mono/stereo

F-77, Sequerra Model I, Yamaha T-85 and
T-70, and the tuner section of aMcIntosh

switch, four-digit off-white-against-aqua frequency display, infrared remote-control sensor, controls for eight AM and 16 FM presets,

MAC4200 receiver. Also used as asecondary
reference were tapes made from Onkyo

and alarge, easy-to-use tuning rocker switch.

T-4087, Bogen TP-100, and Luxman T-02

Overall, the tuner looks businesslike and is

tuners. In no case was the ST551 outclassed in
projecting afull-bodied soundstage with ac-

highlighted with dull gold lettering. The rear
panel contains terminals for AM and 75- or
300-ohm FM antennas, RCA audio jacks, a
switched 500W accessory outlet, and provi-

companying low intermodulation distortion.
With the exception of the Mac, all tuners in the

sion for marriage to acomplete remote-control

first group sounded restricted and choked in
the critical midrange voice area when directly

Marantz system.

compared with the ST551. However, the

Circuit Design

MAC4200 had an extra 2dB under 500Hz
when listened to via the record outputs. (I

As is often the case with audio components,

hope to test this same tuner section in the

simple circuits yield the best results. The

separate MR7082 to make a more proper

ST551 was designed to work reasonably well

judgment.)

with aminimum parts count.

Although not available for direct-air comparison, I'm sure the Quad FM4, NEC T-6E,

The tuner contains an unusually wellfiltered and regulated power supply to support

Bogen TP-100, Mission Cyrus, and the Arcam

the remote-control circuitry. Also included are

Alpha would have strutted equal sonic virtues.

an active low-pass filter from the PLL syn-

What Ican conclude is that, when fed aclean

thesizer to the FM local oscillator, and an ef-

moderate or strong signal, the ST551 produces

fective buffer amplifier to isolate the local

audio equal to the best. A word of caution

oscillator from the PLL controller. The above
three factors contribute to the excellent lownoise audio heard from this tuner.

here: if atuner won't receive astation at all, its
sonic worth is limited. For instance, the
Yamaha T-85, Onkyo T-9090, and McIntosh
MR 80 will receive stations clearly in stereo

Specifications

that can be heard, at best, as hopeless splatter

Above-average specifications tell the story of

on awide-band tuner such as the ST551. In ac-

why this tuner has the sonic finesse of afine
tuner. Capture ratio is 0.9dB, meaning the

tual use, therefore, it is very rare for aless selec-

tuner can effectively mask aweaker station on
the same frequency. S/N ratio in stereo is

tive tuner to produce the best audio, due to the
crowded RF environment in the US. And I'll

claimed as 70dB. It was actually an outstanding

be damned if it isn't always the hardest stations
to get that have the best programming. (This

83dB, about as quiet as the McIntosh MR 80

must be an FCC regulation closely adhered to.)

and the Luxman T-02. Stereo separation is
stated as 45dB. It proved to be 53dB—as good

AM Section
As received, the FM alignment on this tuner

Ilbe actual model reviewed was the slightly cosmetically different hut otherwise identical ST560, which is not available
in the lSA.
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was on the money, but the AM was not. After
alignment, the loop sensitivity was atypical
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300uV/m. But, believe it or not, the high-

found by Sam Thllig to be awinner when using

frequency response extended to nearly 7kHz,

the line inputs.) And the 1987 June CES saw the
introduction of products that will ensure the

with unusually low distortion. Music actually sounded like music on the ST551.

pioneer Marantz label will not go entirely the
route of the rack-system bandwagon.

Conclusion
One of the curious things noticed was how
good this tuner sounds with my 24-year-old
Marantz Model 5amps. Slowly this gap of ex-

The ST551 will not go down in history as
one of the greats, as did the Marantz 10B, but
it receives my recommendation in order to appreciate what can be heard from properly

cellence is being filled. For instance, the 1986

engineered stations. With agood antenna and

Marantz PM-74 amplifier, though not widely

no strong signals on adjacent channels, the
ST551 will perform well.

marketed in the US, and the CD-74 CD player,
are serious audio components. (The amp was

NIKKO NT-950 AM/FM TUNER
Don Scott

Nikko NT-950 FM/AM tuner
FM stereo/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.9uV/10.8dBf mono,
6uV/20dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 32uV/35dBf with noise reduction,
35uV/36dBf without noise reduction. Capture ratio: 1.5dB. Selectivity: 80dB alternate channel,
12dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 82dB mono, 78dB stereo. Stereo THD: 0.08%.
Stereo separation: 50dB. SCA rejection: 65dB. AM suppression ratio: 60dB. 19 and 38kHz products: -67dB. Power consumption: 12W. Dimensions: 17.25" W by 10.4" D by 1.75" H. Weight:
7lbs. Price: $259.95. Approximate number of dealers: 200. Manufacturer: Nikko, 5830 South
Triangle Drive, Commerce, CA 90040. Tel: (213) 721-1168.
Japanese company Nikko was manufacturing
electronic products for the home market as
early as 1947, and became the first high-end
(no junk) firm to compete with early American
hi-fi in Japan. Nikko has had apresence in the
US for 25 years, and has shown some spurts
of serious audio activity. Within the past year,
however, the company was purchased by Asti
Pacific Corporation, alarge Japanese manufacturer specializing in satellite technology; access to Asti's technical resources, if used correctly, should evoke some innovative audio
and video products.

AM/FM/VHF/UHF/CATV, remote control,
65W/channel receiver and the NT-950 tuner.
The tuner is of particular interest because it has
both high-blend and dual IF bandwidth for a
usually discounted $259. The nearest-priced
competition also featuring these features is the
Onkyo T-4087 ($380). The Sansui TU-D33X
and the H/K TU905 (both $229) have only
high-blend, and the Denon TU -600 ($350) has
only IF bandwidth selection. Consequently,
the Nikko NT-950 scores points as having the
most features at its yen-point—if all works
well. As it turns out, all does work well; this

Two of Nikko's latest products that caught

is agood tuner even for the semi-serious FM

my attention were the multi-function AVR-65

buff. Other features include a5-level signal-
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strength meter, 10 AM and 10 FM presets, and

made aware of the problem and promises a

scan of preset stations.

solution. Of course, if you don't care about

The substantial, very slim, black metal
cabinet has an attractive front panel with white

AM, this may be of little concern.

and red lettering. From left to right are power

FM Sound Quality

on-off, red stereo indicator, green signal meter,

The NT-950 is not the ultimate-sounding

5-segment blue frequency display, memory

tuner, but neither is it the poorest. The Bogen

and scan controls, the infamous combined FM
muting and stereo switch (also controls AM

TP-100, Quad FM4, and Denon TU -767 edge
it out slightly in deep-bass extension; low fre-

muting); IF bandwidth selector, separate AM

quencies, however, are taut, dynamic, and well

and FM switches, and arather narrow—just

controlled. The Marantz ST-551 exhibits 3-

OK—tuning rocker. "[lining is in 100kHz steps

5dB more stereo separation, which would

on FM, and the short route from 88.1 to 107.9

never be noticed in typical listening. Mono

is provided. Overall feel is good, interior construction is medium grade, and the power

sum audio appears dead-centered in the

transformer is larger than found in typical low-

emphasis hingepoint is accurate, contributing
to midrange clarity. Highs are extended, with

cost tuners.

soundstage, and the lkHz pre-emphasis/de-

just the right amount of crispness for clarity

Specifications

without "ess" ing. Good filtering of 19, 38, and

Nothing to be ashamed of here: noise figures

67kHz components allows quiet, birdie-free

of 78dB in stereo, 80dB alternate and 12dB
adjacent-channel selectivity, 65dB AM sup-

listening and/or taping from this tuner. Low

pression, 60dB SCA rejection, and adequate

noise levels are aided by aunique high-blend.
Its action is very mild, just taking the fuzz off

sensitivity add up to quiet reception for all but

many stations and decreasing stereo separation

30% of the situations requiring more RF made.
Miners such as the aforementioned Onkyo
T-4087, the Yamaha T-85 ($449), and the Lux-

at high frequencies by only 5dB. What would
be nice would be atwo-step high-blend similar to that featured by the McIntosh MR-78,

man T-02 ($500) are upgrades in RF perform-

which would allow use over awider range of

ance and have lower distortion in the narrow
mode. THD of the NT-950 is 0.08% in stereo

signal levels. In short, the NT-950 has few FM
faults and sounds particularly articulate with

wideband and 1.5% in narrow. Most notable

voice.

is the tuner's good AM limiting, which minimizes the harsh increase in noise with weak

Conclusion

and fading signals.

The narrow-bandwidth position sets the
NT-950 apart from its similarly priced competition: high-value products like this will

AM Section
Buzz-saw AM. While no self-inflicted digital

shorten Stereophile's "Recommended Com-

noise from the frequency synthesizer or micro-

ponents" list. Ihope, howeve4 that Nikko can

processor is present on FM, it obliterates all but
the strongest station on AM. Nikko has been

get the AM working properly. It is recom-

ILike many tuners tested, the muting level is set too high to
take advantage of the tuner's good fringe stereo quieting. The
NT-950's control is labeled mute and is near the rear-center
of the circuit board. Clockwise rotation decreases the muting
point on AM and FM.

mended for all locations except where extreme selectivity is needed. The manufacturer
has two additional tuners in development,
models Gamma 60 and 80. Indications are that
Nikko is acompany to watch.

MAGNUM /DYNALAB 205 FM
SIGNAL AMPLIFIER
Don Scott
Slim frequency-selective outboard FM booster. Gain: +30dB. Noise floor: 3-4dB. Power consumption: 15W. Dimensions: 19" W by 11 1/
2"D by 15/16" H with feet. Price: $229. Approximate
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Magnum aerial booster
number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: Magnum/Dynalab, Brampton. Ontario, Canada. US:
1971 Abbott Rd., Lackawanna, NY 14218. Tel: (800) 448-8490 outside NY state.
Magnum/Dynalab is one of the few companies
that takes good FM reception seriously. Their

weak signals unless the input signal is lownoise—it can amount to 26dB of boosted gar-

models 95 and 105 outboard FM boosters (still

bage instead of the desired signal. Of course,

available) were reviewed in Vol.7 No.7, the 95

the best place for asignal booster is at the

winning the highest marks.
One of the problems with these, or any, out-

antenna, but no one makes atunable mastmounted device; and it would be most in-

board devices is where to put them. With this

convenient to run up on the roof to change the

in mind, Magnum has come up with asolution

booster tuning for each change in station fre-

both cosmetically and aesthetically pleasing.

quency. The next best thing would be to use

The new model 205 is the width and depth of

coaxial cable from the antenna to the booster,

atypical tuner, but half its height, allowing it
to serve as aplatform for atuner, giving amore

mize signal loss and noise induction.

professional look than the usual auxiliary
boxes and dangling cables. The design cosmetics dictate an oversized cabinet for the

keeping the run as short as possible to miniIncidentally, the best coaxial I've used is
RG-6, which has foil shielding instead of the
braided surround of common RG-59U, and

3-RF -stage booster circuit board and power

ldB less loss per 100 feet. I've also noticed

supply. However, the extra footroom does no
harm, allowing distant dress of input and out-

large differences in the transfer efficiency of

put leads; these can cause RF -feedback,
resulting in oscillation and noise if placed in

300-75 ohm transformers (most consist of 3
capacitors without any coil windings). The
Radio Shack outdoor 15-1140 ($2.79) is okay,

close proximity to each other.

but Ihave been able to get about 10% more

From left to right, the sleek, white-lettered-

signal with some indoor matching transform-

over-black front panel contains power on-off,
bypass-amplify switch, variable frequency

good; therefore, some experimentation is in

ers. No particular brand has been consistently

select, and gain control. Looks and feel are

order. Weatherproofing is needed for indoor

professional. In fact, the overall design would

types if used outdoors.

make an attractive tuner. The unit must be
powered even for bypass, which seems awaste

The added selectivity of 400-500IcHz of the
205 does much to dampen or eliminate in-

of afew watts. Antenna connectors are F-type,
the 205 is rack-mountable, and it carries afive-

alternate-channel selectivity. Unfortunately,

band or out-of-band interference and aids

year warranty.

adjacent-channel selectivity may be hindered

Specifications

because the booster passes twice the FRwindow of the US 200kHz spacing. Sliding the

The manufacturer claims -30 to +30dB control of RF signal level. The noise floor of the
205 is no more than 3-4dB, leaving an effective gain of 26-27dB. A method of cancelling
the already low noise floor is to use two
75-300 ohm transformers back-to-back at the
output, which will have about 4dB loss, leaving
pure signal. Bandwidth is about 400-500kHz,
slightly improved over the 600kHz of previous
units.

booster tuning to one side to attenuate one station may help in some instances, depending
on the unaided selectivity of the tuner used.
The 205 can also be used as avariable signal
attenuator to help stanchion apowerful local
that may be causing RF -overload and resulting
distortion.
Other factors determining the successful use
of the 205 are the RF -gain and RF-signal/noise.
Only slightly noisy stereo and dead-quiet

Performance

mono of stations previously heard in noisy

26dB of available gain is not apanacea for

mono resulted with the Onkyo T-4087 and
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the AR T-04, but negative results were noted

the other hand, the manufacturer is the only

with higher-gain tuners such as the Onkyo
T-9090 and Yamaha T-85.

business, and their series of boosters may be

Conclusion

the only means of obtaining less offensive
reception of desired station(s). Iestimate that

Ican give Magnum/Dynalab aclean bill of
health on the 205 except for two items (one

kid on the block in the tunable FM-booster

the models 95, 105, and 205 will give positive

brought to my attention by a Stereophile

results in only 30% of reception situations
because of the S/N contributions cited in the

reader). First, where are the fuses? Their omis-

above companion equipment. The 205,

sion seems an undesirable cost vs safety

however, seems to be the best of this Canadian

measure. The other problem, in my opinion,

manufacturer's crop, and it looks exquisite.

is excessive price. Some tuners cost less. On

CRAMOLIN, TWEEK, 8( SIGNET CONTACT
ENHANCERS /CLEANERS
George M. Graves II offers afew words on hi-fi housekeeping

,•••'

_de
Iadmit it: Ihate RCA connectors! Ihate those
horribly unreliable and irrational "pin-plugs"

Sumiko Tweek
Even the best, most expensive connectors
(aerospace stuff) share with the worst (RCAs)

(and jacks) that the audio industry has been

two characteristic faults: 1) the mating sur-

lumbered with since WWII. They are, as Iam
sure all of you know, unreliable because they

faces get dirty (and the contact resistance
goes up); and 2) when examined under a

get loose, the strain reliefs break, the contacts

microscope, it becomes apparent that, be-

are not gas-tight, allowing air to oxidize the

cause of surface irregularities in even the
most highly-polished metal, very little actual

conductors, etc. They are irrational because
in an audio system, connecting the "hot" side

metal-to-metal contact between the mating

of acable to acomponent before making the

surfaces is taking place (compared to overall

ground connection almost always results in a
loud, speaker-destroying hum (or worse, a

audio where any "diode effect" on connec-

humongous ultrasonic amplifier-frying oscillation). With the exception of expensive,

tors introduces audible distortion. ,With very
high-resolution systems, this situation becomes

carefully thought out designs from Tiffany
and WBT, the RCA plug, with its protruding

even more problematical, due to the fact

"hot" pin, does just that stupid thing! Unfortunately, we are stuck with them—apart from
the Europeans who wisely came up with the
DIN plug (also not without its problems, but
that's another story)—so we might as well
learn how to get the most from these cantankerous troublemakers.
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mating surface area). Both are no-nos in

that the diode effect can effectively cancel out
the advantages of the high-cost, first-rate interconnects which are likely to be used there.
1Diode effect is aphenomenon which occurs when connections are less than optimum. Dirt, or an oxide film on one or
both of the conductors, causes the mating interface to have
aresistance to current flow which is higher in one direction
of flow than it is in the other. This is the main characteristic
of adiode.
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Clearly, some form of maintenance is required

(one for old contacts and one for new), lint-

here.
There are many products on the market

free applicators, and instructions, is available

which address these problems, and most are

Sound Lab, PO Box 243, Peterborough, NH

successful to agreater or lesser extent. The

03458.

for $20 plus shipping from Old Colony

question here is: How to use them to their best
advantage? Ishall discuss three such products, then amethodology for using them.

Tweek

Signet Contact Cleaner and
Restorer (SK302)
Signeta sells akit, called the SK302, for doing

I'm sure that there aren't three audiophiles in

both of the above. The phial of liquid sup-

the country who haven't at least heard of this

plied contains both acleaner and acontact

product from Dayton-Wright, which is marketed by Sumiko.? What it is is a contact

enhancer in one solution. In my opinion,

enhancer. "Rveek is applied to both parts of the

products, it neither cleans as well as Cramolin,

formed after exhaustive tests of all of these

connector and, when the mating surfaces are

nor enhances as well as Tweek. What it does

clean, this fluid—paradoxically, an insulator—

have going for it is the cleverest set of clean-

flows into all of the irregularities between the

ing "tools" Ihave ever seen, literally worth

two metal surfaces. Essentially, by keeping all
contaminants and air away from the freshly

the price of admission. When you buy this
kit, you get aphial of the aforementioned

made metal-metal contacts, it makes the con-

liquid, aplastic wrapper with "Q-tips," and a

nector disappear! Over time, the fluid appears to become slightly conductive, thus

small plastic zip-locked bag containing the
cleaning tools. All of these tools are made of

enhancing the contact further. Tweek's con-

a porous, white, slightly rough-to-the-feel

tribution can easily be heard. Ihave never
seen an instance where it didn't audibly (and
with avideo system, visibly) improve things.

plastic, and there are two of each. Four are
just round dowel-like pieces of different
diameters, for cleaning banana jacks and the

Cramolin

That's right, here are two plastic RCA plugs,

As great aproduct as Tweek is, it can do little

complete with along center pin. The back of

for dirty or corroded contacts. In order to
enhance aconnection, there must be max-

the tool is afemale RCA connector.
To use this device you put the fluid on the

imum clean-metal contact area to begin with.

tool and insert it into a female RCA jack.

like. The other two look like RCA plugs!

Using an abrasive such as garnet paper may

Rotating the tool rubs the slightly rough sur-

make aplug shiny again, but it also roughs it

faces of the tool against all of the mating sur-

up, thus limiting the contact area between two

face of the jack: the barrel, the pin, the

mating surfaces. A cleaner is needed here, and
there is none better than Cramolin R-5. This
stuff is manufactured by Caig Laboratories in

works. To clean a male RCA, you coat the
other end of the tool with the cleaning liquid
and insert the plug. Again, turning the tool

Escondido, CA, and is used widely in the com-

cleans both tip and barrel. Iwish Icould tell

puter field and in aerospace and military elec-

you that Signet offers these tools separately,
but alas Ican't. To get them, you'll have to

tronics. It is acleaner, alubricator, and an antioxidant. It will remove all types of dirt and
corroded crud from any metal surface.
Cramolin R-5 might be difficult to find; most

buy the SK302 cleaning kit for about $15.
Keep the tools, throw out the liquid (or keep
it for cleaning the TV tuner).

hi-fi shops have never even heard of it. Ifound
mine in astore which wholesales spare parts

How to use this stuff

to the TV-repair industry. Cramolin R-5 comes
in a6oz. spray can with along plastic nozzle
and retails for less than ten bucks. A complete

If you're starting from scratch here, set aside
aSaturday. You will have to do all of your
connections.

kit, containing two different Cramolin fluids

First, start with the preamp. Set the unit,

2 Sumiko, PO Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705. ICI: (415)
843-4500

3Signet, 4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, OH 44224. 1I (216)
688-9400
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complete with all of its cables (phono tuner,

much is actually detrimental. Next, re-mate the

amplifier, tape deck, CD, etc.) on atable in

connectors as they were originally, being

front of you. Starting at one end, remove a

careful not to swap right for left accidentally.

pair (right and left). Taking the RCA tool from
the Signet kit, spray a tiny amount of

Rotate each male plug in its socket several
times to work the two coatings of Tweek

Cramolin on the tip and inside barrel of the
male end of the tool. (If the terms male and

together. If the plug is loose, disconnect it and
bend the barrel ears in slightly with apair of

female as applied to connectors are unfamiliar

needle-nosed pliers and remate. Then go on

or confusing, put your mind in the gutter and

to the next pair of interconnects, doing each

you'll figure it out!). Now, rotate the tool back
and forth several times and withdraw it.

the same way as the first. Finish with the

Notice the dirt (the mating surfaces of the
pristine white tool are now tinged with grey).

speaker connectors. You'll have to improvise
here, because there are so many ways to connect speakers.

Repeat this with the other jack and then clean

After completing your entire system in this

each male plug using the female end of the

manner, remember arule of thumb: ReFweek

tool in the same manner. Remember, use very
little Cramolin. Too much will gum up the

aconnection every time you break it, and go
through the entire clean/enhance routine at

works.
After cleaning the male and female connec-

still).

least once ayear (every six months is better

tors of this first pair, you then use the brush

Now sit back and take alisten. Iguarantee

in the Tweek bottle to coat the male and

that your system will sound better than you

female mating surfaces. Again, use the liquid

have ever heard it before.

sparingly. Not only is it expensive. hut too

FOLLOW-UP
Kindel P100 II loudspeaker

still sounded alittle "small" in alarge listen-

Since my review of the Kindel P100 Mk.II

ing space. Idid try the P100s briefly in aroom

loudspeaker appeared in Val° No.4, the

about one third the size of my main room, and

manufacturer has made two significant
modifications to the design: the dust cap on

found them to be better suited to this smaller
space. The bass was abit firmer, the sound-

the cone tweeter has been changed, and the

stage "larger," and the balance less recessed

woofer now has greater excursion capability.

(though still far from forward-sounding).

Ilistened to apair of the revised loudspeakers

Since the Kindel P100 Mk.II is more likely

(unfortunately, the original review pair were

to be used in asmall space, 1feel it definitely

no longer to hand): the new tweeter did not
lead to any clearly obvious difference, but the

worth an audition if your listening room is less
than large.

woofer change has resulted in asignificant improvement. Iwas no longer able to bottom the

Snell C/i & A III

woofers at any reasonable level. The lowfrequency performance is now quite respect-

speaker (Val° No.2), Ihave had the oppor-

able for a speaker of this size and price
($325/pair West Coast, $345 East); it may not

Since my original review of the Snell C/i loudtunity to investigate its performance in the biamp mode and to compare it with the Snell A

be competition for state-of-the-art designs,

III in my own listening room. The results in

but it will be satisfying in the right environ-

both cases are, Ifeel, useful additions to the

ment.
In other respects, Ifound no reason to alter

previous report.

my original review conclusions. The overall balance of the revised P100s seemed even more

asubwoofer, bi-amping hasn't been very popular with audiophiles. Theoretically it should

laid-back than the original, and the speakers

provide acleaner bass response (the elimina-
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BI-Amping: Except for its application with
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tion of the passive crossover means there is

amping of the C/i's might be worthwhile. I

now no choke in series with the woofer), and
acleaner upper range (elimination of power-

wasn't able to try it myself, but the tube-amp

robbing bass from the high-frequency amplifier). But the benefits must be traded off against
increased expense, system complication, and
the addition of an electronic crossover network—a component that often has its own
electronic signature. Snell manufactures two
versions of their own electronic crossover—
one for the Type A Ill and another for the C/i.

fan could use atube amplifier to drive the high
end and asolid-state amp for the low end—
making optimum use of the strengths of each.
But if resources are limited, it's my opinion
that you'd be better off driving the C/i's with
the best single amplifier you can afford 2 instead of splitting your resources on two
(stereo) amps and an electronic crossover. At
the very least, if you're tempted to bi-amp,

For my bi-amp setup Ichose to drive the
high end of the C/i's with the Adcom GFA-555

start with the mono-amp setup and get your

and the low end with the Yamaha B2X. If two
Adcoms had been available Iwould have used

crossover and suitable amp. That way you can
determine for yourself if bi-amping of the C/i

them: in using dissimilar amplifiers, care must
be taken over consistent signal polarity and

The 'Type A III vs the Gib Beginning with

that your observations don't merely reflect the
characteristics of adifferent amplifier used for
one of the frequency ranges. To minimize this
possibility, Iused the Adcom for the full-range
auditions in comparing the bi-amp and the
mono-amp modes. ,The mono-amp auditions
were also done in abi-wire mode to minimize
the variables.
There is one significant limitation to biamping the C/i's: there is no way to bypass the
passive crossover choke in series with the
woofer. That may account for the fact that I
did not find the bass in the bi-amped mode to
be significantly different from the bass in the

friendly Snell dealer to loan you an electronic

makes sense in your particular installation.
the most mundane difference between these
systems, the A Ill is about 3dB more sensitive
than the C/i. The C/i really needs apowerful
amplifier to "open up": the A III is also at its
best with plenty of power, but can make do
with somewhat less.
Iauditioned both the A III and the C/i in the
bi-wire (not bi-amp) mode, using the Adcom
GFA-555 amplifier. The Type AIll was distinctly superior to the C/i in two areas: clarity and
definition from the bass through the midrange,
and dynamic range.
The A III did not, in my listening room at
least, appear to be deeper in bass than the C/i,

single-amped mode—at least not in ways that

but its bass reproduction was noticeably more

couldn't be explained by the change in woofer

open and defined. Detailing was also superior

amplifier. The bi-amped bass was abit more

to the C/i in the all-important midrange. The
A III had alively, dynamic quality, aprojection

robust (which you might expect), but also a
bit warmer and looser (which you wouldn't).
The subjective superiority of one mode over
the other was very much afunction of the
recording; the differences in any case weren't
dramatic.

through the upper midrange that the more
laid-back C/i could not duplicate. I'm not entirely sure this is atotal plus: the A III is forward-hall, the C/i mid-hall; on many recordings

The same might be said for my overall im-

Ipreferred the latter's perspective.
Imaging of the two systems is comparable.

pressions. On balance, Ifelt the Snell C/i in the
bi-amped mode was abit more detailed, but

C/i to that of the A III; the former appeared

with asmall loss in sweetness and soundstage
accuracy—depth was not as consistently well
rendered. Iwasn't at all put off by the losses—
the Snell crossover is as transparent as any I
have tried—but neither was Ioverly impressed
by the gains.
Ican conceive of one situation in which bi
Ih was during the early bi-amp auditions that Icame to prefer
the performance of the well warmed-up Adcom to the B2X
in driving the C/is.
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But Ipreferred the overall soundstaging of the
superior in its reproduction of program depth.
Ialso consider the high end of the C/i to be
superior to that of the A III. In my environment, Iwasn't able to duplicate the high-end
'liminess" to which JGH objected in his review

2Ihad asimilar aperience with the Apogee Scintillas. Driving
them in bi-amped mode, using aKrell KSA-S0 and KSA-100,
while better than using just the KSA-S0 alone, proved less
good in terms of transparency and imaging than using asingle
biwired KSA -100
—JA
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(Vol.9 No.3), but the C/i did have aslightly
softer, sweeter high-frequency response, par-

brook" band were nicely resolved, with the

ticularly in the lower treble.

sopranos clearly soaring, as they should, above
the crowd.

While Ifelt the A III to be superior to the C/i
in anumber of important areas, Idid not find

Yet, the Beard's performance at the frequency extremes was still troublesome; all the more

it to be universally superior, and in many ways

irritating because of the fine standard it sets in

actually preferred the C/i. You may not feel the

the mids. lb be sure, the highs are cleaner and
smoother than with the Quads—but not clean

same way, but if you audition the A III you
should also give its little brother aserious
listen.

—TJN

Beard P-35 power amplifier

and transparent enough for a$1900 amp. Having kept the original sample, Iwas able to compare the old and new. The sound of both
samples—at least through the Dahlias—was

Shortly after Ifinished my listening tests of
the original sample for my review in Vol.10

essentially identical. That's not to say that with

No.5, Mark Siebert of Beard America called to

sounded better. It probably would have. But
with the Dahlias, the added Zobel network ap-

discuss my findings. He expressed surprise at

the Quads, the revised version would not have

the treble quality Iobtained with the Beard

parently is not needed and did not make any

driving my Quad ESLs, and assured me that

difference. Getting back to the quality of the

these results were not representative of the

treble, it's true that treble transients were

upper-octave performance possible with the

cleaner through the Dahlias, but brushed cym-

P-35. Iagreed to audition another sample.
Weeks passed, with no second sample in

bals still lacked delicacy. Brass sound still did

sight. Finally, at the June 1987 CES, Iwas in-

too polite or soft, and the extreme treble was

formed by Beard that very likely the HF problems Iencountered with the Quads were

of treble performance might sit well with a

caused by output-stage instability or oscilla-

not have the requisite amount of bite, being
still noticeably closed-in and grainy. This sort

ture of the load. To solve the problem, the

cheap and gaudy dome tweeteg but that is not
the kind of tweeter the P-35 is likely to be used
with. To settle the matter, Idecided to enlist

p-35 had been revised, aZobel network being

my spouse Lesley's help, or at least Lesley's

tion brought about by the highly reactive na-

added to the output stage to improve its stabil-

voice via PCM-F1 master tapes. With both

ity into reactive loads. A sample (SN 8687) of

amplifier samples, it was obvious that the tim-

the revised amp was shipped after the show,
too late for me to revise my findings in Vol.10

bre of Lesley's voice was being altered through
the upper octaves, there being added grain and

No.5.

grundge, and an opaque, closed-in quality

All of the listening tests this time around
were performed with the Dahlia-Debra
speakers. My Quads are temporarily out of

about the upper registers. In my opinion, this
is no better than Class C/D performance.

service—I zapped the tweeter panel in one

Then there's the bass. The performance of
both samples was identical, and no better

channel with a DC-coupled 150W amp
(whose identity Iwill not reveal at the mo-

than what Irecall of the original sample on
the Quads. Somewhat underdamped and

ment).
The excellence of the mids was still very

anemic pretty much sums up the Beard's

much in evidence on both analog and digital

Although unable to verify whether the revised version performs any better into acapacitive load, I did find that with a typical

program material. Midrange transparency and
recovery of low-level detail impressed me,

reproduction of bass lines.

then and now, as deserving of aClass B appellation. Its capabilities in the area of sound-

speaker load, the P-35 is still an uneven per-

staging remained undiminished. For example,

rating in the treble. On an average basis, the

on the Opus 3"Test Record 1" CD, the soundstage was portrayed with excellent width and

quality of the midrange pulls the amp into
Class C. In retrospect, however, does a$1900

depth. Instrumental spaces within the sound-

amplifier belong in Class C, populated as it is

former: Class D bass, Class Bmids, and aC/D

stage were resolved with good focus. In-

with

dividual voices in the chorus on the "Inns-

amps?
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so

many

decent

$1000-and-under
—DO
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By proclamation
of the audiophiles
of Los Angeles:

"Optimal Enchantment had the
BEST SOUND at the
Stereophile HiFi Show"

T

hank you Los Angeles. We are honored that
you appreciated our efforts to give you accurate audio at the recent hi-fi show in Santa
Monica. A surprising number (over four to one)
preferred our sound to that of the next best local
dealer. Our exhibit room was fairly congested,
but Ibelieve that we managed togive you apretty
good demonstration of the quality of music that
our audio systems produce.
Any craftsman is only as good as his tools, so I
also want to thank the manufacturers that support Optimal Enchantment with the highest
quality audio equipment: Audio Research, Adcom, Alphason, Audible Illusions, Audioquest,
Carnegie, Eminent Technology, Koetsu, MartinLogan, Meitner, Nitty
Gritty,
, Oracle, PSE, Revox,
Rotel, SME, Sonographe, SOTA, Spica, Superphon, and Vandersteen. Without these companies, audio would still be in the dark ages.
When you come by, you will see that we always
try to give the best possible presentation of our
equipment -not just at hi-fi shows. We operate
by appointment (213/393-4434) so that you can
hear exactly the equipment you want to hear and
so that you will always have our full attention.

Optunal
entliantment

And we allow you to make up your own mind on
which equipment is best.
You will notice that Optimal Enchantment has
no switching system -all the connections between equipment are "hard-wired". This makes it
possible to listen through the equipment exactly
like you would at home and to hear even the
minutest of differences between components.
When you decide what it is that you want to purchase, you will be able to take it home with you
immediately because we stock everthing we sell.
And you will be glad to know that we expertly install and deliver at no additional charge (in LA) set-up is especially important with turntables. If
you ever need service on your equipment, our inhouse facility is staffed by two of the best technicians in Southern California. We service all high
performance audio equipment, whether we sell
it or not. Finally, we only carry the finest audio
equipment. Whatever you buy from Optimal
Enchantment has been selected by me personally as being the best in its class.
Ihope that you'll have an opportunity to visit us
soon.
Sincerely,

e

6v-'
1
W

P.S. It may interest you to know that Audio Research has just declared Optimal Enchantment
to be their best dealer for the second straight
year.

etee*44-#“11.144;49-1,-N
J. Gordon Holt et al solve your hi-fi problems

e

Beware little amps!

designer, however, the coil assembly will be

Editor:

in astate of thermal equilibrium, waste heat

Ihave read in hi-fi magazines that under-

being conducted away as fast as it is induced.

powered amplifiers blow up loudspeakers.

Although the temperature will often be

Surely this was a misprint—the larger the

high—up to 200°Cfor the coil, perhaps, and

amplifier, the more chance it will over-stress

around .50-60°C for the chassis/magnet

the loudspeaker, correct?

assembly—no damage will be done.
Sidney Weisfeld

If the drive-unit 's capacity for conducting

Peoria, IL

heat away from the coil is exceeded, though,

The functional part of a loudspeaker consists

from a beat-resistant paper) will deform or

of a coil of copper or aluminum wire sus-

char; and ultimately the coil will melt. Long

the glues will melt, the coilformer (often made

pended in a magnetic field; pass a current

before this final stage is reached, however; the

through that coil and it will move If that cur-

sound will have become audibly degraded as

rent bas an alternating waveform (which is

the distorted coil rubs against the magnet

the case with music), whatever the coil is at-

pole-piece. Although it is possible to damage

tached to will vibrate, producing sound. The

drive-units mechanically, by causing the

beating effect of the current causes the coil's
temperature to rise, but as loudspeakers are,

overheating is the primary cause offailure.

voice-coil to "bang against the end-stops,"

in general, notoriously inefficient devices at

The user does have an ally in the form of

turning electrical power into acoustic—under

electrical theory: heating power is propor-

I% —most of the amplifier power is wasted

tional, not to the peak level of the signal, but

as surplus heat. As long as the signal level is

to the RMS (Root-Mean-Square) level. This is

within that intended by the drive-unit's

equal to the peak level only for asquarewave;

Stereophile
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refrontili‘. ing
ale Audio %%ill
be a refreshing surprise. It's a unique
labor of love hacked by the resources
of one of Southern California's major
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for other Waveforms it is lower For a sine-

odd-order barmonics-3, 5, 7, 9kHz—at or

wave, for example, the RMS level is almost

above the crossover frequency, fries the

half the peak, 1/root 2 in fact, andfor music

tweeter Small amplifiers, not big ones, destroy

because of its spiky nature, it is even lower

tweeters'

Thus high signal levels don't automatically
imply overheating of the coil. Unfortunately,

Hi -Fi Headache

however, another factor comes into play.

Editor:

Nearly all speakers use more than one

Every time Ilisten to my system for more than

drive-unit to cover the audio band. The HF

an hour Iget aheadache. What am Idoing

units are physically much smaller than those

wrong?

for low frequencies, and therefore have a

Reuben Gold

much lower thermal capacity and can handle

Phoenix, AZ

very much less power before overheating. It
is not uncommon for a tweeter to have a

There are several paisibilities.

power handling of around 5-10 watts, even

You might be playing incompatible record-

when used in asystem capable of coping with

ings. Early stereo recordings were made to be

over 100 watts. The reason the designer is

compatible with mono players, but most current stereo releases are not. Without the com-

able to get away with this apparent shortfall
in high-frequency power handling is again

patible mono, they will produce poor center

due to the nature of music signals. With the

fill on incompatible stereo systems, and this

exception of synthesizers, musical instruments

bas been experimentally proven to produce

and voices contain very little energy above

headaches in some laboratory rats. You may

2-3kHz, so less power is required in this

be one of them.
Check your loudspeaker wiring. Speaker

region for accurate reproduction. Under
normal conditions, the tweeter is not usually
called upon to handle high levels of power

cable wears out with use, due to the abrasive
action of all those high-current elearons flow-

and can be relatively fragile (ie, inexpen-

ing through it. (Digital sources are much more

sive, and, more to the point, light and easily

destructive to wires than analog sources,

accelerated).

because of the sharp-cornered binary Ones.)

If the music waveform departs from nor-

Eventually, the electrons wear through the

mality, however the tweeter can be fed highpower, high-frequency signals with the ex-

listening room, causing loss of detail, poor

pected result. The commonest way this hap-

soundstaging, and AIDS. Wire integrity can

thin conductors and start to escape into the

pens is when the speaker's proud owner uses

be checked with an electron counter; at least

an amplifier not quite large enough for his

80% of the electrons going into the wire at the

needs, and accordingly drives it into clipping

amplifier end of the cable should be coming

for perhaps a large percentage of the time. A
sinewave fully dipped is effectively asquare-

out of the speaker end. If not, replace your

wave, and as the latter bas an RMS level
root-2 times as high, it requires twice as much

redrawing.
Check your own wiring. Your ears may be

power to be reproduced. This will eat away

connected in reverse polarity; if they bear a

wires or return them to the factory for

at the tweeter's power-handling margin for

rarefaction when they expect to hear a com-

high-frequency signals, but, more seriously,
could destroy it with clipped low-frequency

pression, this is bound to cause a stress-

signals.

polarity will correct for this.

That may sound like aparadox, but consider aspeaker crossing over to the tweeter at

related beadarhP Reversing your loudspeaker
Take a Meek and phone me in the morning.

—JGH

a not-uncommon 3kHz, being fed 100 watts
of ¡kHz sinewave, none of which is being
handled by the tweeter Drive the amp fully

Test CDs

into clipping however and the speaker as
a whole is now passing 200 watts of ¡kHz

Could you recommend agood book on Com-

squarewave, half of which, consisting of

pact Disc and atest CD both for setting up
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Concert
Grand
Accuphase •Acoustat
Athena Audio •Audio Research
Boston Acoustics •Bryston
B&W •Cabasse •California
Audio Labs •Carnegie
Carver •Celestion •ConradJohnson •CWD •Duntech
Entec •Goldmund •Grado
Infinity. including IRS •Jadis •JVC
Kloss •Kyocera •Magnepan •Mark
Levinson •Meridian •MIT
M&K •Mod Squad •Monster
Cable •Motif •NAD •Nakamichi •New York Audio Labs •Oracle
Parasound •Proton •Pyramid •Quad •Rega •Revox •Rogers •Shure/
Ultra •SME •Sonographe •Sony •Sota •Spectral •Stax •Sumiko
Systemdek •Talisman •Tandberg •Velodyne •VPI •And other fine lines
plus alarge recommended repertory of CDs in our Lexington Avenue
store •We specialize in 220 volt equipment for export •Audition the
fabulous Crown Prince loudspeaker system from Duntech

Lyric

Hi FiCedeo

2005 Broadway
New York. NY 10023
212-769-4600

1221 Lexington Avenue
New York. NY 10028
212-535-5710

146 East Post Road
White Plains. NY 10601
914-949-7500

systems and for checking out the performance

Toeing-In

of CD players? Incidentally, Ihave been trying

Editor:

without success to contact Finial Technology

My question concerns the "toeing-in" of

to obtain details of their optical LP player.

loudspeakers. Is this only appropriate for some
kinds of loudspeakers and not others? Is it

Could you let me know their address?
Robert J. Cook
Chicago, IL

Finial Technology can be contacted at 707
East Evelyn Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
Tel: (408) 720-9800.
The best book on Compact Disc and digital
technology we can recommend is by Ken
Pohlmann, the writer for Audio and Digital
Audio magazines. See the review in this issue.
Companies marketing good test discs are
Denon and RCA (widely available retail). JA

dependent on room acoustics? Or neither? Or
both?
The manufacturer's polar patterns for my
KEF R104/2 speakers indicate that the full
range of sound lies on the reference axis. This
being the case, would it not be appropriate to
toe-in the speakers so that their axes face the
listening seat?
What effect does toeing-in have on the
various attributes of fidelity: imaging, soundstaging width and depth, the size of the listening "sweet spot," and so on?
Avron D. Gershen

produced a Test Disc for bis old magazine Hi -

No address supplied

Fi News & Record Review; this is still available from the HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO
Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, England. Tel:
011 44 234 741152. Philips offers professional
discs for testing players (contact them at NAP
Consumer Electronics Corp., PO Box 309,
Greeneville, TN 37744-0309), as does CBS
(their professional dise which includes signals
to test the low-level linearity of the DAC, is
available for around $40 from Old Colony
Sound Lab, PO Box 243, Peterborough, NH
03458).

The main purpose of aiming loudspeakers so
their axes converge on the listening seat—socalled "toeing-in" —is to broaden the width
of the seating area from which one can bear
a balanced stereo stage. It is consequently appropriate for any speaker system, in any
room, where parallel aiming causes a loss of
channel balance when one listens from off
center it is also, frequently, of value in tightening and stabilizing the center image when
listening from dead center
Obviously, if you rarely listen in the company of others, imaging should be optimized

Why no Television?

for the center "sweet spot." This is often best

Editor:
In Vol.10 No.1, John Atkinson mentioned that
he felt it important not to have atelevision in
the same room as his hi-fi system. Why?

accomplished by toeing the speakers in so as
to converge those segments of their polar patterns which produce the smoothest, widest-

Yazoo City, MS

range output. (In all cases, both speakers
must be toed-in by precisely the same angle.)

Ido not have a TV in my listening room

introduce severe cancellations unrelated to

because it is not agood idea to have any large

polar response some additional tweaking of

resonant and/or reflective structure between
or near the loudspeakers. With speakers hav-

toe-in angle may be necessary to optimize the

Patenotte's

Then, because phasing interference can often

imaging.

ing wide dispersion, the reflections of the

Remember that center imaging is also af-

sound from a TV positioned between the

fected by the distance between the loudspeakers

speakers will obscure the stereo imagery, and
its cabinet resonances will both add colora-

With most speakers, it is advisable to experiment with separation distance when they are

tions and affect the precision of imaging in

aimed parallel, before trying to tweak their

the frequency region where the resonance lies.

toe-in. With minimally miked recordings,

With asystem capable of very high resolution,

proper speaker separation will give afairly

this will negate a lot of the additional perfor-

even distribution of stereo images from left
to right across the stereo stage (Start with the

mance for which you've paid.

Stereophile, September 1987
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Accuphase / Athena Polyphasors / Bryston / Carnegie / Celestion I Cello
CWD / Dual /Duntech /Energy/ESM /Entec /Goldmund /Grado /Hafler
Jadis

/ Linn

Monster/Alpha

/ Luxman
/ NAD

Pioneer Pro Video

/ Magnepan
/ Nakamichi

/ Proton

/ Pro Ac

/ Mark Levinson
/ Nifty Gritty
/ Quad

/ Meridian

/ MIT

/ Panasonic Pro Video

/ Rego

/ SME

/ Sota

Spectral /Spica /Stax /Sumiko /Talisman /Thiel /Van Den Hul /Warfdale
To be on Our mailing list ...send us your name and address or $5.00 for aMark Levinson Catalog.

CHRISTOPHER HANSEN, LTD.
646 NORTH ROBERTSON BLVD •LOS ANGELES, CA 90069 •213-858-8112
Major Credit Cards Accepted. We Ship Anywhere...

speakers about as far apart as they are from

is, wires should consist of many small strands

the center listening seat.) Then experiment

rather than one or afew heavy ones (as in the

with toeing-in to optimize center imaging for
the listening position(s) you wish to provide.

LF line).
As you guessed, biwiring is of greatest

Practically all loudspeakers exhibit some

value when the speaker's woofer section bas

vertical-venetian-blind effect—a tendency for

a very low impedance within the audible

images to bop back and forth as you move
your head to either side of center (VVB is as

range, because the power and damping loss
can be minimized by the heavy cable without

much a result ofphase interference as ampli-

compromising HF performance. The only

tude differences.) The effect is most easily

disadvantage of biwiring is the slight addi-

heard when the signal source is a mono A +B

tional cost, usually far outweighed by the

pink-noise or white-noise hiss, as from an un-

ability to use cheaper cables that don't have

muted FM tuner set between stations. For

to be designed to handle a wide range of

center-seat listening, the name of the game

signal frequencies.

—JGH

when toeing-in is to minimize VVB for the
speakers you are using. For off-center listen-

It bas also been proposed, by Martin Colloms

ing, aim for the toe-in which gives the least

and Malcolm Hawksforci, that by returning

apparent change in spectral and channel

the ground connection for each leg of the

balance when you move off center If this is

crossover to the ground terminal of the

best achieved with the speakers' axes cross-

amplifier; biwiring minimizes interaction be-

ing somewhere in front of the center listening

tween the high-pass and low-pass signals.

seat, don't hesitate to use that setup, but bear

This appears to maximize transparency for

in mind that extreme HF response may be

agiven loudspeaker design.

—

JA

diminished when the speaker axes are aimed
more than about 15° to either side of a lis-

Spade -Lug adaptors

tener The ideal toe-in angle is that which best

Editor:

balances the imaging without compromising

In his review of the McIntosh MC 7270

overall frequency response any more than

amplifier in Vol.10 No.2, JGH mentioned that

necessary.

—JGH

the /
4 -inch terminal strips on its rear didn't
1
allow spade lugs to be used. Could he suggest

Biwiring

how to make up an adaptor?

Editor:

Will Dunnett

Would you please devote afew words to the

Tallahassee, FL

subject of loudspeaker biwiring? What are its
advantages? Disadvantages? Is it of more value
with low-impedance loudspeakers? Should

3- OR 4-SCREW SPEAKER TERMINAL
(MIDDLE ONES NOT USED)

one always use the same kind of wire for both
circuit lines? If not, which should get the better wire: the LF or HF leg?
Michael H. Prager

V4 . SPADE LUGS

HEAT-SHRINK
TUBING

No address supplied
The most important advantage of biwire
loudspeaker connection—running separate
full-range cables to the LF and HF sections—
is that it allows you to use the best kind of

Oversized (%-inch) spade lugs can be attached

wire for each signal path. The LF line should

to a 'A -inch barrier strip by means of asim-

be as heavy as is practical, to get as much of
the amplifier's damping factor as possible to

ple adaptor harness.
The harness is made up from a three- or

the woofers. Wire gauges of 10 and below are

four-pin screw terminal, two short (4-inch)

not overkill here. The HF line can be lighter

pieces of heavy gauge (#12) zip cord, and two

(12 or 14 gauge), and should be designed for

-inch spade lugs. Solder these together as

the best possible transmission of highs. That

shown, and if you need instructions about

Stereophile, September 1987
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TRACKING FORCE.
At Audio Studio were scrupulous in our pursuit of the
best values in high-end
hi-fi. Audiophiles ourselves,
we carefully analyze components before adding
them to our select inventory. Which means that we
can help you choose with
confidence from among the
best there is. And back that
choice with solid service.
ADCOM. AKG. AR.
ARISTON. ASC.
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS.
AUDIQUEST. BEYERDYNAMIC. B&K.
BEVERIDGE. CHAPMAN. DB SYSTEMS.
DUAL. ELECTRON
KINETICS. GRACE.
HAFLER. HARMONKARDON. KEE KLYNE.
MERLIN. MODSQUAD.
MONSTER CABLE.
MOREL. NAD. NITTY
GRITTY. ORTOFON.
PRECISION FIDELITY.
PROTON. QUAD.
REVOX. SME. SONY ES.
SPECTRUM. STAX.
STRAIGHT WIRE.
SUMIKO PRODUCTS.
SUPEX. SYSTEMDEK.
TALISMAN. THORENS.
VELODYNE. VPI.
Track us down. Call or
come in.
Audio Studio
414 Harvard Street
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111
303 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 267-1001

AUDIO STUDIO
Stereophile, September 1987

bow to use the harnesses, you shouldn't be let
loose with a screwdriver, let alone asolder-

fewer and fewer of the active irritations we
beard from the first three generations of

Japanese players, and their sound becomes
ing iron!
For added durability, you might add Y2 - more and more alike. Converging sound
quality is usually asure sign that components
inch lengths of shrink-fit tubing over the
soldered connections at both ends of the leads.

are approaching Ultimate putb—suggesting

For added convenience, you might also mark

that what we bear from these CD players is
probably quite close to what the original

one screw head and its corresponding wire
(right behind the spade lug) on each harness

master tapes sound like. Of course we are not

with bright red nail polish, to identify that cir-

required by moral or civil law to like the

cuit as the Hot (+)connector

sound of those master tapes, but if we truly

—JGH

believe that the objective ofperfectionist audio

Accuracy or music?
Editor:
There seems to be something wrong with
Stereopbile's assessment of CD players. If a
Compact Disc more closely approaches the
sound of master tapes, then surely it will be

is to reproduce the signal source as literally
as possible, then Ibelieve we must acknowledge the likelihood that the cream of the
Japanese CD players better qualify as perfectionist devices than do the apparently more
colored (if sometimes more pleasant-sound-

more enjoyable? The better CD players,

ing) players from the smaller; more laudio-

therefore, will be those that always produce

phile-oriented" firms.
For example, lam convinced that some of

the most enjoyable sound. How, then, can JGH
contrast "accuracy" with musical enjoyment,

the remarkable soundstaging characteristics

implying that the more accurate players con-

attributed to exotic CD players are the result

sistently produce aless enjoyable sound?
Marvin Katz

of nothing more than apparent frequency-

New York, NY

response aberrations. They don't, in fact,
have any such aberrations, but they sound as
if they da In particular Irefer to what sounds

There have been CD players through here
which have bad some very appealing sonic

like a withdrawn midrange. This makes
everything seem more distant, but also tends

qualities, but which Isuspect of being rather

to heighten the illusion offront-to-back depth

highly colored. Three that come to mind were

and to make the acoustics of the performing

the California Audio Tempest, the PS Audio
PS-1A, and the Meridian Pro- MCD. There

ball more apparent. That these are attractive
qualities is unarguable; that they are distor-

were things about the sound of each of these
that Iloved, but there were also compelling

have a rather odd situation where CD players

reasons why Iwas not prepared to declare
any one of them to be a state-of-the-art CD

curate (the top Japanese ones) are seen by

player These reasons had mainly to do with

perfectionists as being inferior to those ap-

the fact that each player bad aunique sound,
none resembling any other player Ibave

parently less so.
Humanity bas a long and colorful record

beard. For that reason, Ican state with ab-

of believing what we want to believe, rather

solute assurance that at least two of them
were "inaccurate" reproducers, leaving open
for the time being the question of whether or
not the third was equally inaccurate.
Now, contrast those players with the situation shaping up witb the high-end Japanese
players. As the Japanese incorporate into their

tions is, to me equally unarguable. Thus, we
which Iwould conjecture as being more ac-

than what reason and observation tell us to
be true; it is not surprising that we should do
the same thing with CD players. On the other
hand, Ifeel Ithere is every justification for
stating that the audiophile's professed desire
for accuracy and his frequent preference for
colored sound are inconsistent. In fact, at the

designs more and more of the features we

risk of incurring the wrath of many of our

now believe to be important for sonic quality

readers (and the raised eyebrows of the As J
and L), Iwill even dare to say that it is wrong!

(oversampling digital filtering DC-coupled
audio circuitry, improved power-supply integrity, and so on), their players manifest
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Even more wrongheaded, in my opinion, is
the average perfectionist's blithe assumption
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HIGH-END
AUDIO STORE
I
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BY SINGER
nd Barry ought to know. For years, he has haunted every high end
store in the New York area. Call it fanaticism. Call it adetermination to
seek out the very best—in equipment, in service and in attention to detail.
Most of our customes are just like Barry, perfectionists to the nth degree.
Yet the high praise we receive from each and every one is, to our way of
thinking, no cause for celebration. After all, when it comes to something
as important as having music in one's home, who would settle for
anything less than the best? Not us. Not Barry. Not the rest of our
customers.
So, although we appreciate the recognition, it doesn't move us all that
much. Because to the staff at Sound by Singer, Ltd. being the best is
simply business as usual.
Acoustat •Adcom •Alphason •Apogee •Audioquest •Audio Research •California
Audio Labs •Cambridge Audio •Carnegie •Creek Audio •CWD •Dual •Dynavector
•Grado •Grace •Harman Kardon Video •Heybrook •Hiphonic •Kiseki •Kloss Video
•Koetsu •Krell •Kyocera •Linn Sondek •Meitner •Mod Squad •Mondial Aragon
•Monster Cable •Museatex •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Unix •Oracle •Parsec
•Pioneer Video •ProAc •Proton •PS Audio •Quad •QED. •Randall Research •
Rega •ReVox •Robertson •Roksan Xerxes •SME IV &V•Snell Acoustics •Stax
•Surround Sound •Symdex •Talisman •Target •Terk •Vandersteen •Wharfedale

SOUND BY SINGER 165 East 33rd Street New York, NY 10016 •
212-683-0925

that the sound be bears from analog discs is

recording engineers would be in a decent

more "correct" than what be bears from the

position to evaluate the quality of various CD

best CD players. Anyone who tries different
phono cartridges from time to time knows

players, but they ain't talkin'—and probably
don't spend alot of time playing back CDs in

bow different they are in terms of spectral

any case.

distribution alone. With CD sound becoming

JGH does make agood point, however: it

more and more uniform from one player to

is possible to set up a system in which CDs

another; it becomes increasingly difficult to

sound, if not astonishingly musical, at least

support the view that any given phono car-

musical. He bas done so. What is really in-

tridge is the standard against which CD
should be judged, no matter bow musically
agreeable it may sound. It is quite easy to

teresting though, is that his LP reproduction
on this system, using a cartridge carefully
chosen to approximate the tonal balance of

assemble a system which makes CDs sound

CD, does not sound "quite poor" In fact, it

astonishingly musical, at which time your

sounds, as JGH will reluctantly admit from

favorite cartridge is likely to sound quite poor

time to time significantly better than even the

Yet, to me, that is the only sensible way to go

best of CD reproduction, particularly from the

these days, simply because the evidence sug-

‘bne-face" players. Even more interesting is

gests that it is more often the sound of the CD,

tbat in this listening room the best sound of

not the analog player; which most closely ap-

all, to my ear, comes from JGH's 20-year old

proaches "reference quality"

analog tapes made on a venerable, but not

—JGH

audiophile-tweaked, Revox A77.
JGH and Ihave been round and round on this
one only about 1000 times, but the simple fact
is that be bas no basis to make the argument

Order

Stereophile

he is making A comparison between deferent

Today

CD players compared directly to amaster tape
will give you an indication, but you won't
know what bas been indicated. Comparing

—LA

107111

—

le"

various renditions ofphono playback to their
master tapes does tell you how accurate the
phono playback is (up to apoint, because you
bave to ignore the degradations introduced
by mastering electronics, cutterhead resonances, vinyl differences, etc), because the
record is made from that tape playback. This
is not the case with digital. The master tape
machine could bave quite inferior playback
electronics, but it would bave no effect on
what went on the CD, since it goes on the CD
in digital form. Therefore, there actually is no
way to know what the digits on the master
tape are supposed to sound like. We can even
posit the hopeful situation that digital
playback will keep getting better and better
just as analog bas (though we realize that
there are limits to what improvements can be
made).
Even if master-tape playback were a
reliable standard, JGH bas no right to assert
that the lane-face" Japanese machines are
more accurate than the "many-faces" highend machines, because be has not done any
of these master-tape comparisons. I'm sure the
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KIMBER KABLETM
ACCLAIMED AS ALEADING CABLE PRODUCT
LINE. SEE OUR NEW LPC (LOW PROFILE
CABLE) WITH 100% TEFLON CONSTRUCTION SUITABLE FOR UNDER CARPET INSTALLATIONS. KC 1-INTERCONNECTS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE!! ASK YOUR KIMBER
KABLE DEALER.
Musical •Accurate 'Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable (but not too expensive)
4PR-S1.00/FT •4VS-S2.00/FT •4TC-$4.40/FT
8TC-S7.80 /FT •KC1-158.00/Meter Pair
8LPC-16.00/FT •116LPC-110.00/FT •4AG-S100.00/FT
8AG-S180.00/FT •KCAG-S350.00/ Meter Pair
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

KIMBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE •OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530
FAX(801) 627-6980
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An Analog Revolution

WELL TEMPERED TABLE •WELL TEMPERED
ARM •VAN DEN HULA MC-10
It's arevolution because there is now no need to spend $3000 to $15000 on an
analog playback system that clearly outperforms the best CD players. Celebrate
analog with a Well Tempered Table, Well Tempered Arm, and Van Den Hui'
MC-10 for less than $2200.
For alocal dealer call or write:
• Rt. 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553

Transparent Audio Marketing

STOP TUBE
DISTORTION

If you own tube equipment — head-amps, pre-amps, tuners
or CD players then you need AQ Sorbothane Tube Dampers.
They are the only product
of their kind and reduce
unwanted mechanical
hysteresis distortion.
absorbing qualities

i

oscillation, and
The unique energy
of the AQ Sorbothane
Tube Damper gives
your system a new
level of musicality
never heard before.

oudioquest
Products ',wen, your syseern to We'

629 Camino Mares #306

San Clemente, CA 92672

(714) 240-0604
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BUILDING ALIBRARY

The VcwghxrnWilliams
Landau Symphony

Christopher Breunig

ej

ust how subjective our conclusions
about music performance are was
brought home to me when Ibegan to

prepare this piece on Vaughan William's second symphony, A London Symphony (The
work was prompted by fellow composer
George Butterworth, to whom the final revised score was dedicated, after he was killed
in the futile trench fighting of the Great War.
Before that, a manuscript was sent to Fritz
Busch at Aachen, in 1914, and lost; the score
was reconstructed from parts, then cut and
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The IT-11 analog FM 'Miner
For a free, color brochure, call us at
MAGNUM

cuoloo

or

1-800-448-8490 Toll Free
1-716-873-9475 (Ni
Y"ete)

"The FM Specialists

255 Great Arrow Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14207

INTRODUCING

Ml •$398

CONTRABASS 12

SUBWMFER

Inert two-layer top cap
Large, aperiodic (heavily damped, low Q) vent
Nonresonant cylindrical cabinet (29" h • 16" dia)
— rigid plywood shell with lossy internal
mechanical damping using bass-trap technique
—

Free-flow acoustic damping

__.---Tensioned steel rods dissipate reaction energy
from driver
-Ultra-high performance Dynaudio 12-inch driver—
downward orientation reduces harmonic distortion

The painstaking design and unconventional
construction of the Contra Bass yield unmatched
overall realism, preserving the tonal definition
and dynamics of live performance. The quick,
light midbass is especially well suited to planar
and other demanding loudspeakers.

COGAN oHALL INSTRUMEnS (513)421-1055
T_)09 Young Street °Cincinnoh, Ohio 45210
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and revised by the composer, in 1918, 1920,
and 1933.)
The English conductors most closely associated with Vaughan Williams's music are Sir
Adrian Boult, who first performed the London

now took amore sombre view. "That's one
hell of afuneral march," he observed.
Although EMI, Decca, and RCA were recording, experimentally, in stereo in 1954-5, they
were beaten to the start in the UK by the small

in 1918 (he premiered Symphonies 3, 4, 6), Sir

group Pye. Barbirolli began aseries of record-

John Barbirolli (to whom 8was dedicated—he
also premiered the Sinfonia Antartica), and

for Pye in June '55 (Vaughan Williams 8, al-

Sir Malcolm Sargent (first performance of 9).
Sargent recorded very little; Boult and Barbirolli each made two recordings of the London: with the LPO, Decca 1951 and EMI '71,
and with the Halle, 1957 and '67. respectively.
The earlier, and more vital, Boult version is
long gone, while the older Halle recording,
curiously, has just reappeared or Compact
Disc in the UK. The other two recordings can
be had on LP, Barbirolli's happily remaining
in analog on EMI Eminence (EMX 41 2087 1),
Boules digitally remastered, to its disadvantage
Ithink, on EMI 29 0331 1. On CD the Boult,
with the Tallis Fantasia, is on CDC 747 2132.
Encouraged by the success of the Antartica,
conducted by Bernard Haitink, EMI has now
recorded him in the London—and that will be
interesting.
"I‘vo other "second-generation interpreters"
are Vernon Handley, given much encouragement in his formative years and now aconductor of real stature, and Andre Previn. Iwas
lucky enough to attend the sessions for the latter's later RPO London, coupled with arather
fine Lark Ascending, and assessed by George
Graves in Vol.10 No.4 (p.185). The sessions
were held in Croydon's Fairfield Hall, apostwar auditorium 20 minutes away from central
London often used as a"dress rehearsal" venue
for the City's under-prepared, under-financed
concert performances.
Telarc's Jack Renner found the sessions interrupted first by tinkling cups and saucers,
from the kitchens under the stage (!)—the
building also houses atheatre auditorium—
then by fan-noise, heard as spurious LF signal.
One could only admire Previn's good humor
and professionalism while these gremlins were
"ghost-busted."
Another visitor to Fairfield, critic Edward
Greenfield, talked of how he'd enjoyed RCA's
CD release of the early '70s LSO cycle Previn's
response was not exactly ecstatic: he'd changed
his way with the pieces, not least the London,
of whose finale, with its moving Epilogue, he
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ings with his Manchester orchestra, the Halle,
legedly with aMercury production team—
something to excite TAS1). He returned to the
EMI fold for aremake of Vaughan Williams 5
in May '62. Generally, the stereo imaging on
Pye was vague; the reproduction of first-desk
players was close and thin, and LP pressing
quality was notoriously poor.
But "Glorious John," as Vaughan Williams
dubbed him, was akey figure in my musical
upbringing, which at that time included the
new-music festivals at Cheltenham, in the
Cotswolds. The '58 concerts climaxed in aradiant account of the London, after which the
composer appeared on the platform. A large
figure in bulky tweeds and hearing-aid, he
seemed, if anything, bewildered by our acclaim. In acharacteristic speech, Sir John confided that at the morning rehearsals he had
said, "I wish Icould score like that now!" Did
he mean score, Isometimes wonder, or was he
referring to the actual musical material? For
some, the orchestration will seem rather opaque and heavy, the dynamic scale calling for
plenty of low-register winds, percussion with
side-drum, glockenspiel, jingles, cymbals, and
bass drum.
Therein lies my excuse for trying to coax
you away from the sumptuous Telarc (CD80138), with its massive power, almost unsociably wide dynamic range (all as GG has
said; in fact, this wasn't just the "classic" miking job—the hall was too difficult for that), and
toward the dated, almost subfusc '57 Halle production. The latter is certainly inferior in
execution to the RPO's, with some abrupt leftright separation, relatively narrow dynamics,
and tape hiss. But this PRT CD (PVCD 8375),
with its lack of liner notes and quite abysmal
artwork, is not only ahigh-quality remastered
disc, but enshrines a quintessentially Barbirollian reading that says so much more than
the new Previn.
You can hear this not just in detail, in the
contrasting ways these conductors present the
Westminster ("Big Ben") chimes, or etch in the
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ELECTROCOMPANIET

If music really matters
AUDIOPHILE NEWS BULLETIN #4: Let's talk about reliability. Let's be
candid about a problem that causes criticism of many high-end component
producers. That complaint holds that the cost of high-end equipment should
assure the customer of long term reliabilty. It should, but it sometimes does
not. ..1nd then there are those expensive shipping costs and long waits before
the repaired unit is returned. Electrocompaniet addressed those problems headon when it recently upgraded both the topology and quality control of its
products and began to introduce some new ones. Notable is the nee AW250
amplifier which can easily handle those "impossible to drive" full range ribbon
or electrostatic speakers. Proof of Electrocompaniet's total commitment to
reliability is their full FIVE YEAR WARRANTY covering parts and labor-a
guarantee virtually unparalleled in this industry. Not only that, but in the
unlikely event any of your EC units requires fast service, EC has factory authorized service stations, fully-stocked with replacement parts, conveniently
located near you.

1M

''''''

30 Snit's:flake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

• (215) 357-7858

SOLE U.S.A. & CA/V.4D.4 DISTRIBUTOR

What The Experts Say
ABOUT CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS CD PLAYERS
• gets closer to the spirit of the music:'
—John Atkinson
Stereopbile Vol.9, No 6, Sept. '86
•..widest stage curtain of any CD player, and
the richest ambience:'
—J. Peter Moncrieff
International Audio Review #43-45
•

"... three-dimensionality and bass veracity
is truly revelatory."
—Ken Kessler
Hi -Fi News & Record Review Jan. '87
'Clearly CD-acrurate and CD-transparent, while
maintaining awarmth and charm all its own.-Digital Audio Aug. '87

I
for ',In .lud I
o

California Audio Labs

7231 Garden Grove Blvd, Suite F Garden Grove, CA 92641

(714) 894-9747
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CONRAD JOHNSON
MOTIF -THE MOD SQUAD
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
SONOGRAPHE -SYNTHESIS
MERRILL -SPECTRUM
STRAIGHT WIRE
TIFFANY -LAST
Oltre l'high end
Presso:
HI-Fl CENTER
Saluzzo (CN) -Tel 0175/43633

TAXIVISION
Torino -Tel. 011/882185
THE ABSOLUTE SOUND

Melegnano (Ml) -Tel 02/9838171

MOFERT

cymbal part at the beginning of the allegro
risoluto (i), but in the characterization of the
scherzo (described by the composer as aNocturne), too bland by far in the Previn/Telarc.
Ihave to add that the superior London Symphony Orchestra produces finer, more atmospheric work in the opening Introduction
on Previn's old RCA disc, although there the
interpretation is more episodic, less consciously
"symphonic."
There you have, though still structured
"classically," amovement conjuring images of
street urchins at play, with imitations of accordion. In Barbirolli's later recording he had
become more expansive, but there was more
orchestral refinement: in, for example, the
quasi-fugal writing, the string attack is rougher

Udine -Tel 0432/294620 int. 41

on PRT. (Incidentally, the PRT is abargain-

RADIO RESETTI

priced CD in the UK and, uniquely, offers an

FABIO BULLO «AUDIO CONSEIL»

access point for the Epilogue.)
It is hardly surprising that Barbirolli excels

Trieste -Tel 040/392646

Chioggia (Ve) -Tel. 041/491991

UNCINI HI-Fl

Genova -Tel. 010/564021

AUDIO LYRIC

here: he used to delight in describing himself
as atrue Cockney, born in Southampton Row

Modena -Tel 059/390474

over abaker's shop, the son of Italian and

WALTER LANDINI HI-Fl

French parents.

Bologna -Tel 051/320218

DE PAOLA HI-Fl

Pisa -Tel. 050/41437

EDDY BIANCHI HI-Fl
Marina di Massa (MS) -Tel. 0585/245785

And what of Sir Adrian's London? Yes, Ihave
enormous respect for his two recordings; the
older Decca has ascherzo that fizzes along,
with brilliant wind voicing, triangle touched

LUCHI & BAMBAGIOTTI
Arezzo -Tel 0575/22665

in to perfection, the whole nicely suggestive

STERO CENTER

of the music's darker undercurrents. Later on,

Perugia -Tel 075/74741

PELLEGRINI

Marzocca (AN) •Tel. 071/69036-698000

HI-Fl DI PRINZIO

Chief, Scab

-Tel. 0871/53198

ARS NOVA

though, he came to sound as if "presiding"
over the score. The later scherzo is clear, accurate, responsible, but lacks the "demon." I
don't think the London is meant to be this

Roma -06/5201118

coolly detached, though one understands

BOUTIQUE HI-Fl

Boult's abhorrence of wallowing.

Roma -06/837866

AUDIO TIME

Caserta -Tel 0823/444153

DIAPASON

Monopoli (Ba) -Tel 080/743735

AUDIO FIDELYTY CENTER
Reggio Calabria -Tel. 0965/99093

The EMI recording comes from atechnically
very fine cycle, but,-digitized, has lost the feeling for spatial layout, and fidelity to timbres.
Nor has the nasty little edit which comes at the
end of the horn passage in (ii), just before the
magical, quiet, throbbing figures for strings
lead to viola solo with woodwind dialogue,
jingles suggesting the old Hansom horsedrawn cab, been disguised.
Even so, there is some magnificent playing

PEA. alta-fedeltà
Via V. Veneto, 15 -Tel. 0586/652368
56040 CASALE MARITTIMO
(PISA) ITALIA
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at the brassy climax to (iv), stilled by the return
of the Big Ben (harp) and the murky waters of
the Thames. But the old Halle version renders
still more detail, and reflects the greater
commitment.
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The new Classé Audio
DR-3-VHC
is aVery High Current
version of the DR-3.
Offering increased power with
twice the RMS current, it is
ideal for driving the most
difficult loads, including
bridged operation into one ohm.

New address:

Classé Audio Inc.
9414 Cote de Liesse Rd.
Lachine, Quebec H8T 1A1
Tel.: (514) 636-6384

JECKLIN
New cleaá #cah

kezu dift£.9

aitigpeahlecçfieffe

For more information contact

may audio marketing ltd

JJ FLOAT Model I
JJ FLOAT Model II
JJ FLOAT ELECTROSTAT

I

P 0 Box 1048. Champlain, N.Y. 12919
Tel (514) 651-5707
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BOOK REVIEWS
The New Sound of Stereo by Ivan Berger

understanding. Otherwise, it's an excellent

and Hans Fantel.

primer, both for the beginning audiophile and

265 pages, hardcover $12.95. Published
by New American Library, 1633 Broad-

for the practicing aficionado who needs to fill
some holes in the fabric of his audio knowl-

way, New York, NY 10019.

edge.

Ho-hum. Another book about hi-fi, right?
about high end we've all been waiting for, it's

Principles of Digital Audio by Ken
Pohlmann.
285 pages, softcover $19.95. Published

the newest and best about mainstream audio

by Howard W. Sams, 4300 W 62nd St.,

to date, and does at times acknowledge the

Indianapolis, IN 46268.

Well, yes, but while this still isn't the book

—JGH

existence of ahigher end.
Ivan Berger is technical editor of Audio

Ken Pohlman is best known in the audiophile

magazine, and one of the few people in main-

fraternity as the author of the digital audio
column in Audio, and as afrequent CD-player

stream audio who listen. Hans Fantel, audio
and video columnist for The New York Times,
is arecognized mainstream tin-ear who ingratiated himself with the high-end fraternity

reviewer for Digital Audio magazine. Professionally, he is an associate professor and Director of the Music Engineering Department at

afew years ago by declaring, for the edifica-

the University of Miami, Florida. He is also,

tion of millions of Times readers, that there

possibly, the most knowledgeable writer on

was no justification for ever paying more than

the subject of digital audio in the US.
Principles of Digital Audio covers the field

$1000 for apair of loudspeakers. It's hard to
tell who wrote what parts of this coauthored

thoroughly and in considerable depth, omit-

book, but the result is asurprisingly good

ting nothing even remotely pertinent to digital

balance of solid technical information, clarity,

audio recording and reproduction. The index

and readability.
Published in 1986, the book is as up-to-

is unusually complete and useful, and is sensibly organized in asemi-chronological man-

date as it could possibly be, excepting any

ner, following the course of an audio signal

mention of the new digital audio tape format

from the air through the digital mill and back

(which, as Iwrite this, has yet to be introduced
to the US, and may not be if Congress con-

stern as atextbook, or—thanks to the com-

tinues to press for a Copycode bill—see
Vol.10 No.5). 1did not find asingle factual

to the air. The book can be read from stem to
plete Index and Table of Contents—used
easily as areference source.

error in the whole book, nor did Ifind many

The writing, however, is amazingly variable

expressions of opinion with which Icould

in quality. Some of the explanations are in-

disagree. The authors recognize the existence
of high-end audio and its sometimes extremist

spired in their lucidity; others are so con-

views, and often cite them as an alternative

incomprehensible. The problem in many
cases is the author's assumption that readers

outlook. For instance, there is mention, without comment, of the fact that some critics of
CD believe it to be inherently flawed by inad-

voluted as to be almost (but not usually totally)

are as familiar as he with advanced mathematics. A simple "See Figure 1" will, for example,

equate standards of sampling rate and digital

refer the reader to astaggeringly complex full-

word length.

page electrical matrix, for which no expla-

The book's only lack is at the ends of the
knowledge spectrum: there is nothing about

nation is offered. It is usually possible, with
some perseverance, to figure out what is go-

basic physics or electronics, and no one topic

ing on, but afew words of clarification here

is treated with the depth necessary for full

and there would make the going alot easier.
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Nifty Gritty introduces a record cleaner
that saves time and money ...
and records

T1

ime is money; money is mo ne y. Th e

new

Mi ni-P ro

from Nitty Gritty saves both. It

simultaneously wets, scrubs and vacuums both sides of arecord in 30 seconds. A
saving of 45 seconds per record over record cleaners that wash only one side at atime.
The Mini-Pro is priced at $599. The only other record cleaner in the world that simultaneously cleans both sides is the Nitty Gritty PRO 3
at $819. The Mini-Pro offers comparable performance
and convenience at asavings of $220.
Like all the Nitty Grittys, the Mini-Pro
saves records. It will clean away every
microscopic bit of dust and finger
grease while completely neutralizing any static charge. Perfectly
cleaning and perfectly preparing
records for play.
Have you ever listened to a
clean record? Records cleaned by
the Mini-Pro (or any Nitty Gritty)
sound more like live music. They have extended high frequency response,
improved imaging, more acoustical space, and less noise. "Any record in one's
collection, old or new, audiophile or not, will benefit greatly with a(Nitty Gritty) cleaning."
James Jarvis -The Sensible Sound. Eight models in all, starting at $249.
Nitty Gritty. 4650 Arrow Highway #F4, Montclair, CA 91763,

(714) 625-5525

LINE DRIVE
YOU •
Mel

MOO •
Min •

MAIM

e

ige

1141. •
/0. •

Less Signal Processing = More Natural Music
LINE DRIVE—a system control center designed specifically for your line level
components: CD players, tape decks, tuners, VCR audio.
LINE DRIVE—the flexibility of a preamplifier without the inherent colorations. Compare it with the best preamplifier you can find and be thrilled with
how clean and accurate the Line Drive sounds.
Available from Mod Squad Dealers everywhere. Or direct from The Mod
Squad, Dept. S, 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia,
CA 92024, (619) 436-7666. For acomplete catalog
send S2 (refundable with order). Ask about our

Titociet_datt
—rele—;

2-week money-back guarantee.
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priate punctuation frequently make it neces-

Video, Complete Guide to Car Audio) that he
can now consider turning to more abstruse

sary to go back and reread asentence several
times before you can figure out what it is try-

subjects, such as this one.
Electronic Connections is unique: abook

ing to say. The chapters on error correction

devoted entirely to hooking things up. Starting

will be particularly hard going for the average

with adiscussion of different kinds of wire and
plugs and their applications, including asec-

In other cases, awkward syntax and inappro-

audiophile, but the principles are spelled out
clearly enough to provide aconceptual grasp
of the subject, which is really all that anyone
not actually into digital design will need to
have.
The fact that the book is not consistently
well-written or edited, however, pales before

tion on making your own interconnects, it
then takes up component hookups of increasing complexity, from AC outlets to complete
audio/video systems.
This is agoldmine of information for the
person who installs audio, video, and car hi-fi

the monumental feat of writing such athorough text on such acomplex subject. Ihope
all the copies of this sell out, so Ken can con-

equipment for himself or for others, but the

sider writing arevised edition.
If you will ever want or need to know any-

section on audio interconnects, for instance,

thing or everything about modern digital

our field, and reads like something Julian

audio recording, this is the book to have.

Hirsch might have written. The only things

—JGH

book has little to offer the serious audiophile
beyond the basics of system hookup. The
shows that the author has not kept abreast of

deemed important are DC resistance and
whether or not the wire flexes easily.

IC Op-Amp Applications by

This is auseful book for the beginner and

Walter G. Jung.
225 pages, softcover $17.95. Published

the casual dabbler in home electronics, but at

by Howard W. Sams, 4300 W 62nd St.,

advanced audiophile.

Audio

$24.95, it is of very questionable value to the
—JGH

Indianapolis, IN 46268.
Walt Jung, familiar to many from his informed
writing in The Audio Amateur, is that ideal
audio person: the engineer who listens. Now
in its third edition, his book will be found immensely useful by any audiophile interested in
the practical implementation of audio circuits
using op-amps. New material covers servo

America's oldest and largest
subjective-review audio magazine.

control of low- frequency response, the use

Subscription rates: $35 (U.S. and

of such high-performance chips as the Analog

Canada), $75 (foreign). To Subscribe:

Devices AD711, PMI OP-27, and Burr-Brown
OPA606 (introduced since the publication of
the second edition), and, most interestingly, a
chapter on the design of CD-player output circuitry. Highly recommended.
Electronic

Connections

—JA
by

Martin

Clifford.
429 pages, hardcover $24.95. Published

remit all funds in U.S. dollars to
Stereophile, P.O. Box 364, Mount
Morris, IL 61054, or call toll-free to
charge subscription to your credit
card: 800-435-0715.
Name

Address

by Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
NJ 07632.

City

Martin Clifford is one of the most prolific

MC/Visa card number

State

lip

home-electronics authors in the US, having
turned out enough general titles (Complete

Expiration date

Guide to Satellite TV, Complete Guide to
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SIEFERT RESEARCH

"...The Most Successful Design of All"
MAXIM III—J. GORDON HOLT STEREOPHILE —JULY, 1985

VOL. 8, NO. 3

Mr. Holt elaborates: "Of all the speakers in this price class that Ihave heard, Iwould say that
Siefert's Maxim is probably the most successful design of all... The system is beautifully balanced
and almost perfectly neutral the low end from these is lust amazing!.. gives asolidarity and foundation one does not expect to hear...They have the most accurate middle range Ihave heard from
any speaker it has one of the best extreme-top ranges Ihave heard from adynamic system...the
imaging and soundstage presentation from these are excellent...They do not sound
small Recommended,"

IHave Heard No Other Loudspeaker That Is Obviously Superior Above 5k Hz"
MAXIM IIID —TOM NORTON STER EOPHILE —JUNE, 1987

VOL. 10, NO. 4

Mr. Norton reports: "...I was not at all surprised to find that the
small Maxim IIID produced an excellent soundstage...The bass of
the IIID was surprising for asmall loudspeaker. My rather rudimentary measurements indicated that the latest IIID has avery smooth
frequency response...The IIID is an excellent speaker for its size and
price, it is avery good one by any measure: .
Both the Maxim Ill and 1110 feature a40-Hz resonance unmatched
anywhere for a2-way front-ported system only 13"H x11"D x9"W.
Hardwood oak cabinet is finished in black lacquer or almond tone.
Send for reprints of both Stereophile reviews, complete specs for the
Maxims and the new Magnum Ill. 3-way system, plus where-to-buy.
Prices from $499/pr
1987 Siefert Research

SIEFERT RESERREH INC.
31212S Ballard Road— Malibu CA 90265 (213) 457-4239

DEALERS' INQUIRE ABOUT THE NEW SIEFERT RESEARCH EXCLUSIVE DEALER PROGRAM

The Best Deserves the Best
It should come as no surprise that these
two thoroughbreds work so well together.
When we saw SME's remarkable achievement of rigidity, non-resonance and
neutrality, we set about creating a phono
cartridge designed to the same parameters.
Separately, each is recognized as the
state-of-the-art in its genre. And, of course,
the SME V will bring out the best in
whichever phono cartridge you decide to
use, just as the Virtuoso will perform
superbly in other tonearms.
Together they are the single most faithful
instrument for reproducing recorded
music. Once you've listened to this combination, we think you'll agree. Call us at
(415) 843-4500 and we'll rush literature to
you and give the name of an audio specialist
who can demonstrate our best playing your
best.

^mike
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Talisman Virtuoso DTi
... The best high output MC on the
market and one of the best cartridges
available regardless of type or price."
—Stereophile Magazine Vol 0, ct

SME Series V
"The Best Tonearm in the World."
P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705
415-843-4500
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Souther tonearm

Lifter," etc. Any help with this most difficult

Editor:
Talk about coincidence! In the latest Stereo-

problem will be appreciated greatly. We have
established arather modest price of SiS0 for

pbile recommended components listing for
our Triquartz tonearm (Vol.10 No.3), there is

this accessory.

anote by JA that our spindle locator could

Souther Engineering Corporation, Canton, MA

". ..
introduce an arbitrary degree of rumble."
We had investigated this potential problem

Marantz ST551 tuner

of induced noise during the original design
period. After much testing we finally concluded that, when using aDekin or Teflon in-

Lou Souther

Editor:
Thank you for the kind review of our ST551
tuner. We are pleased that you found our rated

only occur when the spindle was rough and/

specifications to be conservative and that the
unit actually measured much better than spec.

or eccentric.
Having no control over turntable manufacturers, we could only attempt to correct the
spindle by polishing. To this end we have in-

This represents the conservative design phiproducts.
When designing the ST551, we gave our at-

cluded aspindle-polishing kit with all Southers

tention to those circuit characteristics which
have the greatest influence on sonic quality.

sert for the spindle locator, the problem could

for about three years. Spindles with gross surface defects or major eccentricities could, of
course, not be corrected by surface polishing,

losophy we follow when developing Marantz

A product designed to be affordable cannot be
optimized for every aspect of its performance,

and we contacted turntable manufacturers so
that they might address this problem from

so we concentrated on those elements that are
most significant to the majority of our cus-

their end. (In all fairness, the condition of the
spindle will be an issue only with our tonearm.

tomers. Therefore, the ST551 shines in the

We thank those manufacturers who have kindly

where signals are strong and close together.
We believe that the AM section of your sample was not misaligned. All alignment pro-

addressed our unique problem in their turntable production.)
Now the coincidence. We were just in the

crowded airwaves of the urban environment

process of announcing to our dealers the final

cedures involve trade-offs among the various
parameters. We fear that the realignment you

solution to this potential problem at almost the

describe may result in an unacceptable dete-

exact moment the Stereopbile listing was
published!

rioration of the signal-to-noise ratio.
Your readers should also be aware that the

During one European show, our Swiss distributor, Reza Oskoui, showed us away we

availability of the ST551 may become limited.
Marantz Company has recently changed ownership, and the new management has astrong

might move the spindle locator up off the
spindle, after the initial set-up adjustment.

commitment to increasing the overall quality

Back at the lab, we set about improving upon

of the Marantz product line. Therefore, all of

this concept. Now we offer an accessory
which is compatible with any vintage Souther
SLA to eliminate the potential for spindle-

our products are being re-evaluated, and some

generated rumble. Once this simple, 15-minute
installation is complete, the spindle locator can
be unscrewed up off the spindle, thus eliminating all contact.
We haven't come up with a"suitable" name
for this new accessory. Current candidates are
"Souther Supporter," "Reza Riser," "Lou's
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may be replaced with improved models.
Verle Rader
Marantz Company, Inc., Chatsworth, CA

Magnum Dynalab 205
Editor:
Most will agree that it is agood day when a
magazine of Stereophile's stature feels that your
product is worthy of public interest by making
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SOTA Finishes Analog
Is analog truly finished? In fact, SOTA is finishing analog by showing how extraordinary
it can be. With our latest Series Ill STARs and
Sapphires. SOTA finally offers -the world's
first complete turntables."
Whatever the room, placement, tone arm,
power supply, or record condition, SOTA's
turntables resolve the major "unknowns"
facing every system. "More neutral on more
records than any other turntable at any
price -is how Tony Cordesman of Audio and
Stereophile describes his reference SOTA
STAR.
New Series III Advances
Further, transform any SOTA into the "world's
most neutral turntable" with vacuum clamping and these Series Ill advances:
•Added mass-with new hard-mounted motor
assembly, larger platter bearing block, and
aluminum arm board.
•Added damping-with new "constrained"
(hard/soft) platter damping and our
legendary Reflex Clamp.

•Added structural stability-with new motor
improvements, ribbed platter, and clamp.
•Superior mass/balance relationships-with
new suspension springs and new drive
motor pulley.
Hear analog at its best! Resurrect your
warped records and make your best records
sound ...breathtaking!

OTA
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-comment, be it good, bad, or indifferent.

costly items which, while they may offer some

However, it becomes alittle difficult to take

convenience, are not necessary for superior

when, for no reason other than pure specula-

sound reproduction.
While we agree that automatic biasing is

tion, we find ourselves accused of putting cost
before safety—a submission that has absolutely

handy, it would add significantly to the cost

no basis in fact!
The issue DAS appears taken with is the fact
that our 205 is not equipped with afuse. He

of an already expensive deck. In our experi-

says this is "an undesirable cost vs safety

sounding tape he can find and stick with it un-

measure." If this is true he must also advocate

til it is discontinued by the manufacturer.

ence, autobiasing is of limited benefit to the
serious recordist, who will buy the best-

that every appliance, including his toaster and

On the other hand, the "car" circuit cost-

coffee maker, should be equipped with afuse

effectively addresses the everyday problem of

as well.
Every component we manufacture that

squeezing awide-dynamic-range CD into the
limited dynamic range available in amoving

operates off 120V AC must first be certified

auto. The play trim circuit is asimple and ef-

"safe to operate" by our own Canadian Stan-

fective way to correct not only for azimuth

dards Association (CSA). In the case of the 205,

errors, but for differences in EQ (common in

their assessment is that afuse is not necessary
for safe operation. As amatter of fact, it draws

cassette decks) and the progressive high-

only about as much current as aplug-in AC

frequency losses in favorite tapes that have
been played too often.

power supply for aportable radio. Come to

In the final analysis, the 6300 is the alter-

think of it, Ihaven't seen afuse holder in one

native for critical audiophiles who want the

of those either.

sonic performance of aworld-class cassette

In the case of our FM tuner, with its somewhat higher current draw, safety standards re-

deck but are put off by a$1500 price tag.
Peter D. hibeman
NAD, Norwood, MA

quire that we fuse our FM tuner internally. Incidentally, our components have been submitted to UL as well.
Like any conscientious manufacturer, Magnum Dynalab takes the safety of its customers
very seriously. While Iam quite sure the concern DAS has expressed is sincere and well

Kevek ES.6 speaker
Editor:
Thank you very much for the excellent review
of the Kevek ES.6 (Vol.10 No.5), especially

placed, perhaps you would consider having

since we were included with more expensive models from some of the larger speaker

him do a piece called "Fusing for Safety,"

companies.

within which he might explain his views more

It is also gratifying to discover that you were

fully, to the benefit of us all.
Again, thanks for your policy which allows

accurate in most of your comments, indicating

us the opportunity to comment in parallel.
M. C. (Marv) Southcott
Magnum Dynalab, Brampton, Ontario, Canada

that indeed you really did listen carefully for
the subtleties an untrained ear would not
notice. Generally, Iam skeptical about the
abilities of many reviewers. Several months
ago, the crossover was modified to improve

NAD 6300 cassette deck

the central stereo image, and the vertical

Editor:

dispersion that you noted also improved. This
had come to our attention when certain program material was auditioned; we discovered

Thanks for reviewing the 6300 cassette deck.
We are delighted that Mr. Graves was so impressed with the sound, but disappointed in

that some respected recordings were not as

his infatuation with automatic biasing. Our

revealing as others. Your earlier comments

goal with the 6300 (and all NAD products, for
that matter) is to produce aproduct which

about source material and its dubious accuracy

sounds better than competitive products in the

is probably the most valid statement Ihave
ever seen in print. We now pay particular at-

efficient circuits which enhance the real-world

tention, at all frequencies, to phase shifts that
affect imaging, and have developed our own

performance of aproduct and eschew more

technique for testing this specific area. At the

same price range To do this, we focus on basic,
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STRAIGHTER THAN THE REST
MUSIC RIBBON 16
MUSIC RIBBON 32
THE MUSIC CONDUCTOR

IMPEDANCE VS. FREQUENCY OF 10 FT. SPEAKER CABLES

Several other cable manufacturers claim to provide sonically neutral and
accurate products. TOO BAD THEY HAVEN'T BEEN STRAIGHT WITH YOU
STRAIGHT WIRE designs and manufactures the only cables that conduct all
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amplitude response with measured data and controlled listening tests. NO ONE
ELSE CAN!
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products. We are confident that they adhere to our value concept, outperforming all other cables...regardless of price.
"THE MUSIC CONDUCTOR" (TMC series)
Speaker Cable ($10.00 fl.) and Interconnect ($145.00 meter pair) are our ultimate statement in audio cable design.
Both utilize concentric tubular conductors of separately insulated OFC strands
to provide the most uniform response
through perfect dynamic symmetry of
electromagnetic and electrostatic fields.

MUSIC RIBBON 32 ($5.00 ft) & MR-16
($2.50 ft )supercede the widely acclaimed MR-24 and MR-12 os the leader in
performance per dollar and versatility
among speaker cables. Refinements
include even more accurate tonal balance. superior soundstaging and focus
and greater low-frequency weight and
extension.

P.O. BOX 78 • HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33022 • (305) 925-2470

Building on Success:

"I've heard separates that cost twice as much
and sound only half as good."
—Audio Cheapskate
Stereophile, Vol. 9, No. 4

A-1, 2x20 watt amplifier, pure Class A, $350

BRITISH FIDELITY *
Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street. NW

Washington, DC
(202) 342-0400

20007

US distributors for British Fidelity. Mordaunt-Short. Spendor. and Logic
'Musical Fidelity in U.K.
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same time, we incorporated aminor change

33.3Hz! This is obviously not an improve-

to the crossover in order to flatten the tweeter,

ment.

removing the sibilance noticeable on certain

Any Snell Acoustics loudspeaker can be bi-

programs.
Ihave to state that we too had reservations

amped without an electronic crossover, or
with the crossovers specially made for Snell

about the effects of the graceful grille shape,

Acoustics loudspeakers by several manufacturers. This means that bi-amping is not neces-

but numerous tests, including the placing of
reflection absorbers, have shown no significant changes. We did discover that an irregular

sarily acomplicated or expensive proposition.
In many cases bi-amping with two inexpen-

response, with peaks and troughs, became
more exaggerated with certain cabinet and
grille configurations. This confirmed that a

sive amplifiers is abetter value than using one

smooth balanced response is still of prime im-

cost amplifiers are their ability to drive real-

portance, for many reasons other than just this

world loads properly, and their channel interaction (as is apparent from the image change

one.
Iam encouraged by your comment that you

more expensive amp. Two important problems
which we have found in moderate- and low-

when comparing astereo amp vs achannel

would like me to design aspeaker in the $900

from each of two identical amps). We have

region. In June we introduced the three-way

devised aneat solution which we call "vertical

ES.8 at $900, with the criteria of retaining all
the virtues of the ES.6, plus more dynamic

bi-amping." In this configuration, astereo amp

range and authority in the lower octaves

set-up with one amp for low frequencies and

is used for each speaker, rather than the typical

without the added chestiness encountered

another for high frequencies. Each amp's

when larger woofers are utilized.
John Bradford

power supply only needs to deal with one

Reference Monitor International, Inc.,

high-frequency channels are totally indepen-

Carlsbad, CA

dent, offering ideal imaging characteristics. (Of
course, the two amps must be identical.)

Snell A-III and C-ispeakers

low-frequency channel; and the left and right

We are pleased that TJN feels, as we do, that

Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment

the Type C-i manages to retain many of the

on TJN's review of our Snell Type A-III and C-i
loudspeakers used in their bi-amped con-

cost, but it must be pointed out that TJN's

Type A-III's sonic qualities at amuch lower
room was an excellent acoustic environment

figuration. TJN has amisconception which is

for the C-i's. Aspeaker's "power response" (the

shared by many audiophiles and reviewers

total energy it puts out into the room) has a

alike. He states that: "Theoretically it (bi-

great effect on its tonal quality and the way it

amping) should provide a cleaner bass re-

interacts with its acoustical environment. This

sponse (the elimination of the passive crossover means there is now no choke in series

is an area in which the Type A-III beats the C-i
(and anything else we know of) by far. The
Type A-III is able to sound neutral in awider

with the woofer)." He goes on to note: "There
is one significant limitation to bi-amping the
C-is: there is no way to bypass the passive

range of listening rooms than the C-i; therefore, comparisons of the two must be taken in

crossover choke in series with the woofer..

the context of the room used for the com-

The fact is that in any well-designed loudintegrated into the total design. Any change
from its proper value would actually degrade

parisons. A less flattering room for the C-i
would have revealed the A-Ill outperforming
it by awide margin.
Kevin Voecks

performance. For example, if aspeaker had an

Snell Acoustics, Haverhill, MA

speaker, the resistance of the choke is carefully

inductor with aDC resistance of 2ohms, a
system "Q" of 0.7 (the generally preferred
value providing low-frequency extension with
minimal ringing), and a-3dB point of 24.9Hz;

Klyne SK-5A preamplifier
Editor
With respect to Mr. Holt's review of our SK-5A

eliminating the 2ohm inductor would change

preamplifier, we offer the following comments

the "Q" to 0.553, and raise the -3dB point to

to help put it in proper perspective. First, we
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are perplexed as to why you would give this
preamplifier, adesign which enables the lis-

source impedance (frequently less than 10
ohms), so that loading them with acapacitive

tener to optimize the performance from any

load has virtually no effect on their high-fre-

MC cartridge, to areviewer who, as judged by
the comments and conclusions in this review,

quency response. Thus the user must either
live with the resonant peak (as is the case with
most phono preamplifiers on the market) or

is largely ignorant of, and apparently unappreciative of, the moving-coil cartridge technology. As Mr. Holt has suggested, the low-

have some electronic method by which the
cartridge output at resonance can be flattened.

output moving-coil cartridge is, in fact, the pre-

This is the function of the set of High Fre-

ferred cartridge for the highest-quality phono

quency Contour switches in the SK-5A. The

playback. His categorical denunciation of this

switches provide a passive high-frequency

class of cartridges serves only to confirm his
misunderstanding of their proper use and to

contour of 6dB per octave with awide range

demonstrate his unfortunate bias with regard

of available comer frequencies, as well as providing aconsiderable degree of phase correc-

to their value.

tion in the upper portion of the audible high-

Second, his premises and (illogically derived)
conclusions suggest to the reader that the flexibility designed into the SK-5A are "tweak"

frequency range.
These switches, and those that provide capacitive loading for MM cartridges, provide the

"appeal to the needs of what I(Mr. Holt) call

opportunity to achieve a flat frequency response from most cartridges, as well as some

compulsive tweaks"; and, that their existence

degree of phase correction for MC cartridges.

features, that they are unnecessary items that

encourages the user to "endlessly diddle" with

We cannot understand why Mr. Holt would con-

the settings. These ideas are fabrications by Mr.
Holt and are simply wrong. Let us look at the

sider features enabling the user to achieve flat

facts.
Every cartridge, whether it be moving-coil

to be "tweak" in nature. We can only conclude
that he simply does not understand them.

frequency response from their phono pickup

or moving-magnet, has a mechanical reso-

The phono gain settings allow the user the

nance. Because these transducers are velocity

opportunity to optimize gain of their MC car-

generators, this mechanical resonance will pro-

tridge relative to the level line input sources

duce an increased output voltage at the resonant frequency. For most low-output MC car-

such as tuner, tape, and CD. Low-output MC

tridges, this resonance typically occurs be-

cartridges which are likely to be used with the
SK-5A range in output from 0.1mV to 1.0mV,

tween 30 and 50Khz, and typically ranges be-

depending on the manufacturer. This trans-

tween 6dB and 12dB in amplitude. Also, as
with any resonant system, there is acorre-

lates to a20dB difference between these ex-

sponding phase shift below the resonance fre-

cartridges falls within the 0.2 to 0.5mV range,

quency which extends well into the audible
high-frequency region.

we feel that it is avaluable convenience to be
able to adjust phono level to match the level of

Users of moving-magnet cartridges are fa-

tremes. While the majority of low-output MC

other sources.

miliar with the need to load these cartridges

One of the most misunderstood aspects of

with acapacitive load. This load, the value of

MC cartridge use is the proper input-impe-

which is usually specified by the cartridge
manufacturer, appears in series with the rela-

dance load. Some have argued that very low

tively high inductive impedance of the MM

loads be used because it reduces treble distortion by subjecting the cartridge to electrody-

cartridge and contours the high-frequency

namic damping. Others have argued that higher

response of the cartridge to be nearly flat.

loads (eg, 47K) result in amore open, "live"

This is the function of the input capacitors of

sound. The fact is that both these arguments

the SK-5A which should be used in conjunction with MM cartridges. This is hardly a"tweak"

best solution for the problems involved. Pro-

have merit, but neither approach provides the

feature, and Iam sure that Mr. Holt has himself
loaded MM cartridges in this fashion for many

ponents of low loads have correctly recognized

years.

trodynamic damping, both reducing treble

MC cartridges, however, have avery low
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high frequencies due to the resonant rise in the
response curve as described above. However,
avery low load will not elicit frequency-response correction or phase correction. Also,

be used with astep-up transformer. This cartridge has an output voltage of 0.05mV (50
microvolts); 12 to 18dB below most "lowoutput" MC cartridges. (When the output vol-

by the time the load is low enough to tame the

tage is cut in half, the level drops by 6dB.)

problems in the treble, the middle frequencies

While it is possible to design apreamplifier

have become overdamped, and the sound (and

with sufficiently low noise to work with such

soundstage) becomes restricted and lifeless.

alow signal level, the sound would be of poor

Thus, proponents of high cartridge loads are
also correct, particularly in systems that may

quality. (The technical reasons for this are beyond the scope of this discussion.)

need alittle extra high-frequency energy.
We feel that the best way to solve both these

Finally, we would like to know more about
the test methods used to determine the "fla-

problems is to correct for the resonant rise

vor" of the high-level section of the SK-5A.

electronically as described above; and then to

Our own bypass tests indicate that the line

judiciously use resistive loading at the car-

amplifiers are exceptionally neutral. Indeed,
the primary difference between the SK-5 and

tridge input to provide asmall amount of electrodynamic damping only to aid in controlling

5A is the line amplifiers, and we have received

high-frequency distortion, without interfering

unanimous raves from those who have had

with the cartridge's natural ability to trace the

their preamps updated.

lower frequencies. As you might guess, we typically recommend cartridge loadings consid-

is helpful in correcting much of the unfortu-

erably higher than those recommended by

nate misinformation in Mr. Holt's review. The

"low-load" proponents. (Frequently manufac-

ultimate irony of his comments is that the
SK-5A has features which allow for the correc-

turers of low-output MC cartridges suggest on

Isincerely hope that the above information

their specification sheets aload of 30 or 40

tion of those very shortcomings of low-output

ohms. This number refers to the input impedance of astep-up transformer and should not

MC cartridges which he so abhors (although

be used as aresistive load.)
Mr. Holt implies that the phono amplifier

he disproportionately exaggerates their significance), and then refers to these features as

settings are to be determined by ear. This is in-

"tweak," and criticizes the SK-5A for having
them. Incredible?

correct. The settings of the switches depend

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

primarily on the cartridge used and to some
extent on ancillary equipment in the system.
The operating manual includes recommenda-

Klyne Audio Arts, Ltd, Olympia. WA

tions for settings of the most commonly used

Stan Klyne, et al

1:1==========

MC cartridges. These settings are based on
measurements we make on samples of each
type of cartridge. If auser has acartridge type
which we have been unable to measure, the
manual provides guidelines on how to make
the settings, based on technical specifications
of the cartridge. Of course, anyone wishing to
optimize the sound from their system will want
to experiment because cartridges vary somewhat sample to sample. Also, each system will
have adifferent high-frequency character and
will require differing high-frequency characteristics from their cartridge.
Mr. Holt uses the Ortofon 2000 cartridge
running straight in to the SK-5A and finds the
noise level of the SK-5A to be too high. His
statements in this paragraph are very mislead-

forms
page 151,

ing, as the Ortofon 2000 was designed only to
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DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Evanston
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Highland Park
Ravtnia Classical Music
493 Roger Williams Ave
Lisle
Sound Choice
2791 Maple Ave
Lombard
Audio Video Encounters
40 Yorktown Center
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South Street
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 West Jefferson St.
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E. Beaufort
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Drive
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W Wabash, Ste S
INDIANA
Carmel
Sound Pro
2146 East 116th Street
Dyer
Miles Books
1200 Sheffield Ave
Fort Wayne
Higher Fidelity
4201 Coldwater Road

Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N Keystone
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th Street
Mishawaka
Alltronics
6502 Grape Road
Terre Haute
Stereocrahers
Dixie Bee Highway
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 East Kimberly Road
Fairfield
Golden Ears Audio-Video
304 N Main

Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard Street

Portsmouth
Soundsmith
43 Pleasant Street

Cambridge
0 Audio
95 Vassar Street
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Road

Somersworth
Crossover Audio
10 Tates Brook Road

Northampton
Custom Audio
183 Main St
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
MICHIGAN

Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
311 E Washington

Ann Arbor
Sound Associates
322 S State

Sioux City
Audio Vision
2901 Hamilton Blvd #38

Bad Axe
Grewe Systems Ltd
112 S Port Crescent

KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Prairie Village
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Audio Video by Design
9409 Shelbyville Road
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Highway
Covington
Nodhshore Audio
2640 N Hwy 190
Metairie
Audio Resource
108 Bonnabell Ave
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MAINE
Scarborough
New England Music
424 Paine Rd
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Lane
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
C K Audio
11605 Basswood Drive
Silver Springs
OEM Audio and Video
9330 George Ave
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Mass Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury
Encore Audio
225 Newbury Street
The Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
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Dewitt
Jemstone
603 Dartmouth Box 240
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 North Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court Street
Swartz Creek
Audio House
4304 Brayan Drive
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave South
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon Place
St. Paul
Hi End Audio
1399 West 7th Street
House of High Fidelity
157 N. Snelling Ave
In Concert
165 Western Ave North
MISSOURI
Buffalo
Audio Doctor
1518 W Commercial
Kansas City
Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood Blvd
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Audio Additives
12809 S 29th Street
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S Main St
Nashua
Re-Sound Inc
402 Amherst St. Suite 310

NEW JERSEY
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Route 18
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex Street
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave.
Westfield
Stuarts Audio
3Grand Avenue
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul N E
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery N E
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Drive
Downtown Subscription
130 W Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo
Santa Fe Audio Video
120 W San Francisco
NEW YORK
Albany
Clark Music Audio
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main Street
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front Street
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main Street
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church Street
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110

We've Got SC) LJfsu
That SPEAKS For Itself
Spectral • Conrad Johnson • SOTA • Boston • Magnepan •
• Monster • Velodyne • Pierre Lurne • Kloss e SME • Adcom
Xylophile •B&W •Nakamichi •Grado •LAST •Nitty Gritty •Duntech
QUAD • Madrigal Carnegie l• Stax • Infinity • Kyocera • Thorens
Thiel • M&K e NAD • Onkyo Grand Integra • Entec • PS Audio

Serving The Audio Community With
Fine EQUIPMENT And SERVICE Since 1968.

*igriCUST011111
Etall1011111£5
7511 Pacific • Omaha, Nebraska 68114 • (402) 397-4434

'
-e13rin:,:You. Audio Research, MagneplanaL California..-eu
Martin Logan, WATT, Spica, :veiodyne, Pç
b4onster, MIT, Aragon, Wavefornli,Cdjige
'Ivey, Athena, Focus, Hcyhrkj
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Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Highway
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave
New York City
Audio Breakthrough
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 East 8th Street
Leonard Radio
55 West 44th Street
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Avenue
and 2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 East 33rd
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Road
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Roslyn
Select Sound
1345 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Avenue
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd East
Thornwood
Definitive Hi Fi
920 Sherman Ave
Wappinger Falls
Sound Odyssey Inc
55 Route 9
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Highway
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 East Post Road
Lyric Hi Fi
146 East Post Road
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Avenue
NORTH CAROLINA
Chapel Hill
Select Audio Systems
1502 Smith Level Rd
Charlotte
Sound Systems
3748 East Independence BI
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Road
Greensboro
The Book Collection
117 N Greene Street
Sound Systems
2148 Lawndale
Hendersonville
Pro Sound Co
1322 Ashville Highway

Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
Shelby
Sound AdviceCustom Stereo
1180 Scenic Drive
Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Drive
OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Road
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave
Sotenc Audio
4611 Montgomery
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
and 4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 South Hamilton Rd
Dayton
Audio Etcetera
3864 Dayton Xenia Rd
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin Granvl Rd
Findlay
Audio Specialties
229 North Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S 22nd St
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave
Lorain
Grasso's Audio
4355 Oberlin Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
S. Euclid
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
13861 Cedar Road
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Road
Jamiesons'
3417 Dorr Street
OREGON
Beaverton
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th
PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E Wayne Street
Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 North 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave #272
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T Pilero
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RHODE ISLAND
Providence
CD City
358 Broad Street
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer Street
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
Sound Source
941 Haywood Road
Wise Audio
1001 N Pleasantburg Dr
Suite El
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
200 Meeting St
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio File
9041 Research #200
Austin Booksellers
2200 Guadalupe
Cochran Corp
2830 Real Street
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Dallas
Audio Abode
5526 Dyer #1119
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway East 1D
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Highway
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr #106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Road
UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Drive
Discriminator Music
1788 S 1100 East
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Danville
Aeolian Products Svcs
215 Main Street

Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Leesburg
High C Stereo
212 East Market St
Richmond
Audio An
2215 Broad Street
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound, Inc
6519 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W 313 Sprague Ave
Tacoma
The Stereo Shoppe
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E Isaacs
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High Street
Video Den
148 High Street
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News Hobby
4758 S Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2031 W Grand Ave
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Red Deer
Audio West
4715-49th Street
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Marine Dr
Music Works
4740 Main St
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
621 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S
NEW BRUNSWICK
Fredricton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

Another Reason Inc. Magazine Named
Austin The #1 Hot Spot In The U.S.

M_e

dial
FEATURES

Adcom •Athena •Audioquest •California Audio Labs •Conrad Johnson •CWD •
Dual •Fosgate •Grado •Janis •Kimber Cable •Last •Luxman •Magnepan •Martin
Logan •Mirage •MIT •Mod Squad •Monster Cable •NAD •Nakamichi •Nitty
Gritty •Ortofon •Proton •Sonance •Sota •Spectrum •Spica •Straight Wire •
Sumiko •Systemdek •Threshold •Th iel *Tube Traps •Vandersteen •VP!

•we turn any budget into music
•professional sales staff

(
The best sdghis

(512) 834-0244

•monthly newsletter
•complete service department

&,5ouncis
Mon. Thru Sat. 10a .m. To 7p.m.
Sun. 1p.m. To 6p.m.

9041 RESEARCH #200 AT BURNET ROAD AUSTIN, TEXAS 78758
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The Last Great
$399 Preamp?
cuncing me exclusive limited edition
Revelation Basic Dual Mono PLUS'

,Der:D^O^

...

Q
The Original Superphon Revelation Basic Dual Mono
was hailed in Sfereophde (Vol a No 5) as one of the
greatest preamps ever produced and one xi the greatest
audio products ever made'' i<en Kessler, in Britain's M
Fi News (2187). called it "one of the very best preamps
around" for under $1.500
Audio Advisor, Inc has bought up the first, last and
only production run of the Revelation Basic Dual Mono
PLUSH' Na sold elsewhere. it features asingle volume
control, balance control (new). and lower gain for the
high-level input gain to better match CD players The
standard Revelation Dual Mono last listed at $45900
Our exclusive Dual Mono PLUS is yours for $399 A
limited number voll be made Satisfaction guaranteed
Order now , Shipping $695 within continental US
CHARGE

VISA /MC /AMEX

(616) 451-3868

E(3,--C, audio
advisor, inc.
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids MI 49503

Hard-To-Find
Audiophile
Accessories
1. Audioquest (AQ) CD Stabilizer Rings
25 Sorbothane Rings wAocator
29.95
AQ Tonearm Utter
39.50
AQ Super Reflex Clamp (Delnn)
39.50
AQ Sorbothane Record Mat
31.95
AQ Sorbothane Foot
9.00
Set of Four
35.95
6 AQ Sorbothane Sheet 6" X6" X fA" . 12.50
12" X6" XV4" . 24.95
7 AQ Sorbothane Tube Damper Rings (ea ) 2.50
8 DB Systems Cat Alignment Protractor 24.50
9 HQ Carbon Fiber Record Brush
7.95
10 Magnavox CDB-650 CD Player
399.00
11 Magnavox CDB-465 CD Player
219.00
12 Mod Squad CD Damper
23.50
13 Monster Cable M-1000 Interconnect
14 Monster Cable M-1 Speaker Cable
...
CALL
15 Monster Cable Xterminators (pars)
..23.50
16 NYAL Superlt TUBE PHONO PREAMP
199.00
17 Sumiko FB 1Fluxbuster Demagnitizer .115.00
18 Sumac) Acrylic Mat/Reflex Clamp Combo .99.95
19. Swniko TWEEK — EXITS Special
1.111
20 TIP TOESiCOUNTERFEET
CALL
21 VPI HW-db-5 "Magic Bnck"
34.50
Shipping, one item
3.95
Each additional item
1.25
CHARGE 17 1— (616) 451-3868
VISA/PAC/AMEX/DISCOVER/OPTIMA
2
3
4
5

audio
_ aaVisor,inc.

a

225 Oakes SW • Grand Rapids. MI 49503
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ONTARIO
Brampton
Eastmen Audio
295A Queen St. E
Essex
Essex Audio Consultants
5Francis Court
Guelph
Guelph Hi Fi
5Speedvale Ave E.
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 1
2 Upper James St.
/
Globe Discount
217 King St. E.
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St.
London
Multi-Mag
116 Dundas Street
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St. E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
160 Bruyere Unit 7
Euphonics
687 Bank Street
Saros
132 Bank Street
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St. N
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St.
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St.
Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Road
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St. W.
High End Audio
221M Queen St. E.
Ring Audio
553 Queen St. W.
Toronto Home of Audiophile
150 Dundas St. W.
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St. N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St. S.
Windsor
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St. W.

QUEBEC
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch. Ste-Foy

ARGENTINA
Cuba 2263
Equipos de alta
Performance
AUSTRALIA
Thombury, Victoria
Audio O Imports
649 Bunvood Road
Hawthorn 3122
ENGLAND
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Room 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Road Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell Street
ICELAND
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
JAPAN
Suma -Ku, Kobe
Verde
3-6-1 Sekimori-Cho
THE NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rijnstraat 142-150
Eindhoven
Sound Guided
Van Kanstraat 12
NEW ZEALAND
Christchurch
Denco Engineering
PO Box 2650
NOWAY
N-0134 Oslo 1
Audio Import Ltd
Box 9193 Vaterland
TAIWAN
Taipei
Taifu Electronics
Chung Ching South Road
THAILAND
Bangkok
Future Land
496-502 Amarin Plaza
3rd Floor, Ploechit Rd
WEST GERMANY
6Frankfurt/M, 56
Audio International
Gonzenhemer Str 2b

SIMPLY, THE BEST.

The BEST Audio Equipment.
•AR •Acoustat •Adcom
•Alphason •Apogee
•Audible Illusions •Audio Research
•Bang & Olufsen •B&K •B&W
•Counterpoint •Dahlquist
•Eminent Technology •Grado
•Hafler •Janis •Koetsu •Live Wire
•Magnavox •Monster/Alpha
•NAD •Nakamichi •NEC
•Polk Audio •PS Audio
•Shure/Ultra •Signet •Spendor
•Stax •Straight Wire •Systemdex
•Thorens •Ultra •VPI •Yamaha

available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New York
City location.
The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not composed
of "Sales People," but of long time
"Audiophiles" who love MUSIC as
much as you do
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave.
New York City.

7157

1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset 516-627-7333

The BEST Video Equipment.
•NEC •Canon •Kloss NovaBeam
•Sony •Pioneer •NAD •Proton
•Magnavox •Shure •Yamaha

129 Route 110
Huntington Sta. 516-423-7755
All locations open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday

The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation

Audio Breakthroughs
THE BEAT GOES ON

• Audloquest
• B&K Components

• Convergent Audio
• Counterpoint
• Errunent iechnolog'y
• Grrado ,abs
• Harman/Kardo,

• Koetsu
• Magnum
• MIT Cables
• Mod Squad
• Nitty Gritty
• Oracle
• Polyphasors

Music

• Rauna
• Rowland
• SME V
• Sota
• Spica
• Stax
• Straightwire

• Superphon
• Tube Traps
• Vacuum Tube Logic
• van den Hut
• Vandersteen
• Virtuoso
• Well Tempered Lab

Please come and visit our
unconventional audio salon,
located between Los Angeles
and San Diego. New products
include Mod Squad 650 CD
player, Rowland Research
electronics and Sota Series Ill
turntables.

542 Coast Highway 101 • Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7692
Tuesday-Saturday 11 am to 6pm
Call for your MUSICAL NOTES newsletter
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AUDIO MART
Rates: private, 50 cents per word, no minimum; Commercial, $1.25 per word, $45 minimum.
Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. MC and Visa accepted; send
card number and expire date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Ms must be received for Volume 10 No.8 by September 7, 1987; for Volume 10 No.9 by October 7, 1987.
FOR SALE
THE RESURRECTION OF "THE AUDIO CRITIC." As
many of you will remember, The Audio Critic flourished from 1977 to 1981 and then ceased to publish,
much to the regret of an exceptionally intelligent and
loyal following of audiophiles. While it lasted, it was
often spoken of as the technically most sophisticated,
as well as the most literate, of the underground or alternative audio reviews, especially appreciated for asingle
and unequivocal editorial opinion on both theory and
equipment preferences. With the publication of the
Fall 1987 issue, The Audio Critic is back in business,
risen from the dead with no changes in its editorial
format and with Ftter Aczel still as Editor. The frequency will be four issues 2 year, to be stepped up to six
when all goes well. Wry important: if y01.11 are a former
subscriber and we owe you some issues, please send
us your name and current address immediately. Your
subscription will be fully honored, but it is meaningless to mail anything in these United St2ÉCS to a1981
address. First-timers should take advantage of our
special introductory offer: send us $10 for the Fall 1987
and Winter 1987-88 issues (at the old subscription
price of $5 per issue) and you will get the Spring 1988
issue as afree bonus. After that you can decide to sign
up for afull subscription or not. Send your $10 with
your name and address (or just your name and address
if we owe you) to The Audio Critic; Box 392, Bronxville, NY 10708.

AFFORDABLE HIGH END IN SALT LAKE: Superphon,
Sonographe, conrad johnson, B&K, British Fidelity,
Creek, VPI, Rep, Spendor, Spectrum, Rauna, Grado,
MAS Econocoil, Morel, Audioquest, Aural Symphonies, & more products arriving. Accurate Audio
Systems, 3263 East 3300 South, Salt Lake City, UT
84109. (801)467-7447.

MERRILL MODS. AR (all): acrylic lead outer platter
with clamping ring, $135; acrylic subchassis, $95;
replacement motor, $65; spindle, $25; spring kit, $8;
and more Linn: acrylic lead outer platter with clamping ring, $135; acrylic lead arm board, $48. Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave., Mempbis, TN
38104. (901)272-1275.

INFINITY RS1B STILL IN BOX, $4800 obo; Infinity
RS2B still in box, $2800 obo; delivered anywhere in
US at no cost. (412)867-2414.

NEW ENGLAND AUDIOPHILES, Stereophile sound
at reasonable prices. Acoustat, Adcom, AIWA, Apature,
Chicago, Fried, Grado, Hafler, JBL TI, 'Umber 'Cable,
Parasound, Paradigm, Sonographe, Spectrum, Spica
Surniko, more. HBS Stereo Systems, 237 First St., Pittsfield, MA 02101. (413)443-3434.
MCINTOSH MC7270 POWER AMP, mint. Complete
with box & papers, $1700. Callf.C. Waken in Columba%
GA, (404)569-3310. After 5pm call (404)327-7275.
DIGITAL FINISHES WHAT THE TRANSISTOR BEGAN. T-shirt with this legend and injured musical note
on front, our company name and ArIbbe Analog (tm)
on back. 100% cotton. S, M, L, XL. $11.98 ppd. in Na
America. Performance Recordings (R), 2135 Holmby
Los Angeles, CA 90025.
MAGNEPAN MG-Is, $500 or trade for JSE Is, (212)
481-0973.
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NITTY GRITTY 2.5FI. Excellent condition, under
warranty. It really works! $225. Call Hank between
6and 9 weekdays, (301)733-6806 EST A peculiar
answering machine means you reached the right
number during the day.
GOLDMUND STUDIO TURNTABLE& 3B ARM, excelens condition, $3450; Magnepan MGM speakers, $1350;
Tandberg 3001 tuner, $600; conrad johnson HVI-A
head amp, $475; Sonex Blue 4x4 3'. foam, 9pieces,
$40 each. Call Mike, (212)349-9923, 929-8386.
MOTIF MC-7 PREAMP, MINT, $1900 obo. (617)
429-8911.
SIDEREALKAP. The SiderealKap was designed from
its inception to be the finest-sounding capacitor
available for audio today. Find out what the musiclover's capacitor doesn't sound like. Call (619)7227707 or write e Sidereal Akustiç 1969 Outrigger Way
Oceanside, CA 92054. Free literature and information upon request. Dealer inquiries invited.

APOGEE, AR, ARAGON, AURAL SYMPHONICS,
Claw.- Counterpoint, Hanson, Klyne, Meitner, Siltech,
Straight Wire, and more! We exploit the full potential of all our products to offer first-rate practical sound
advice! Auditions by appointment. Serving Michigan
residents and areas without representation. Performance Systems, (313)342-2475.
KRELL PAM 1LATEST UPDATE, $1050; FMS Grey II
6.5 feet, $65; Sumiko FT-3, $250; SOTA armboard
FT-3, $30. (401)274-8413.
EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS
-Adcom, Alphason, AR, Arcam, AudioQuest, AudioSource, Audire, British Fidelity, Chicago, Creek, Dual,
Grace, Grado & Signature, Fried, Heybrook, Kenwood
Basic, Kyocera, Lazarus, Linn, logic, Music & Sound,
Michell, Monster, Mordaunt-Short, Nitty Gritty,
Premier, QED, RATA, Rep, Rotel, Shinon, Spectrum,
Superphon, Supex, Systemdek, Talisman, l'arget, and
more. EARS., PO. Box 658-S, W Covina, CA
91793-0658. (818)961-6158 evenings, weekends.
MC/VISA, monthly specials, trade-ins.
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We have abad
attitude about
audio.

The fact is, no one at AudioVision gives a rat's ass about stereo
equipment; all we care about is music. Now that may put us in deep
sneakers with everyone out there who worships their iron, but it's an
attitude that keeps us focused on our true mission: finding the most
fidelity, no matter what the box looks like or who makes it. So if you're
building the newest anodized altar, we may not be your best pals. But
if you love music, we're already the best of friends.
Adcom •Apogee •AR •Aragon •Audioquest •Belles •B&W •California Audio •Carnegie •C-J •CWD •Duntech Sovereign •FMS •Jadis
JSE •Koetsu •Krell •Krell Reference •turne. Melos •Mission ePro Ac
SME IV & V •Souther •Spica •Sumiko •Velodyne •Ventas •VPI

AUDI
better

Everybody's favorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174
617 648-4434

The octaves down there at the two digit frequency range
are coming into their own today. And Speaker Builder has
every bit of information you need to design for yourself or buy the best available system that does full
justice to all the music you love. For seven years now Speaker Builder, the loudspeaker-design quarterly, has been publishing authoritative information for the music aficionado, whether it's software for FFT
analysis of room performance, or the smallest, best, transmission line with the newest multi-driver complement. Crossovers get full and excellent treatment in SB's pages. Whether its electrostatics, ribbons,
vented or closed boxes, subwoofers, horns, rlines, or infinite baffles, Speaker Builder does it all.
Use the coupon below to order four quarterly issues with our absolute guarantee of satisfaction—or
your money back—whenever, whyever. Or call with your credit card order for faster service. You will
not be disappointed.

E

bottoms

Enter my subscription to Speaker Builder for two years @ $25.
Send me one year (four issues) for $15.

Ienclose $

in a Check/MO

Please charge to my E Master Card /Visa

NUMBER

E

EXP.

NAME
STREET

CITY

ST

ZIP

SPEAKER BUILDER, PO Box 494. Dept. K77, Peterborough. NH 03458
Charge Card Telephone Orders: (6031 924-9464. Monday-Friday, 9-4
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DESIGNED FOR MUSIC: the Merrill Heirloom, MFA,
PSE, Rotel, Parasound, AIWA, Siefert Research, Kindel,
Princeton Acoustics, Peterson Emerald, Kimber Kable,
Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab, AR, Stax, Eminent Technology, Well-Tempered, Garrott Brothers, Grado,
Audioquest, Sumiko, and new: Peterson Litz cartridge
lead sets. To be heard at Aeolian Products & Services,
Danville, VA 24541. (804)792-6946
NEW PRODUCTS: MERLIN SPEAKERS. Merlin may
be the fastest-growing speaker company in the US.
The Merlin 4+ is asymmetrical line point source
design utilizing five drivers in athree-way configuration. The tweeter is centered, with the midranges on
either side, and the woofers on either side of the
midranges. This design allows substantially less phase
shift. Although the Merlin 4+ is 65 'high and 170
lbs., its slender 13 'width and column design make
its appearance more appealing than many other large
speakers. The Merlin 4+ is capable of astounding
dynamic contrasts and harmonic integrity. The overall
balance is one of smooth clarity, with superb resolution, image density and specificity, and unmatched
depth. In summary, this speaker will knock your
socks off. $3100 per pair. The other Merlin models
are the 3B+ at S1880, the 2B+ at $960, and the 1B+
at $690. Each is outstanding in its price range. Also:
Superphon, B&K, Adcom, Mod Squad CD, Musical
Concepts CD, Mission CD, VPI, Premier, Talisman,
Grado, Rauna, Straight Wire, van den Hul, Aural Symphonics, Sonrise Cabinets. NW Washington DC, near
Metro. Evenings and weekends by appointment.
.4trdio Alternatives (202)333-65S -

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIERE 3PREAMPLIFIER,
$1950; Robertson 4010 Amplifier, $550; Klyne 2A PrePreamp, $400; Revox A-700 recorder, $995; Grado
Signature 8MR Cartridge, $100; Dynavector 17DR Cartridge (30 hrs), $200. Records: Casino Royale, Missouri
Breaks, Bang Baroom, and Harp. 150 others of audiophile interest; SASE for list. Doug Robinson, 104 Lincoln Ave, Waterloo, NE 68069. (402)779-2589 eves.,
(402)779-2531 days 8- 5.
MUST SELL MARK LEVINSON stereo equipment:
ML-3 amplifier, ML-7 preamplifier with moving-coil
circuit baud Both under warranty, excellent condition.
Asking $10,000 or best offer. Phone (313)474-2005.
SOLID-CORE SPEAKER CABLE (see Stereophile
'b1.10 NŒ4). Four solid-core conductors small enough
to just fit into "holes" of amps and speakers for the
surest connection (no expensive ends wanted or needed). 10 feet pr. $20; 15 feet pr. $30; 20 feet pr. $40.;
30 feet pr. $60. Free shipping. Custom lengths and
terminations available 30-day money-back guarantee.
RMS Stereo; RD#2 Box 120A, Moundsville WV 26041.
(304)843-1761.
MARANTZ MODEL 9, rack mount pair, new tubes &
caps; Stax SRM-1 amp & Sla phones. Make offer. Call
James, (206)693-3628.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AUDIOPHILES! Audio
Rbapsody in Long Beach stocks Lazarus, Rotel, B&K,
Magnum Dynalab, Kindel, Spectrum, Systemdek,
Audioquest, Mod Squad, Kimber, Apature, Arcici, &
more! 7days aweek by app't, (213)498-0867, 597-1157

derigned
for the
perfectionift

NELSON-REED
LOUDSPEAKERS

Finally, atransmission line
loudspeaker that is designed for
the ultimate in pure sound,
takes up less than 1-sg ft. of
floor space. and is reasonably priced
the

TL-17

LOUDSPEAKER
•Premium European
drivers
•Zero-phase
crossover network

TA

•Polypropylene
capacitors

TIARE
ACOUSTICS

•One percent wire.
wound resistors

384 Sanders Rd

•Frequency response
50hz -22khz ±3db
•Cabinet Size: 9V4" W
x 13" D x40" H
45 lbs each.

Buffalo, NY 14216

EXCELLENCE REALIZED

716-876-6678

15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

_
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KINERGETICS KBA-75

California Here We Come!

rL

GOLD SERIES
75 WATT PER CHANNEL
CLASS "A" AMPLIFIER

VACUUM

rueE LOC.<

is moving to California. We will begin
Introducing

at our new premises on August 1,

The Kinergetics KBA-75 Power Amplifier
The first Class A Amplifier in the World with the
Patented Kinergetics Hysteresis Distortion
Cancelling Circuit.

1987.
Please take note of our new address
and phone number:
1120 North Euclid Avenue

"AN AMPLIFIER DESIGNED FOR
THE TRULY DISCERNING
AUDIOPHILE WHO REQUIRES
ONLY THE FINEST."

The KBA-75 is the result of many
years of amplifier research and
development.

Ontario, CA 91764
(714) 984-6229
VIL of Great Britain Ltd.

VIL of Australia

ZIA FARUOI

MIKE KONTOR

Unit K

71 Beaver

814 Norwood Road

E. Malvern

Street

Southall UB2 4CIL

Victoria 31145

England

tel: (3) 211-3715

tel (01) 547-4814

ITdd
ra

eon

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

Vacuum Tube Logic — The audible
difference is not subtle... .

RESEDA BLVD • TARZANA. CA 913S6 • MIR 305.2951

L4Lt

rniÂorz ir

SYSTEMDEK
The Systemdek Ilx Turntable
has earned a reputation
for excellent sound, along
with value for money, ease
of set up, and operation.
We are pleased to introduce
our new Systemdek Tonearm,

As-One Interconnect Cable
Audio cables influence the signature

of asound system. Our research and
development team combined aselect
group of materials that resulted in
factors such as quality construction.
and non-fatiguing sound. We believe
sound quality sells itself, and invite
you to experience the As-One
Interconnect Cable.
As...tar 3-

y
‘ nzihmt'cà

2016 Flintbury Court

172

. San

408-270-6033
Jose. Calif 95148

which combines with the Ilx
to give acartridge every
opportunity to do its best.
To find out why critics and
consumers everywhere endorse
this uncomplicated elegant
design, please contact your
nearest dealer or:

SYSTEMDEK SALES U.S.A.
16 Edgewood Road
Robbinsville, New Jersey 08691
(609) 259-6423
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DBX4 DYNAMIC RANGE EXPANDER, 1300; Sony
650ES, 5600. (404)752-7772.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See Audio
Cheapskate review December 1986. $21.95 per kit.
Check or MO to Rozod Lubricant Ca, Box 19003, Las
Vegas, NV 89132.
PRO AC STUDIO 3s, bi-wired, $1000/pair; Audio
Research SP-7, 1495; Luxman PD-300 (belt drive) turntable, $375; Grace tonearm, 175; Yamaha CD-2 CD
player, 1200; Revox A77 Mk. II open reel, 1325;
Yamaha B2X power amp, $650. 7bm, (702)452-3644.

THRESHOLD SA II, SOTA, ET 2, Alpha 2, conrad
johnson PV-6, Martin Logan CIS, PS Audio CD-IA.
Call (214)931-6664.
ADCOM GFA-555 MODIFICATIONS from DRH. We
use FET technology and innovative circuit topology
to uncover the hidden musicality and transparency
in your amplifier. Call or write for details. DRH, 2275
E. Bay Drive, #I205-C, Clearwater FL 34624.
(813)536-2904. Member Audio Engineering Society.

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE COST. Brands
like Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder. Running out of good titles fast. Example MFSL Stones
collection, 5175; UHQRs 125. Chad Kassem, PO Box
2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)825-8609.

AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Demonstrates preomp best buys: coniod johnson,
Audible Illusions, PS, Adcom, Superphon, B&K,
Moscode, Music Reference CD best buys: Sonographe.
PS, Audioquest. Also ACOUSt2t, Palantir, Spica, Spectrum, Rauna, Soundlab, Velodyne, Premiere, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, van den Hul, MIT, Monster, Randall,
Straight Wire. (714)861-5413, by appointment.

QIN MODEL ONES, complete with stands, subwoofe4
and electronic x-over/amp, $750; Nalcamichi 350,
$250; Dual C-828, $75. (805)962-2525.

BRITISH FIDELITY ELECTRONICS, Sonog,raphe CD
players and turntables. Newest exciting offerings from
Audio Nexus, NJ, (201)464-8238.

OUT OF PRINT hard to find audiophile records.
Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Sheffield, M&K, Super
Discs, and others. Free catalog. Bill, 1331 Cessna,
New Brighton, NM 55112. (612)639-0119.

SONUS CARTRIDGE owNERs! Looking for areplacement stylus? Call (800)243-2673. Also complete
reconditioning of all Sonus cartridges with anew 2
year factory warranty. Pixoff refills available. Ask US
about literature on Audio Pro.

AUDIONICS "SPACE AND IMAGE COMPOSER" 4channel Mite SQ decoder w/remote control, all Factory
upgrades, like new Best offer over 1300. (408)629-6139.
DESIRE EXTENDED BASS? Invite aSoloist to perform.
Soloist, the first name in passive bass equalizers, has
developed the Passive One. Boost, 0.7-7.0db 25Hz
varied via 'km 'Rim dials. 1109-1349, MC/Visa. Dealers
welcome Soloist Audio, 332 nude San Antonio, TX
78209. (512)229-0712.
APOGEE DUETTA Ils, tan, latest, boxed, 12390; Audio
Research SP7 preamp, 1495; MCP2 step-up, $495.
(714)993-3941.
SPEAKERS—INFINITY IA, 12500; Rogers Studio 2,
11000; Nakarnichi 680ZX, 1500; Adcom GFA 555 amp,
1400. (402)564-0311, Peter
THE WORLD'S FINEST CARTRIDGES! OUTSTANDING PRICES! Carnegie, von den Hul, Koetsu,
Grado, Virtuoso, Highphonic, Veritas, & more! Free
newsletter. Galen Carol Audio.(512)494-3551.

SOUND OF NAKAMICHI REFERENCE CASSETTES
individually duplicated in real-time on the finest TDK
metal tapes, from the finest analog and digital masters.
Sound of Nalcamichi reference cassettes, the only
challenge to the compact disc. Labels represented:
'Marc, A&M, Delos, Sheffield Lab, Good Vibes, & GRP
All titles are available in Dolby-B or Dolby-C. For a
catalog or more information contact Pacific Cassette
Laboratories, PO Box 6248, 7brrance, CA 90504
(213)618-9267 Dealer inquiries welcome.
pgcweugfle

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

The choke of recording industry , archives and collectors
around the world
Tine processors tor reduction 01 transient sad steady-state
oases Pen special features tor optimum reproduction of old
records, lateral or vertical
Model 323A. 52.650
Write la literature to
Po Box 335. Dave NY USA 13211-0335
let.. (315) 172-5614

a
WORKS
Gasworks brings experience and attention to detail to the modification of
classic audio components.
Retain the original sonic signature
of your equipment while removing its
rough edges. Modification now
available for Adcom GFA-555.
Write for free brochure.
5563 Kendall

•

Boise, Idaho 83706
4100.FICATIO9Ç

(208) 323 -0861
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Doe S. 1925 Ilassechusens Avenue.
Carnb441.84. MA 16171 354-8933
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UNCOMPRIONISED STEREO \ADEO
(ESTABLISHED 1977)

716-837-1557
3604 Main St., Buffalo, NY 14226
KNOWN for QUALITY, SERVICE
and FRIENDLY ADVICE.

AKG •ALPHASON •APOGEE •AR •BRYSTON
CANON •CHICAGO STANDS •COUNTERPOINT
DAHLOUIST • DEA •DUAL •GRADO SIGNATURE
HAFLER •JBL TI •KEF •KLOSS •KOETSU • KRELL
MAGNUM DYNALAB •MISSION •MONSTER • NAD
NAKAMICHI •ORACLE •ORTOFON •POLK •PROTON
PS AUDIO •QUAD •ROBERTSON •SHURE ULTRA
SIGNET •SONRISE •SONY ES •SUMIKO •VIDI
WELL TEMPERED •XYLOPHILE •YAMAHA

Directory of Specialty
Audio Dealers
DSAD includes over 500 "Upper
Mid -Fi" to extreme "High-End" home
audio dealers from all 50 states.
Each listing includes:
•Dealer's Name.
•Address.
•Phone Number.
•Up to 42 brands of
equipment offered !
The premier issue is available
for immediate shipping.
7
s'""""r"PP".""MerseP""Pmemme
0 Cheek
0 Money Order 0 mcivis. •
Send To OSAD
P.O. Box 33,331

$9.95

'Pt!,

Shipping

Austin, TX 78764

Si 00

TOTAL

Card
top Date

Signature

Ph

Name

'MCN,sa call 15121 443-1778

1
74

Try our prescription for fast relief
from headaches caused by
poor stereo performance.
• SOTA Sapphire & Star
Sapphire turntables
• COUNTERPOINT tube pre-amplifiers
& hybrid amplifiers
• VANDERSTEEN classic, timecoherent loudspeakers
Alphason •Argent •Audioguest • BEL
B 8. K • British Fidelity •CJ Walker • Counterpoint
Eminent Technology • Fried •Grace •JSE
Kimber Kable • Kiseki • Klyne • Melon
Meridian • Merlin • MIT • Monster Cable/Alpha
Nitty Gritty •Plexus • Premier •PS Audio • Rauna
Robertson • Rotel • Rowland Research
SME •Sonographe •Sota •Spectrum •Stax
Systemdek •Talisman/Alchemist •Tube Traps
Van Den Hul •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research

AUDI® NEXUS

CALL US FOR THE EXTRA-SPECIAL
TREATMENT YOU DESERVE
201-464-8238
Berkeley Heights. NJ

LAZARUS
ELECTRONICS

KINDEL
PISA LOUDSPEAKERS
"IN ftARMONY TOQETI/ER AT

AUDIO RliAPSODY
Open 7 Days a Week by Appt.
Long Beach. California
213/597-1157 or 213/498-0867
We also stock:
Ratel • B+K • Magnum / Dunctiab
Systerndek •Spectrum •Aueoquest
Mod Squad • Apature • ARCICI

Address
City

The Most Effective
Pain Reliever
Money Can Buy

St

Zip
You may use adank sheet

Chicago Stands

• Kimberkable

+ More!
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HIGH-END AUDIO IN SALT LAKE CITY. Audition
Audio features Adcom, Apogee, Audio Research,
Vandersteen, PS Audio, SOFA, SME, 13«, Matrix, Mark
Levinson, Magnepan, etc. Visa/MC, AMEX accepted.
'My hard-wired sound rooms. Audition Audio, 2144
Highland Dr, SLC, UT (801)467-5918.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. We buy
and sell by phone—paying over blue book prices. The
Stereo »acting Outlet, 32001d }brk Rd., Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Call for highest quote. (215)886-1650.

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN uERRILI. MPRTin LOGP11 ET

Threshold

PS ACU_JC110

conradjohnson

Phone tor evening appointment.

SUMO ELECTRA, $289; Denon PMA770, $395; SAE
X1OA, $549; Macintosh C29, $599; JSE 1.8, $949;
Counterpoint SA7, $249; Magneplanar MG2A, $699;
conrad johnson PV6, $499; Oracle Delphi, $649;
Thorens turntable, $249; Mitsubishi DA7DC & DAC20,
$495; Accuphase AC2, $69; Magnavox 650CD, $289;
Adcom, PS, Superphon, B&K, Audible Illusions,
Acoustat. (714)861-4830 evenings.
SME TYPE V, brand new in box, $1395. Sumiko Virtuoso Boron, also brand new in box, $600. Call Neal
evenings, weekends (408)723-7110 (CA) PST or leave
message.
FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/J-FET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Bar 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.

21 N. Market Si.. Selinsgrove. PA • 717.374 0150

The Audio
Enthusiast
SPECIALISTS IN THE NATURAL
UNCOLORED REPRODUCTION
OF M USIC
Satellite/Subwoofer Systems from
Nestorovic
Stand-Alone Speaker Systems from
Nestorovic, Perkins, Euphonic Audio,
Kindel, Fianna
Tube Electronics from
Nestorovic, Berning,
Music Reference, Lazarus
Solid State Electronics from
PSE, British Fidelity, Rotel
Turntables from
VPI, Michell, Sonographe
Tonearms from
Souther, Grado, Profile, Sumiko
Cartridges from
Clearaudio (Ventas and Gamma),
Grado, Garrott, Audioctuest
Speaker and Interconnect Cables from
Kimber, Audioutiest, Peterson
Compact Disk Players from
Kinereetics, Audioguest
Much More!
W EEKDAYS 5-9
LOS ANGELES

SAT-SUN 9-6
(213) 541-8177
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ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, I2AX7,
I2BH7, 6FQ7, 6L6GC, EL34, KT, 6550A. 4000 types
stocked, since 1947. GE, Amperex, Telefunken, Gold
Lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade, same day shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS Electronics, 7110
DeCelis PI., PO. Box 7323-Dept. SP Van Nuys, CA
91406. In California, (800)422-4277. Outside
California, (800)422-4250.
VECTOR ELECTRONICS SUPPLIES TOP QUALITY
audio products at competitive prices. B&K components, amps, preamps; Crarnolin; Goldbug cartridges; GE 6550A (matched pairs); India ECC83/
12AX7; Kimber Kable; Kevek speakers; Michell turntables; Micro Seild turntables, tonearms; Namiki AC
direction finder; Orsonic side force checker; Sheffield
Lab; Sones; Technics stylus force gauge; Telefunken
(original) ECC82/I2AU7; Zeta tonearm. Visa/MC/
Amex. Please call for price quote: (503)233-2603. Ike¡or Electronics, Portland, Oregon.
SPICA, TDL ELECTRONICS, MUSICAL CONCEPTS,
Grado Signature, other superb but cost-effective products available in Wisconsin. Demos available. The
TDL Reference Standard is the finest speaker system
we have heard. Sight & Sound, Madison, WI, (608)
238 -76/7, by appointment.
LEGACY I
/S SPEAKERS by Reel to Real Designs, $850,
mint, call anytime. Ezra (803)327-4849.
ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES—DEMOS: Adcom CD
player w/remote, $395; Synthesis Loudspeakers,
LM-200, $595; LM-20 minis, $437; Mod Squad Line
Drive; $319.95. Used: itcvox A-740 power amp, $760;
Beveridge RM-3 crossover, $425. The best audio in
Scottsdale, AZ. Esoteric Audio (602)946-8128.
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Famous expert
JAMES BOYK designs Stereo
Systems for music lovers
nationwide. Not adealer or a
hidden dealer. Expensive, but
Carries

,

ous

$1 50

4 CD's without
handling
jewel boxes
PA nudges Add 6% tax
• Light • Durable • Soft Velour Lining •

cheaper than getting it wrong!
SOUND DECISION sm Consulting, 2135 Holmby Ave.,
Los Angeles, CA 90025.
213/475-8261.

The Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership
Many audiophiles who want high quality audio systems are
misled by well meaning—but misinformed—salesmen, magazines, and friends whose understanding of sound reproduction is
superficial or incomplete. As aresult, many expensive "mistakes"
are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala Sound
has distinguished itself as the preeminent
high quality audio dealership in the
United States.
Founded by pianist-acoustician
James Gala, audiophiles, musicians, and
recording engineers throughout the U.S.,
Europe, and South America, rely on Gala
Sound for audio systems tailored to their
specific needs, listening environments and
budgets. These systems are second to none.
If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest:
adefinitive audio system from Gala Sound. Phone (do not write)
Jim Gala at (716) 461-3000.
MARK LEVINSON •THRESHOLD •McINTOSH •KEF •B& W •ACOUSTAT •MERIDIAN
CONRAD-JOHNSON •REVOX •BRYSTON •BELLES RESEARCH •NAKAMICHI

GALA SOUND )3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 •(716) 461-3000

ro
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Audiputim
Cdnnection

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable,
portable oak units hold LPs, CDs, and tapes. Free mailorder brochure (please mention Stereophile). Per
Madsen Design, (415)928-4509, PO Box 330101, San
Francisco, CA 94133.
MERRILL TONEARM DYNAMIC DAMPER, $8. Absorbs
energy generated by cartridge, increases the tonearm's
moment of inertia. Underground Sound, 2125 Central
Are, Memphis, TN 38104. (901)2 72-12'5.
SONY LASERDISK LDP-1000A plays 12" & 7.5"

If you are into MUSIC

audio/video disks, remote, audiophile sound. Originally $3000, asking 5600. (619)223-2941.

we have what you are into!
WANTED
components and systems to
satisfy the most discriminating ...

615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ 07044
Hours: Mon. Tues. Fr 12-7, Thurs 12-9.
Sat 11-6 Closed

Sun .Wed

201-239-1799

CAREER OPPORTUNITY Due to continuing growth,
Madrigal Audio Laboratories is looking to add to its
dealer support and development division. Individuals
interested in, and familiar with, products which provide quality music reproduction in the home will be
considered qualified and are encouraged to apply.
Responses expressing interest will be kept strictly confidential and should be sent to the attention ofJoanne
Heald, Madrigal Audio laboratories, PO Box 781,
Middletown, CT 06457.
LOOKING FOR CHEAP AUDIO RESEARCH SP-1 I,
$2500 or less, depending on vintage and condition.
(617)429-8911.
WANTED: ACOUSTAT MODEL IAND I+1. Nonmedallion ok. Call Jeff, (215)628-2000, 9-5

M USIC
CUSTOM

DESIGN

BY

HOME

STEREO

WHEN YOU'RE READY
TO OWN THE BEST
The most exciting and revolutionary
components in the world. Featuring:
Audio Research •Vandersteen
Oracle •Apogee •Krell •Rowland
Counterpoint •PS •Spica
Audible Illusions •Athena
Koetsu •New York Audio Lab
and many others

(415) 332-2142

AUTHORDIED
DEALER FOR:
ALPHASON
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
ARCICI INC
BENNETT SOUND CORP
CONVERGENT TECHNOLOGY
COUNTERPOINT
DISTE CH
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
FRIED
QUALITY EQUIPMENT
GOLD AERO
HELPFUL SERVICE
GRADO SIGNATURE
WE CAN SHIP TOO
HITACHI LC-OFC WIRE
KINERGETICS
VISA, MC. COD
MICRO SEIKI
MOD SQUAD
MONSTER CABLE M.SERIES
MUSIC REFERENCE
FREE LITERATURE.
NITTY GRITTY
PLEASE BE SPECIFIC
QUAD
RAM TUBE WORKS
ROTEL
SAEC
P.O. BOX 2305,90632-2305
SHINON
415 W. IMPERIAL HWY.
SONOGRAPHE
SOUTHER
LA HABRA, CA 90631
SUPERPHON
(213) 691-0967
SPI
(714) 871-5670
MILITARY TUBES
HERE'S AN IDEA FOR AN EXCELLENT SYSTEM OR
LET'S TAILOR ASYSTEM TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS
LIST
MUSIC REFERENCE RI.4.5 Preamp
Gam)
$1050 00
MUSIC REFERENCE (lhodleskpRIA-9 Amp
S2150 DO
KINERGE TICS XCD-20A CD MaYR
$895 00
SONOGRAPHE SG3 Turntable
$44900
AL PHASON XENON Tonearm
$52503
GRADO mCx CaPnege
$303 00
QUAD ESL 63 Electrostafic Speakers
$2950 00
"C".,.Sys'EM 5$811900
(H I

107 Caludona Street
Sati,alito, California 9-4965

F F, .:.

.1•Me
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write Nelson &
Associates, 62 Wendover, Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
A & S Speakers
Absolute Audio
Adcom
Apogee Acoustics, Inc.
Audio Advisor, Inc.
Audio Breakthroughs
Audio Connection
Audio Enthusiast
Audio File
Audio Nexus
Audio Research Corporation
Audio Rhapsody
Audio Stream
Audio Studio
Audio Today
Audio Vision
Audioquest
Aural Symphonics

40
164
76
18
167
168
177
175
166
174
20
174
40
138
42
170
43,142
172

B & K Components
Inside back cover
Bedini Electronics
86
British Fidelity
156
C.F. Audio
177
California Audio Labs
146
Carry Disk
176
Chadwick Modifications
173
Classe Audio
148
Cogan Hall Instruments
144
conrad-johnson design
6,8
Counterpoint
84
Custom Electronics
164
Custom Woodwork & Design
54
Definitive Hi -Fi
166
Directory of Specialty Audio Dealers
174
Discrete Technology
87
Electrocompaniet
146
Eminent Technology
80
Energy
78
Esoteric Ear
162
Euphonic Technology
58
Gala Sound
176
Gasworks
173
Gold Aero
71
Christopher Hansen Ltd.
136
Hi Fi Show
64-65
Janis
154
KEF
60,62
Kevek Loudspeakers
81
Kevro Electronics, Inc
52
Kimber Kable
141

Kinergetics
Lawrence Stereo
Mark Levinson
Luxman
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab
Martin Logan
May Audio Marketing
McIntosh
Meitner
Mission
Mod Squad

172
82
26
32
134
68
144
10
148
38
14
Inside front cover
150

Monster Cable
12
146,176
Music & Sound
Music by Design
177
Music by the Sea
168
Musical Concepts
158
Natural Sound
74
Nelson-Reed Loudspeakers
171
Nikko Audio
30
Nitty Gritty
150
On kyo
Back cover
Optimal Enchantment
130
PFA Alta Fedelta
147
Packburn Electronics
173
Revox
66
Rotel
16
SOTA
154
Sansui
44-45
Siefert Research
152
Sound Decision
176
Sound by Singer
140
Speaker Builder
170
Speaker Shop
174
Stereo Exchange
72-73
Stereo Shoppe
175
Straight Wire
156
Sumiko
152
Systemdek Sales
172
Take Five
162
Teac of America
28
Threshold Corporation
22
Tiare Acoustics
171
Transparent Audio Marketing .34-35, 48-49, 142
Upscale Audio
132
Vacuum Tube Logic
172
Vampire
24
Vandersteen Audio
158
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar perfor mer"
HERETIC, FALL '86

"MX products are among the finest values on the market today
"One of the most musical power amps on the market. Sounds better than
many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO. 8, JAN'86

PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS

%0
r

gett

lori c

COMPONENTS, LTD.
POWER AMPLIFIER ST•202

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
B& KComponents, Ltd., 1971 Abbott Road Lackawanna, NY 14218 •1-800-543-5252 (NY: 1-716-822-8488)

The ONKYO Grand Integra
P-308 and M-508
For the serious audiophile searching for musicality, transparency and
control flexibility at an affordable cost, Onkyo presents the
Grand Integra P-308 pre-amplifier and M-508 power amplifier.
The M-508 delivers the promise of power and musicality, using the
same design concepts first offered in our remarkable M-510 amplifier.
Incorporating Onkyo's Real Phase technology, the dual mono
200 watt per channel M-508 impressively drives even
the most complex speaker systems.
The P-308 disproves the axiom that pre-amplifiers can offer either
control flexibility or superb sound quality, but not both. The P-308
offers unmatched system control flexibility, together with technological
refinements such as shielded power supplies, special signal path
routing, and passive tone equalization with full bypass capability.
Audition the separates that are in aclass by themselves at your Onkyo
Grand Integra Dealer today, or write to Onkyo for detailed
information about these remarkable new components.
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